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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

-
a

.

BackIssues? .#HWFNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*+###
a oe

NewMembers! 1963, plus complete setsof1964 and 1965. These are iz

available to NIMAS members @50¢/set postage and handling
ED HICKS, 10633 Lavinia Rd., Affton, Mo. 63123 charge. Complete yourown file; donate a set to your mS
HARRY KESHISKIAN, 7 Sagamore Rd., Arlington, Mass. 02174 club library or the public library nearest you. :

ROBERT MILLER, 408 E. Mumford Dr., Urbana, Il]. 61801 ,

JIM MILLS, 6051 Hemingway Rd., Dayton 24, Ohio NIMASAwards
|

DidYouJoin A.M.A.? Silver Cat.IHLGAward - 0:26.2, Eric Vogel
Have you renewed your AMA license yet? If not, you Silver Cat. I RubberAward - 11:34.8, Bob Putman

should do it right away. AMA is making an all-out push Oe Te eenoT SNM AN So + GEE eet Aditeva Aba shanennn nbot dh want wwtNent ewes ele cee wy
to get model building in the news in the bestpossible Talking Letters?light; to help dispel the "toy airplane” image which ° ~~
hurts us whenever we seek a place to fly or seek any We now have a tape recorder, so if you wish to cor-publicity.or support for our activity. Other programs respond via tape we will welcome the chance!

..and possibilities are awaiting funds so we can gain other ,

“

benefits ~ for anything that benefits any part of model New Materials! aSaviation will aiso benefitus too. Therefore,wemust —~—
Support AMA by renewing; even by recruiting new members -

This time it 1s a new source forthinaluminum:theand helping them get started so they will stay members, plates used for multilithpermanent plates are made from
-005" aluminum which has a smoothfinish and is very goodBesides, without renewing you will not get MODEL for small fittings and various templates. Multilith is a

AVIATION; without M. A. you will not receive information
— printing process similar to that used to print INAV, soabout rules changes (except Indoor; INAV hopes to keep visit your local printing shop and get a counle.

up with indoor proposals) and other things which will
fffect your model activity. Most important, you will not

. FAT INDCOR REPORT.
/

.

s@ able to read several very good articles about the i. a
a

National Free Flight Society. I will try to keep up with The 1966 World ChampionshipsNFFS as it develops and publish the developments, for I -
,

believe that NFFS is a must. Many NIMAS members believe
....

The latest word on the WorldChamps is that Hungarythat Indoor would be gone if it were not for NIMAS; at still has the ball. No word hasbeen receivedontheir. least it would be at a lower ebb. NFFS can do much more plans, but if Hungary is unable to host the event, Greatfor Free Flight than NIMAShas done for Indoor, because Britain is prepared to act as back-up host. So, it seems
|the movement is starting before the situation is as bad quite likely that the event will be held unlesstoo,few .

a8 it was for Indoor, (If NIMAS had startedin1955, we countries enter (five countries must enter to make itanwould have gained the footholdweneedtoreally "move official evert). Each country should be already explor-out" and no telling how far we would have gone by now.) ing the possibility of sending a team, either in personNFFS is important to all of us - keep abreast of it as or a proxy-flown entry. The chips are down; we must haveit develops and support it. We have much to gain! five countries enteredby the deadline (I'm trying to
find out what the deadline is) or we will lose the WorldSpread TheWord! Champs at the start of the coming growth of international
indoor flying. This boom, of course, is starting becauseFrank Zaic had the idea of getting model aviation of the recent adoption of ceiling height categories bymaterial into your public jibrary; I chenked and found the CIAM. These categories: Cat.I - 0 to 8 m, Cat. IIthat the Richardson Public Library was willing and even - 8 to 15 m, Cat III - 15 to 30 m and Cat. IV - over 30anxious to get whatever material they could. Many such m., make 1t possible for indoor fliers all over the worldlibraries are operating on fairly slim budgets and any to set FAI Indoor records in their regular sites. I pre~books you can donate will help. For a start, get a copy dict that competition will be most heavy in Cats. I and

of various Zaic Year Books, Gitlow's Indoor Model Build-
| Cat. II, since these categories include about 90% of all

ing and Flying and anything else you think would be go00a, the sites in the world.
| a ;For that matter, the library might be a good piace to put

notices to interest youngsters in models - if they will Set World Records!|let you do it. After 41l, there used to be books avout ~—

:

~~

model airplanes years ago; but many of them are badly out Frank Ehling, Technical Director of AMA, makes theof date and not very many are printed anymore. following information available for those of us who want
to try for FAI records in the new ceiling categories:However, we are getting help from an unexpected quar- ‘

ter; Kevin brought home a school library book which had a An AMA CD who holds acurrent (1966) license appliesstory about indoaor models. Some of the material was out for a FAI Record Trials Sanction 418 fee) in the same ‘

of date, but the story was interesting and painted a very manner as he would for an AMA RT. Thereisno need toappealing picture of indoor flying. The book was "Prob- clear this through his District Coordinator since the|lem Father" (originally "First Flight") and was published sanction 1s good for one year or until a record is set,by Scholastic Book Services, a division of Scholastic whichever comes first.Magazines, Inc. of New York. Perhaps we need to encour-woo agemore of this - maybe more youngsters would "get the AMA Hq. has to have a brief report within 24 hoursbug and seek us out instead of us having to seek them! by telephone or wire, telling the performance of the air-~
craft and then a complete report within7 days. AMA will: MoreOn Dacron inform FAI Hq. (through NAA) and FAI will issue a memo to
all the other National Aero Clubs telling of the tenta-For those who haven't tried monofilament dacron for tive record performance, The flier must then prepare obracing indoor models (and for those who have used up three dossiers as outlined in the FAI Rule Book and havetheir supply), there is plenty left. Just send a stamped the CD certify these so they can be forwardedtoAMAHq.~envelope and ask for it. to be transmitted to FAI through NAA.



The CD really needs both an FAI Rule Book to get the
owe. oo

|

specifications on the dossiers and an AMA RuleBook to ©

ao, _
NEWS _FROMAROUNDTHEWORLD

get the official ceiling heights and measuring method. AUSTRIA
-

Manfred Koller and Harry Meusburger made intensiveoh aac pape AR cbed ota bd el?dhehae tai earns preparation for a big event recently - a national indeorwith any size of model which is 90 em. or smaller - if. meet was scheduled in Vienna and they planned to entey~~.you have a 35 em. model that flies exceptionally well in
Two events a neduled

vo

your particular site, there is no rule against using it.
a er stick re sin ean ta . en meerotiin and 35 Cm.

In fact, many of the Cat. I records will probably be set eee has b. vhe tea wn erarrived, the railway
with models smaller than 90 cm., simply because these are on has been heated, which ruins the flying there.
easier to fly in limited area sites. i meterhangar, Thehangarwasthe sceneofariying

-

STATE OF THE ART vos -

.
session after Manfred and Harry conducted a class for |

22825Sie ‘younger fellows, teaching them the basics of indoor.
The model of the month is Ernie Kopecky's B Paper CALIFORNIA- WILMINGT ve twme sem

ree

Stick model; it won the '65 Nats and twice almost set a
> WILMINGTON

new Cat. lil record. Of the model Ernie says:
Although much of the activity at Wilmington Rec Hall

has been indoor scale, recent reports have given the im-
ion that North American Flightmasters have supportedIt was designed to get a head start on a 65 em. FAI press - -

6 PP
and actually is a multi-purpose model (65 cm. FAI/Paper the activity. Many entrants at these meets have been

Stick/B Stick) The latest design trends favored A
Flightmasters, but the entire cost of the Wilhall oper-

CG; how far back can the CG te er themodelstillbas ation is financed from entry fees and the management of
practical dimensions? After much pencil sharpening and

the operation is carried on by J. 0. Bailey. Mre. Bailey
using the Tail Volume Formula, a 105% CG model was

helps with mailing the contest notices and other chores.

designed. Although the 65 cm. FAI model was rejected,
Besides the scale activity, a lively rivalry has sprung

(Ea note - 1964 CIAM meeting) I felt that in time a 64 up between Larry Renger and Ron Wittman in ALG. This

em. model would ts Best Since the Nats were at Lake-
should be very interesting in times to come!

hurst this year (1965), I decided to test the design in
Paper Stick. Two sets of parts were built and the heav-

The next two Wilhall sessions are scheduled for Jan.

ler set produced a model weighing .052, oz-, with .017
14 and Feb. 11, 7 PM to 11 PM. The January session will

oz. being paper weight
° , be for indoor scale, with trophies for 1st in each class.

° me February meet will be the first sanctioned Record
als in some time, and only bona fide AMA record classFlying the model proved to be difficult and disap- r :

;pointing. Low power (19" Loop of .051 pirelli weighing models whereoper eds so there should be a large nun-

20 oz.) put the CG at 105%. The cruise was excellent °

and the model flew well with 3/4 winds. All attempts to CANADA
use more turns ended in uncontrollable stalls, fishtail-

' Two new areas of activity have opened up in Canada,ing and loss of turn. Many hours were spent trying to beee
eat oth of them just getting started but very enthusiastic.

cure the erratic behavior under full power. Dimensions At th-
; e RCAF Station in Gypsumville, Manitoba, several

were checked and re-checked, the alignment jig was check- fliers have been granted 4od f disturbeded; all was correct. Against my principles, 1/32" washin the station 5 e tivit per t 8 of undisturbed use of

was put in the wing. Slowly increasing the size and In Drumhell eye be ta y eth ers around paper models.

weight of the rubber seemed to slightly improve the power weekl access t oD vr ano nd orowe of beginners has

handling; the CG was now at 100%. Time had run out for y ° > sym, an ey make full use of it.

testing. The second model was assembled and the wing was oo
pushed back 3/16" to put the CG at 100%; the model weight tthe JannaryKokomo Aero Team contest is scheduledwas .048 o2, Jan, 17 at Bunker Hill AFB. Events Easy B, HLG and seele

At the Nats the model did 23:23 on 2700 turns. ‘The plus perhaps other events. Check with Chuck Borneman,
flight started with a violent stall and almost ended pre- 1401 West Taylor. Kokomo. Ind. 46901 for details and time,

maturely; it righted itself about a foot off the floor,
Flying conditions were excellent - the model peaked just MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T.

oe

under the catwalk and came down slowly for 23:23. It was
The next MIT session is scheduled for Jan. 15, 1965,

quite frustrating to know the rubber could take 500 more
at the MIT Armory from 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM. Check with

turns. von Vexlers 362 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 for
nal confirmation of date and time.

‘I thought that perhaps the design was too temperamen-
, _

tal and nobody seemed to know how to correct the problem. eR ANN ARBOR 1
, The solution came from Bill Bigge just before the Nats e January Airfollers contest was Jan, 8, the next

contest scheduled for Feb. 5 at Tappan High School (20')ended. He suggested that I put a little slack in the : est
9

OBS oa with Easy B, HLG, Novice HLG, Jetco ROG and maybe Scale,body bracing; which was two strands of .001 tungsten wire
Check with Dick Blstrung very tight. Hmmm! Sure! I loosened the wire and 48103 t ¢

4 aor 1313 Covington, Ann Arbor, Mich,
tested with 2800 turns; the time was 23:10 from a normal or more details.

-

takeoff that had normal turn and no evidence of a stall. ;

With the model peaking under the catwalk there was more
NEW YORK - SYOSSET

, oot
than enough room for a record try. Tony Becker (CD) The Grumman Engineering Model Society will hold fly~
agreed to a record attempt after all official flying was ing sessions on Jan. 20 and Feb. 3 at the Harry B.Thomp~
over. 3200 turns were put in, the takeoff was good, but son Jr. High School. The ceiling is 19' clear (below
after one turn it collided with another paper ship and trusses); the flying time is divided thus: 411 models
the damage did not permit further flying. It is now (your choice) - 7:30 to 9 PM, Indoor Rubber only - 9 to
evident that the 105% CG was correct and that a lighter 10:30 PM, anything goes - 10:30 PM to closing. Call Myr.
model of this design might approach the half hour mark tks 3388. for details - 515-MA 6-2825 (home) and 516-
under ideal conditions. -

°
wo

POSTAL CONTESTS OHIO - CLEVELAND
.

-

Besides the records listed elsewhere, the Dec. 12
Ann Arbor Airfoilers vs. Dallas Area ~ Jr. Jetco ROG contest at St. Edwards High School featured indoor scale,

20° vs. 26' ~ Fudge factor = 1.14 Bill Schubert won Jr. Scale with a Curtis Robin (1:50,
131 pts.), Herbert Schubert won Sr. Scale with a Curtis

John Galloway Kevin Tenny’ 0:42,5 Robin (2:24, 258 points) and Ron Ganser won Open with a
0237.0 x 1.14 = 0242.0 : microfilm covered Curtis Robin (1:47.5, 147.5 points).

Chuck Franz - Kristi Tenn 0237.5 The new scale event was successful enough to be contin-
0325.1 1.14= 0328.5

y
d at future t Th 1 ward a to 50 polel X Ie = 0:28, ue uture meets. e rules awarded up to points

Jim Galloway Tony Wilder 0737.0 for workmanship and one point per second of flight. The.
0315.6 x 1.14 = 0317.8 next event (tentative) is a record trials at Cleveland

wen a ERE Public Hall on Jan. 26, Check with Chuck Tracy, CLEVE~
Ann rpor birfollers vs. Dallas Area - HLG LAND PRESS, 901 Lakeside Ave., Cleveland, for details,

Tvs. 26’ - Fudge factor = 1.3
Do a

-

oe TEXAS - FT. WORTH-DALLAS
.

Jim Richmond Bud Tenny 0249.6 The Jan. 9 session at Arlington Rec. Hall had a very
0:44.22 x 1.3 = 0357.5 - good turnout. Top times - Rubber - 11:34.8, Bod Putman;

Ned Smith
|

Eric Vogel 0:46.1 Easy B - 7:17, Bud Tenny; HLG ~ 0:52.5, Bud Tenny. ‘This
0:43.0 x 1.3 = 0:56.0 area will have another flying session on Feb. 6 at the

ndy Soent 5 0138.9
Bob Reynolds 0:35.0 Arlington site and a Cat, II contest on Feb. 20.

9329.9 x 1.3 = 0238. 4

snwumeinace-eecisiterenpmenciteetenecsrttststereserueanvennertsnateumeniteeetiiseunamustin sisHitasesnynatantamncetmmimnanblealntttnti aunitsiiliinixicastnTi NmCCtUt NUNNTNE ANCL NATIONALACCNNNC Aer TONNNNCEENN Lisi eCCais Nitti tRNANCTC AE
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WISCONSIN - GREEN BAY MICROFILMTECHNIQUES
Diligente paid off for Leo Northrup as he managed to

Bet up flying sessions at the Green Bay YMCA everySunday Part_IV_- FormulationandPouring
afternoon from 1 PM until late. Contact Leo at
Shawano, Wisc. 54166 for more details.

neo RFD ty
After three months of discussing the ingredients of

microfilm, it's about time to pour some! To review what
VIRGINIA - HAMPTON facilities are needed: A waterproof tank at least 15°

The Brainbuster Club held their first session of the longer than your longest hoop and 12" wider than the 1season in the 24' Armstrong School Gym. Eleven fliers widest hoop; a pouring device which gives some contro.
|

came out to crowd the small floor area; their results: (cont.ps 5)

HLG (1 flight) Rubber RECORDS? MAYBE!
Joe Boyle II 0:17.5 Harold Crane 4310
John Winfree O:10.1 Hewitt Phillips 3:43 CAT. I RECORD TRIALS, St. Edwards High School, 12/12/64
Win Winfree 0:09.0 Bob Champine 2329 Lakewood, Ohio (33' ceiling)

Jr. HLG ~ 1301.0, Bill Schubert
For info about future sessions, contact Bob Champine, Sr. HLG - 1:00.3, Herbert Schubert, Jr.

25 Beechwood Dr., Yorktown, Va. 23490, Open HLG - 1:03.4, Gerald Skrjanc
_ Open Autogryo - 4:19.0, Ron Ganser

.

HINTS AND KINKS Jr. C Cabin - 3348.0, Ronny Ganser

Dacron Hints A_LOOK AT YESTERYEAR

After considerable experience in using monofilament Recently Richard Sherman loaned me several 1934 and
dacron for bracing, several shortcuts and handling tricks 1935 issues of Model Airplane News; in the Aug. '35 cophave been developed to give better results or easier han- I found the following AMA records listed: (as of 678/35)
dling. For example, short pieces can be spliced with
thin glue and rolled on a lightweight spool for easier B Stick ¢Stick
storage. Just bring the ends together so they overlap a Jr. 16:45.6 Roy Carlson Jr. 16:53.4 John Stokes
small amount and spread a small amount of very thin glue Sr. 17:49.8 Ralph Kummer Sr. 21:04.4 George Aspiotis
on the splice. Bill Bigge suggests that extreme care Open 15:17.8 William Latour Open 22:59.4 Carl Goldberg
be taken when separating individual strands so these are
not stretched - dacron has a delayed strain recovery and A R.O.G. B_R.O.G.it may warp a braced wing as it recovers. When bracing Jr. 10:25.0 Joseph Pruss Jr. 10:322.0 Bruce Mackler
a wing, run an entire section of bracing, anchoring only Sr. 10:56.4 Merrell Malley Sr. 15:00.4 Mayhew Webster
the start and finish. Check the alignment and tension Open 9:50.0 William Latour Open 14:02.8 William Latour
in each segment ~ the dacron is slick enough to slide
across all points and equalize all tensiun easily - and A R.O.W. B_ R.O.W.
glue it down. Finally, work with a diffused light source Jr. 5:46,.0 Willaim Wert Jr. 68:37.6 James Mooney

' opposite the work area so the light shines through the Sr. 5:01.4 Paul Karnow Sr. 11:55.0 Mayhew Webster
dacron - it lights up and 1s easy to see.

B Cabin € Cabin
-

Indoor Model Box Jr. 10:44,0 Bob Jacobson Jr. 12:59.4 Hyman Oslick ‘
Sr. 12:23.5 Herb Greenberg Sr. 13:24.0 E. Enderlein

George Bucic of the Chicago Aeronuts built his model Open 6:48.0 William Latour Open 12:31.8 William Latour i
box out of Poly-Expanded Styrene; it worked well except poe
that it is so light it tries to blow away! This material Autogyro ,

weighs about 2 pounds per cubic foot; the hardware and Jo 0357.2 Raymond Steinbacher

fittings probably weigh as much as the material. George Sr. 2:01.2 Alton DuFlon, Jr.
used 4° x 8' sheets 17a" thick, cut with a razor knife :

and assembled with Elmers Glue. The outside finish is a Class A HIG Class B HLG
water soluble wood filler covered with water-base paint. Jre 0:26.26 Kenneth Nelson Jr. 03:27.0 Louis Young j
After the outside is finished, the doors are cut witha Sr. 0334.4 David Hecht Sr. 0:31.6 David Hecht :

hobby knife and straight edge. The inside drawers and mo

model hangers are attached with pins and Elmers Glue and Class C HLG B Cabin ROW
the box is reinforced with balsa where the hinges mount. Jr. 0:17.0 Stan Congdon Jr, 3:25.20 John Stokes :
There is room for several models (using both sides), and Sr. 3311.0 Bruno Marchi ~

all the necessary flying tools and accessories can be put Open 5:42.0 William Latour
in the drawers below. Other details and dimensions are
shown on the drawing below.

.

“ SUITCASE LOCKSMATERIAL: EXPANDED POLY-STYREN ——> r

BY George Buc LC 3€ HANDLE
2

z

:

|

CHICAGO, ILL. a BALSA oe 3
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the rate of flow of the solution onto the water; and many ZaExaimple I - Mix film from 60 sec. N/C (aissot red 50% i
hoops with safe storage to match. Good hoop sizes and Shieee. Methyl Ethyl Keyt and 50% Butyl Acetate)” She

o \ ¢ " " i.
Methy yl Keytone an utyl Acetate). Shs

wood sizes are: 8" x 18" (1/4" sq. hard balsa), 8" x 30 " a Soar
(1/4" x 3/8 or 3/8" sq. hard balsa) and 9" x 40" (1/4" x 20 ce 60 sec. N/C ieee
1/2" or 1/2" sq. hard balsa). Hoops should be assembled 30 ce Thinner #1 (4 parts MEK, 2 parts Butyl Acetate == is
carefully with good glue (epoxy is excellent) and with and 1 part Amyl Acetate) pean

tye, beinforced corners. If the hoop isnot rigid, you may 10 drops Benzyl Butyl Phthalate Seeae
gy “ea sheet of film when the hoop "gives" slightly. The aa.
Brae ot. side of each hoop should be smooth; if you plan to This formula spread poorly, and the films broke dfterF
a “Use ypubber cement to adhere the film to the hoops, the lifting. 42 ce of the mix was left; to it I added 10 Cyr ©

Wigs, DOODS. can be doped and sanded smooth. 60 sec. N/C, 5 cc MEX and 5 drops BBPH. The spread was

iee mproved, but sample sheets still broke after lifting.
aeone pouring device which works well is the modified _The remaining mix was labelled N/C 15 for storage, ard
‘plagtic squeeze bottle with the tapered removable top as the solvent balance figured to be: 56% MEK, 38.5% B/A
shéwn in Fig. 1. The top (or spout) can be cut off until and 5.5% A/A. After appropriate calculations, 20 ce N/C
the hole is the proper size, or it can be cut shorter so

_
15 was poured into a new bottle and 25 cc MEK, 2 cc A/A

a series of interchangable orifices can be used. I have
= and 10 drops BBPH were added. (New solvent balance -

12 orifices ranging from #30 drill size to #49 drill size 76.5% MEK, 16.4% B/A and 7.6% A/A). The new mix poured
and all of them have been used during the experiments very well and, after two weeks ageing, went very slack on

berperbecerel this series of articles. Besides the mod-
=

the hoop. The mix can now be re-created from notes, but... ois
if

ca on,to the spout » the bottom is cut out of the bot- only 50% as much plasticizer added. This must then be PAR
e so film solution can be poured in easily. In use, poured and aged to check on stability, and suitable test@ "3, »

the pouring spout is held between the thumb and first two made for other characteristics mea |
Legs.

. : > ean ne Emerare
‘

° eet kc

Bendagbers and the little finger covers the end of the spout TEU eee

. ees
Pe omemncas a valve during the pour. Example II - Mix film from Lambert #2035 Clear Dope. —

aSee - ’ ‘ Using a #30 jet, the straight dope would only drip,
MMF

4 t i but each drop seemed to spread well. To 40 ce of dope,
——F— =e I added 15 cc Acetone. This mix poured blue film easily,

picked up all right, and generally looked good. I had

expected excessive wrinkling that did not develop. To

i . get lighter film, I changed from #32 jet to #38 jet and
:

then poured silver film whichalso picked up. well with
Teflon or nylon insert minimum wrinkling on the water. Sample labelled Dope I.
drilled to desired size. Because the stability of this mlx was suspect, I then

.

Gut off end
- Make a set of different mixed 4% cc Non-tautening Butyrate dope with 22 ec Dope I,

until thee otnee ke sizes, interchange them and labelled it Dope II. When poured, this material did
uhe en as e for best results. a strange thing. It split into two narrow strips of very

proper inside diameter. unevenly colored film. Addition of 10% Amyl Acetate did

FigureI no good (poor guess), so 20% acetone was added. This did

the job - at least for the 6" x 12" test hoop. A later

The mechanics of pouring require practice to insure attempt with large hoop was foiled by shrink breakage.
the best results, especially when you get particular Due to lack of time, this batch was re-labelled DopeII A

about the uniformity of each sheet. You must develop a and set aside. Meanwhile, 30 ce of Dope ee pth :
smooth arm sweep which spreads the solution uniformly in cized with40drops ofDi-cyclohexyl Phtha ate ( 8

-~straight line down the tank. If you use 30 ce or more
a erystalline solid which is soluble in Acetone; I added

f ‘golution in the pouring spout, the rate of flow will DCHP to acetone until no more woulddissolve, then added

ve reasonably uniform during the pour; the smooth arm 10% more acetone to create a just-less-than~-saturated
motion then insures a uniform sheet of film. That is, solution as a repeatable standard). This mix poured gold
if every thing else is right you will get auniform sheet film easily from a #38 jet; it was labelled Dope III.
of film! If you use too large an orifice, the.solution After two days of ageing, shrink hoops (2%" dia. balsa
can "purble! as it comes out (you will have to use a very hoops made from .024" sq. balsa) were covered with Dope I,
fast arm movement to get a thin sheet) and the colors Dope II and Dope III. After four days of further ageing,
will be very uneven. If you have too much fast thinner none of the shrink hoops have warped, but six weeks will
in the film formula (see Part II, Nov. '65 INAV) you can be 4 better test.

.

get the same effect; if you hold the pouring spout too
high above the water it will also give striped film. To Example III - Modify an existing mix for better handling.
summarize, your pouring motion must be uniform, the film
solution must pour out of the spout smoothly, and the This material suffered from poor spreading and thin
height of the spout above the water must be uniform and Sheets were too weak to be picked up or collapsed after
as small as possible. In fact, the closer you can get picking up. Successive additions of acetone (amounting
the spout to the water, the better will be the results te Pe total) improved the handling enough to permit an

:

you get. oop to be picked up. However, a slight strain on
the hoop during storage caused the sheet to explode - it

In the past, considerable commentary has b
was very brittle. The addition of 17% 60 sec. N/C made a

about water temperature. If you have a proper belance ¢
tremendous difference - the spread and handling was very

iPuymersolvents (see Part II), water at room temperat
nce 0 good, and a gold-silver sheet was easily lifted and it

BoerCooler w Work very well. The tank should be loos furvived to make it into the storage box. Since unplas-
CeOany rare8 - moving air will cause uneven oonted ticized N/C was added, this mix needs to be checked for
Te aoe TrSe TEN BRI re wages cates

See Tee hens oF erecual color change) and perhaps
stability before final acceptance. eeee

ie WOving airy uneven curin eaten lnc Ee
should make’a pour and wait about S minutesby the Slock It is hoped that the above examples will cover Retr Se
before putting the hoop on the film. I usually wait

of the troubles which will arise for those who want to. a
until after pouring to coat the hoot with bee mix their own film. Example II was chosen to help those
which helps enforce the 5 minute watt Thewalt cement, who wish to try dope as a base material in spite of the

_ =

that the film has cured properly on the waten which wat lack of control of additives (those put in the dope by
mostly eliminate shrink breakage on the h (th eh will the manufacturer) which may or may not be beneficial to
"explodes" some time before the water drains off) ana” microfilm, Actually, preliminary tests of this microfilm
gives less film tension on the hoop after th i

C fade from Lambert #2035 Clear Dope show very good quality
Some films do not permit this leisurely nporoach ante" film; probably good enough (if the stability is good) for
will wrinkle badly within 60 seconds after pourin 3 thi

ail but the most execting applications.

e most rely due to solvent imbalance if the fin is
°

Part IV coneclud the di
.

stable after ageing. oncludes e scussi
1

:

é.
Being phat is; the care and feeding of the beast In tutus e

Lo The mechanics of making "home b tt ssues various other topics such as storage, testinPe rea by a couple of examples; but general prinet tee con general handling techniques will be alecussed; if anyone
Wn geOutlined first. All mixing should be done in arad. has specific topics or questions they will be welcomed.
hsteed bottles or containers (empty preseription petties Meanwhile, the first four parts of the series should not:

Whyie, fhexpensive at most drug stores) and detailed records
be taken as the last word - if you have a dissenting idea

“eerie pe, kept of each step. You don't have to do it
or a different way of doing it, you may present your side *

hiet Way Ltyou just like to tinker, butrepeatable signex: DickGon on ee Hi ndes Coe ete eet

results absolutely depend upon careful measurements and aa ges Ernie Kopecky and any otheney nay eke, Frank Cum-

actirate re tds. Each bottle should be marked
: so DESs Ernie Kopecky and any others I may have missed for

if Lae SEES. es marked to ident- “all ®he help (aside from manufacturers) I h “
y the-Contents - almost all microfilm looks alike, but  "##@da; . ave had int

it usl@liy “doesn't. act alike. » bu “preparation of this series, I sincerely hope this ma’“aoa. gine, hee been helpful to those who like "home brew.'! -

eRRE RR cae
gt akme mage ”

“
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NEWS and VIEWS £6ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75081.
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL 2 -

oes **S*NATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANE SOCIETY####
Sellger Court, Huntington Sta., N. Y. 11746;and Jesse

tes, : ce F. Shepherd, Jr., 5312 Odessa, Ft. Worth 15, Texas.Ce, _.: New Members
ms

a .
a CO mt POSTAL CONTESTS!BERNARD BISHOP, 11127 Clifton Rd. Apt. 8, Cleveland, Ohio —

. LoosHAROLD CRANE, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton, Va, 23369.
.. .....  NIMAS Easy B Postal Meet a

:

‘JAMESA DALEY, JR., Page Hill Rd., New Ipswich, New Hamp.
. -KENNETHR. FITCH, 12 Sellger Court, Huntington Sta., Bob Putman suggested that we have an Easy B postaloe _

.
oe

__New
York 11746 _.meet, and volunteered to handle the paperwork. If itis -

PHILIP KLEISLER, 175 Fredrick Ave., Babylon, N.Y. 11702 popularenough, it can become an annual event. .WILLIAM H. LEE, 802 8th St. Apt. 103, Laurel,Md.20810 1. Wing span - 18" max.; chord 3" max., paper covered,
_

GEOFFREY. SAUTER, 27 Chase St., Orarige, Massachusetts prop blades all balsa, solid stick, solid boom, no
. WAYNE A. ZINK, 1148 Melbourne Dr., New Haven, Ind. 46774 bracing.

.

.

_

a 2. Use AMA flight rules covering indoor ‘stick; flights-, a, Sponsored Junior Memberships must be made at one session only; flights must be ~
-

Co

CB .. completed and entry postmarked no later than March
osOne of the NIMAS programs which has been sort of in-

. . B31, 1966. Entry fee 15¢; stamps preferred. Special “

active for lack of nominees has been the Sponsored Junior event for Juniors; all other ages combined. Flights —
-

program. This program was initiated in Feb. '63 by a ' must be timed by an AMA member, preferably a C.D.NIMAS member's donation toward a special fund to encour- 3. Send entry fee and record of completed flights signedage Junior participation in NIMAS. For the benefit of by timer to: Bob Putman, 507 Darlene, Arlington, Tex. ~~recent NIMAS members who haven't heard of the program, it Be sure to send the ceiling height of your site with 2is intended for those youngsters with limited budgets who, your entry; all entries will be corrected via fudge wsin the opinion of the nominating member, show promise factor to the highest ceiling height. weand interest in indoor models. Also, those youngsters .

who are isolated from club activity or who lack the out- Postal Contest Results osside guidance and help’ needed to follow up on their in- .

a™ terest in indoor models are likely candidates. Juniors San Diego Orbiteers (22') vs. Kokomo Aero Team (45') eesan be nominated by individual NIMAS members or by clubs, Fudge Factors: ubber 1.42; H 20 ,

following the general outline above. The nominator will an othen notify NIMAS Hq., Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75081 Easy B (Paper Covered) &yof the name of the nominee and give pertinent details. Jim Richmond (Kokomo) 10:57.0We will then contact the nominee and request a brief auto- Jim Bennett (Kokomo) 10319.6
; bigraphical sketch and the $1 membership fee. ‘The NIMAS Clarence Mather (Orbiteers) 6:53 x 1.42° 9:39.6 .special fund then furnishes the additional $2 to make up Fudo Takagi (Orbiteers) 6:08 x 1.42 8342.0 a:-@ full NIMAS membership for one year. ae

a HLG(Twoflighttotal) “sf»We have a new Sponsored Junior Member, nominated by Tom Ottiwell (Orbiteers) 0:46.6 x 2:02 1334.1 | aDick Black. He is John Galloway, 1715 Mershon Dr., Ann Bob Larsh (Kokomo) 1328.4 oyArbor, Michigan. He is a member of the Ann Arbor Air- Jim Richmond (Kokomo) 1307.4 “foilers and started building models in 1963 after attend- Dave Burke (Orbiteers) 0:21.1 x 2:02 ' 0342.6ing an Airfoilers meeting. He has flown some control
- . —_ a e

;
line and currently has an interest in starting outdoor FF

-

Dallas Area (26') vs. Ann Arbor Airfoilers (20')with 1/2A and Coup d'Hiver. He has accumulated several Fudge Factors: Rubber 1.14; HLG 1.3 mt

small trophies and ribbons from club contests, but his —
ey oe _

.

real pride is his first place trophy for Novice HLG at Jetco ROG (Novice Jr.)the Detroit State meet in 1964. Besides HLG, John is Kevin Tenny (Dallas) 0:45.0
—

'flying Jetco ROG and Easy B in the Airfoiler contests. Chuck Franz (Ann Arbor) 0:31.7 x 1.14 03:36,2 “aaWelcome to NIMAS, John! ©

Kristi Tenny (Dallas) 0234.5 o
-s mS ‘

: Ricky Blythe (Ann Arbor) 0:20.5 x 1.14 0:23.4 2Do, AMA Club Charter
-

,

os
oO 7 bswe

. oo

HLG (Two flight total) -On page one of the Jan. '66 MODEL AVIATIONyouwill Bud Tenny (Dallas) ~ 0252.5find an announcement of new AMA club charter procedure Eric Vogel (Dallas) O:51.4 .and some mention of the insurance provided automatically Ned Smith (Ann Arbor) 0:37.8 x 1.3 02:49,2 nywhen a club is chartered. Full details of this program
can be gotten from the officers (V. P., Contest Board Easy B . ue

oemembers and Contest Coordinators) of your AMA District. Bud Tenny (Dalles) .

7317.0 LnAMA seems to be making a concerted efforttoimprove the Ned Smith (Ann Arbor) 4:34.2 x 1.14 5:12.0 oeservices offered and each club that flies powered models John Galloway (Ann Arbor) 2:12.9 x 1.14 2231.0 -should investigate this new program.
,

re
: Dallas Area (26') vs. San Diego Orbiteers (22'FamilyMemberships

-
. Fudge Factors: Rubber 1:09; HLG 1.18 22.) e

In recent weeks, there have been father-son teams
—

“B 3

'

,

ohjoining NIMAS; a trend which makes me very happy. This Bad Toney (pee 7:17f~is the sort of thing which will insure that indoor will Clarence Mather (Orbiteers) 6:32 x 1.09 7:04.8 -‘emain a growing sport. In order to encourage this sort Fudo Takagi (Orbiteers) 5:33 x 1.09 .. 6300.0 7of thing further, NIMAS is now open to family memberships «
°

5

eee _— .That is to say, with any regular membership in NIMAS, the
.

o

other indoor fliers in the family below the age of 21 can HG (Twoflighttotacto i+ Lortitees) 0245.9 x 1.18 ond ashare the INAV subscription and otherwise be counted as
,

st D0F X Te : 254.1 eS1
pul

reurenee Clarence Mather (Orbiteers) 0:45.5 x 1.18 0:53.8 orfull NIMAS members. The cost is 50¢ per year per extra
R Sel (Orbiteers) 0:44 3 :

, pfamily member. The first three additions to NIMAS via Bua e oD tL yoors Or44.5 x 1.1 Ota te a P|family membership are Charles Wiechard III, 36 Iriquois Erie Vowel “Dallas) Ore oyRd., Levittown, Pa. 19057; Kenneth R. Fitch, Jr., 12 r ge
=

i516 a 4
oa Lk . oo
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STATE OF THE ART
oo, .

.

Co Lo
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was lost in the pull-out, forward speed andrate of sink
Jim Mayes and Bob Trampenau, the guiding lights of were noticeably reduced, and the recovery in turbulent

the Elmira (N. Y.) Indoor Model Airplane Club, have been air was improved. Without the fence, the glide attitude
limited to 18' and 20' sites for their activity. As a is level or slightly nose-up; with fence in place the
result their HLG times have been low compared to regular attitude 1s slightly nose-down. Hal used a .1" fence on
Cat. I times, but Jim and Bob nearlyalways win postal & Sweepette-sized glider, my fence was .09" déep. It is
meets they fly in. Just as with Stompette (Dec. '65 unlikely that I had the optimum fence on the first try
INAV), the 18' - 22' sites are fairly numerous and models I plan to try other sizes also. Some preliminary test.
which work well there are too light for higher sites. with other gliders did not yield usefulresults, with the

'
primary difficulty being in finding proper launch trim.

The model of the month, Bob Trampenau's Lo-Ce IV, is If you plan to try it, allow plenty of time to learn to
an outstanding example of low-low ceiling state of the fly the glider. If you do try it, please keep systematic
art, and has done 0:23 in the 20' Elmira site. He flew records and let me know how it comes out!
-4t for me at the Nats, and it flew beautifully with a

.
oo

; oS
oo

left-left pattern. It flew “over the top" into the glide TheAirplane
|

pattern with no loss in altitude and settled very slowly ,

.

;
.

like a good glider should. Sketchy plans for Plain Vanilla I and Plain Vanilla
II are at the bottom of the plans page; numerical dimen-

THE LAB sions shown are the same for both gliders and those whichTe ; differ are summarized in the table below. Very careful
Flight Test Report : choice of wood is needed to get the light weights; the

wing was 4,5# 1/20" balsa sanded very thin at the tips.
Bill Gieskieng of the Martin Model Masters reported An airfoil with high point at 334 was sanded in; the wing

a very interesting modification for Indoor HLG (p. 164, was scored at 33% and .09" undercamber bent in. Leading
1964-65 Zaic Y. B.) which gave improved rate of sink; he edge reinforcement is mandatory; four strands of dacron
also mentioned a similar approach by Hal Blubaugh. After sewing thread twisted together is very efficient. Square
correspondence with Hal, I just had to try it. The oot tips are shown on the plans; small roundedcorners are
site available at odd times was small (see sketch below), optional and improve the appearance. The wing is offset
so part of the problem was to develop a glider to fit the 1/16" toward the inside of the glide circle; I used a

site. I wound up with two ("Plain Vanilla" I & II), so right-right pattern with a nose-up launch banked into the
that one could serve as a warm-up glider and control; the glide. At the peak of the launch, both models would drop
second glider would be alternately flown with and without off into the glide circle, This type of launch works
the Blubaugh "fence." Plain Vanilla I became the test well with a peaked-roof site; with care, the launch can

vehicle, since it was by far the most reliable and held be less steep so the glider flies “over the top" very
trim from session to session. Early sessions yielded close to the ceiling - this for flat roofed sites.
0:19.5 for high time in the small site; flights in a high
ceiling showed the ultimate time for this glider to be PRV. I P. V. II
around 0:31. (similar tests for P. V. II showed 0:25 to

be. about tops; it is better suited to the small site). . A 6" 7.25"
.

. 3B 1 5/8" 2.1"
oe

.

.

: : Cc 7/8" 1"
.

. JD, 1 3/8" 1.5"
TN SIDE Wing Area 29 sq. in. 36 sq. in.

, Rook Line Weight. 208 OZe 009 OZe

Wing loading .00275 oz/sq.in.. .0025 oz/sq.in.
_

FAI INDOOR REPORT

‘7 No World Records Yet

.

After making formal announcement of the new ceiling
categories (Jan. '66 M. A.), AMA noted that the newly es-
tablished FAI ceiling categories were provisional only;

' they must be formally approved before international marks
is

can be set in these categories. The Nov. '66 CIAM meet-
ing will be the earliest date for this approval, so we

' have to wait for the '66~'67 season to establish records
a7 in these new categories.

To better evaluate the performance of these gliders, More aboutFAISanctions
certain ground rules were adopted. All flights which did
not hit anything during the flight were recorded; this is Although we won't have a use for FAI sanctions now
some indication of the reliability of the design. All for a while, here is information to supplement that in
flights which collided with an obstruction were omitted; the Jan. '66 INAV: Once applied for, the sanction is
it seemed unfair to the glider to count gross "pilot good for one year or one record. If a record application
errors" against the machine. is disallowed for any reason, the sanction is still in

a force. If the C.D. of record wishes to try for a record
The first flight test session consisted of 30 flights on that sanction, another C.D. must be on hand to super-

with the fence and 30 without; fence flights first. With vise and certify the flight. For indoor, one sanction
the fence: High time - 0:21, low time - 0:17, 30 flight will cover all ceiling height until a record is set. If
average - 0:18.8. Without fence: High - 0:20.9, Low - two records are set on one sanction, the second will be
0:20.9, Average - 0:18.3. This gave 2.7% edge to the honored upon receipt (by H.Q.) of another $10.
renee: but 7 noted that launch antsuy the peak altitude
ept improving; the last 10 flights w/o the fence peaked
right at the ceiling and 5 of the 10 were the only ones HERESAU EIEES
in the series to top 0:20. New Marker Pen

;
To help prevent the warm-up from affecting the test, In recent months some new marker pens, wade in Japan

the next session started with 15 flights on P.V. II. The and featuring bamboo tips, have become available for low
results: High - 0:21, Low - 0:17.5, Average - 0:19.2. cost. The ink in the pens is water soluble, fast-drying
Fifteen flights on P.V. I. were made in each mode, the and comes in various colors, Joe Hindes suggests that
first 15 were made w/o fence: High - 0:21.2, Low - 0:19, these are excellent for marking on balsa wood, since the
Average - 0:19.5. With fence: High - 0:22.9, Low - ink doesn't spread out and the point won't damage the
0:19.4, Average - 0:20.8. The fence performance was 6.7% wood. Joe Also suggests that these points can be sharp- ——

higher - enough to win a contest. I now have a witness ened with a razor blade. Prices 39¢ to 59¢ - a bargain.
for these times (I find them hard to believe); LynnAdams
recently visited and witnessed 0:22 with P.V. I and did

_ Warped Strips?
0320.5 with P.V, II himself.

.

If your spars warp after being cut, Leo Northrup says
My correspondence with Hal led me to expect little they can be straightened out by running them between the

change in flight trim when the fence was added; all it thumb and forefinger (pull them through while holding a
took was the additionof about .0007 oz. of clay to the slight pressure). Or, if you need strips with a slight
nose. Flight performance was radically changed, with curve, you can curve them by similar action, except that,
both plus and minus factors. First, it became necessary you hold the thumb and finger at a slight angle so the
to throw very hard to reach the ceiling, and the precise wood curls slightly. -

launch angle was more critical. However, less altitude .

.

|
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD MICROFILM TECHNIQUES

AUSTRIA 7 2 ve Part V_- Miscellaneous Topics I
The indoor meet in Vienna was marred by drift caused

by in-the~floor heaters, and lighter models lost out due > Curtis Janke pointed out that still air is not always
to their relatively faster drift. Entrants flew in four desirable for optimum film pouring conditions; in the
classes: a paper covered 35 cm. model similar to Easy B; case of some solvents which are quite heavy, they tend to_
a 35 cm. paper model (full house); and 35 em. and 90 cm. - gather above the film and inhibit further evaporation. ~ ~

microfilm models. Top time for thé meétwas in the 90 This is a valid point; it does not conflict with the id
,

cm. microfilm class - 6:45, that still air is necessary during the pour and for about
mo

° : 30 seconds after. Moving air will definitely contribute
CALIFORNIA- SANDIEGO _

to uneven color of a sheet, if it occurs during the first
The San DiegoOrbiteers are going to start flying in few seconds of film formation. The answer is to gently

the Madison High gym - a 30' site with obstructions down fan the sheet after the pour as Curtis suggests; by the
to 26'. This will be quitea change from their 22' site time you get around to another pour the disturbance will

. (smooth ceiling) they have been used to. Contact Clar- be settled down.
ence Mather, 3880 Ecochee, San Diego 92117 for details. oo

Covering Method #1
CALIFORNIA - WILMINGTON

1 i"The February 11 session at Wilhall will be for AMA The so-called “German type’ wing requires special
record classes only - and this ought to be a good one. covering and bracing techniques to produce the smoothly
It.is the first Cat. I RT at Wilmington in a long time; curved elliptical dihedral and the smooth, taut film sur-
and some of the earlier sessions produced records which face which contributes to the structural efficiencyof —
have lasted for over four years! The March 11 session this type of construction. (Historically speaking, all”
at Wilhall will be the WIMAC Fourth Annual Scale Contest, these features had been seen on American models before -
with classes for regular scale and the special sheetwood WW II except for the concept of ultra-light wing frames.
classes. which used the film as part of the structure; more than

: :
: one designer had used elliptical dihedral andthe film

COLORADO - DENVER Ss — was all tight. However, the tight film was not as well
The Martin Model Masters are going all-out with their planned and controlled as modern film, and thus the wing

last two contests of the season, with Paper Stick, Indoor structure was heavier to withstand the pull of film that
Stick, Easy B and HLG forregular events and a special wasn't quite stable.)
event for novices - a "Skeeter" event. The first meet is
scheduled for Feb. 20 and the second for March 20; both The following covering and bracing method is submit-
are set up for the Hinkley High School Gym in Aurora, ted by Joe Hindes; it is very similar to the method used
Colorado...For more details contact Mike Des Jardins, by Dick Kowalski. The top half of page 5 shows the jlg
8314 E. Kenyon Dr., Denver, Colorado. used for covering; 1t is made from a piece of aluminum

siding with one edge left intact to hook over the edge of
INDIANA’~ KOKOMO the table and the other edge folded down or cut off. The

The January Kokomo Aero Team contest was cut short wing outline is scribed onto the aluminum,and holes drill-
by a mis-understanding of schedules; they still had very ed in the base allow trapped air to escape. The wing is
good times, including a new site record in HLG. Bob laid on the scribed outline and wet down usinga fine_
Larsh's 0:44.4 (single flight) handily won HLG, Jim Rich- camel hair brush and using care to keep the area inside’
mond's Easy B continued its string of wins with 10:57, the wing dry. Then the area 1/4" outside the wing is wet
and Ron Ridgeway won Jr. HLG with 0:30.6. The February down and the wing covered in the regular Bilgri manner.*
contest is set for the 20th at Bunker Hill AFB. Contact After the water (actually a mixture of water and window
Chuck Borneman, 1401. W. Taylor, Kokomo, Ind. 46901.

_

Cleaning solution)1sdry, preferably after waiting ove~™
night, Joe inverts the Jig and carefully tightens the

|

NEW YORK - SYOSSET film with the heat from a soldering iron (Kowalski uses
The Grumman Jan. 20 contest, held at the 19' Thompson an infrared heat lamp) before removing the wing from the

Jr. High School, was a huge success. Prizes for the dr. jig. The bracing jig, shown also on page 5, is standard
classes were miniature airplanes donated by Grumman, Open Bilgri type, 1/8" smaller than the wing outline. The
fliers won quantities of Randolph dope. Five year old wing is blocked up with 1/16" sheet pieces tack glued in
Barry Paillet topped older fliers in Jr. HLG with 0:09.4; place as shown; the pieces vary in height toward the tip
Kenneth Fitch, Jr. won Jr. Easy B with 3:03; Karl Birkel to produce the elliptical dihedral. The wing spars are

won. Open HLG with 0:19.3 and Henry Prew won Open Easy B also tack glued to these dihedral blocks, the bracing jig
(mike covered) with 5:24, Their next sessions are set up inverted and (very carefully!) the slack created by the
for Feb. 17 and March 3, dihedral is shrunk up with heat from the soldering iron.

:

If this is done after the bracing wires are applied, the
OHIO ~ CLEVELAND

,

main danger is that you will distort the airfoil. Just
The 15th Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet had over 5000 before removing the wing from the jig, the tip bracing

official flights in 20 events; the longest single flight wires should be made tighter; just enough to place the
was by Bob Randolph as he won Open Stick with 14:15. Joe tip spars under tension and insure a rigid wing.
Hindes repeated last year's win in Paper Stick with 14:11, * '
using the same model as before. Other winners: Jr. Paper For those who haven't seen the indoor articles by Joe
Stick - 8:13, Glen Jackson; Sr. Paper Stick - 13:09.5, Bilgri (Mar., Apr., May 1960 M.A.N.), they are worth
Neil Shipley; Jr. Stick - 10:20, Arthur Markiewicz; Sr. looking up. Anyway, the Bilgri covering method as out-
Stick - 11:08, Louis Casaregola; Jr. HLG - 1:49, Arthur lined in these articles is as follows: The surface to

Markiewicz;Sr. HLG - 1:50.8, Bill Schubert; Open HLG -

be covered is wet down to a board as above, the area out-

1:49.6, Norman Getzlaff.
, side the surface is wet down, and a hoop with slack film

is placed over the surface. The film is then blown down
_ . .

onto the wet surfaces and permitted to dry; it can be cutTEXAS Pet DALLAS Arlington Rec. Hall (26') was
loose from the hoop anytime after it is stuck down and

well attended, and some good times were put up. Bob the covered surface is trimmed loose from the table after
Wilder's paper stick topped the rubber times with 11:08, all moisture is thoroughly dry.
while Bud Tenny's experimental glider using the Blubaugh
fence got 0:29.2. Jerry Murphy's paper stick lost its A_LOOKATYESTERYEAR
rudder and still completed three circles, wandering only ttwhen it hit turbulence - this witha right turn! Bob In answer to my question, “When was condenser paper
Putman's Easy B downed a HLG without damage - it kept on first used? Bill Lindsay sent me a piece of condenser

flying as if nothing happened! This session was the last paper dating back to 1931. His father was in the paper
before the Cat. II contest on Feb. 27 - entries received business and got him a roll of it, which he used for
before Feb. 20 get a chance at a door prize. Events: HLG, indoor models until 1933 when microfilm took over. He

Paper Stick and Scale; Jetco ROG for ages 12 and under. Bas continued te an * rornie? Has angone elseused”n oor models. n you toBob Wilder, 2010 Boston, Irving Texas
|

. @ondenser paper earlier than this? Still unanswered ie”
WASHINGTON, D. C. the second part of my question, "When was our present

The "grudge" match between FrankEhling and Tom Vallee Paper Stick event created?
was, postponed until the Maxecutors session on Feb. 28 -

the stakes still a Chinese dinner. Several Maxecutors As an aside to the above, condenser paper is named
showed up with 7 1/2" paper stick models for one of the from its primary use: as dielectric material in conden-~

meetings - Dan Belieff won a deluxehamburgerandsoft ' ‘sers (commonly called capacitors now) which are electron-
drink with his 1:57 flight in the small club room. For ic and electrical components used in radio, TV and other
details about Maxecutor sessions, contact Tom Vallee, 9136 electrenic equipment. This sample of condenser paper as
Edmonston Ct., Greenbelt, Md. 20770. furnished by Bill is almost white in color and weighs the

same as standard condenser paper used today.
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NEWSand VIEWS itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY##*#*
=

Indoor Stick (Any class indoor model; single flight)

:
New Members! AWARD Cat. I "Cat. II Cat. IIT

. Silver 10300 — "20300* 28 300
*RONALD GANSER, 2500 Mission St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15203 Gold 12:30 25:00 35:00 :

\

JAMES JENNINGS, 128 Glenhurst Dr., Verona. Pa. 15147 Diamond 15:00 30:00 42300
RICHARD MEYER, 829 Indiana Rd., Verona, Pa, 15147
DON L. ORR, 320-D 73rd st., Newport News, Va. 23607 Indoor HLG (Best single flight of nine) .

JOHN V. ORRELL, 6931st Security Gp.,Box 676, APO 09291,
New York, New York AWARD Cat. I Cat. II Cat. III .

JOHN SCHEIMAN, 338 Ambler Court, Hampton, Va. 23369 Silver 0:24 0245 0:55
RUSS SELEY, 3821 Paducah Dr., San Diego, Cal. 92117 Gold 0330 0:55 1305 .

#RICHARD WHITTEN, P. ©. Box 176, Wall St. Station, Diamond 0:36 1305 1315
New York, N. Y. 10005

. ce .

*New members under Family Membership Plan. New AwardWinner
| ms

Tape Correspondence? Silver Cat. I Rubber Award - 10:19.4, Chuck Wiechard .°
A couple of months ago I announced that I had a tape . oS

recorder and would welcome tape correspondence. I didn't FAL INDOORREPORT
say what speeds ~- my machine handles 1 7/8 ips and 3 3/4 Joe Bilgri received (and relayed) word that Hungary
ips vapes, even though I jury-riggedit to run one at would hold the 1966 World Champs; he promised more info “

7 1/2 ipst as he receives it. Presumably the details announced in we
the Dec. '65 INAV are accurate; if any further word is Sy

SpreadTheWordt received before publication time it will be tucked away S

In recent months many NIMAS members have worked hard
in this issue near the back.

|

ron. to spread the word about indoor models, both by recruit- POSTAL CONTESTS! =

ing new members and by public demonstrations. Special as
membership drives have been made by the Hampton Brain- NIMAS Easy B Postal Meet io,

’ busters (Va.), The Flying Bucks (Pa.), The Grumman Engin- — ——
,

;

eering Model Society (N. Y¥.), The Thermaleers (St. Louis), Have you made your entry in the NIMAS Easy B Postal |
The D.-C. Maxecutors (Wash., D.C.) and the San Diego Or- meet yet? It must be postmarked no later than March 31, '

biteers. Also, Ron Ganser and the other indoor fliers in 1966. The rules are: :

Pittsburgh, Pa., are organizing an all-indoor club. We 1. Wing span - 18" max.; chord 3" max.; paper covered
all owe these fellows a vote of thanks for their efforts prop blades ali balsa, solid stick and boom, no:- ,

in our behalf. Even though those particular areas will bracing. , bo

benefit the most, we all benefit because of the increased 2. Use AMA flight rules covering indoor stick, flights
activity. must be made at one session only and timed by an AMA

Volunteer Contributions member, preferably a CD. Entry fee 15¢, stamps pre-
.

ferred. Special event for Juniors; all other ages
In recent months the mail has been heavy, as is usual combined. Record the measured height of your site;

,

for the winter months. Since the correspondence is the all flights will be corrected (fudge factor) to the
life-blood of INAV, this leads to an accumulationof good highest ceiling height.
material for future issues. On the other hand, it leads 3. Send entry (signed by timer) to: Bob Putman, 507 ”

to slow answers to the letters; please don't get discour- Darlene, Arlington, Texas
‘

aged at the delay. In addition to the contributions of

material, many NIMAS members are volunteering cash in HLG Fudge Factor
addition to their dues, or concrete help with certain of
the time-consuming details associated with the NIMAS and As mentioned in the Dec. '65 INAV, it is not really
INAV operations. For example, some of the recent issues fair to use the standard fudge factor for HLG postal con-
were built around a back page which had been pasted up tests if the ratio of ceiling heights is greater than
and printed - representing both a cash donation and a 1.5; the advantage lies with the lower ceiling site. Jim
donation of time. Of course, all the plans have been a Richmond suggests that a graphical presentation of win-
time~and-skill donation of various volunteers; this is ning times vs. ceiling height be made to construct a

a necessary and appreciated contribution which greatly curve for fudge factor correction of HLG times. This is
improves INAV. Thank you, all you who have been making an excellent idea; if someone at each site will compile
these contributions. If anyone else wishes to help out, an average winning time for their site, maybe this graph
drop a line and let me know where your skills lie. can be constructed,

Indoor Films Postal Contest Results

About two years ago Joe Poloso took some movies of
_

Kokomo Aero Team (44') vs. Dallas (42') HLG & Easy B
indoor flying at Lakehurst and donated a copy of the film Fudge Factors: Even-up by agreement.
to NIMAS. It is still unedited (one of the little tasks

:

that never seem to get done around here), but many of Easy B .

those who have seen the film have high praise for Joe's Jim Richmond (Kokomo) 10:47.0
work. This film is availableto any club or group who Randy Richmond (Kokomo) 9:21.6

f~ wish to see it; the only charge is to re-imburse NIMAS Bud Tenny (Dallas) 6:07.0
: for the postage involved. Bob Putman (Dallas) 5338.0

NIMAS Awards
/

HLG (Two Flight Total
,

Jim Richmond (Kokomo) 1310.5
As a reminder to those who may not have seen earlier Chuck Borneman (Kokomo) 1309.5

discussions of NIMAS Awards, these special awards are Bud Tenny (Dallas) 1:06.0
made to NIMAS members when they make flights exceeding Nickey Jones (Dallas) 1:04.9
the following times:

J



sessions, but no details are available. Contact Bob Han-
HINTS AND KINKS ford, 3838 S. 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145 for info -

ee

knowing the Glue Dobbers, they are sure to have Scale!
Colored Microfilm

OREGON -~ ALBANY
Ron Ganser won the scale meet in Cleveland recently Bob Stalick reports that the Willamette Modelers Club,with a microfilm covered Curtis Robin; the model was the Inc. holdsan indoor meet in March each year with HLG, on,center of attraction due to uniquely colored microfilm. Scale and Paper Stick events, I lost the date, believe -

:

The method of coloring was to lightly spray enamel on the it to be March 11. Contact Bob at 2807 South Oak St,
film before covering with it. He used heavy film (apple Albany, Ore. 97321 for details.
green); the enamel used Soya Alkydand aromatic hydrocar-
bons as vehicles and Dichlorodifluoromethane as propell- PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH
ant. He sprayed from 18" distance and recommends that The Second Allegheny Indoor Air Meet is scheduled for
the particular enamel you select be tried before starting April 24, 1966 with a practice session on April 23. This
work on the model. meet (scheduled for the Hunt Armory, 324 Emerson St.,

Pittsburgh) appears to be a rival for the Great Lakes
Sanding Hint Indoor Air Meet held in Cleveland yearly. Trophies and,

"

prizes thru 4 places for five age groups in HLG, Paper
Most IHLG parts are easy to sand properly, but those Stick, Indoor Stick and PreFab insures something forfins get pretty small and hard to hold. Cut the outline everyone; a special HLG event for youngsters rounds out

except for the bottom of the fin (see sketch below) and, the list. A futuristic "Originality and Performance’
leaving the fin attached to the blasa sheet, complete the event 1s a new idea also. 32 pre-juniors will win a jet
sanding by holding onto the sheet. Finally, cut the fin ride around the county and two scholarships to Bull Acad-
ioose and touch up the bottom and glue it on. Remember

~
emy is a prize in the originality event. There is more,to use a sanding block and and sand away from the anchor ' but get it from Ralph Pennetti, 3918 BrandonRd. Pitts-

point - 1f you pull back, you may crumple it! burgh, Pa. 15212, This meet looks to be a "must"
VIRGINIA - HAMPTON

Cut Fin outline The Brainbusters continue their monthly sessions inexceptfor base the 24+' Armstrong School Gym. They have been plagued by(see text) drift which greatly restricts time, so they have gone to
Balsa Sheet scoring on two flight totals. This is an active group,

with many good fliers. Get time and details from Harold
Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton, Va. 23369,

.

——— WASHINGTON, D.C.Send this direction only The Maxecutors have found an excellent site for their
Cat. I meet scheduled for May 1, 1966. The site is the

’ fieldhouse at Ft. Meade, Md.; the base officials areBECORDS?MAYBE! giving excellent cooperation and are demonstrating a very
' " high interest in model aviation. The meet events are HLG,vateoe Angeles Candre poneten Regs center, a Easy B (Maxecutor rules, 34" chord), Class B Stick (mike

Open HLG - 1:11.5, Ron Wittman and paper combined) and Scale. Contact Tom Vallee, 9136
/

Edmonston Ct., Greenbelt, Md. 20770 for details,
NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

STATE OFTHE ART

Cee Feb. Wiihsl? record trials was a field day for This model of the month by Joe Hindes seems to thrive
HLG men, but local rubber fliersstayed away in droves. on poor conditions and keep comingback for more, It has
This was a real reward for the many hours of effort put three principle trophies to its credit: ist, 65 Great
into the meet by the CD and his help! The out-of-town Lakes Indoor Meet (12:38); 3rd, '65 Nats (21:01.2); and
rubber fliers actually outnumbered the local men. Many ist, '66 Great Lakes Meet (14:11). In each of these con-
words of congratulations are due to Ron Wittman for his tests the conditions were rather poor; it is significant
HLG time of 1:11.5 - not bad after a four-year layoff for that the model retained its cruise in turbulent air even
military service! The March Wilhall meet (Mar. 11) is though the CG is quite far back. Joe admits to having
the 4th Annual Scale meet - a real bang-up affair each quite a bit of luck in missing obstructions this year atyear, the Great Lakes meet; rubber supply problems left him

with sizes too small and too large. He finally settled
COLORADO - DENVER 0 on the oversize rubber and added a monowire brace to the

The Martin Model Masters wind up their indoor season fuselage to prevent the stick from bowing. The brace is
with a meet at Aurora; the 33' Hinkley High School Gym is not necessary with the proper rubber, so it is not on the
the site. For time and other details, contact Mike Des plans. Note that both the wing and stab are offset on
Jardins, 8314 E. Kenyon Dr., Denver, Colorado. this model ~ this leads to tight turn capabilities which

nelp Geet ewes ein romba tting drift. During the win-
~ LINCOLN ning Grea akes ght the heavy rubber put him rightMEERneTaira Annual Spring Indoor Contest by the Lincoln at the top where a tight turn was necessary, During the

Sky Knights will be held March 27 at the Univ. Of Nebr. flight the drift pattern took the model almost to both
Fieldhouse (45'), Events: Paper Stick, HLG and Indoor

,

ends of the hal}; a real ulcer maker!
Stick. For more details contact Joe Mock, 851 North 42nd,
Lincoin, Nebraska. THELAB
NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST PreliminaryRubberReport

Russ Russo has obtained official approval for at
~

.

least three dates in Lakehurst; Monday, May 2, 1966, Hal Blubaugh has devoted a considerable amount of
/

Monday, May 30, 1966, and Sunday and Monday, July 3 & 4, time and energy developing rubber test mechanisms and has
1966. Meets will be AMA sanctioned. Good attendance is

_

accumulated quite a bit of test information. The follow-
necessary to demonstrate our interest; this may also get ing information is presented as a preliminary report, and
more dates. Contact C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, some future issue will present @ report on the test gear
New Jersey. 07066 for more details. and supporting test results:

- It 1. There is no difference in storable energy per unitsean tie the date for a fun event by the Detroit Weight of rubber. That is, varying the loop length
Balsa Bugs; Lasky Recreation Center, 13200 Fencon in Det- and cross-section does not change the maximum energy
roit is the site. The event is Balloon Busting - sounds the rubber can store, but it is possible to store
like a ball! For rules and details, contact Paul Crowley, near maximum energy more consistently in smaller
32604 Tecla Dr., Warren, Michigan 48093 Phone 294-0266 cross-section loops without breaking.

2. Several atrands of small cross-section will developNEW YORK - SYOSSET
man Engineering Model Society sessions up~ more torque while accepting less turns than the samecomine aro sohedulea for March 17 and April 7 at the 19! weight and length of rubber in a single loop, so the —™

Harry B. Thompson Jr, High in Syosset. Contact Mr Jean
.

unwinding time is less for a given prop.
Paillet (home phone 516 MA 6-2825) for details.

3. SIG Powerstrip is almost as good as good Pirelli
OKLAHOMA - TULSA (within 5%) on energy storage, but the torque ata

The Tulsa Glue Dobbers are holding an indoor contest given number of turns is less. That is, it delivers
.

on March 19 in a 20' site. They have had some practice its power over a longer period of time than Pirelli,
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MICROFILM TECHNIQUES ~

The end pieces are assembled to the side pieces with
Two Covering Methods epoxy glue, along with the four pleces of tubing which

“ot “~~ hold the "plug-in" crank and pin assembly. Figure IV
When modern, highly stable microfilm is stored in air-

—
shows an end view with the cranks in place; as you turn

tight boxes, the resulting sheet of film is either quite the crank it winds up the string and bows (dotted line) —

tight on the hoop or only slightly slack - not slack the end of the hoop. -

enough to cover with. Thus, to properly cover with this
film it must be made slack enough to curve around a wing The covering sequence is thus: Remove the crank and

or stab without distorting the framework. Both these pin assemblies and coat the top surfaces of the hoop with
methods presented below are tried and proven; one may be ~ _Yubber cement. Invert the storage hoop (covering hoops
easier for you than the other, so try them both. should be slightly smaller than storage hoops, so they

“fit inside and leave a small gap around the covering hoop.
Kopecky's Method ‘for trimming) over the covering hoop and let the film ad-

here. Trim the film loose and remove the storage hoop.
The wing outline is drawn on 1/8" plywood, and then Install the crank/pin assemblies and slowly bow the hoop

the plywood is cut out leaving a 1/16" margin outside the (tighten the two ends as evenly as possible) until the
line. It is sanded smooth, waterproofed with shellac or curve approximates the wing airfoil. Invert the wing and
lacquer, and sanded again. The wing is built on this place it in the trough of film. Using a very fine brush,
semi-form, then returned to the form for covering. The start wetting the outline at the center compression ribs

.

ends of the form are raised (Fig. 1) so the tops of the
|

and work evenly out toward the tips. Also, wet the ribs
ribs are level with each other. The wing outline is wet as you work toward the tip. Let the framework dry for an
with tap water, using a soft brush, The hoop is support- hour or more and then invert the hoop and trim the wing
ed above the wing so the film Just touches the ribs with- loose from the frame. From here on out - bracing and
out crushing them down. 1/4" x 3/8" balsa strips slight- final assembly is up to you!
ly longer than the wing are laid on the film just outside
the wing outline; the film is then cut loose from the
ends of the hoop and then outside the balsa strips. As
the film outside the strips is cut loose, the weight of
the strips lowers the film over the rest of the wing
smoothly and without stresses, The film also laps over
the spars for better adhesion. See Fig. II for the top
view of wing and hoop prior to cutting the film loose;
the numbered broken lines show the order and direction of
the cuts. A

3 |
Modified Hainer Method |iN 1/4" x 1" Balsa

The Jan, '64 INAV had a new microfilm hoop design by.
Phil Hainer which makes it much easier to cover curved Thin spring steel
parts with microfilm. The ends of the hoop were soft :

aluminum which is bent to the airfoil shape of the wing;
thus creating a trough of film to lay the wing into for

>

covering. Not only is the wing accessible so the outline dt
and ribs can be wet down at your leisure, but the film "e

:
.

is smooth and stress-free and laps over the spars as with
x Brass or alum. tubing

the Kopecky method. [5 _

Figure III shows my basic modifications to the FIGURE Tit
Hainer hoop. First, the long sides of the hoop are made ‘ ,

-

from rectangular pieces (1/8" x 1/2" for small stab-size Wire crank
hoops; 1/4" x 1" for full size wing hoops) so the hoop Wire hook. String tensioner— 2will support itself during the covering operation and
still not let the film sag too low. The ends are made 6.from thin springy metal (saw blades, spring steel, or ree eee ee
other similar materials) and the curve is pulled into the ~ _o

7 |

ends with a tight string. The latest model has removable ~~Lee
cranks which wind up the string as shown in Figure IV. Hoop end (under tension)—S

ENDVIEW
FIGUREIV

Wing frame on 1/8" plywood semi-form (see text) .

_—cLine up ribs level (see text)ee ey
Work table——

FIGUREI
:

. Microfilm Hoop
Y |e — — eeee meea ee =e eeeee F

|———— Nt
os t

.

i 1/4" x 3/8" Balsa S Cut II

'

/
ut Ive

1
:

|
| , |
| |

'
|

\

\ |
| | :

Cut I i atte.

; II* 1
i
cut IT ~~ “Start Cuts III & IV at center and work toward both ends
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FIGURE II
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###*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##*#*= National Free Flight Societ :

Set FD AGE oveparn Sua erie J a Dey Stha ae
mp gee . vo

oa weet sebcos cttenn oeusthectss 4
.

: os Néw Memberst og tineede coe
The National Free Flight Society passed through a “

__.

ae me tts aga neces s-= brief time while certain basic policies and plans were ~~
DONALD BAL, 320 Shadyside Rd., Ramsey, New Jersey ' being formulated. Now, NFFS is open for business witha |
DAVID ERBACH, 2979 Dudley, Lincoln, Nebraska 68503 .

slate of competent officers and plans that will help free
ROBERT LEISHMAN, 167 Goldenridge Dr.,-Leyittown, Pa.

| .., flight overcome its present slump and become a vigorous
RICHARD LEISHMAN (Family. 3) :, 19054. , ‘modeling movement again,

. oe
IAN W. LEISHMAN

_.,
Memberships CN oa ee a ae pede SSA oe Sme

Da pay oe eM ore ce Grad see Dtcac: The NFFS Executive Council is made up of Dick Black,,

Loof Lirpa Strikes Again =2 tn. «~Pete Sotich, George Murphy and Carl Fries. The SeniornQO2na
EP

Advisor1sJohn Worth, Bob Stalick is the National Exec- —3.14159 Pi Street... _......,. utive Secretary and Hardy Brodersen is the National
Dear Buds) gcc ......Squaresville, Calif. 9 Treasurer, With a slate of officers of that caliber, it's

ey optusp Ng “eerngfao‘ewe. bs e648 Guoli vean.: bellevable that the goal of 1000 members by the end of |
Just to keep you. up to date on my most recent re-  ..-- 1966 may be reached, The NFFS newsletter will be called

searches,Ithought I'd drop you a line (also hook and
'.

=FreeFlight, and should be published in mid-May by Editors.
sinker), ee ee eee GhersnariGr nog. George and Dorothy Murphy. a a3 c80 membership in NFFS is—

First off, let's give the scale boys a shot in the.
»

, $4.50 for non-AMA members and $3.50 for AMA members; with !
head by giving them Jet power! Any drugstore willsell | Charter Memberships available until June 1, 1966 for $5 y
you small gelatin capsules .to be made into pills by fill- | per member. Make checks payable to National FreeFlight.
ing them with medicine. (They are, by the way, excellent Society, include reehiny label from Model’ Aviation (for -

containers for storing washers, jewel bearings, rubber proof of AMA membership) and send it all to Hardy Broder-
lube, etc.). What you do is puncture one end with a pin, . sen, 4729 Walnut Lake Rd., Birmingham, Mich. 48010. NOW!

|put a lump of dry ice inside, and seal it shut with __. oe ipa hoki eee Doe ed .

scotch, tape -, Instant Rocket,Power! A mike sealeBose? e. MUMSAware
“

 "-

Second;Iwould like tosuggest indoor thermal soar-
_ 4.} Ag with mike gliders . Nothing new? But I’plan, to carry ~ GoldCat. IITHLGAward 1 205.6, Donald Bal*

oo 7
noe

my own thermal! The plan is tobuilda smallwire hangar™ ‘‘ we ge wg ct Ee “

under the nose of the glider and put a small D-T fuse on.- b
ron pet this mark at the 1965 Nats. Any other NIMAS |

it. The lit fuse heats the air, which then rises and... ™em ab wito placed at the Nats can still claim their
;causes, the plane to lift. No lawsof Physics are violst-. the"optg signatureor the signatureofwitnesses vinceed since the burning is an expenditure of energy. All. the Nats results.are a matter of public record, - °

we have is a Dynamic Soaring Hot Air Balloon. Note! Don't nnn anna pub ?

°
ee bas

eee hall on fire, they may not let you fly there lot FAI INDOOR REPORT “70 ene re
Third comes another for ourseale friends. You want oe be tatity

to build a scale WW2 ship, right?“Youwant a really World Champs Details

shiny painted finish, right? Aha! Poursome red-green. The 1966 cyt Phyl gia AODe tags
microfilm and ist tt cure, When it 1s aged, spray it pep ate, 96 nindoor World Champtonship will be held in

.

with two. light coats of enamel. Theweightofthe fin~  gerccluyofHanmeey. The atte odieee eng me Central
ished materialisthesame as rawcondenser paper; itis  :. f the x ingary. ine site will be,the assembly hall
quite strongand can be cutout-and handled. Be sure te "© e Kossuth University, which has aceiling height of

|...

use enamelwhichdoesnot containsolventsthatdissolve 29 meters and floor area measuring 28 meters by 25 meters. -

lacquer.” a

re _

The Central Aeroclub 1s making arrangements for housing
Rots of Ruck, | | for teams and a limited number of “Journalists and spec-.

ee nop ey, oO tators at a rate of $45 for the four day meet, Make in-Sook ~ AAGPO cee co quiries to: Central AeroclubofPRH,Budapest IV, Gorkij
—

tt ne ene pos eb dee fasor
’ Hungary. See ws seme gow es ;

ss

1966Nats Info
- gc ae POSTAL CONTESTS! cep gt

The last word (April 10, 1966) was that a site for vere we Bore ae ER Ghsg ia wr te eth Bla
the Indoor Nats had not been picked; it seems likely that De NIMAS EésyB Postal Meet Sie a eethe Madison Street Armory will again be used: Hopefully, Se Spee eea ee
th 1 e for th Three Juniors and thirteen open fliers entered the| ..e decision wa 1 be made in time, for, the May issue. +.» NIMAS postal méet; the top three winners will receive a,

The March '66 Model tlor i rep n
.

© NIMAS Certificateassoon as they are prepared.The _
liningthe"66 Nate,explainingwhy Indoonwee mowed te chart below summarizes the results with the times cor-..5 1.
Tuesday, July 26 (no flying onMondayatall) and why ~ rected to the highest ceiling via the standard fudge ==..several eventswere dropped or combinéd.’‘To thosewho factor. Po a Ea cee Cake at on taste
would cry “Fou stop to think! If theNats were cut to pee a Ree oe net ng boy 2 od dhe ut onan
three days, it would still bea model extravaganza with-”~ Entrant| . Geiling ime Fudge. Score Place
out equal, We still have over 30 events and 5% days of -~ St epg eb ee ag ror fe caele Yigg MEARES aR ey
flying and all the meetings and trappingsassociated with Randy Richmond. 44.5! 8228 4A 10 B28 01 Ist Iron.

the Nats. We lost two events, had four combined into two Danny Diven.. 50.0) 3345.0 1.22. :4313.2 enddr. .

.

.events and got a slightly more crowded schedulé.Wethen |

Ken Fitch, dr. 19.0' 2233.5 1.53
_

3#5561 ordJr.
gained the goodwill and approval of the U. 8, Navy, our” ~ :

yo seneeetacatuan core ousats host since the 1948 Olathe Nats. To really appre-. ~ Ai Rohrbaugh 44,5) 11253-41.0. .11:53.4 1st Open
sate the Navy effort in our behalf, you must attend a ~ Clarence Mather 30.0° 8:38.0 1.22. 10:33.0 2nd Open_

Nats Planning session as I did in 1962. I was appalled (Chuck Wiechard 16.0' 6102.5 1.66 10:02.4 3rd Open "

at the extremely large behind-the-scenes’effort (100% Don Sloan
_. 30.0) 7356.0 1.22 9:42.0 *

Navy) required for a successful Nats. Since then, I have Fudo Takagi . 30.07 7256.0 1.22 9:42,0 #
_ ‘been even more thankful for the Navy sponsorship of the Carl Fries 21.0! 6328.0 1.46 9:25.2

Lo

Nats. It would take over $150,000 each year to replace |.. Bob Leishman
© 16.0! 5230.3 1.66 9:07.2 :

the manpower and facilities the Navy donates to run each
~ dim Richmond 44.5! 8257.5 1.0. 8357.5 e

Nats. To those who would say "Make the best of a bad| vn Pulley 4b 33, 8352«5 131 8826 °2situation” I would say "We have the best of a very good _° Bud tenny . t% . t2e-
situation." y 2

Wayne Zink 44.5' 7332.0 1.0 7232.0 g



Bob Putman 26.0' 5338.0 1.31 7324.0 NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST
Jerry Murphy 26.0' 5210.0 1.31 6246.8 Thanks to the cooperation of the officialsat Lake-

hurst NAS, at least three flying sessions will be held*Don and Fudo tied for 4th Place; they can argue it out at Hangar #6, with more being avranged for. The sessions
for themselves, since they are in the same club!

; now scheduled are: Monday, May 2, 1966, Monday, May 30,
.

"
-_ 1966 and Sunday‘and Monday July 3 & 4, 1966. These will —™.

OtherPostal Meets =

ca be sanctioned as AMA RecordTrials and FAI Record Trials.
t

So, If the attendanceis good at these sessions, more will beFlying Bucks (Levittown, Pa., 16') vs. Grumman Engineer- scheduled for August and September with a big contest oning Society (Syosset, N.Y., 19') Fudge - 1.18 HLG, 1.08 Labor Day weekend.
:

NEW YORK - SYOSSET a aJunior HLG The Grumman EngineeringModelSociety flying sessions
Ian Leishman (Bucks) O:34.1 x 1.18 0340.2 have been moved to the second and fourth Thursday eveningsChick Wiechard (Bucks) 0:32.0x 1.18 0:37.7 each month, starting with April. This group may be on’
Mark Kerr (Bucks) 0328.0.x 1,18 0333.0 the trail of another site also; contact Max Chernoff, 5.Art MeCrum (Gems) . 0230.5 Berkshire Rd., Great Neck, New York for details about the
Greg Wiechard (Bucks) 0:25.3 x 1.18 0:29.8 regular flying Sessions.

—

ae co,Ken Fitch, Jr. (Gems) 0:21.41 ‘

Barry Paillet (Gems) 0217.7 PENNSYLVANIA - PITTSBURGH
. An important and worthwhile indoor contest will be

Junior B Stick held April 24, 1966 at the Hunt Armory, 324 Emerson St,
Chick Wiechard (Bucks) 7211.4 x 1.08 8:16.5 in Pittsburgh. This is the Second Allegheny Indoor Air
Ian Leishman (Bucks) 3:08.7 x 1.08 3:38.4 Meet, organized along the lines of the Great Lakes Indoor
Ken Fitch, Jr. (Gems) ~ 3309.1

=

Air Meet in Cleveland. Whether you fly indoor "for fun
Chris Myers (Gems) 2303.0 -

or "for real", there is something for you. The events
are Indoor Stick, Paper Stick, Prefab and HLG, with five.

Open HLG .

age groups and a long list of prizes. This meet is well
Chuck Wiechard (Bucks) 0:38.5 x 1.18 0:45.4 worth a long trip to attend, so get an entry blank and
Karl Birkel . (Gems) 0:40.22 ©

complete info from: Ralph Pennetti, 3918 Brandon Rd.,
Bob Leishman (Bucks) ~ 0:33.09 x 1.18 0:40.0 : Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212.
Max Chernoff

..
(Gems) 0:39.5

Jack Lane
. (Bucks) 0:32.61 x 1.18 0:3:37.8 VIRGINIA - HAMPTON

Henry Prew - (Gems) 0233.09 Harold Crane and Hewitt Phillips located a site with
Ken Fiteh (Gems) 0:29.9 ° “" larger floor area and lower ceiling than the Armstrong

:

we Co, ss School gym, and found that there was much lowerdriftat
Open B Stick. ae

_

the new site. As a result, their times were moving on up
Chuck Wiechard

| (Bucks) 10:30.0 x 1.08 11:34.0
|

around 10 minutes. Perhaps they will hold future sessions °

Bob Leishman (Bucks) 7:39.7 x 1.08 8:27.0 at the newsite, but the April 15 session will be at the
Karl Birkel

|
(Gems) 7306.6:

_

Armstrong School and Paper Stick tiodelswillbeflown,
Ken Fitch

_ (Gems) ' 6315.0 Contact Harold Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton, Va.
Phil Kleisler. (Gems) - 4320.5 © 23369 for details.
Ken Mosby (Bucks) 3:47.0 x 1.08 4:08.6 : - ite ee ee

Dallas Area (26') vs. Denver 'w/beams 26' The D., C,. Maxecutors have measured the fieldhousé at -

Fudge - HLG 1.27; Rubber 1.0 (by agreement Ft. Meade, Md., site of their May 1 indoor meet, and it) =<.»

.
.

has a 31' ceiling with 100' x 230' floor area. Themeet
FAI Indoor re

Ll
os - + = will have Indoor Scale, HLG, Easy B (Maxecutor rules <

Hal Blubaugh {Denver} 10:27 + 12:43 = 23:10 3$" max. wing chord) and Class B Stick (mike and:paper
Bud Tenny

' (Dallas 10:10 +.11:43 = 21:53 combined). The club is very gratefulfor the excellent
—

,

So : - re cooperation from the base officials and their contrib-HLG ae oO 7 oe utions to indoor flying in the area.” Contact Tom Vallee
Bud Tenny (Dallas) 0:54.0 x 1.27 1:08.5 9136 Edmonston Ct.. Greenbelt, Md. 20770 for details.
Eric Vogel (Dallas) © 0:46.2 x 1.27 0258.6
(Someone didn't (Denver)

©

0:42.5 ‘ ’

HINTS AND KINKS ~~ oe so

send the names) (Denver) oo a 0:39.0
(Denver) 0238.6 : Cutting PropBlocks

==

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
. .

Ed Hicks suggests that aband saw and a simple taper-
a

. ; _

ead plywood stop can ease the work of carvingprop blocks.
ILLINOIS - CHICAGO Be ,

.. ...: Refer to the sketch below - the block is locatednext toAt long last an indoor site has turnedup in Chicago. the stop and then tilted into the bladeuntil the cut
~

Bob Johnson, a pilotforUnitedAir Linesand president reaches the carving guide line (A) on the top of the =~of the Chicago Aeronuts, got permission forSaturday use block. A few quick cuts with a knife and then sanding is”
of the T.W.A. hangar at Midway Airport. The hangar has all it takes to finish up. :

a ceiling of 65' withfloorareaof268' x 131'. For 7. Band saw blade
more info about the hangar, contact Pete or Charlie Tilt block into blade eoSotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago, I1I. 60629,

. and make successive oute
{MARYLAND ~ BALTIMORE -.

a
to diagonal line.

.The Baltimore Aero-Craftsmen are holding their Annual
Indoor Meet at the Fifth Regiment Armory on Apr. 24, 1966.

,

Events are Scale, HLG, Prefab and Rubber Challenge. HLG
,

\and Prefab are divided into Jr. and Sr-Open;theother ©

Prop block blank aanevents are all ages combined. The Rubber Challenge event ~

a
c" Clamp

is an excellent idea forall clubs faced with the problem
_

: & \\of choosing which AMA class of riibber to Hold, In thig §~ \ &»
event, each entrant chooses one of a listof AMA rubber

_ \N aevents to fly, and their time is converted to a percent- <C . :

age of the AMA Cat. I Open record for that class as pub- SS ~
.

lished in the Nov. '65 Model Aviation. ‘The highest score™’ 1/16" Plywood stopwins, of course ~ and the flier who has several models to o>
,

fly has an agonizing choice to make! For more details, _ N Ota PE ae ate -

contact Bob Sifleét, 4412 Belview Ave., Baltimore. 21215. oo PRS oo

MASSACHUSETTS - M. I. 7.
. (GaS me , cu

The Tech Model Aircrafterswillhold an indoor con-"~
_test at the MIT Armory May 7, 1966 from Noon to 8:30PM.” - ‘1 OO

Events will be Indoor Stick, Paper Stick and HLG for two”
age groups in each class, This ought to be a good meet, "co" clamp
and the site is‘quite good as long as the weather is OK. Bevel front ,

Top time in the 45' building is 0:45 in HLG and 16:40 edge of stopwith a C Stick. For more details contact Ray Harlan, 118 Teeth of saw and
- me oe

Decatur St., Arlington, Mass. 02174. ¢
‘

o . ED HICKS
: ront edge of stop

a
»

.

are even
~ oe" AMA 26139 t

ol

a, t

rteRPAPETRSDmeeeINpveeranineanemaenreneenerentten—sahnsnteRtinnreeneeresangietinintott stratsemunaamigtnntaniieibetnioennaeaaeanestibetbitihiiliiesIIENe AAT STRANI SCH ROSNEORTINtistsOlson hteHakmennatetitti nmemtetntctesisemeSNEaaNONA eet teteeemeennmittmtetatnentmmienrrensiretanente
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Nn ee ey ETEosne sseuelsin ani s635 event beeduse théFe was n6 guitablé site, bit “thé other~~"The Shingle", our model of the month, won second in events wereMulvihfll,FF Scale, Wakefield and the Stout” °

eOpen HLG at ‘the '65 Indoor Nats. The times were TI05-5 .... Oudtoor’Migelage Contest. TheStout rules were; &and 1205.6, with the high time being made afterabroken Oa he be weet data hog pet ee ge ES(girderbounes) wing was repaired. DonBal says ‘this | "Modélstobe éligitie in this contest must ‘conform
. ahabout the glider: EERE PURGE Saurty O° 4 8" te good enginééring practice’--that1s, they must have- EeEB a es Stu soos budlt-up fuselages and resemble real airplanes; they must SsA few weeks before the Nats I thought about glider have main supporting surfaces’ (wings) of at least 125 ae- designs, and came up with "The Shingle". The night be- square inches in area; wings must bedouble-surfaced; the’ ehfore the contest I completed the glider; it was a matter fuselages mist be completely covered, except for an open=© moof sink or swim the next day. Ironically the gliderdid

_

ing of not “more “than two square inches to permit access ~

mynot need any adjustments besides the addition of weight to the motor;theymay‘drop no parts in flight; they must oson the'nose, Three throws and she wad ready to go, be built entirely by their owners, exceptforpropellers, aPOSpahEOS Ges hG os aye Gy Angers faeomaSie hast
SS wing ribs, propeller bearings and propéliér shafts; they .. BeI would like to point out 4 few important détails “of must derive their power from rubber motors,’ they must Bethe glider, 1, The turn 1s accomplished by’stab tilt. < rise from the’ ground; they must beflownbytheir owners; id2s pe wing as tncidence of 1° 47! with respect to the they must havea maximum fuselage cross section at least)stab. 3.° The #220 sandpaper‘on both sides of ‘the fuse~-- equal in square inches to one-tenth of the length of the aelage and finger*rest assurea firm grip on the glider. ~~~ fuselage squared. A contestant may have three models for ee4, The bamboo on the leading edges of all surfaces pre- use in the contest. To be eligibleforN, A. A. records, “agvents many nicks which would decrease the efficterecy of a model of -125-inch to 150-inch wing area must have wheels _

oethe glider. ...000 00 ka ep bOaveLA Gonem of at least 1#-ineh in diameter; a modelofmore than ~~ aeTa rg a me eS tere PEW a RSET me i gt 1 50-inchwing’ area must have wheels of at least 1 3/4
. . Bed_Most of my time preparingforthe céfitest went to the: inch diameterss eg ea nwbeerus rae‘arm', My method of buildingup the arm is throwing  ‘«") eaaaaaIETT RESTEn a ULRRIUTTInD, Sis an eG isrocks. I would.start by throwing’*small rocks for awhile,- ea OS ESS SPREADTHEWORDT pe iethen gradually increasing their size to the largestréck mo ieI could throw, then back to the small rocks agains ‘The la During Januaryand February the Kirkwood Thermaleers =whole work-out may take 10-20 minutes. ‘This method had” a busy time promoting indoor,

~ They started with an i:buildstheexact muscles used in throwing a glider. . It indoor meet for”membersofthe club; five days later they’ °

neeis not like push-ups and bench-presses which aré general, had a practice session fora demonstration at the Affton, ~sxeresses 0 he throwing arm, butaconcentrated exercise  Mo., High School. . Two wéeks lateran indoor scale meet voldeveloping those special muscles used in throwing gliders. was part of 4 demonstrationfor severalCub Scout packs -
BO OTE Op ace eee ee ny eparl meinen ety at the Green ParkLutheran School. Finally, DickGanslen _ _vos gn: AULOOKAEVESTERYEAR uw.) Of the MeDonnsl1 elub Joiner the Thermaléérs'forthebig"=.

tee et ee Bae we tesrygh Fag Ray wk egg aeeaa ia agen rbevieeeer sieeaapty.t 5 demonstration at the Affton ‘High School, “ims oeeagion
°
we *AN reyes nee, Stout Trophy Followyp sss aiiesy Was the’Béout Blue-déid Banquet; after the Scout program =

So lS Oca ee er gh: Se MS EERE ig ag CU Oo? Satie fF QP the’ mddels “Competed with an FBI gun ‘exhibit and anoper-~ sOIn October FrankEhling presented’ the original rufes ., ting ham radio statior and won hands’ down.” The after~ ~~’for the StoutTrophy nowused forIndoor Stick(another”’° math of the demonstration was overwhelming - both theStout Trophyhasbeen used for Indoor ‘Cabina Tong time) Thermaleers and the local hobby shop had many requestsand asked when the eventchanged from'astraight-line~~. for kits, informationandhelp. This is the sort.of 7"speéd event to 4 duration evént. The following {nfo ‘was ~ thing we need! Say whatyou like about the Space Age andpresented by Carl Fries and Bill Barrett, and was takéx the glamor of’rockets and spacetrips; indoor models are
;

from a rules sheet for the 1931 Nats, held at Dayton, here-and-now and fun besides. We can boost indoor and :Ohio by the ALMA. At this Nats there was no indoor all kinds of models with a few well-planned programs! ‘

oon-orrereereenremetr eee ennnneensneninrennenishshsah ailment rsnchmiinmsiniidaan cat mans



MICROFILM TECHNIQUES PROP FORUM
|

Part VI - Miscellaneous Topics II John P. Glass is truly a pioneer of indoor model
oo ~~ * techniques, since he inspired the development of micro-

As a follow-up to comments (Feb. issue) on the Bilgri film (see "Microfilm History" in '64-'65 Zaic YB), sug-
covering method, it should be noted that Mr. Bilgri used gested the use of wire bracing and first calculated that -—~

a portable kerosene heater to deaden and loosen film on indoor models should fly for an hour. A little-known ,

the hoop after pouring. That is, as soon as the water suggestion by Mr. Glass is shown below in the variable
had drained off a new hoop of film, he heated it overa diameter propeller developed by Hewitt Phillips.
heater to hasten the release ofsolvents and deaden the

,

film. This had the effect of causing the film to be very The Variable Diameter Prop : :

Slack on the hoop; this made it possible to cover in the
manner outlined, by Hewitt Phillips

During the process of evaluating film solutions for I have built two or three of the variable diameter
static effect and final stability, the formula shown props, and they really work. However, the additional
below was inadvertently mixed using 120 ce. of Acetone in

| weight and drag of the mechanism would be more of a pen-
place of 140 cc. of Methyl Ethyl Keytone. Two effects alty on today's models than it was in the old days.
showed up immediately: control of the evenness of color SO

was poorer and the finished film was slightly cloudy, The principle of operation is shown on theattached.
giving the impression that the film had blushed. After sketches (page 5). The two blades are kept in the same

ageing, the film showed markedly more tendency toward relative position by a parallelogram linkage (absolutely
static effect than the formula with M.E.K. While this essential, as discovered on the first trial when one
has not been verifiedby supporting experiments, it can blade would stay full out and the other full in). The
probably be considered that a high percentage of Acetone blades wind out against the tension of a fine rubber band
in a film formula will enhance the effect of static in wrapped around a small pulley. The rate of climb or de-
gold and silver films. scent of the model depends solely on the tension in this

, rubber band and is indepentent of the windsortorque of
This formulais the first of several which entered

| . the rubbermotor. Thus, the model may be adjusted to fly
a development stage at the start of this series; to date level throughout the flight by carefully adjusting the ©

it has passed all tests with flying colors. The one test tension in this fine rubber band. a

left is long-term stability, but it seems sure to pass ,

this also. The nitrocellulose mentioned is 60 sec. vis-
_

- - Variations in the characteristicsmay be obtained by
cosity, dissolved in 50% M.E.K. and 50% Butyl Acetate; changing the pulleyfromcircularto elliptical or cam-
this solution was very thick - about like cold syrup. shaped. Usually, it is desirable to obtain some climb at

N/C_19A ~- experimental microfilm solution the start followed by a long level cruise. Otherwise,
55 cc. 60 sec. Nitrocellulose (see above)* the drafts near the floor will eventually bring the model
140 ec. Methyl Ethyl Keytone down.
4 ec. Amyl Acetate
21 cc. Randolph Non-tautening Butyrate Dope W-8350 Also, blade angle change may be obtained simultane-

*With very thick solutions like this, start with an empty ously with diameter by canting the hinges. This may be
measuring cup or graduated cylinder, pour in the required used to compensate for twist of the blades under high
amount of N/C and pour this into the mixing container. torque at the start of the flight.
Measure a part of the added solvent (M.E.K.) into this

cylinder to rinse out the remaining N/C and pour this in» It is perfectly easy to obtain peculiar effects, such
with the rest of the mix to avoid losing part of the n/c. as a descent at the start under full power, with the prop -~~.

stretched out to maximum diameter, followed by a climb
‘

Curtis Janke has suggested that the Bilgri covering near the end of the flight with the blades pulled in and
method (see above and Feb. '66 INAV) works nicely ona the propeller buzzing around likeabeginner's ROG. This
cork work surface. The textureofthecorkis such that

|

condition obviously should be avoided for endurance.
microfilm which touches inside the wing outline has no
tendency to stick, which sometimes happens with smooth In Boston, we flew in the old Irvington Street Armory
surfaces, Wing alignment can be assured by marking the which had a 55' ceiling. The variable diameter prop was

wing center on the ribs during construction, then align- really advantageous under these conditions. Idon't|
ing these marks with a line marked.on the cork board,

|
think it would compete with fixed diameter props in ceil-

|

; oe ings above about 80 feet.
, ,

JoeHindeshasexperimented quite a bit with Dibutyl
Phthalate as aplasticizer and confirms previous remarks

;

THE LAB
:

(Dee «65 INAV) that DBP makes microfilmtear-resistant.
oO

—
The film is improved two ways; thinner sheets can be g

e

-

lifted and puncture holes tend to resist furthertearing Blubaugh Fence Follow-up
and enlarging. On the other side, Joe says that DBP I have continued to test the Blubaugh fence on var-
seems to inhibit solvent release. That is, the film will ious gliders with interesting results. Plain Vanilla I
take longer to cure on the water and there is greater (see Feb. '66 INAV) was modified by reducing the fence
chance of losing the sheet due to shrink breakage. This height from .090" to .075". As a result, the peak launch
can be partly overcome by fanning the sheet or agitating altitude possible increasedto an estimated 22' for a
the air above it, starting about 30 seconds after the maximum duration (very few tries) of 0:26. This config-pour. uration was then tried in the small site: a 20 flight

series gave a high time of 0:22.5, a low of 0:18.8 and
My own plasticizer experiments continue as time per- average of 0:21.2 for a 2% increase over the best perfor-

mits, along with experiments to control sticky film and mance previously. Plain Vanilla III (16" span, .135 oz.)reduce the static effect of very thin film. To date, has given 0:29.2 with about 1' of room left in our 26'
no conclusive results are available except for‘films with u ,site. P. V. IV (18" span, .25 oz.) was a total loss in
Non-tautening butyrate; but Benzyl Butyl Phthalate and

a 42' site, giving the characteristie launch problems I
Tricresyl Phosphate will cause remarkably high static have come to expect with fence gliders until they have
effect in thin films. been "lived with" for a while. P. V. III would barely

Finally, Joe Hindes suggests that better quality con- fly the first session, but came through nicely later. .

trol on thin sheets can be achieved by noting the color '
of the film on the water and after drying off. Hehas yree eet 8 most gosse griaer pe’ altitude good
observed that the film appears to be one shade darker on. _ stat sw e Fence it 2 rom about rl ta Uae oo
the water than on the hoop. Thatis, light strawcolor sistently. The chief limitation of this glider was in

;
ee ye the launch, and I believe a very flexible tail boom was

on the water is actually an ideal silver on the hoop. My ;

own lighting conditionsshowlesadifference -almost..._ the problem here. On my own gliders, those which were

exactly the same color beforeandafter. It is likely : the least adaptable to operation with the fence were the
See

: gliders which had flexible tail booms. Thus, the Plainthat the location of the light with respect to the tank peer aes

will be the important factor; for consistent results, use et boone ee very wood bdvantese. ota iter than suetany, q

> Ae, ° ’ ’the same arrangement of tank and lighting each time. interesting thing about Eric's glider was the airfoil.
. RECORDS? MAYBE! The section was essentially a streamlined flat plate with  <-

ome eee
SO the fence attached. His glider had a tapered wing with

MARTIN MODEL MASTERS INDOOR CONTEST, March 20, 1966 3" root chord; the fence tapered from .06" to nothing at
Cat. I, Hinkley HVS.’Gym, Aurora, Colorado (33') the tip. : ,

' Open FAI Indoor~ 23:10, Hal Blubaugh
= Oe”

: . - 7

sc coc yuteementa nt sinner tspneni inertiameni: |naanputin iinntseNn uh ts: nem maguoesepnmarmemeagtinttmtattiaetilssameinain jngnnnaensnuimetitttenettttnne emma erentnnenemameneame tenement
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#HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#3 . Regular memberships are $3.50 and Charter Memberships$5; Associate Membership (for non-AMA members) $4.50.New Members! Make checks payable to National Free Flight Society and
send them (with mailing label from current Model AviationNOAH I. GOLDMAN, 55 Powell Ave., Bethpage, N. Y. 11714 as proof of AMA membership) to: Hardy Brodersen, Nation-~*LOUIS VARGO, JR., P. O. Box 68, Escondido, Cal. 92026 al Treasurer NFFS, 4729 Walnut Lake Rd., Birmingham,
Michigan 48010.

MA/AM!
FAT INDOOR REPORT

In a move to upgrade AMA membership and get a wider
coverage of AMA doings, Model Aviation will be a part of Interim Report ;the new American Modeler magazine starting with the July/ ‘ ——

August issue. American Modeler has been bought out by The June issue should contain many final details of
Potomac Aviation Publications, Inc. andwill be restored the 1966 Indoor World Champs, but here is a brief reportto theoriginal concept as a model aircraft (only) pub-— just prior to the formal entry deadline (May 20, 1966):lication, with emphasis given to helping youngsters in
modeling. Bill Winter will remain as editor of Model Countries known to have entered are: Austria (one man
Aviation, and will be editor of the new American Modeler team - Manfred Koller), United States - full team, and
magazine. Publication will continue bi-monthly until

|

New Zealand (proxy entry by John Malkin) and Hungary.January 1966, when it will again become a monthly mag-
azine. Good luck, Bill! - Germany has picked a team and it is presumed that a

formal entry has been made. Two Canadian fliers have
Nats Site Chosen requested permission to represent Canada. English indoor

oofliers are trying to organize an entry. aPete Sotich, Nats Manager, has announced that the '66
oo .Indoor Nats will be held in the International Amphithe- “Tom Finch, the U. S. TeamManager, has had to resignatre at 43rd and Halsted Streets in Chicago. Those who for personal reasons, and selection of a replacement has

vv*lew at the '58 Nats will remember the site. The ceiling not been concluded at this time. .f \ 80', with floor area of 123' x 238'. Some fliers had OO .~ifficulty with some obstructionsin 1958, but Pete has POSTAL CHALLENGERS
already determined that the American Flag can be moved to

,

the west end of the Arena and that the speaker cage can Members of the Grumman Engineering Model Society, who
be raised to the ceiling. Some thought is being given to came out slightly second-best in their postal tilt with ‘

providing a test flying session for rubber ships at least, the Flying Bucks (results in April '66 INAV) are spoilingbut there is no definite word on this yet. If a practice for another postal contest. They have a Cat. I site
session will be held, future announcements will be made (19') and are most interested in postal competition in B

:when the site and date is determined.- Paper Stick and HLG. Any takers? Contact Max Chernoff,
5 Berkshire Rd., Great Neck, New York.

NIMAS Awards
.

RECORDS?MAYBE! .

Silver Cat. I Rubber Award - 12:05, Harold Crane
a

;

D. ©. MAXECUTORS CAT, I CONTEST, May 1, 1966 31' ceiling
Gold Cat. I Rubber Award - 12:49, Hal Blubaugh Cat. I, Ft. Meade, Md. Base Gym

Jr. D Stick - 7:28, Linda Randolph
;Gold Cat. III Rubber Award - 36:32, Pete Andrews* Jr. FAI Indoor - 14:28, Linda Randolph~

.

LINCOLN SKY KNIGHTS 3RD ANNUAL INDOOR CONTEST 3/27/66
Gold Cat. III HLG Award - 1:07.9, Ron Higgs## Cat. II, Univ. Of Nebr. Fieldhouse 45' ceiling

Open Autogyro ~ 6:32.8, Walter Erbach
*Pete made this flight at the FAI Finals on July 27, 1965
*#Ron is the first NIMAS member from outside the U.S. to BIGCONTEST! ,

apply for a NIMAS Award. This one was a Nats flight, but , ,

flights made in Canada (Ron lives in Ontario, Canada) ean Due to the lateness of this issue and busy schedules
be qualified. Honorary NIMAS members (those who live out- here, this issue isn't proofread, The reader who finds
side the continental limits of North America) can qualify the most mistakes will-be sent a red-lead grading pencil!
for NIMAS Awards - write for details.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
National Free Flight Societyee 35. This is sort of a multi-topic question, dealing withNFFS membership is growing rapidly, and those who several aspects of pirelli rubber:

wish to be Charter Members must apply béfore June 1, 1966
or miss out. The following items come with membership:

—

a. What is the best way to store pirelli?1. A monthly newsmagazine devoted 100% to PF, with b. Should it be washed before storageor only just priorthe first issue scheduled for late in May, 1966, to use?
2. A full-sizé plans service,

.
.

c. What is the best way to break-in a new motor, and is
3. A unified voice in AMA for all Free Flighters.,

— _

break-in reallynecessary?4, An agency to assist in developing small-fiela dad. What is gained bypreliminary break-in rather than.events in FF. (An editorial note: My personal opinion flying it in?@™s that smali-field eventsareanecessary part of the e. Explain the different methods of winding a motor forjture of free flight, both from the standpoint of small
~

different ceilings.—sites being all many fliers have, and also that samll-~ —~

f. What care should be given a motor after use, and canfield events will be more attractive to morefliers.) used motors safely be stored to advantage?5. An agency to promote FF Postal events. .

6, An information service to promote Free Flight. Really, the above questions just scratch the surface.
7. Membership Card and distinctive decals for all What 1s really needed is a thorough discussion of the

members. (The decals really work - I lost one on an A-1 lore that has been generated by indoor modelers since welast week!) first started using pirelli. Who will help us out?



AR GERMANYSTATEOF THEART
Manfred Koller (Austria) attended ® contest for 73il The site was metershs after Frank Cummings won the '63 Nats em. models in Nurnberg in April.

withthe record tine of27138, Joe Bilgri took two models high, with floor area 80 x 100 penne Theconditionsto Santa Ana for an all-out assult on the record. When were best around noon, when Hans Beck (me
er he &the day ended, Joe held ¢he record with 29:06.3, using man FAI Indoor team) logged 9:01 and Manfred toppe 8

—the model shown on the plan page. When the model was new own personal 35 Ore noraht teuehe deveney medetee Dee .
‘ t own to e me ’set the eeccra the SoM ond ea imbed to fond. Themodel these were easily retrieved from a fire ladder which came

has lower aspect ratio than is normal for models of this with the building.
size, and uses a very large prop for the wing span. INDIANA - KOKOMO

Ae g.nettorof specie] interest, Joe 488 thett et eee ee ee wer tnenger than minutes nd hestisi workingtove.the first te top 20 eimites: Tne, eter eresrar TaSSed intgang Serato eandoesthe record model was destroyed tater that same day when
time in the site (maybe in the world) for paper coveredthe motor broke at the wrong time.
Easy B with all-balsa prop. Wayne Zink, who only recent-

Details of the prop outline are on the plan page, and ly started oO eomienGroce got ateate Berry won

the prop block dimensions are given in the sketch below. Bcale wW & °

NEBRASKA ~ LINCOLN
; Low attendance and poor conditions marred the Lincoln

| Sky Knights 3rd Annual Indoor Contest. David Erbach wonI both Mike and Paper (Open) with 7:50.5 and 6:37.4; Joe; Mock won Open HLG with 1:05.4 and Joe, Jr. won Jr. with
\ 0231.3, while Joe Mock, Jr, won Jr. Paper with 1:16.4.

NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST
\ The East Coast Indoor Championship is all set for
‘ July 3-4, 1966 at Lakehurst. Classes are HLG, B Paper

-4 and Indoor Stick. HLG will be flown9 AM to 1 PM eachaf day, and Rubber until 9 PM each day. Contact Mike Gran-
x" / ols

jeri, 696 S. 18th St., Newark, N. J. for entry blank -

7 @
.

late entry fee after June 25, 1966.
if / The May 2 session (reported by Hal Crane) produced

top FAI time of 49:23 by Bob Champine, plus the following
_

times: D Stick - 25:49, Russ Russo; B Stick - 24:32,5° John Trielo; € Cabin - 17:50, Bob Champine.

WASHINGTON D. C.
HINTS AND KINKS The Maxecutors' contest at Ft. Meade was quite well—

attended, and hotly contested. Bernie Schulman won Scale
Autogyro Rotor with 121 Points; Hewitt Phillips won B Stick (mike and

_ paper combined) with 10:16 on a B Paper; Easy B was wonJohn Triolo designed the rotor bearing shown below, by Reggie Batterson with 6:30.8 and Dan Belieff won HLG
|.and used it on his record autogyro flight at Lakehurst with 1:00.8.

.

‘

last fall. The items of special note are the incidence
. .

control brace which permits adjusting the rotor easily A_LOOKATYESTERYEAR
and the use of the hypodermic needle segment for a bear-
ing which turns ‘smoothly and yet gives consistent support Joe Bilgri passes on the following information about
to the rotor. the origin of the Paper Stick event:

Stainless ateel hypo needle is precision fit
t" " I don't know who actually made Paper Stick an AMAfor .010" dia. meic wire (use 1/4" length

event, but it was flown at the 1955 Nats. The credit fore010 wire —*{-—
making it an AMA event probably should be divided between

glue gusset i Hal Roth (a member of the Oakland Cloud Dusters at the
i's time) and Model Airplane News. If anyone else wants theRotor hubt lt credit, it's all right with me; most of my story concerns
qi! what was published in M. A. N. in 1954,

y Precision hole for| 010" dia. wire In the late 40's and early 50's our main club (CloudRotor flexes here while —nmS4 [oe  / Dusters) interests were Wakefield and Indoor. At thatspinning true. Aids time Wakefield was the only international event and thelateral and longitudinal ; trend was to lightly constructed models so more weightstability | | could be made up with rubber. Superfine tissue was hard§ to find in those days and everyone was looking for a2 ) light covering material. In the summer of 1952 on my way24 back from Sweden, I visited JASCO in New York. At theRotor post g 4 time, it seemed like a stroke of luck that some modeleri) had talked them into buying a supply of condenser papereu so he could try it for Wakefield. I immediately purchas-53 ‘ed some for club members, but we soon found it was too
Ze weak for Wakefield.

With a big supply on hand, we started flying 100 8doin. models as a club event. In the winter of 1952 and
1953 we were flying in a school auditorium and also in
the Cow Palace which had a 100' ceiling. This brings us
to Hal Roth, who flew in some club indoor contests even

Incidence control brace though he flew mostly outdoor events. Unknown to elubne
members, Hal wrote an article "Should We Scrap Micro-
film?" for the April '54 M.A.N. Needless to say, most ofPaper socke ¥/ our club was furious, since indoor was one of our main
interests. S|

stickPf Gg Motor More of the story is told in the M.A.N. At Work col- ~~
umns in June and July '54 M.A.N., where replies to the

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD article were printed. I know that my feelings were soas

strong that it's a wonder the magazine ever mentioned my
- ITOBA name again.Canaeron the ROAF Station at Gypsumville ("the frozen

North") comes the word that indoor activity in the Base Prior to this article, I'm pretty sure that you can
Gym has been very good, with emphasis on HLG. An adde search for a movement toward paper covered indoor models
fun-feature was a special HLG contest for a local cub without finding anything. However, paper covered models
scout group - good public relations and enjoyable too! - (covered with Jap Tissue and Superfine) were being flown

|

: in various parts of the U. 5S.
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RECORD “C" CABIN Joe Bilgri UI PROP SECTION

Prop - 18" dia. x 27" pitch
|

}
Wing = Picket fence braced

— oo

Power = 18" loop .055" Pirelli
2000 turns

;

f rest Time - 29:06
-

LE

Oo Weights <~—

Wing
.

e009
.

Fuselage e012

Tail assy 0007
Prop 2002
Total 2037
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MICROFILM TECHNIQUES TOO MUCH GLUE?

Part VII - Storage Methods Everyone who approaches Indoor planning to be a very
, serious flier soon begins to worry about the weight of .™,

Anyone who builds indoor very much is faced with the his models. Three areas of practice need to be ironed ,
problem of storing microfilm. Not only is it wasteful of out to achieve the weight that the top fliers me area.time to pour only a few sheets at one time, it is a very build to. Perhaps the easiest (in terms of time) area

—

fortunate builder who can count on getting the exact kind to improve is in weight of covering - microfilm. Once
of film he wants, "on demand", every time. Good film you learn to pour and handle film in the gold range, you
doesn't spoil and is usually improved by ageing. It is have saved about all the weight you can. Typical begin~
80 convenient to have some extra sheets on hand when ‘you ner film weighs about .0025 0oz./100 sq. in. (about .006.
drop the pliers through the sheet you were about to use! oz. for a typical FAI size model); while gold film comes

Besides, the nature of the beast is such that when you in at about .O0007 0z./100 sq. in. or .0017 oz. on a FAI.
start pouring and get good film, you better pour like
crazy until you run out of hoops - next time it may not The second significant area for weight decrease is
work so well! structural weight. This usually is a process of trial

and error combined with carefully detailed records of
If you are blessed with a surplus of closets, you can component weights. That is, build the parts lighter un-

use a closet to hang the film in, and it seems likely to til they become too light to handle safely. As this pro-
be the best method. For those less fortunate, some other cess continues, you learn to pick balsa properly and you
container (portable or fixed) is the best answer. Ernie

|.

learn to handle the light models so they don't have to be
Kopecky built a special cabinet which has rack storage so strong.
for about 20 hoops of varying sizes ~- probably the second
best solution. My reasons for rating the closet over the The final area of weight saving is also structural -
cabinet is that you likely would have more free air space proper use of glue. This can be the final 15% to 25%
for each hoop. There is some evidence that free air cir- weight improvement, and without careful and unceasing
culation around curing film is beneficial; in fact, both vigilance during model construction the model weight will
Lew Gitlow and Gerald Skrjanc (MicroDyne and Micro-X) creep up. As an example, one of my typical FAI built-up
recommend circulating air for film curing. booms weighs .0031 oz., but one came out .0033 late one

evening. So what's .0002 oz.? Not much, but it is 6.5%
And then, we come to the rest of us. My third choice of the boom weight and a similar slip in the weight on

4s to use high-density storage of hoops in separate card- the whole model brings it from .035 oz. to .037 oz. This
board boxes which are then squirrelled away wherever they is the way to bring your model weights down! What caused
will fit. The sketch below details my largest box which the extra .0002 oz. increase? I had let the glue supply
holds five hoops 9" x 38" (almost 10 sq. ft. of film) in evaporate just enough to increase the weight!
only about two cubic feet of space. The box is saturdy,
and the lid fits tightly enough to help prevent the box The following hints come from Frank Cummings, who I
from twisting’or distorting during hetop tt Although consider to be one of the top model craftsmen in the
the hoops are not tightly held at the top (the wedge at world; I saved 10% on the first model I built after my
the bottom should provide a snug fit), accidental rough visit to Frank's house. First, use thin glue sparingly
handling has broken only one sheet of film and that one and put it only where the joint is. The joint must fit
was rather brittle silver film. The dimensions of the exactly; you can't fill up the cracks with glue and still
box are not critical, except that long ones for big hoops keep it light! For those who built on plastic~covered

_

are hard to find. By far the easiest approach is to find plans, if there is a visible "flash" of glue at any joint~
boxes of the appropriate length and build the hoops to you probably used too much glue on all the joints. If

;

fit. Remember that the hoops will expand lengthwise if ‘you build on a standard jig and the wing sticks to the

you use the soak-the-hoop method of attaching the film to jig at any rib joint, you probably used too much glue all
the hoops; if you use rubber cement, there will be little over.

|

expansion.
A Keep careful records of component weights, in greatoO detail, Frank (and a good many other builders) can tell

very closely the weight of almost every dab of glue ina
oo model. This is one I haven't managed yet: one of Frank's-

OOo motor sticks will weigh almost the same after the seam is
__—— /? glued as it did before soaking and rolling. That is, the
a = glue seam will weigh about the same as the natural moist-

_ee ure which gets baked out of the wood in the oven! How?
oneeanna AS First, the edges of the seam must fit exactly. Second,

the glue is applied in a very thin bead which touches

A only the edge of the wood and the excess which squeezes
out is wiped off.TOPVIEW

As with other construction jobs, the proper tools are
essential, A glass hypodermic syringe with #25 needle is
ideal - this size needle uses .008" diameter wire for a
stopper. Grind the end of the needle flat and de-burr it

Lid for box so the glue can be applied exactly where it is needed.
Of course, glue must be thin to pass through this small
hole; the ideal glue will be almost water-thin. A little

" experience will dictate just how thin to make it. What

(lel ] ol] (all ill Irll glue to use? Both MicroDyne (Lew Gitlow) and Micro-x
{Gerald Skrjanc) sell very good glue; DuPont Duco is also
very good. All of these glues need to be thinned quite
& bit before being used; while you are at it you can set
up the drying time to suit yourself. Just use a mixture

= of acetone and butyl acetate, varying the proportions to
give an appropriate drying time. Remember, no matter
what kind of model you are building or what various glue
manufacturers claim about the strengthof their fast-dry-

© ing glue, glue joints in wood depend upon the glue to
2 a soak into the wood in order to make adequate joints. A
a ay thin skin of glue that has "roots" into the wood will be
2 88 stronger than any Size glob which lies passively in the
s o* corner and hasn't soaked in; it will be much lighter too! ~~

Or
:
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THE 1966 INDOOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP which side is the top, where the box is opened, and there
,

should be complete instructions on how to open the box

The Central Aeroclub of Hungary will host the 1966 posted prominently on the box. John Malkin relates how

Indoor World Championship at Debrecen, Hungary, from his box was constructed, handled and protected:
July 14 to July 18, 1966. The contest site will be theassembly hall of the Kossuth University; the hall has a

"The box to carry the model was made of 3/16" plywood
ceiling height of 29 meters and a floor area measuring with 1/2" square stiffeners in the corners. The box was
28 meters by 25 meters. 9" x 9" x 38" and was all nailed together except for the

.
top and one long side (See sketch below).

National Aeroclubs who are members of FAI can each
enter one team consisting of three fliers and a team man- After making two practice runs to mount the model in

in thecurrency of the entrant's country for each team on how to open the box, giving the steps in reverse of

member; entry deadline is May 20, 1966. The entry fee the procedure I used in closing the box. I glued one of

is egcetgramtiteato,Agcount7VYESED E 97 Au°the winger SDo*E AOA of boounpaper ant Pied LOMpEne taped7

e e oOian National Bank and the entry form should be sent to:
all the joints. I glued the second set of instructions
on the outside along with a note to the Customs Officialsmedapest 1 of PRE
to please not open the box until the addressee was

Gorkij fasor 6, Hungary present. The box was also marked with notes requesting
gentle handling. The model arrived in England with only

Please make special notice of the entry deadline as a small hole in the film on one wingtip; this possibly
noted above; this is one of the major reasons this news- could have been done during packing.
letter was started. In 1964, at least one country made a

late entry and it was decided that a special effort to The box was shipped Air Cargo and was delivered to

publish the deadline was in order. the shipper on the day a flight was leaving to avoid any
chance of damage in storage.

Why a special effort? A recent CIAM ruling provided
that any World Championship event which cannot be held It should be noted that not all the above is appli-
for lack of host or lack of entry (minimum of five cable if the models are accompanied by one or more team

entries required for World Championship events) for two members. However, the team manager (if only one man is 7
consecutive times would be dropped from the international with the team's models) should be able to safely open the ~

competition schedule. Since the 1964 Indoor Championship boxes for customs inspection if necessary.
,

yrre not held for lack of entry, we must hold the 1966
‘ mt or lose it. Packing The Models “

POTENTIAL ENTRANTS The sketch below shows how John Malkin's model was .,
packed; his description follows:

7

: The United States has a three-man team entered in the
World Champs; Joe Bilgri, Frank Cummings and 8td Romak. "To pack the model I took the stab off and spot-glued -

The team manager, Tom Finch, may not be able to attend, it to the inside of the lid of the box. The fuselage was as

although this is not definite. fixed in two balsa carrying blocks (see Fig. 2) which
were. glued to the bottom of the box. I sent six props

Germany has chosen a three-man team; it has not been and these were fixed on the bottom of the box in Jigs 7

noted if a formal entry has been made. Their team: Max like the fuselage mount. To fit the wing I fixed two .

Hacklinger, Hans Beck and Werner Strattner. Late word 1/8" square balsa pegs (well sanded) to the rear of the -
is that Hacklinger will be unable to attend and that a box at a distance that suited the bracing and then slid
replacement for him is being sought. the wing onto these. This allowed the wing to "float" in

case of a sudden shock. I then screwed on the front and
Austria will be represented by Manfred Koller from top of the box." (See Fig. 3 for wing mount sketch)

Salzburg; it is not known if any of the Viennese fliers
will go. Car-Top Carriers

New Zealand will probably be represented by John Several European fliers live close enough to Hungary
Malkin who plans to send his model to be proxy-flown: he to make an auto trip feasible, so I will pass on my own
made modeling history when he shipped his model 12,000 experience with carrying indoor models this way. The box
miles for proxy entry in 1962. was constructed of 1/2" plywood screwed together; metal

trim outside the box served as added reinforcement. The
Two Canadian fliers have requested that they be per- top was removable by removing wire lashing at six points ws

mitted to represent Canada; if they do, it will be the around the edge, and the joint was weatherproofed with ,

first time Canada has attended an Indoor World Champs. weatherstripping all around. The entire box was water-
proofed with epoxy paint; two coats outside and one in-

No word has been received from Hungary about who will side, The epoxy was chosen for its high gloss finish
be on their team; Rudi Beck is chiefly responsible for which, along with the white color, helped shed the Texas "

Hungary's offer to host the World Champs and it is likely sunshine very well. Fig. 4 shows the packing arrangement
that he will be on the Hungarian team. used; the models were packed in pairs in cardboard boxes.

Inside the boxes the models were packed similarly to how
English indoor fliers are working toward a possible John Malkin packed his, except that the wings were mount-

entry; they have already resumed flying sessions inthe ed on plug-in blocks as described in the first issue.
Cardington hangar. The advantage of putting two models in one box is that

|

the stabs can be left on and the box will hold two models

o~ SPECIAL PACKING AND CONSTRUCTION HINTS as shown in Fig. 5.

y The Shipping Box The models survived an 1800 mile vacation trip to the

——— "65 Nats with no damage; they stayed dry in spite of two
.

The model box must be rigid enough to be stacked with driving rain storms, During the round-about return trip
other cargo and withstand normal handling. I+t should be one rain storm was encountered which got some water into
completely waterproofed regardless of how it isshipped~ the box and the Texas sun "steamed" some warps into the
or carried. The opening (lid or removable side) should models. I'm pretty sure that the box was improperly
be re-inforced, the mating edges should be sealed with .gealed, or this shouldn't have happened. One comment:
weatherstripping along the edges and removable tape over this box is far too heavy to handle easily, and could
the parting line. The box should be labelled to show have been built from 1/4" plywood.
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A_ SPECIAL REQUEST

The next (and final) issue of the limited internation-
al issue will contain comments about drift, flying tech-
niques in small sites, balloon steering, and adjusting

,

models for high ceilings in lower ceiling sites.

If there is any special topic that should be covered, .

please write and suggest it. Also, I would like to hear
from each country receiving this paper if they are enter-
ing and whe their team members are. Please send this
information to: Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas,
75080, U. S. A.
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.

os _ pleased to report that all team members ssees eem to be doinWHEENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###% well in their preparations, and we expect to do well,
°

New Members!
.

. World Champ Entrants

*DENNIS ARONSON, 2467 Purdue Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.90064 It is now possible to saDONALD G. GAROFALOW,552 SpringSt., Teaneck, N. J. 07666 Championships will be hela- there Lend enor World :

DALEHACKER, 25999 Bremrenridge, Euclid, Ohio 44117 of there being enough entrants. In fact this wilt none a
_

Family the largest World Champs in histor ith
DALE HACKER

_

Memberships) nine countries. Germany, fungary, Pinland. Grecheslow-
SCOTT HACKER kia, Yugoslovia, Roumania and The United States will :

RICHARD MILLER, JR., 145 Baltusrol Place, Dublin, Cal. full teams; Austria will have a one-me
es will have

E. B. TURNER, 1312 W. College, Grand Prairie, Tex. 75050 Zealand will have a proxy entry Canada atty and New
-

JIM VALE, 1818 Frankfort Ave., Philadelphia 25, Pa. still trying at the last report, but nothin fiat h were
|:

~ been heard from them.
, 6 as .

*Dennis was a NIMAS member several years ago, and dropped St us
out for two years service with the Peace Corps. Welcome I

:

pack, Denniel _ GorPE

: _ RECORDS? MAYBE!
|

a a

ALL-SCHOLASTIC AIRCRAFT SHOW, St. Edwards High School 4
Honorary Members» Lakewood, Ohio CAT. I, 35' ceiling, May 15, 1966 ws
~~

Sr. HLG ~ 1:08.0, Bill Schubert# 7

HANS BECK, 85 Nurnberg 34, Am Weissensee 6, Germany Open PaperStick - 11:36, Bob Randolph os
Open D Stick-16:05.5, Bob Randolph ™

**Special NIMAS Projecti** . a

Open FAI ~- 29:14, Bob Randolph -

It has been suggested. that the U. S. Indoor Team take
_

_
*Neil Shipley broke the Sr. HLG record earlier in a

with them indoor supplies of the type that would be in day with 1:07.3.
. .

niver in the
2

short supply behind the Iron Curtain. Frominformation__ . an
wm that we have, this could be almost any supplies except GOOFS! bes

robably glue. Anyway, why don't we make it a NIMAS
Oo

project to make some of these supplies available so the No one took me seriously on the offer to "de-bug" the 4
Team can deliver them? Charlie Sotich hasagreed to be "MAYFEB" issue, but a couple of the worse ones reed to be “

the collector for these items; he will assemble 411 the mentioned. First, Louis Vargo, Jr. had an # by his name ms
donations, package them and deliver them to the team. which was to explain that he was a family member Second a
Send music wire, wood (carefully packed), teflon washers, comes oné that you folks couldn't catch - I left out ao
rubber, bracing wire, etc. to Charlie Sotich, 3851 West couple of items from the News column - they are included62nd Place, Chicago, I11. 60629 not later than June 25, in this issue. I'll leave the rest to you!

.

1966.
SO ,

.

; MICROFILM TECHNIQUES :

oe ,

Microfilm In Industry! “3
When the air was good at the St. Edward High gym (the -

7th Annual All-Scholastic Aircraft Show), Bob Randolph The very first use of what we would call microfilm ~ ~-
was ready. He set three new records and qualified as the today was in the early part of this century, when free O:

second NIMAS Ace with these three awards: Silver Cat.1 films ofnitrocellulosewere used in certain optical ap-Rubber'~ 11:36; Gold Cat. I Rubber - 13:09; Diamond Cat. plications, In recent years free films of nitrocellulose fy
I Rubber - 16:05.5. The Silver flight boostedthePaper

—

and other materials have been put to uses that would sur- :
Stick mark by two seconds before colliding withanother prise many indoor builders. Your editor was involvedin -

model; the other two flights were with his FAI model and some experiments in the last year which pointed up quite |set new D Stick and FAI records. Good work, Bob! nicely some of the unique properties of microfilm.
|

|
The July Issue

Bo

Can you imaginemicrofilm being coated with aluminum?
a

With a great number of other metals and non-metals? For
Because of an early expected departure for Washington, that matter, how about a Class A ROG with well-defined

I will have to finish the July issue early. Please send aluminum numbers on the wing? In the first case, some of
anything for that issue not later than July 2, 1966. The~ these coatings ranged in thickness from almost transpar-issue may also be abbreviated, ent (if you make it thin enough, even metal will pass — 3

enough light to appear only cloudy) to completely opaque
a

Antique Book
a

in the visible light region. In the second case, Ray
Harlan flew an A ROG recently which had his AMA number onThe AMA Supply and Service Section has a few copies the wing; in acolor slide he sent me the numbers were se

of INDOOR FLYING MODELS at $1.50 each. Published by Ron clearly visible. The numbers were the idea of Jim Daley
“

Warring in 1946, this book is an interesting excursion who is an optics engineer, The numbers were put on the ”
into the past. The book covers Round-The-Pole models film before the wing was covered,and careful work on. oo
very well, plus giving about half the 80 pages to micro- Ray's part preserved them and landed them right in the

_

film models as they were in 1946, See page 7 of the May center of the wing.
,

—

1966 Model Aviation for an order blank. :
oo

-

- If you have a large vacuum system and bell-jar hand :

—_, - FAL INDOOR REPORT a
you can create your own designs.» Jim's system baa a ys

,

Se .

, mo bell-jar 21" in diameter, and the hoop covered with film fy
New Manager Chosen

_ _ .

was placed in the chamber just over a mask with the od
oo ae

numbers cut into it. Below this :
Part of the rush around here has, been the fact that placed a wire filament with srs yeee cketen below) “tthe

your editor was lucky enough to be chosen to replace Tom- chamber is evacuated to about 1075 mm Hg. pressure and
Finch as manager of the U. S. Indoor Team. Tom will be a the filament is heated with an electric current until the
hard man to replace, but I'll do my best. Wish us all aluminum is evaporated onto the film. In this case, the =
an extra bit of luck, please! Aside from the luck, I am evaporation phase was terminated after 3 seconds, which

|

.



produced half-silvered (like a one-way mirror) numbers of

negligible weight on the film. In similar fashion I have BRACINGTECHNIQUES

veacarenprogram at work? Gitferent materials during &
Indoor model bracing is supposed to have been sug- .

gested by J. P. Glass who suggested that tungsten wire be

To complete this tale of interesting facts, it has used as wing bracing. 1955 is the year that the tech-

been proven that microfilm (coated or uncoated) is very nique (along with built-up props) was used to any degree.
hardy - it will survive exposure to hard vacuum, cold Since that time bracing has been used on every part ofa
temperatures down to liquid nitrogen (77° Kelvin), vibra-~ indoor model and the materials used have ranged from wir,

tion and shock. For that matter, in a demonstration for as suggested by Glass to human hair to synthetic fibers

a model club, I loaded a 6" x 12" hoop of blue film with such as nylon and dacron. The techniques of bracing have

the following: one half dollar (placed flat, very care- varied from simple “limit strings running from the ay
fully), three quarters and several smaller coins. We ran spars to the wing posts (these carry wing up-loads only
out of loose change before the film broke! to the picket fence bracing originated by the Oakland

Cloud Dusters. Almost 25' of bracing material is used in

I have been purposefully vague about some of the in- a picket braced wing, which leads to some of the good-
dustrial uses of microfilm, since the purpose has not natured banter between proponents of picket bracing and

been to reveal industrial processes but to give some in- more conventional techniques. This series of articles

sight into the figures quoted in Part I of this series will explore many of the current techniques and others

(such as tensile strength of 10,000 to 12,000 lb./sq. of historical interest; suggestions and additions are

in.) and the really amazing capabilities of our covering requested from anyone who wishes to contribute.
material. Let it suffice to say that industry has found
a few specialized uses for microfilm and will undoubtedly fart I -BasicWingBracing
find more in the future. That the technology is not
wide-spread is amply reflected in a letter f recently Figure 1 shows the simplest form of rigged bracing
received from du Pont. I had outlined the problem of

: now in use. Note that the bracing can be started at any
static charge on microfilm, along with sufficient expla- poration the wing, but if it is started at either wing
nation of the application to tell what we were about. post it will be simpler to anchor both ends of the wire.

Although they had a suggestion which has not been eval- te is quickestto do primary wing bracing with one con~

uated Pine materials are on hand; the free time is not) inuous run of wire, following the arrows in Fig. 1.
h clearly indicated that indoor modelers haveaey ea fax beyond normal industrial capabilities in To be effective, bracing must have sufficient tension

manufacturing and processing free films of nitrocellulose. to absorb flight loads (and some handling loads) and the

Perk up, men! We have a well developed technical skill tension should be equal all over the wing. Too much ten-

we never realized we had; it isn't readily marketable, sion will cause extra compression loading on the spars in

put it might be sometime in the future. damp weather as the wood expands; uneven tension promotes
wing warps which appear unexpectedly. The most common

These remarks conclude this series on microfilm, ex-
Method of tensioning bracing is to glue the wire at the

cept for future reports on various experimental materials starting point, string the bracing, and hang a weight on
which must be postponed until adequate evaluation can be the end of the wire (see Fig. 2). The proper amount of

made of their properttes and effects. In addition, some weight depends upon the bracing material, the size of the

of you have indicated.a desire for a summary of this surface to be braced, and individual experience. We have

material. It may be that the summary can be presented received suggestions ranging from four straight pins held

later, when it can be updated to include the latest find- to the wire by scotch tape to paper clips to miniature
ings and several typical formulas which will result from toy plastic clothespins; the important thing is to be

the research I have done. consistent with a given weight range until you develop a
__

feel for the proper tension. Figure 3 shows a special
NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD wire tensiongage used by Bob Champine; in this case, the

“(Leftout of May issue!) wire is tensioned and glued down one segment at a time.
MARYLAND ~- BALTIMORE Finally, when dacron monofilament is used, the final end

~The Baltimore Aero-Craftsmen held their annual indoor of the strand can be pulled against the anchor point (a
meet on April 24, in the 5th Regiment Armory. As usual, soft balsa peg must be used) witha tug sufficient to
the hanging lights posed some problems, and those adept cause the strand to cut into the balsa. The dacron will
at retrieving models had a distinct advantage. The rubber stretch just enough to maintain near-optimum tension and
event pitted all classes of models against each other via the dacron 1s slick enough that the tension will equal-
a bogey: system -~ each model flew against the current AMA ize in all segments of the bracing. The finishing end
record for its class. BobChampinewon with 7:56 (86% of can then be glued and the entire bracing job can be in-
the C Cabin record), 2nd was Hal Crane - C Cabin, 53:26 spected before glueing the other joints.
(75%) and Bill Bigge's B Cabin copped 3rd - 3:47 (52%).

Design requirements for proper bracing are relatively
PENNSYLVANIA ~- PITTSBURGH simple; of prime concern is the angle between the primary

Ninety-six entrants in six events was the turn-out pracing and the wing spars. This is illustrated in Fig.
at the Second Annual Allegheny County Indoor Air Meet - 4, where two extremes of angle are shown. Obviously, the

. making it the second largest indoor meet in the world. length of the wing post must be enough to give the proper
A complete report of results would be too lenghty, but angle; very high aspect ratio wings may require excessive
the "standard" events went this way: (ist place winners) length wing posts to obtain proper bracing angles. The
HLG DODO - 0:15.0, Paul Hare; FLEDGLING - 0:17.0, Doug height of the cabane is also related to bracing effect-
Masters; OPEN - 0:36.1, Norm Bickar. . iveness, but cabane design is usually limited by its own

EASY B PAPER FLEDGLING - 5:40.0, Ronnie Ganser strength limitations. If angle "A" (Fig. 5) is much more
B PAPER OPEN « 14:20, Bob Randolph

-

than 90°, air loads can cause high spreading forces
INDOOR STICK - 9:25, Ron Ganser ,

,

(shown by arrows in Fig. 5) and the cabane struts may try
to buckle. If angle "A" is about 90°, it is likely that

STATE OF THE ART both the cabane limitations and bracing limitations will
a be met. To depart from the subject slightly, it is very

The Model Of The Month is Hal Blubaugh's FAI - flown unwise to try to save welght in the cabane - @ very un-

in the 32' Hinkley High School gym in Aurora, Colorado. reliable model will result after you have repaired the
The site is notable for two reasons: it was the site for cabane several times!
the previous Open FAI record (Stan Chilton), and it is

|

. o

the only active Cat.Isite at an altitude of 6000 feet. The second bracing design considerationis to choose
The altitude doesn't seem to bother the rubber models,

_ the proper number of bracing support points. The stiff-
but it has a definite effect on HLG models, according to ness of the spars, the wing aspect ratio and the length
observations by Hal and Stan. On the longest flight of of the wing posts will all have a bearing on the number
the FAI pair, the model reached only 24' after a launch of bracing points chosen. Figure 6 shows a high aspect
right at the floor. Hal tried to steer each of two pre- ratio wing braced at three points and a common bracing
vious flights; both attempts were unsuccessful and Hal for a wing with plain dihedral.

_,
ruefully admits that his son suggested that he not try to

oo

steer! anyway, the third flight was uneventful and did The Sotich-type wing nayety can produce special prob~
the trick. In common with several recent Cat. I NIMAS eens at bracts (seeFig. ee * norter outboardWingwiltta adequate bracing angle on the shor ouAward winners, Hal's model is heavier than average. It often prove inadequate for the inboard wing. . Figure 8
may be relatively unimportant to have a light model in

1 i len: hort tical t
Cat. I - perhaps this is worth a study! Other items of shows one solution to this problem; a short vertical pos

note: The 18 x 25 prop turned just under 90 RPM, which on the leading edge and trailing edge increases the brac-

indicates a very low flight speed, and the elliptical ing angle sufficiently. If snug or taut film is used, it

bracing used an adjustable post on top the cabane to aid is possible to eliminate the upper half of the extra post
in keeping the wire tension correct. since the film absorbs the wing down-loads. Wing repairs .

ping can be improved and weak spars straightened by 4 modifi-
.

: ont. on p.4'
ee(Cont. o2
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cation of this technique. Figure 9 shows a spar buckled
py damage or weakness; if a short strut is attached at HINTSANDKINKS
the lowest point on the spar and bracing wire stretched

oO HLG Ruddtightly from point to point as shown in Fig. 9, ‘the spar Hier _nudaer
Bracing andWineBracing Buamece ones: Next month: Tp Ultra-thin rudders on Cat. I gliders can deflect just°

enough during the launch to uses ‘up the "power pattern'!—-..
: if the tab is not supported (or isn't stiff enough onA_LOOKAT YESTERYEAR own). If the fin overhangs thestab lightly and the 6...

of the fuselage is sanded thin (see sketch), the fuselage
on page2.tamvery oratotal te pee for catherine the can be turned with the fin and will hold the adjustment.
material, authoring the commentary and printing the pages

\

,

used. This 1s indeed a refreshing glimpse into the past!

Ponder awhile Ed's last comment and ask yourself when
the Golden Age of modeling really is (or was). Ed and I
agree that it is now. Certainly the models are better,
we have a greater variety and availability of supplies,
and better communication to enable us to share our new rses|methods and developments with others, |/.

— .
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Heke)

lt” a
This little gem is the "Elastic Flying-Machine" as described in theAZ <<. chapter entitled "Aerial Toys" in "Harper's Outdoor Book for Boys"

aon VEZ, by J. H. Adams and published by Harper & Brothers Publishers in May
K (ie ze e

+ Sn of 1907

i; CNG ak Quoting from the text..."The backbone was a knitting-needle, The7p, d wings, or more properly aeroplanes, were light bamboo strips (takenq) FIG from a Japanese fan) and covered with the Japanese paper which is
used for napkins.".,..and then, finally, after further painful in-

= structions in which another knitting-needle is hammered into a prop

——— shaft, the paper is sewed on, not gummed, the thin paper screw blades

| A > & are gummed onto pieces of bamboo which are sharpened and pushed into
a cork....flight adjustments are hinted at with the reminder that.,.
"Some little adjustment of the kind is usually required before the

aaeaniad Fig.2 thing moves properly", .... That was no doubt the understatement of
the decade....., But do not laugh...who said the Golden Age of
model airplanes was the 1930's?

OF ts N

x rs nl
ny/ ! \ ae

|

(nf ‘| eeeProgress marched on.. i
and maybe models were even

pene Leen
ahead of man carrying air- ilplanes...what a challenge! Here we have something special from that if

classic"The Boy's Book of Model Aeroplanes" by Francis A. Collins and rrpublished by The Century Co. in October of 1910. pi
.»eThis book is just wonderful...full of photographs with such titles — | | |

as..."A Coil of Cane or Reed",.,."Splitting a Bamboo Fish~Pole"... "A.
|

|
Clever Folding Model, The Wings are Broader than Need Be",, "An In-

1 |
genious French Model Made of Umbrella Wire"..."An Interesting Form

= | |_| |
which Flies Backward or Forward",.."A Well Built Model Badly Propor-

oo
he —t :

tioned" ,,. and on and on, Those mst have been the days (incidentally, DIAGRAM FOR PLAN OF THE AEROPLANE ON PAGE 58

|

just how many of us were actually on that scene?), One more just has .

““—~ to be mentioned...."Splitting the Cigar Box cover toBuild the Pron \ TN, i

" as all that, no wonder pre~fabs were no
.

aur such fun ’ Pp a :

| Primative?...not at all, The author discourses in the latest scienti- SS
fic terms,.center of gravity..difference between the angles of the

planes...flight theory, The book's later editions were updated and the DIAGRAM —SHOWN IN PERSPECTIVE.

strides were enormous. But then, as today, unhappy reference was made PLATE A.

to ..."toy aeroplanes",

eeeeAnd then we go practically modern with Glen Reichman's "Endurance R.O.G." as published in
another classic "Prize Winners! Book of Model Airplanes" edited by Carl H, Claudy and published
by The Bobbs-Merrill Company in June of 1931...with models reflecting 1928/29/30 designs, This

|

R.O.G. was supposed to do,."at least ninety seconds", Frankly, it certainly was actually capa-

| ble of much more, Indoor flying was well established, as represented by designs in this book,
|

Times mentioned were fourminutes... nine
|

- meratee? StSsees And it mentions such
v of: oft ve eros to us all as .esoeFay Stroudse.or fp Jerome Kittel....Ralph Kunmer...,,and

u. f }| present day NIMAS member, Ed Beshar..
. ; | wees Incidentally, it also includes

|

jee i drawings of a very nice helicopter by
c T J | Frank Salisbury, Jr. that made an
\ ————__ _? fo of official of 1:29.6 in a 50 foot audi-

i——| f i torium...and an ornithopter by Everett—_—— | Meeks,...This is about where we came in
LACrieL Sum Mane fs ar, eeeeand maybe this was the Golden Age,

|
4A 3] [Fat

. hy % * 4

Pgs | ES% (USEWUE
; view CLIPS.APEPASTEMEDOM isco” ; q SLL Was the Golden Age really in the
‘ esse wna) /——- PEELEBLO 1930's?....But what about these

hs models from the 1900's, 1910!s
:
EEE and 1920's?.,,Don't they reallyfy Wiles,AES%, prove that any year when your interest and\paee productivity is at a peak is your Golden Age?
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.

. -
Co a aad

##HHNATIONAL INDOORMODELAIRPLANESOCIETY*### RUMANIA - Otto Hints, Fr. Boloni and Mihai Tautu are the
|

CO team members; no word on who the manager will be.-
: NIMAS Awards

So UNITED STATES ~ Joe Bilgri, Frank Cummings and Bud Romak
DiamondCat.IHLGAward - 0:36.0, Ron Wittman

_, @Ye team members; Bud Tenny is replacing Tom Finch as ~
_ ; -,

. manager.
:

a _..
GZECHOSLOVAKIA, HUNGARYandYuGOSLOVIA are also entering

Silver Cat. III Rubber Award - 31:33, Jim Clem
.

full teams, but there is no definite word on who the
fliers will be. VilimKmoch is reported to be the 8

. New Materials! winner of the Yugoslovian elims, and Zoltan Oscody is ~«

, ,

a top Hungarian flier who may be flying; there is no
Last year Bill Bigge furnished some special bracing confirmation of these names at press time.

wire for monowire fuselage braces which was really good. cece etnies Gagne uit iit toga ay gunk a

It 1s .002" in diameter, steel wire, with virtually zero The Indoor Jury for the World Champs will be: Rudi "
stretch until it is overstressed ~ then it breaks. It is Beck ~Hungary, Rudolf Cerny - Czechoslovakia and Edwin
more than strong enough for bracing any size of indoor Krill”-Austria. Sandy Pimenoff of Finland will serve as

—

motor stick, and tough enough to resist handling. It is “reserve jury member.
te

the only material I have had stay with a model for a com-
:

,

Lo os
plete season ~ I literally have never worn one out yet. . CONTEST BOARD ACTION a

The only fault it has is a slight tendency to remain
Oe .

curled as it comes off the spool, but this can be cured
_
Although it was not announced for some time, Phil Bo

by careful straightening, Bill has agreed to retail this Klintworth resigned as Chairman of the FFCB in January of ~~

material for $1 per spool; I can't find the note, but I this year; it was not until late in May that I was asked = ©.

believe he said 100' per spool. Get 1t from Bill at 5131 to take over, The first action on Indoor items will be 2
.
Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, D. C. 20016.

_

to modify Par. 4.7 in the Rule Book to make the practice
‘of winding indoor models by a helper legal - we have been

Flight Of The Phoenix
_, doing it thatway for years - strictly against Par. 4.7. PS

“ "* Charlie Sotich haswritten to recommend the movie Other Indoor action items will include a proposal to
entitled "Flight Of The Phoenix" as a movie no modeler rule out "mike gliders" without the present restrictions
should miss - 80 see it if you can.

/

on material and construction; a proposal to add Easy B to
_

the Rule Book, and a proposal updating our Indoor Rules
Wish Us Luck .

to present competitive standards and practices. For
rs

info aboutthese proposals, see the following back issues
As I mentioned last issue, this one is indeed quite of INAV: July '65, Apr. '65, Mar. '65 and Jan. '65. In

abbreviated. A sudden change in our date of departure future issues these proposals will be again printed and
for the World Champs has "shot down" much of the stuff it is possible that anew NIMAS ballot will be issued to
that would have been in this issue. The U. 8. Indoor “get your feelings on the proposals.

.

Team wi depart on Jul 8 ;
.

July 1h a 18> uly 7 to do battle at Debrecen on
POSTALCONTESTS :

"66 Nats Who said indoor competition was dead for the summer?
oe

' Tom Vallee has been issuing challenges to anyone whowillThe 1966 Indoor Nats will be held at the Inte - accept; actually, that means anyone who has a place to

al Amphitheatre at 43rd and Halsted Streets a Chicaro. - fly right now! The following matches were held in recent

The site 1s 80' high with floor area of 123' x 238'. No months?final word has been received, but it is assumed that
meet arrangements will be the same as for the 1964 Nato. TomValleevs.CharlieSotich; 180' vs. 65' ~ Fudge = 1.66
That 18, HLG will be from 9 AM to 2:30 PM and Rubber from
2:30 PM to 9 PM. It is also possible that the special aberStick .I.D. system used for the '64 Nats will also be in force. harlie Sotich - 12:29 x 1.66 = 20:48

This consisted of special marking on the contestant badge Tom Vallee ~ 18:54.6
of each bona~fide indoor contestant - this made it poss- ' .
ible to keep everyoneoff the floor except those who had TomValleevs. CharlieSotich;65'vs.31'- Pudge=1.45
business there, and measurably improved the flying con-

)

ditions by eliminating spectator turbulence. It is also EasyB
. 4S = 8:4very much in order for us all to remember to stay off the Tom Vallee - 3499, 1.45 = 5340

flying area unless retrieving or launching a model - you
Charlie Sotich ~ 8318

gant helpit once it is launched, so do your praying and
B Stick .

ody english" on the aidelines! Charlie Sotich- 14:03 t
_ THE1966 INDOOR WORLDCHAMPIONSHIP Tom Vallee - 9:09 x 1.45 = 13315

‘Entry List Tom Vallee vs. Hal Crane; 180' wa. 20' ~ Fudge = 3.0

AUSTRIA ~ Manfred Koller is the only entrant. ssB Stiek
.

Bom Vallee - 18:54.6
“"~ FINLAND ~ Reino Hevarinen, Harri Raulio, Harre Erofejeff Hal Crane - 6:05 x 3.0 = 18315

and Zsko Hamalainen have been selected as the Finnish HINTS AND KINKSTeam; these four will fly off to pick a manager. eee

Charlie Sotich offers the following suggestion: LubeSee enn meme neerrer Strattner ora Vogler are your rubber motors inside a small plastic bag, so your
—

Team Manager. r um 18 reported to be the hands won't get messed up. The rubber and lube are putBere inaide the plastic bag and the excess lube tends to stay
NEW ZEALAND - Proxy entry by John Malkin. inside the bag when you remove the motor,

{



THE MANHATTANFORMULA
.

; Ss

The Manhattan Formula model was proposed by Ed Whit-
ten in the Nov. '65 INAV as a new model type which has an

. qweromtreetappeal for those who want an indoormodelwith construc-
_ em

°

ANY AUTRE,

tion similar to Indoor Seale and better performance. The SB ANT Defirst group to try this type of model are members of the a Wita “TeRoyal Canadian Air Force stationed in the northern part “oN

Sy 46! FENCES |of Manitoba, Canada, at Gypsumville. Preliminary reports. ae <

~

indicate very satisfactory results; perhaps a report in
.more detail will be available soon.
SeA LOOK AT YESTERYEAR— SSBee eSIn 1948 Bill Winter published the Plan Book, and it a: TT oN

featured an article by Bill Tyler entitled "the Indoor a SVs SS yn

Model", It ts with grateful appreciation to Bill Winter ° ° Sa (?}and Bill Tyler that we present the material on page 3 - We OdThis material was arranged and printed by Ed Whitten, so 4 Comethanks also to Ed. Except for better materials and wire - rx Lr }bracing, our present models are quite similar! _~ f [* Y =

BRACING TECHNIQUES _f #- t PeeA\\mnPart II_- Wing Tip Bracing
~

.

. oo,

ss ww. -
Last month several types of bracing for wing inboard

-panels were discussed; most of the basic bracing typeswill work well with the tip bracing schemes discussed in
this section. Ye—-. -One of the most common types of tip bracing is the |—type used by Carl Redlin's “Contender” (Fig. 1); Bob
Champine's FAI used a variation of the same thing (Fig.2). Bruce Paton used another similar rigging as shown in

- Fig. 3; all these bracing schemes have the common char-
acteristic of transferring tip loads through the second-

. ary bracing to the cabane and wing posts. Bill Atwood's
tip bracing transfers this force directly (Fig. 4) and is

a
~~ my personal choice for tip bracing. Myreasons for this “~~ °° - Cm eres em Fig. 2. - “

choice are: The tip is braced independently from the in-
board panels, which lessens the chance of damage to one

' panel carrying over to the adjacent panel (a folded wing
_tip is likelytobuckle the spar between the primary and
secondary brace points); it 18 easier to brace and uses

:fewer small struts; and finally, the tip is stiffer with
Atwood bracing. Disadvantages of this bracing are that
it requires more wire than other methods, it causes com-pression loading on the rib located at the point markedA" on Fig. 4, and the long top wires sometimes cause a
handling problem if you're as clumsy as I am.

,

; o™“ Fie. 3

-

- | | we | A“

Fic. f{ Fic. +

° SORRY, FOLKS

That's all there was ready when the balloon went up! Twenty-four hours ago, I: received notice about the change in deaprture plans; I had to take what was ready atthe time, due to the printers being closed on July 4, The rest of Part II of "Bracing ~

Techniques" will appear probably in the September issue - the August issue will havereports of the Indoor Nats at Chicago and the 1966 Indoor World Champs. Don't be tooworried if the August issue doesn't appear until after the 15th - see you then!
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NEWS and VIEWS 6ditor: Bud Tenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

OFFICIAL RESULTS-WORLD INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP
:

Debrecen, Hungary July 14-18, 1966
.

;

I II III IV Vv VI Total “

' 1. Hans Beck Germany 27:26 30:42 29:23 32:42 32:12 7:08 64:542. Joe Bilgri U. 5S. A. 23:10 29335 30:48 21303 26217 5345 60:233. Reino Hyvarinen Finland 09 8:00 26300 g6159 17:04 27:14 54:134. Jiri Kalina Czechoslovakia 22:04 23:09 8316 303 13323 0 ©=615310 = 53355
~ 5. Bud Romak U. S.A. 20326 sp t3e 324 24325 10:27 27:51 53:216. Manfred Koller

_

Austria 21:51 24:32 25337
©

Seis BTiS 8:28 53:05
- 7%, Zoltan Oscodi. ‘Hungary 21:47 =14337 19:30 etie 24:00 24:57 523498. Esko Hamalainen Finland 7:46 10:54 24:40 26212 6:23 10:20 50:52

9. Werner Strattner Germany 215 18:03 318 8:03 25107 25208 48:1510. Geza Varszegi Hungary 7:59 21317 5:07 17351 24:00 24302 48:02
“11. Kurt Vogler Germany 0 18:59 23:45 23:51 23:57 16:30 47:48
“42. Frank Cummings. UU. S.A. 20:58 9330 6:25 23215 9:20 23:14 46:29

- 43. Harri’ Raulio Finland 14:20 = 11215 20:45 17355 22133 are 46:1814, Karoly Biro Hungary 219 209 Eni 220 733 203 46301
15. Otto Hintz ‘Romania

—

24342 23301 2327) = 18337) = 17347 3355 44:43
— 16, Josef Gabris

- puechoslovekta..,.2123 2:01 2330-16236)
=

22:22) §=6. 17:54 A417. Vilim Kmoch . Yugoslavia 2433 18:42 63:37 13:07
~" 346 7:28 = =©43:18

- 18. Dagmar Chiubna Czechoslovakia 15:32 7:40 8:17 17340: 227 23:42 41:22
19. Teodor Strasberger Yugoslavia “T3116 19:58 e038 18:12 20:21 19324 41:20
20. Leopold Gabrijel Yugoslavia 240 =16338 22 7:25 22342 9215 39:20

" 21. Mihail Teut Romania 18330 235 1312 314 19322 16356 37352
.22. Ioan Serban Romania . $333 234 16:45 oO te 222 ©6333 302

7 ,

Team Standings
1. Germany 160:57 5. Czechoslovakia  139:382. U. S.A. 160313 6, Yugoslavia 1233583e Finland 151323 7. Romania 115337

_

4, Hungary 146352

The 1966 Indoor World Championship -

|

We were given a royal reception by the Debrecen Aero-
—

club when we arrived - plus transportation to the hotel
,

_

From The Sidelines and an invitation to fly daily at the University. We
arrived for the first session during the turbulent part

,

The American team found that an 8000 mile trip with of the afternoon, and the models would hardly fly.indoor boxes can be both interesting and harrowing; it Change the rubber, change the props for faster ones,rapidly became clear that the Manager is very useful on tighten the turn and re-trim the ships - finally they be-
such a trip. His major function (after the travel hag gan to fly pretty well. Top time for the first session
been arranged) is to carry whatever luggage the others was by Varszegi ~- over 24 minutes. Hans Beck arrivedcan't earry! late that day and just watched, but he had a bottle of

.
hydrogen to pep up the balloons which were pretty soft.

After our mad dash across Europe, guarding model box~
.

es from real and imagined dangers, bribing baggage han- The closer it got tc time for the contest to begin,dlers and even buying first class passage for the boxes the more test flying there was. Only the Yugoslavs (who
-

.
from Budapest to Debrecen, it was a relief to settle down arrived late on July 14) missed out on test flying. Hans
in the hotel to repair the models, Beck put his models away on July 13 after logging a 29

minute flight, and spent his time helping the rest of the
Our ‘spirits were high after opening one of Romak's German team. Manfred Koller got a 26 minute test hop,boxes at Customs - it looked as if minor warps were all the Americans were settling for 24 to 28 minutes, and

he had to contend with. Bilgri had a warped wing which Otto Hintz got a 22 minute flight.he replaced by bracing a spare covered wing that he had
brought along, plus recovering two stabs and making other The crowded practice sessions yielded some collisions
minor repairs. Frank Cummings had more problems - none that hurt; the worst was a three-way bash between Harri
of his wings were flyable, and he had many hours of Raullo, Esko Hamalainen and Ioan Serban. The Romanianspatient work before his models were ready to go. lost several models to collisions and really had to work

. hard to keep flying. .

How do you make microfilm in a European-style hotel,
where the room has only a wash basin, the water closet is The practice sessions served to get everyone somewhat
some other place and the bath still another? Would you familiar with the air currents in the site, and to getbelieve a plastic sheet on the tile floor under the wash them used to the galleries which surrounded the site onbasin? Frank got his repair film this way - two tries and three sides. Spectators were always present during the
two sheets. Romak tried the bathtub; try to make the flying, which increased the hazards; still, the galler-eranbermalid understand you want only cold water when you ies had one advantage. It was possible to go up to the

"t speak Hungarian! Further, try to explain to the third-floor gallery and watch your model at close range.sious chambermaid (another job for the team manager) during the end of the climb and first part of the cruise,
that Bud hasn't drowned and everything is OK. I didn't This was enlightening for several people - and gave them
even try to explain the hoops of film as I carried them

_

a chance to get better adjustments.
back to the room! I imagine the chambermaids were glad
to see us go ~ they seemed to think they were shirking Day One. In Round One, conservative flights were the
their duty when we wouldn't let them clean the room until order of the day, but at least three models hit the wall,
we left! Esko Hamelainen demonstrated the danger of hittingthe

ms elninnoestinmmmmenaniitnsiisttannininigtninititSESSstaac mn ISEasi ite pesSes



side arches - down his model came minus a lot of film. Hans Beck's last flight broke his lucky streak as he
Frank Cummings remembers the first round as the only one plasted it up to hangup; Vogler's last flight improved
where his model didn't hit the wall. Round Two was more his time by only seven seconds; but Strattner's last one

of the same, except that many more models hit the wall. boosted the Germans into first by over six minutes. Bil-
Those who waited until after 4 PM to fly (and took a gri's last flight was all-out, hoping to share in the
chance on not having time to fly) made the best time. Beck luck ~ no go. Romak's last flight was nearly to the
Hans Beck showed us how to deal with the arch - his model top and perfectly centered; a "textbook" flight that in-
rode the arch down, hooked the prop, dropped off into a creased his time by 34 minutes. Now, only Cummings' last
tail slide and came on to a safe landing on the floor. flight remained for our team. Frank's models had remain-—™,
Pandemonium reigned among the Hungarians and those who ed very sensitive to drift andhis.best previous flight _

!

could understand Hungarian as the model passed the site had hit a balcony while still cruising well. The model 7

record of over 29 minutes ~ and a big cheer went up for had excellent potential but luck was against it. Frank
Hans as his model completed the first 30 minute flight of was unable to risk an all-out flight - he had to play it
the meet. Bilgri had received a big hand earlier, as he safe. The model levelled out about 70' high in an orbit
steered his model flawlessly. It had been apparent even that another model had used successfully shortly before.|
to the spectators that it was a difficult task superbly A 24 minute flight would do it, but drift caught the — =

done. In fact, everyone whose model did a good time was model with just over 20 minutes on the clock. It was the

applauded - the spectators were good for the morale!. time to steer, but the first attempt slightly worsened
the position. The second (and last) attempt looked good,

Day Two. Everyone pushed a little harder in Rounds but somehow the model slipped away from the string with-

Three and Four, and more of the models went into the side. out changing course. One more circle and it hit about
The best flights were made before 9:30 and after 3:30; 30' high. After an agonizing slide down the wall, the

Hans Beck repeated his kamakazi act on the arch for a new time was 45 seconds short of first place - and the 1966
mark and top time of the meet. Besides being very lucky, Indoor World Championship was at an end.

Hans proved himself to be a very good flier. Collisions
also happened in spite of the contest procedure which The Victory Banquet was a gala affair and reflected
limited the flying to three models airborne at one time. the same careful planning which had characterized the

Harri Raulio's model collided with Kurt Vogler's; each whole meet. After the formalities, the air erupted with
restarted, then it was Raulio and Gabrijeél; on his third paper airplanes and other pleasant tomfoolery - the many
try Raulio made it. Later, Romak's model hung on the fin firm friendships we all had formed made us wish it wasn't
of Otto Hintz's model; again with no damage to either all over. This had been a record-breaking event from
model. Jiri Kalina finally managed officially what his many standpoints, and the success of the meet was a fit~
test flights had shown - his version of Carl Redlin's ting reward for the excellent planning and management by
Challenger logged one of the five 30 minute flights of Rudi Beck and other members of the Central Aeroclub of
the meet. Manfred Koller was also proving to be a con- Hungary. Erno Frigyes did well as the contest manager,
sistent flier, increasing his time on each flight. and the International Jury consisting of Rudi Beck, Edwin

Krill and Rudolf Cerny assured equal opportunity for all
Day Three. Round Pive. By now, people were getting contestants. The only sour note of the whole affair was

the measure of the drift and turbulence, only to be the failure of John Malkin's proxy entry to arrive. John
crossed up as the weather was alternately sunny and reported later that he was notified indirectly that his
cloudy. The site was unusually sensitive to sunlight entry fee had been paid; he was never formally notified
because of the beautiful stained glass roof and side win- that he was entered. Understandably, he didn't send the
dows ~ which accounted for the poorconditions during the model. without proper paperwork, and we will have to wait

' middle of the day. Hans Beck did it again- his kamakazi two more years to see if John can repeat his feat of send-
act was apparently deliberate as it netted him another 32 ing a model over 12,000 miles safely,
minute flight - only his worried look and agitated manner ;

told the story. It seems that Karl-Heinz Rieke had warn- Now, with a month of recollections to leanon, it can
ed him to stay away from the arch! be said that the 1966 Indoor Championship has effectively

revived interest in future Championships. Informal FAI ~™

«-» Early in Round Six, Dagmar Chlubna (the first woman meetings indicated strong sentiment in favor of changing "

entrant in an Indoor Championship) launched her best the FAI model from 90 cm to 65 em span, and that the pro-
flight, but it was really in danger most of the time. It visional FAI celling categories should be adopted. It
went up and all around, including over the ledge of the seems likely that both these actions will be accomplished
‘third floor gallery. Finally, she steered it away from at the November CIAM meeting; both changes should make,
the ledge and almost didn't get the balloon loose. A few indoor more popular in Europe. Now that it has been .

frantic seconds told the tale and this flight boosted the proved that a blimp hangar is not necessary, several more
Czechs into fifth place. Round Six was harrowing for the sites in Europe can be seriously considered. Never again
Americans - Round Five had been disappointing with the should we have to fret and worry if the next event will
Germans coming up to within two minutes of first and the be hosted or if enough people will enter - each succes-
Finns only. 74 minutes behind. sive Championship should be bigger and better!

INDOOR NATS RESULTS

Indoor Cabin Indoor HLG indoor Stick Paper Stick

Junior Junior Junior Junior

1. Randy Richmond 7:26.0 1. A. Markiewicz 1346.1 1. Randy Richmond 143:39.6 1. Randy Richmond . 14:47.2
2. Ronnie Ganser 6:51.0 2. Randy Richmond 1:36.0 2. Linda Randolph 14:35.4 2, Linda Randolph 13335.0
3, Susan Weisenbach 4:05.0 3. Jim Thornberry 1332.0 3. Ronnie Ganser 13:51.8 3. Jim Thornberry 13:03.6
4. Michael Wood 3:25.0 4, Thomas Mills 1322.2 4, Jim Thornberry 13:31.0 4. Ronnie Ganser 10:28.2
5. Bruce Paillet 3300.4 5. G. Neighbors 1321.2 5. A. Markiewicz 12:15.0 5. Susan Weisenbach 7:26.6
6, Barry Paillet 2:21.8 6. Michael DeJaeger 1:17.8 6. Kristi Tenny 8:25.8 6. Patrick Wood 6351.4
7. Patrick Wood 1349.0 7. Allen Nixon 1314.5 7. William Schlarb 5:19.3 7. William Schlarb 6:11.0
8. Thomas Mills 1310.0 8. Paul Hooper 0:56.5 8. Susan Weisenbach 4:11.8 8. Allen Nixon 5:46.0

9. James Mills 0:53.1 9. Barry Paillet 4319.4
10. Daniel Frick 0:48.9 10. Bruce Paillet 4:18.0 —

Senior Senior Senior Senior

1. David Erbach 9:45.0 1. Dennis Kargol 1:57.8 1. David Erbach 18:08.2 1. David Erbach 9315.0
2. Louis Joyner 0:21.0 2. Henry Nixon 1:23.2 2. Billy Haught 13:42.2 2. Tim Vom York 8319.2
3. Dennis Kargol 0:02.4 3. Louis Joyner 1221.8 3. Dennis Kargol 13:24.2 3. Henry Nixon, dr. 63:04.2
4. Geoffrey Sauter 0:01.0 4, Billy Haught 1320.0 4. Tim Von York 12:04.5 4. Geoffrey Sauter 5:58.2

5. John Manezuk 1216.6 5. Geoffrey Sauter 10:45.0 5. Dennis Kargol 3333.0

Open Open Open Open

1. Al Rohrbaugh 17:51.2 1. Robert Watson 2201.2 1. Bob Randolph 273:26.6 1. Ed Stoll 18:27.0 .~—.

2. Charlie Sotich 16:30.6 2. Bernard Boehm 1353.3 2. Charlie Sotich 23:03.8 2. Bob Randolph 17:25.8
3. Ronald Ganser 15:18.8 43. Bob Larsh 1350.8 3. Ed Stoll 21:46.8 3. Phil Klintworth 16:20.0 ©

4, Jim Richmond 10:33.0 4, Ron Higgs 1249.6 4. Curtis Janke 19:57.2 4, Hardy Brodersen 15:30.0
:

5. Bill Bigge 10:30.4 5. Larry Miller 1348.6 5. Phil Klintworth 19:42.2 5. Bob Yurkowski 14330.4
6. Walter Erbach 9:48.6 6. Bob Sifleet 1:48,.2 6. Chuck Wiechard 19:33.2 6. Wally Mumper 143:20.4
7. Joe Matulis 3352.0 7. Phil Klintworth 1:46.6 7. Al Rohrbaugh 19:15.0 7. Jim Richmond 14303.2
8. Dick Ganslen 2:13.2 8. Jim Richmond 1245.4 8. Gerald Skrjanc 19:10.4 8. Al Rohrbaugh 13:50.0

9. Donald Reed 1339.4 9. Bud Tenny 18:37.8 9. Charlie Sotich 12:49.0
10. Glenn Lee 1337.8 10. C. V. Russo 17:06.6 10. Ed Collins 113:24.4
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The 1966 Indoor Nats and Hardy Brodersen's water-shrunk paper job (slack re-

The 1966 Indoor Nats, held in the International Amphi-~- moved with tiny drops of water) were noted.

theatre in Chicago, appeared to surpass the the last two The Amphitheatre had high humidity and high temper-
Indoor Nats, at least from the competition angle. Only atures in addition to the well-known speakers and some

one trophy went unclaimed, compared with seven in 1965 invisible-but-very-real wires which hung down from the
and ten in 1964, It was particularly pleasing to note roof. Bob Randolph clearly outclassed the other Stick
the spirited competition in Junior Cabin, which had over fiiers (he has been practicing at Lakehurst and the Akron “>

twice as many entries as in 1965. Randy Richmond almost Goodyear hangar), but the rest of the competition was

repeated his 1965 clean sweep of the Junior events, but quite close. There were many collisions, particularly in
~

Arthur Markiewicz pulled ahead in their two-year feud in the aerly hours of rubber; the Tenny family's two entries
IHLG. Linda Randolph is a rising star in the rubber managed to account for three of these. Actually, after
events, with several records to add to the Nats trophies the Kossuth University site (seeWorld Champs report),
she now owns. the Amphitheatre seemed huge.

—

The increase in Junior Cabin activity can be partly The glider fliers worked very hard on their times and
credited to the ideas from Lloyd Wood (Oct. '65 INAV) on times were good; somehow, we have never seen the equal of

simplified cabin models for Juniors. In fact, Lloyd's Tommy Neumann's 1:05.5 and Otto Heithecker's 1:05 (times
sons, Patrick and Michael, were two of the newcomers, and from the '62 Chicago Nats) in either of the Cat. II Nats
Bruce and Barry Paillet were two more who used the sim~ since. Our own observation of HLG was limited; all our

plified models. test flights and official flights were made in 25 minutes.

Besides the simplified cabin models, other departures This must be some kind of record in itself, or an exer-

from normal practice appeared; Bob Yurkowski's V-tailed cise in futility if you examine the resulting times. How-

paper ship, Jim Richmond's cabin with built-up landing ever, me is what happens when you combine a 150 mile

gear strut and built-up rear spar which formed a "Pence", dash with a classic Chicago traffic jam!
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NEWSand VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL :

-

ae
a; anensiae wunne —

..
— oe to be quite stable. In fact, it may be an excellent baseWHHANATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANESOCTETY#### for microfilm, requiring only the addi tion of certain

|

” solvents to tailor the pouring characteristics. This.AMAElection aspect will be well checked out before final comment is _
‘

:

.

»

At the time this is being written, the AMA ballots | made, but this product deserves a good investigation -and slate of officers have not been received. The dead-
line for returning this ballot will be Nov. 15, 1966. it EAL INDOORREPORT

:

is very important that every AMA member return his ballot ' og

on time - so important that every model club should hold An Innovations
a@ specialmeeting if necessary to discuss the ballot and

| The Team Selection Program which will be used to aencourage each member to vote. Club leaders should share oroose the 1968 FAI Indoor Team has been approved. Thetheir knowledge of the nominees and counselthemembers = = entire program will be published in the Nov. '66 INAV and
.

in order to obtain the best District leadership. In past in the Dec./Jan. A.M. (out early in Dec. '66); but one
years, approximately 15% of the AMA membership returned aspect of the program is new and will be explained here.their ballots. Do you want your district officers elect-

First, the Local Qualification Trials can be held anytimeed by 15% of your district membership? between Jan. 1, 1967 and April 30, 1967; an unlimited.
ne ‘ number of trials ean be held in each Zone and locality.
_* 2» Sponsored Junior Memberships a. -.. In addition, a flier may qualify at any sanctioned AMA
aes hea

ee. indoor contest, provided he scores at least 75% of the.
- This is a reminder to all NIMASmembersthatseveral winning time for that contest, and provided that hissponsored Junior memberships are available for deserving

§
model meets the specifications for FAI Indoor Models.

a Juniors who show unusual interest and/or skill in indoor, the procedure for entiryisthen changed: A contestantevents. Candidates can be nominated by any NIMAS member will pre-register by remittinga $2 qualification fee. uo
or by AMA Chartered Clubs. The membership is a full vot- (Both his AMA license and FAI Stamp must be current). He .ing membership in NIMAS, and costs the candidate$1 for

.
will receive a special entry form which he will f111 outthe first year and regular rates thereafter. For other and have certified (flight performance and model specs)details dropa line to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080. by the meet CD. This form will then be returned by the

:

—

contestant to HQ and he will then receive a notice ofcom FamilyMemberships qualification which permits entry in the Quarter Final, .

In Feb, '66 NIMAS Family Memberships were opened up Meanwhile, contestants at Local Qualification Trials =and a good many youngsters were enrolled under this plan. will pay $1.50 entry fee at the firstTrials, Those who :The cost is 50% per member under 21, with the entire fam- qualify will receive notice of qualification from HQ as —

ilysharing one issue of INAV. This entitlestheother above; those who do not qualify will be sent the specialfliers in the family to become eligible for NIMAS Awards entry form as above. These contestantsarethenable to
_

and otherNIMAS benefits reserved for members. enter subsequent Local Qualification Trials.or AMA con-~

a
a Recent Publications

tests to try again- until they qualify or give UP.
a

—_

ee
"5 ~~ EMDOOR RULES

.
aYour attention is directed to the Nov. '66 M.A.N., mo .

which has excellent picture coverage of the Indoor Nats Two rules proposals have just been received by the
by Harry Harps and an interesting report by Dick Black. | Free Flight Contest Board for a special one-vote action.
Dick's VTO column also carriesa brief report on the 1966 The special action was approved by the Executive Director
Indoor World Championship. ‘A vote of thanks to M.A.N. of AMA (John Worth) and by the Chairman of each Contest .

and their staff for this coverage! Board and by Ron St. Jean, Contest Board, Coordinator.
S.A.M.oM.- The first proposal, FF-66-B-1, 1s theEasy B propos-- al as detailed in the April '65 INAV, and would create an

A new magazine has arrived on the scene - Sig Air- Easy B class as a beginner class withno record. This is
Modeler Magazine or SAMM for short. This magazine is in line with the results from the Indoor Rules Question-aimed at the sport and beginner flier/and is published aire circulated:in the May '64 MODEL AVIATION.
bi-monthly. The first two issues were quite good, and

.
- ,

there is much promise to look forward to. The editor is The second proposal, FF-66-C-1, would reduce the re- .

Larry Conover, but this FF background doesn't necessarily quired attendance at indoor Record Trials to 5 fliers in
mean SAMM is a FF magazine. The Aug./Sept. issue has a Cat. I and & fliers in Cat. II. This matter has been
Nats report, an Al Vela FF, a rubber scale type model, mentioned very often in recent correspondence, so a great
a 1/2A Combat ship, a catapult glider and an article on number of you favor it. vs

prop carving to name a few features,
—

.

- If you favor these proposals (or do not like them),NIMASAwards contact your Dist. member of the FFCB and tell him how
.

. you would like for hin to vote. It is important thatGoldCat.IIRubberAward - 27:13, Manfred Koller. you respond immediately, since the voting deadline is
c

; Nov. 1, 1966, If these pass on a one-vote deal, they are
Manfred is the first of our honorary members to take to be included in the 1967 Rule Book.

advantage of the availability of NIMAS Awards to those in
-

Beother countries (outside the limits of North America). POSTAL CONTESTS!
All other honorary NIMAS members may do likewise; if the os ae

.

flight in question was not part of a well publicized meet, : . . HLG@ Fudge Factor .

a lease inquire about verification of the time.
.

— re .
“

,

In responseto a suggestion last spring by Jim Rich-|
NewMaterials! mond, the graph below was constructed to give a better

‘

,

So fudge factor than had been used before for HLG postal
__ For indoor scale builders, a new dope is available meets between sites which differ greatly in height. The
which may save some warped surfaces if you like to dope chart is used thus: Locate the ceiling height of each
your pretty birds for more ‘durability. It is SIG Lite- site on the left side of the chart, read across. to the

.Cote, a non-tautening (actually, low shrink) butyrate curve and straight down to get the ceiling multiplier fordepe.Itfillswell and handles beautifully,and seems each site. Divide the: lower number into the higher and



multiply the times from the lower site by the result. concerns @ model (my own) which showed very good cruise
For example: 20' site vs. 50' site; the multiplier for a trim and excellent climb under about 60% turns. The prop
20' site is 4.5 and for a 50' site it is 8.9. 8.9/4.5 = blade area was smaller than usual practice for hangar
1.97. A 22 sec, flight in the lower site = a 43.5 sec. flying, and the outline was symmetrical about the spar
flight in the higher site. (0:22 x 1.97 = ons 8) with a fairly stiff spar. The climb angle was smooth ana

, similar to lower power flights, but the prop RPM went up
without a noticeable increase in climb speed. Two pess-

(20 ible explanations occur: Either the prop washed out some

way, permitting an RPM increase, or the model was under~ .

elevated for the power condition which permitted the RPM
.

M0 to increase during the flatter climb. The possibility of
pending stick was supposedly taken care of by a tight
monowire fuselage brace - in fact, the stick was reverse

[00 bowed when the poor climb rate was noticed.

| I'm sure that all Cat. I and Cat. II fliers would
El 90 benefit from a discussion on trim for climb in high ceil-fa ings, especially since the next Nats will be in a hangar!

,

What do you look for, and how much advance trimming cah
i 80 be done (in a lower site) before arriving at the hangar?

| 70 | oo
2 60 Ted Pfeiffer suggests that the yardstick give-aways.
He from the lumberyard make excellent sanding blocks. Use a

pan good grade of wet-or-dry sandpaper and fasten it to the
fa 50 stick with contact cement or Pliobond. Two different ~

grades of paper can be used - one on each side of the.
stick. Note in the sketch below that the edges of the

4o sandpaper are curled up slightly so the sanding block apO won't dig into the wood.

30 Ted's specialty is Indoor Scale, and many of these
,

,

models have very thin wings. A standard male rib ten-
plate has very little "holding space", so Ted suggests20 that a female template like that sketched below has a lot

| of space to hold it down. Note the trimming slots at the
ends of the template - these are necessary to completely

O Sas kl 4 10 1 12 13 4 5
cut the wood loose at each end,

Mourieifer” | ’
oo

. v 5
.

a rimming Slots
Curved or bent edgesThe Brainbusters Club of Hampton, Va., wishes to try i,some postal meets with a different twist. Their club has FEMALE TEMPLATS

“NS

just a few fliers right now, and a great variety of dif-
ferent model types. Thus it is hard for them to set up a A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR
postal meet for any particular model type; and they feel
that other clubs might be in similar shape. So, their

_

This glimpse into the past shows details of a modelidea is to combine the record challenge idea used by the flown in a model class no longer in the AMA Rule Book ~«

Baltimore Aero-Craftsmen with a postal meet. The Balti- Class B ROW. (See page 3) Features on this model which.
more club contest permits each flier to fly a model type are no longer in use include the teardrop motorstick, a.
of his choice against the record for the ceiling height. carved balsa prop (a few are still around) and cantilever
The flier who logs the highest percentage of his record wings mounted on wing clips. This wing mounting method
wins the meet. allowed the wing to be moved fore and aft, but retained

the same angle of incidence. Thanks to Model Airplane.
When you crank in the postal meet fudge factor, it News for permission to reproduce this - both the page

comes out this way: Each flier makes his flight and uses number and date appear on the plan. By the way, just
a fudge factor between his site and the ceiling category when was this event dropped from the AMA event listing?limit (35' for Cat. I and 100' for Cat. II). This is
multiplied by his time to get a score; the score is then
compared to the record for that model type and ceiling
category and the flier with the highest % score wins. fy

Example I:. 20’ site, B Stick, 9:48. Fudge factor = G GS
Y35"/20T = 1.32, 9:48 x 1.32 = 12:55. Cat. I B Stick

.

Open record = 14:09. 12:55/14:09 = .914 or 91.4% 7
ample II: 65' site, C Cabin, 13:45. Fudge factor rN=fi00'/65' = 1.24, 13:45 x 1.24 = 17303. Cat. II Open y? aN, FfC Cabin record = 17:54.8. 17:03/17:54.8 = .95 or 95% | \ \ (es

\ &
In the examples above, the C Cabin in a 65' site beat / EI A >,

the B Stick in a 20' site, but by a very close margin. ew /! CNY 2\
In spite of the extra "numbers", I plan to try this type — 7 NK See =

of postal meet against the Brainbusters. How about you, :
= A FANN \ = elTom Vallee and Charlie Sotich? Contact the Brainbusters —T— ~AN, \ \\

via Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton, Va. 23369.
.

| NseSeeeeeee tare

UESTIONS AND ANSWERS — _

—_

36. Recently, a model without wing offset was trimmed —_—E= iy —-
well for low power. When it was wound up tighter, it —_—— ~_— y rh
stalled. The cure which worked was to add washin in the :

— <—— i. —

 —

a.

inboard wing - this resulted in a smooth climb under high — \\ = TB

power. Why should a model stall because of lack of torque == “A oo

control? “ k=
Essentially, the above is a loaded question in that ooo —_= \Y eee

several probably essential factors are missing. The idea ==
here is to use this question as a springboard for general
discussion on the proper trim of a model in the burst.
Another example, which may be the opposite of the above, HEY CHARLIE! You EVER SEEN AN INDOOR modEL r
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BRACING TECHNIQUES
-

Part III - Wing Bracing Jigs |

on Parts I and II dealt with where, why and how the wire ,

The essential idea behind the Harlan method is to usebracing is applied to wings. Some means is needed to get two tissue sockets properly. spaced to dupport the wingthe wing aligned and hold it there while bracing it. In posts; assemble the wing to the posts and brace it - all
Fig.1 is presented the Bilgri bracing jig, which is the out "in the air" with removable supports to align the
most popular jig type presently used. (Fig. 1 by court- wing and support it during the bracing operation. The
esy of Model Airplane News). Several items of interest

. following is my adaption of the Harlan ‘method: To sup-and practice are worthy of note.Preplanned adjustments port the wing posts I use.the wing’ storage jig (Fig. 4) :Such as washin were built in on the jig. The dihedral
.

which is taped or pinned to the work surface. The wing- props are tack-glued in place after the wing is placed on
' posts are then inserted in the socketsandthe cabane isthe jigandthe spars cut for the dihedral. When the glued to the top of the posts. The covered wing is then“wing is first placed on the jig, the end of each dihedral inserted between the posts and supported with adjustable :

compression rib is tack-glued to the form so the wing is supports (see Fig. 5 for supports and Fig. 6 for layoutheld stationary during the bracing operation. Some build- of this step). The support jigs are made large enough to
ers have made small clamps to hold the wing on, like the fit the widest wing you will cover ~ perhaps 7s" vetweenone in Fig. 2. After the wing is fastened down and the

_

the wire posts and let the posts be 8" tall. After the
:dihedral installed, the rest of the bracing job can be support jigs are fastened to the work surface, set them ;completed. |... to the proper height, to support the wing while glueing it

to the posts. When the glue is dry, move thesupports
;Fig. 3 showsthe bracing jig used by Joe Hindes for out to the dihedral ribs and install the primary bracing. bsbracing an elliptical or stressed dihedral wing. Note Finally, move the supports to the wing tips to hold the

, that the basic form can be the same as the Bilgri jig, @ihedral while the dihedral joints are drying.(see Fig.“ and that thereareseveral dihedral props. Theouter 7 and Fig. 8). Elliptical dihedral could be installed bydihedral braces are left shorter than is needed to hold using several sets of supports (see Fig. 9). -the wing to the finished dihedral, and the tip bracing
;
awires are tightened just before removing the wing from No matter what type of jig you use, if it is mountedthe jig. This places the spars under just enough added on & turntableor moveable object (or.a coffee table you |tension to insure a rigid wing. can work around), easy access to both sides.ofthe jig...

greatly speeds the work, Also, if the light 1s speciallyThe major disadvantages to using regular bracing jigs arranged to suit the bracing material, visibility will beare that each jig will fit only wings with the same chord greatly increased. For example, the light should be from .

as the wing it was made for, storage is a problem in that behind you and the work facing a dark background if youthe Jigs are somewhat fragile and they take a lot of room, use wire bracing; with dacron the light source should not
.and they are almost impossible to transport safely. The — be bright but should come from the opposite side of thesystem used by Ray Harlan does not use 4 fixed jig, and work so the dacron is between you and the light.it is possible to make certain small accessories which as ” a

approximatea complete Jig that can be packed in asmall Readers are again remindedthatcomments and suggest-area, At the same time, one set of fixtures will fit all ions on this series are encouraged; also questions about :wing sizes and shapes ofwings and any smooth, flat area anything not made clear or aboutitetis not covered. It isis. suitable to usé for bracing. likely that bracing for other components besides the wing
mm oo :

. a will be covered in the next installment.
f : m ‘
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.Canadian. Flyers Endorse Manhattan Formula
shurst Trials Septem C

One of the most interesting indoor groups is at the RCAF Sta~
r Bast Coast flyers want to hank the Navy :

tion at Gypsumville, Manitoba. With good support from top brass, teh ~D ,fl use of Hangar 6 at Lakehurst.
they have the use of a large gym one night a week from fall thru spring, hi tink ying resulted in a good list of

f
“sch that far north starts early and ends late. In return they run Tre imes, including two possible Category :

+ contests for the Station's Cub Pack each session before starting autogiro reeorae, applications for which
their ow fying Feemee tae nea ESE

r Due to transfers from the unit, they keep losing members and Open ~ John Triolo - 8:08.0must constantly recruit new ones mostly new to indoor flying. Under : . :
.the patient guidance of Richard Percy they have found the Manhattan John Teiclo,  auioste “angle flight times:

Formula (basically a 20" wingspan, full-cabin ROG model weighing .3 oz. Bob Champine 31:41 "minimum described in Nov. 1965 INAV) very satisfactory in introducing CG. V. Russo 9256 itindoor flying to outdoor modelers and to the complete beginner. Percy Tom Vallee 29:21 6 "calls it "a simple,straight forward approach to indoor cabin, where new- Jim Vale 27:00- itest indoor flyers can expect relatively good success compared to other Harold Crane 25:59 ncabin classes", Chuck Wiechard 25:09 u

Due to high cost of USA supplies, models are heavier than the C. V. Russo 32:15 Mic Stick D A“
minimum. For rubber they use old golf ball windings, stretched and Pete Andrews 33:33 Mic Stick B 2
soaked in glycerin. Despite such handicaps they do very well; and in Bob Champine 12:30 Mic Cabin C
a very informal postal meet compared their best times so far with Ed Pete Andrews 20: 37 Paper Stick

phitten's flights at Lakehurst July 3rd. Results: Percy's "Plata Puss Ed Whitten 2:47.7 Manhattan Formula
c 1:47 ete Dyck 1:34, Whitten's "Riversider" 1:24.5. With de- 5 . :velopenent this style of model is definitely capable of much more, as Champing (age9) deineer eetd ith gyephen Chicated th di t Lak t b a Wei flyin .

,
=peed foe net ay a akehurs y Fre eitzel flying an exact scale andRichard Whitten (age 7) 3:37.5 in Paper .

Percy finds the Manhattan "a refreshing change and a challenge" .

and "a very enjoyable and rewarding model to fly", concluding that he eiroz one DeenenThew nen icopter and auto- .
"hopes other groups give it a bash because they are missing something Kopecky and others flaw FATand Paper mateif not".

}

did not turn in times that even included
If you have tried this event, or are thinking about doing so several 30 minute flights. Don Bal made

or have any comments on the rules, please write to Bud Tenny so that over one minute in HLG, and Ed Franklin putideas can be exchanged. frosting on the cake flying his exact rep-
. plica of the 1928 indoor stick record holder.
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NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

|

| «#HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*#*#*
|

: ,

"

Italian Nationals indoor meet (does anyone have addresses
New Members! of Italian indoor or FF fliers?) and is to be the site of

;

an international indoormeet in 1967. The outcome of
CHRIS BORLAND, 2221 V Street, Apt. H, Sacramento, Cal. this contest will determine final CIAM approval of the95818 site for the Championship. ‘

DAVE GEORGE, 453 Tomahawk, Park Forest, Ill. 60466
.ROBERT LOCKWOOD, Distribuidora de Impresos, S.A.,

_
Finally, the provisional ceiling categories adoptedMariano Escobedo no. 218, Mexico 17, D.F., Mexico in 1965 were approved. It will be possible to establish .

ED MYERS, Chula Vista Jr. High, 415 Fifth Ave., international records in four FAI categories in 1967:Chula Vista, Cal. 92010 Cat.I - 8m (26.5'); Cat. II - 15 m (49.2'); Cat. III ~

30m (98') and Cat. IV ~ Over 30 m.
Family Members

;

,

These changes should greatly increase the indoor fly-LINDA RANDOLPH, 5785 Forest Ridge Dr., N. Olmsted, Ohio ing in Europe, and the future of the Indoor ChampionshipRANDY RICHMOND, 131 Pamela Dr., Bensenville, Ill. 60106 seems assured. In addition to the Italian invitational
contest, the Czechs are planning several contests; we may 7

_ ChangeofAddress find the tables turned soon with regard to activity. In “

_
a /

past years the only indoor activity was in the U. S. and ,
The following NIMAS members have moved; if you are now the emphasis is shifting to Europe.

planning to contact them, note the new addresses:

a ae

fhe Team Selection ProgramDICK BLACK, 3115 Wright Court, Denver Colo. 80215
.RAY. HARLAN, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. 01778 ~~ Local Qualification Trials

; °
In the future, any NIMAS members who move may have 1. An unlimited number of local Qualification Trials maythe option of requesting a similar announcement. It will be held in each zone, between Jan. 1, 1967 and Apr. 30,

-. not beautomatic; if you wish your new address published, 1967. Each Trials shall be sanctioned through normal
# ‘please say so. This is in keeping with the habit NIMAS channels as for AMA contests and have a minimum of four. ,

members have of keeping touch with each other; one of our entrants who hold a current AMA membership card with FAI
strengths is the interchange of information which results. stamp. Each contestant may enter any or all the local a

Qualification Trials in his Zone. FAI Rules shall apply -Also, NIMAS members who send a stamped, addressed en- at each Trials, except that "rounds" need not be flown.
velope will receive a copy of the NIMAS mailing list. “It The top 80% of the entrants at each Trials shall qualify “

has recently been updated and should be complete. for entry in the Zone Quarter Finals. ,

. .
2. A contestant at a regular sanctioned AMA indoor con-

.
. NIMAS Awards test may qualify by scoring at least 75% of the winning

time forthat contest. SameAMAmembership and FAI Stamp ‘

GoldCat. II HLG Award - 0:55, Ron Higgs
,

requirements as above. Model flown in the contest must :

OS qualify forFAI Indoor (span must not exceed 65 cm.).
Financial Report 3. Entry: 7
—

a. A contestant who wishes to qualify at a regular
Indoor News And Views begins the sixth year of pub- sanctioned AMA indoor contest must preregister via AMA HQ a

lication with this issue. The average circulation for by remitting a $2 qualification fee, in return for which
.the past year was 214 (up about 5% from 1965), and the he will receive a special entry form. The contestant

circulationto fliers in other countries jumped from 15 must then fill out the form, obtain the meet CD's sig-
to 22 since the 1966 Indoor Championship. Incoming mail nature to signify that the information is correct, then
totalled 549 and outgoing totalled 815 items; both these mail the form back to HQ.
are down slightly from last year. Income/outgo: b. A contestant who wishes to qualify at a local

qualification trial will pay an entry fee of $1.50 at the
Income (memberships, subscriptions & donations) $545.00 first trials. Upon receipt by HQ of the contest report

from the Trials CD, with fees, those contestants who did
Printing costs (INAV only) $249.04 not qualify will be forwarded a special entry form as
Postage (INAV only) 141.43 per (a.) above.

a

Postage (correspondence & services) 86.95 c. Those who qualify by either (a.) or (b.) above will _Office supplies and photo processing 0.90 receive a notice of qualification, certifying eligibility
$508.32 298235 for the Quarter Finals. |

Average labor per issue = 65 hours. + 36.4 d. Those with a special entry form from HQ may attempt
to qualify at either local qualification trials or reg-~

. FAI INDOOR REPORT ular sanctioned AMA Indoor contests, without further pay- .

~—

ment of qualification fees for local qualification.
Report From CIAM Meeting

QuarterFinalQualificationTrials_
The future of Indoor is looking much brighter as a

rn

result of decisions made at the CIAM meeting in Paris, Quarter Final Trials may be held in any ceiling
France, Nov. 2-4, 1966. First, the wingspan for FAI height, and must be completed by May 31, 1967. FAI Rules
Indoor models was reduced from 90 cm to 65 cm by a vote shall apply, except that rounds need not be flown. All

“of 13-2. The U. S. had offered a compromise of 75 cm as qualifiers from local Qualification Trials may enter one,
@ result of the questionaire circulated by the FAI Indoor and only one Quarter Final Trial. Top 80% of entry qual-
Committee, and Finland wanted 70 em. This change will be ify for ontey in a Semi-Final. Entry fees: Jr. & Sr. -
in effect at the 1968 Indoor Championship, and thus the $1, Open -

oo

. a aU. S. Team Selection Program (see below) will be conduct- oe
7

ed using 65 cm models.
.

. Semi-FinalQualificationTrials
oo.

.

The location for the 1968 Indoor Championship is ten- Semi-Finals will be scheduled one per zone only, me

tatively the Palace de Sport in Rome, Italy. This site entry fee ~ $5 per entrant, and must becompletedbyJune
is 35 m high and 50 m in diameter. It is the site of the 30, 1967. Any ceiling height may be used, and full FAT©



Rules will apply, including the use of rounds. Quali-
filers from any Quarter Finals may enter any Semi-Final, Will haveplastic Drone. wekiam Of eats ail poate mods

but only one Semi-Final. The top three (3) from each ROG. For more info contact Annie Glesklena. 730 nose
Semi-Final shall qualify for entry in the Finals; if less #2, Denver, Colo. 80215

6» core

than 5 enter any Semi-Final, the top 50% will qualify for , , ° °

the Finals. CZECHOSLOVAKIA
rs The Czech indoor fliers went into the Sporthalle i

TeamSelectionFinals Prague recently to make an attempt upon new records. Th
The Finals shall be flown during the week of the 1967 s7ik0. “Po sage wean Sad toa on pouealigeee are te

Nationals, with FAI rules to be strictly observed. Entry about 48'! By the time you read this, the will have
fee $5 per entrant, and the top 3 fliers shall represent also flown in a 42 m site in Brno, for anattempt on Cat.the U. S. A. at the 1968 World Indoor Championship. IV records. Their winter activity will include invita-

Comments by FAI Indoor Chairman hastriaaed Yunoglavin. attended by fliers from Germany,

All mention of "zones" in the above is made purely OHIO - CLEVELAND/LAKEWOOD
to designate a general geographical area. Nominally, the Indoor Scale competition and Cat. I Record Trials are
contestant may choose to enter those trials which result on tap Nov. 27, 1966 at the St. Edward High School gym in
in the least personal travel. Although any contestant Lakewood, Ohio. Scale models will get a maximum of 50
may choose either method of local qualification, the AMA points for scale fidelity and construction, plus 1 point
contest method was designedfor the convenience of those per second of flight time. For more info, contact Chuck
who reside a great distance from local trials or for any Tracy, c/o Cleveland Press, 901 Lakeside Ave., Cleveland,
who reside in an area where FAI interest is low. Any Ohio 44114,
indoor model with 65 cm span or less may be used to qual-
ify for the next event, provided it is rubber powered. VIRGINIA - HAMPTON/NEWPORT NEWS
Those who plan to hold trials in their area should con- The Brainbusters have already had one indoor session
sider getting an FAI Sanction. The same sanction is good at the Willis School Auditorium, with a good turn-out of
for one year from date of issue or until a record has HLG fliers. Only three of them had flown IHLG before,
been set. It is applicable for use in any ceiling height and Dave Robelen topped the pro types with a two-flight
and will give a maximum of chance for contestants in the total of 0:43.4. Not bad for a 20.5' site! Hal Crane's
program to establish the new FAI records. Also, the 1967 c™ did 11:26 also - these fellows will be mean in any
AMA Indoor rules will reflect the new model size, which postal meet! For info contact Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan
wipes the record slate clean for FAI Indoor records in Dr., Hampton, Va. 23369.
all three AMA ceiling categories.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

INDOORRULES
' 37. Is there any way to prevent thin indoor ribs from

Last month it was announced that two proposals had curling or warping when you cut them?
been submitted to the FFCB for special action. Both have

_

passed by a margin of 9-1, so both will be a part of the It is difficult to make comments about how balsawood
1967 Rule Book. will behave, since it is the most variable of all woods.

Both ribs and spars (any member which is quite long with
FF66-B-1 dealt with Easy B: respect to the cross-section) may warp, twist or distort

when the wood is cut. Prime causes for this are: wrong
EASY B MODELS. The Easy B model class has been estab- cutting technique or internal stresses in the wood. Not
lished to encourage a transition from outdoor models to much can be done about the internal stresses. Some wood
indoor type models, and as an ideal beginner indoor model. stresses date back to the time the tree was cut or pro- “™.

The Easy B model class shall not be eligible to set cessed, and some result from improper storage or changes
National Records (except where the model meets the spec- ‘in moisture content. If yourfavoritesheetsuddenly—
ifications of another indoor model classification). gives trouble, wait a while. Sometimes, if you remove a

CHARACTERISTICS OF EASY B MODELS. Easy B models shall dolaywill let tteven outs the sheet it will warp; a

meet the following specifications:
°

thanetRSP82 - The projected span shall not be larger Cutting errors are numerous. Fig. 1 below shows the
e most common warps: reduced curvature of the rib or a

3H
WingChord - The wing chord shall not be larger than reverse curve. The major cutting error is to try to make

. too deep a cut. he knife sh
Propeller ~- The propeller blades shall be constructed cuttingarea should be pointed (a fit Xcacte blade de

entirely from wood with the following exception: Special ideal as long as you use a very sharp one) Even with a
Novice or beginner events can be set up for local contests very sharp blade the cut should be very light go that 2
by permitting the use of plastic commercial propellers, or 3 slices are required to separate the rib. A dull
provided advance notice is given in contest announcements. blade or a deep cut with a good blade will cause the type

of trouble shown in solid lines in Fig. 1 (reduced camber
Covering material - There shall be no restrictions or increased camber). ‘The wrong plade or (reduces use

on covering material, but local Contest Directors may will cause reversed curve (Fig. 1, dotted lines). Either
specify the covering material to be used for a given event

a very wide blade or holding the blade tilted (not tan-
provided advance notice is given in contest announcements. gent to the template) causes the edge of the blade to
Further restrictions on Easy B design and/or construction rub the wood (see Fig. 2) and force it into a new curve
may be made by the Contest Director for specific events ee °

provided advance notice is given in contest announcements.
. In short, a sharp blade with a narrow point, held

exactly tangent to the template, and cuts made with light
EASY B COMPETITION RULES, It is suggested that AMA com- pressure will yield the best results. If the wood etitl
petition for indoor models be used; however, special fly- warps during the cut, try another piece of wood
ing rules may be substituted by the Contest Director for , °

a specific event provided advance notice is given in con-

test announcements.
moe et era a

FF66-C-1 dealt with Record Trial attendance: a een

Add to Sec. 2.2: Specific exception for indoor compe- *

tition and Record Trials shall be made as follows: For
Cat. I events a minimum of 5 contestants must present
models for processing; for Cat. II events a minimum of 8 Fis.1
contestants must present models for processing.

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
BLADE EDGES RUB on F'B

—.

CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO _——
oO

The San Diego Orbiteers are planning their indoor — SS
activity now, and will enter into postal meets also. For \44nfo on sessions, contact Clarence Mather, 3880 Ecochee TOO WIDE TILTED
Ave., San Diego, Cal. 92117.

COLORADO ~-" DENVER Fis. 2
The Martin Model Masters are kicking off their indoor

season with a look at the NIMAS film of Lakehurst activ~-
ity. Their contests will all have Easy B this year, and



HINTS AND KINKS BRACING TECHNIQUES

Hints From The World Champs a Part IV - Fuselage Bracing

Bud Romak's fin design (Fig. 1) is easier to mount When the indoor wing changed from a cantilever or un-

securely than the standard fin. Normal procedure is to supported structure to the wire-braced present-day design
form the outline, splice it, and insert the “rib, Bud's we shed_a lot of weight and increased the reliability of

ym <tesign calls for the rib to extend through the outline at our models, It was not long until this same principle
the splice Joint. The excess length of rib then serves

_

was used on otherparts of the model as well. The.most
as a “handle” to glue it to the structure with. If you popular fuselage brace a few years ago was the two-wire .

have a rolled boom, slide the rib into the end. With a type shown in Fig. 1.
-

built-up boom, it is easy to rig a good joint also. .

, bons

a
.

The two-wire brace adds both bending and torsional
strength to the fuselage. The fuselage must be held in,|
a jig during bracing for best results. Note that the  ~

posts are inserted through the fuselage and glued to the

a inside of the stick. Another trick is to sharpen the
post and stick it through the second wallof the stick

with the glue joint outside « mis allows better joints
w ess glue. The chief disadvantage of thétwo-wire

— . brace18thelackof adjustment. Under certain power
loo conditions the very stiff stick which results from using

ss eee ee en
the two-wire brace permits a power stall. If the stick

So could.bend‘slightly, a stall would be averted. “"

:
mm

,

The most popular fuselage brace today is the monowire
brace, with two main variations. Fig. 2 (side view) and

/
Fig. 3 (front view) show the most popular monowire brace.

. The monowire is usually permanent, being firmly anchored
at both ends and glued to the post. If adjustment is

"

needed (more or less fuselage bowing to control power

Fic. 1 burst and power stall), the tension is adjusted by moving
. — the wire up or down the post and reglueing,.

.

Hans Beck used a variet of lastic Np ‘
. deme Le pe mee

-
im dem ee an beet ee re

tee ete bosen tee vane very springy natore cr’ otner ei masetcs view) and wathee {front view) showsan
ger of crushing. Pig.2 shows atopleet oreseet oan the wing bracing, it must be removableat one end. The

strip of the sponge about 2" wide is slit half-way thru
usual method is to hook the free end over the thrust bear-

at each prop station. The prop is inserted by spread
ing during assembly of the model for flying. The wire is

the slit enough to give room, When you veless pr ng passed over blocks glued to the posts (Detail 1) to give
edges of the slit the prop 1s shock-nounted

se the the proper tension. Adjustment may be built-in by using ~

~mounted nicely. @ notched block here; otherwise the block 1s trimmed off
or built up to vary wire tension. The adjustable mono-

_wire pushes the wing posts into the sockets firmly, which\] WP pean’ that the poate must be cut to the proper length “to

.

nsure the proper incidence. Also, the socket should use:

|
"

1 | a pig in the bottom te prevent poking the post thru the

—
+L _

ottom o e stic Fig. .
.

{
. fn ees The monowire has the advantage of being easier to in- 2

] j | stall, can be made adjustable, and is easy to repair on
the field. The usual form of permanent monowire (Figs.
2 & 3), when installed at an angle to clear the wing vs

: bracing; also permits a slightly bowing fuselage to give od
some left thrust to help control the climb during the ae

FOAM MUST BE DEEP ENGUGH FoR PROP To CLPAR power burst.

my! Fh Te Lene Ted Petey ~ Fo. * Pepe re ee Part V - Tail Bracing
.

we RD a Pee gee an _

: PR ee be Ce Pst Te - ethlont tn
si

- V If the fuselage is braced, can we afford to neglect .

TOS SU A eee ae ste Po a FS the tail boom and tail surfaces? Not only is the tail
—— ——— SuSE boom usually made very light and flexible, it usually has

;
Fig. 2

... .
&tendency to droop or curl downward with age. A simple

Manfred Koller aolved th
1 sue. MONOWLYS on. the boom (Fig. 7) will stiffen the boom and

the tail & :
solved the problem of torn film at prevent it from curling down. If this wire is made

racing post. When the stab is mounted on the adjustable, it is also possible to change the tail angle
boom, a hole must be made in the film to pass the tail slightl

,

bracing post through. Without reinforcement the hole
ys

very weyatty get paconveniently large. Manfred used a When the stabilizer is braced, the usual form is like

reinfore Pp t roe <
alsa stuck to the stab film as a that in Fig. 8. A post is installed thru the boom beside 7

orcement for the hole. the center stab rib and bracing is rigged to the stab.
.

If the tail is braced, the boom monowire canshare the
Variable 0.G.Location same post. Rudder bracing on trailing rudders usually is :

When you are workin ta new dest like that shown in Fig. 8. In the case of underslung me

helpful rel he able te ngout new °8 gn it would be rudders (Fig. 9) the rudder is usually braced with the “

tions. Curtis Jank
7 e wing to try new CG loca~ stab. Fig. 10 shows the stab bracing possible with the

ons, Curtis Janke uses two balsa tube which are a snug built-up boom. The boom is deep enough to give a fairly
fit for the motor stick;toeachis glued a tissue socket adequate rigging angle on the wire, and if the stab has
for wing mounting. These can be moved to a new location, been covered with snug film this bracing is quite good.
spot-giued in place, and flight tests made. When you The bracing absorbs up-loads on the stab and the film
find the right place, install permanent sockets. absorbs down-loads. With the bracing crossing beneath 4

the boom and glued to it, stab twist 2 prevented. For
~

very smail models, Bill Bigge uses a stressed boom wit .

=<? Wa a dacron Honowe (Fig. 11) which gives goodresults: To
:

quote Bill, "The tail boom brace is a relaxable Dacron6| | 9 brace which runs over a hook on the rear strut and is un-

a _— , hooked for storage. The stab l.e. moves up and down on

om :. ewESoT pe for trim. The brace should run to the stab t.e.
‘ because this is more effective in preserving the angular

.: position of the stab, which is more important than pre- ‘

venting simple vertical displacement. The fact that the
poom is stiff only against a limited positive load (the
preload) is an advantage in ground handling - you can

three-point the ship without worrying about overloading
the rudder or boom.
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om Among the Rafters ore ey8
;

" vaete t th tinued th of Jhn ~ POSSTBLE RECORD ?
We note with rea eres e continued growth of Jo

Pond's Old Timer events...first gas models of the 1930's and early At Lakehurst on 7/3/66 Joe Poloso established
1940's and now the rubber events, We're all for it. More and more what looks like a new record, He made a beautiful

flyers are relaxing and again building, or trying out for the first flight of 55 seconds with his scale Derperdussin
{~e, the old style of more pleasurable models, Eventually, it is seaplane, & Henry Struck design from a 1937 FLYING

pposed, there will be a desire to build, not only the old Kovel's CES, Although a seaplane, the model took off from
and Korda's, but also new designs...with all the latest ideas...to the floor, and application should be sent in for .,

the old rules or to new rules producing similar models and flight eoeepossibly the Category III East Coast R.0.G,
patterns, The prospects for recreating completely the Golden Age Seaplane Scale Duration Record,
are dim, however, ag there are a lot of other conditions that have

a
a —

;

changed that are not reversable, 'MOD HAT MAD ‘LORY BY-J.L. MACKENZIE]
An analysis should be made as to why there is this urge on the War cnono. 24” J

part of so many to shy away from the perfectionism of today's model AREA: 3O8@.IN, : “e" BALSA PROPELLER
and contest....but not here or now, We merely want to ask if there m—-FIBS:¢, $0, BALSA
is a similar urge indoors. Certainly, Indoor FAI is straining

.
LEE

towards the maximum,..and that is its lure...in the same manner as aa
FAI Gas, Wakefield and Nordic, And there is the similar profession- SE

== .

alism presenting a formidable barrier to the newcomer. But, perhaps, TAPERED, DALSA =e ZF
that is why we already have Paper Stick, Easy B and more scale ac- sPans Pate MAX. id Aa
tivity. 010" PIANO WIRE YD ! ;

What were the old events, anyway? Indoors, it seems, we must 27" OF .045" SQ. RUBBER S ae io

go back a bit further than outdoors...to about 1929-30-31. Undoubt- NN <>edly, the "Indoor Tractor" was the granddaddy of them all. By 1935
TAL Fhawe: ~eD

it had developed into the steady microfilm B and C Stick, and has d, 80. BALSA Z
.

become today's magnificent FAI Stick...the ultimate in indoor flying TAPERED MOTOR stick: ©) Hx, pasa wees

e228 indeed it should be, The zippy little Baby ROG had already Lh ; xf Maximum 6)
slowed down by 1930 and it continued popular at local meets, if not SEES
at the Nats, until wwe. (Thanks go to Fred Weitzel for ponting in - MICROFILM

els # of Kittelts Baby ROG; also thanks to M.A.N. for y= MICROFILM WAS INTRODUCED TC MODELDOM BY VEROME KITTEL OF ENGLEWOOD, N.u. IN THE JUNEee ea Eerey at ae Ene Deby ROG de Sn Labor The econ.
|

Sera kaleseh Ss HERESaSed2 Hatsieaa
that tried to look and fly most like a man carrying airplane was

| City, Dec Sa, 1982" WITHATORATION:OF PmIN go BOSCnny STATES INDOORMEET, NEW YORK .

called the 'Commercial',It was fairly small, had a cabin of vary- UNE (1988 ALL INDOOR WINNERS WERE USING 17. ©”

.

ing size and ROG'd, With ever lighter construction and imaginative "

"

interpretation of the rules, the Commercial has changed consider~ -  . MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS © August, 1es6

ably, becoming the larger Indoor Cabin Class and more akin to the
stick er . nen tan has ee 7 a

Junior Simplified Cabin Models 7

t's take a look at some old 'Commercials', using as author- ee °

fy Carl H, Claudy's "Prize Winners! Book of Model Airplanes", pub- oa ine potober 1965 INAV presented two good ap~
. shed in early 1931, Edward Harm's (Evanston, Ill.) "Small Indoor awe ; ch ds i oy Hood to simplified cabin structures .

Vonmercial" had a square fuselage with, at most, a cross-section of 1966 Nat somal wiltbeaut successfully flown at the
1x1, The body looked very mch like today's 'Cabin' with a built-up = |4750

w etailed here in a subsequent
stick enclosing the rubber but with no bulge. Wingspan was about .

24" and the prop 12" diam, It flew “about 4 minutes'’....sccece
H. Page Hoggard, Jr.'s (Norfolk) "Indoor Commercial" was "designed
according to AMLA indoor commercial rule regarding cross-section David Howell's (Detroit) "Commercial R.0O.G." had
area which should equal or exceed overall length squared divided by a 2" equilaterally Triangular cross-sectioned fuse- .

loo", It swung a 10" prop, but further details are unavailable as lage using a motor stick, In those days rules allowed
the plans are missing from this 5th Page writer's copy, On 5/12/30 openings in front and rear for access to rubber or for
Hoggard won his event at a Langley contest with 2:52, inserting motor sticks, Wingspan was 20", propeller

-

‘Wing cage ce eee ec npee

8" diam, This model won a Detroit meet with 2:31 and,
M4 <~- f i

on a better day, had done 3:35, with Howell predict-
q if- 4

2 bisr- + * ing it could do 5 minutes with a larger PLOPecccccese
‘

‘ bala ft eeeeDale Lively'ts (Clarksburg, We Va.) "Four Minute
i Sa Ae Commercial" comes under rules of NAA as a

’ SS Be ad Class C plane, with a wing area of 99
a 0

Rib Template Sade in., & 2 wheeled LG of 1" :

Lee et—o diam,, and a fuselage cross-
beceestemnsenannnnneesa soSe IES e a

SESeRa eae wr mmae ec cone cm wecees “A, section equal or better than

ene Bite length squared divided by 100",
Sidte we a Fp csnananeon eee pce

Span was 25", prop 12" diam, and
a

: B fuselage "box! 1 x 2 x 2,
PoP

LE

I  —— Pullerma i |$ Legoing leg! aleBY ele
oe

ete sah ete at et 1 i ; “halt of Stabiiicer Albert B, Schwarzkopf, Jr.'s
a a a ee scot ‘Mi lterfolk) “Indoor Comercial” (plan

et ; ‘ ‘ woot .
‘ ‘on also missing) had a 10" prop and flew

‘Topet | ot We te | ED ¢ weePlag 24-34minutes... ecoee ves Janes Shield
Boltom '

S ' Stabilizer “

pres (Detroit) described his as. an ‘Indoor Com- :

‘ foi mercial Model Conforming to the Wakefield
a Regulations", It had a 20" span with aSweeter fuselage 'boxt -ge "box! measuring 1-5/16 x 2 x 2d,

Clip Stick A motor stick was used and wing was clip-| here ped to 'a dummy motor stick! atop the
f™ wf

2 fuselage, With a 10" prop, the model was

SFE TE Pov sixe Wing Neapable of making at least 43-5 min~
eS ps utes",

Stobihizer
7 Tne os {| th MekeTwo

thence hoe “+ .Q —¢— Hmmm...eeethese Oldies do sound rather

Indoor Conmercial by Dale Lively - from "Prize Winners! Book of Model Airplanes" 1931
interesting, at thates.111] ,

We leh ae seesis
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~~ NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
| 52/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

##**NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###* FAI INDOOR REPORT

New Members! Team Selection Program

NAT ANTONIOLI, 3559 Chasewood Dr., San Diego, Cal. 92111 If there are any differences in wording between the
DAVE ROBELEN, 17 Catalina Dr., Hampton, Va. 23364 text published in the Nov. '66 INAV and the Jan. '67
FRED STEWART, Colony Apts, C-3, Ephesus Church Road, AMERICAN MODELER (p. 38), the version in A.M. is offi-

Chapel Hill, N. Car. 27514 cial, Last minute modifications were agreed upon without©
.

. interchange of text - leading to possible differences in
NIMAS Awards wording.

Gold Cat. I HLG Award ~ 0:30.5, Clarence Mather CD Listing

The Election Since the Team Selection Program officially begins
on Jan. 1, 1967, it 18 not too early to find out where

.

The new AMA President is Cliff Wierick. He was you can qualify. The list of names below includes those ¢

elected by getting slightly more than 50% of the total who have volunteered to help direct Qualification Trials
| “

votes cast. Approximately 14% of the eligible voters in their area, contingent upon support by local fliers. s
actually cast their ballot, so once again AMA affairs are In other words, if you want to qualify, notify the CD for ~

decided by : minority: It must be quite di sheartening to your area so planning can begin.
he candidates to find out how few members actually

care anything about AMA business. Bill Bigge Bob Champine .

C.D. Li r
5131 Mass, Ave. NW

é
25 Beechwood Drs

oD. License Fee Washington, D.C. 2001 Yorktown, Va. 23490

Action taken py the 1966. Executive Council increased Ron Ganser Ray Harlan
.

a3 initial cost of the license for Contest Directors to 2500 Mission St. 15 Happy Hollow Rd. :

.

10; upon receipt of the contest report from a Class AA Pittsburgh, Pa. 2
.

,

of ™

or jarger contest the "extra" $4 will be refunded. No
eburgh, Pa. 15205 Wayland, Mass. 01778

\. _/ provision is made for CD's who hold Class A meets, Record Bob Randolph C. V. Russo
- Trials or FAI Team Qualification Trials. If you feel, as 5785 Forest Ridge Dr. 143 Willow Way ot

I do, that this unfairly discriminates against indoor N. Olmsted, Ohio 44076 Clark, N. J. 07066 e
CD's and CD's for small clubs, write to your District VP , as
and ask him to support the move presently being made to Tom Vallee 7
make the rebate applicable to CD's of all contests and 9136 Edmonston Ct. #304 S
Record Trials. It will take more than 14% of you to make Greenbelt, Md. 20770 we
& difference - express your views! The name and address -
of your District VP will be found on p. 44 of the Jan. ''67 If you live in another geographical location, con- y
AMERICAN MODELER. tact one of the following zone Chairmen (although Bud

NFFS Tenny is the only one who will remain active in program eS
os afte direction after Jan. 1, 1967, “ae otherswill help with eS

addresses an nfo as needed. uestions, complaints and 8The National Free Flight Society is finishing out a ;

’
ae

very successful year of operation, and is looking forward poeine)s should be directed to Tenny after the program ‘a
,

to many more of the same. Now is the time to renew your & °

os
meee Teente aa en ered Brodersen, 4729 Walnut

Charlie Sotich Bud Romak os
es ' 3851 West 62nd Place 85 Sullivan Dr.

Indoor Films Chicago, Ill. 60629 Moraga, Cal. 94556 *
- The original NIMAS films taken by Joe Poloso at Lake- Boe zenny ae

hurst are still available, plus (Joe has been at it again) Box 3 2 508 Be
a short color sequence of microfilm models and black and chardson, Texas 75080

; a
white action shots of indoor scale activity. Any of the ee
above films are available to clubs wishing to show them; POSTAL CHALLENGERS ° ee
the only cost is to pay film transportation both ways. 5 oe
At the present time, there is only one mailing container has roguestedwose Susan Lane, Rochester, New York 14616 =”

L

. petition in HLG, Easy B and Indoor »

for all the films, so only one can be loaned at once. Sti 1 noit ck. His site is 23', and standard fudge factors will
7If anyone can donate a mailing container for a 7" reel, apply ("fudge graph" for HLG, Oct. '66 INAV) e

a second film can be on loan also. All the above films pply Se grap » UCU. °

are 16 mm. silent films, incidentally.
RECORDS? MAYBE!

iting?Waitin
RECORD TRIALS, St. Edward High School Nov. 27, 1966

If you recently wrote, renewed your membership, won a Lakewood, Ohio Cat. I, 355' ceiling
NIMAS Award, or whatever: I haven't forgotten you. This sr. war tienen - 6728.0, Linda Randolph
time of year is the busiest time for your editor and his Sr. HLG 1: 73!°s »

Neil Shipley
ve

_

vate of operation has been slower than usual due to a
he ~ 1213.8, Bill Schubert :

 ™, sprained ankle which kept him on crutches for over three INDOOR RULES
ui ) weeks, This doesn't mean that you shouldn't write, for ee

S communication in the lifeblood of NIMAS. It just means The two proposals detailed
_

that only things which require immediate answer will get to the Free Flight Contest Boardforinitial commeatee
it, instead of all the mail, and the rest will be along both have been favorably received by the six Districts
pretty soon. which have reported back,

“mesa .

a

a

—_—
‘

we
.

a wet te htc er ita tity tah pote . es ee tgs, oc eguugh ie ne nasSdiccbasisiities suc



-D-12 ° OHIO ~ CLEVELANDFFOO-D-13 Change Section 4, Par. 4.7 to read:
102 trophies and prizes for 23 flying classes givided4,7 PREPARATION FOR FLIGHT. The flier or proxy flier into six age groups - that is the layout for the 16th

must start and regulate the engine of free flight and Annual Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet. It will be held on

radio control models, wind the motor of all rubber models Jan. 22, 1967 at the Public Hall in Cleveland, Ohio. It

except indoor models, and operate the launching apparatus is a contest that has to be seen to be believed, with
of gliders. The flier or proxy flier of an indoor rubber 5000 official flights made in a single day. Get your
model must either hold the model or wind the motor; auxil- entry blank from Chuck Tracy, 901 Lakeside Ave., Cleve

tarywinding devices which facilitate one-man winding are land, Ohio 44114,
permitted if operated by the flier. Motors of control

VIRGINIA - HAMPTONline models may be started and regulated by an assistant. The Brainbusters club has exploded into a flurry of

~E-1: * activity - Don Orr has the HLG boys out every Monday andFROC-E-1 Change Section 10 as follows:
Hal Crane is "running interference" for them by ,arrang-

10.3 CONSTRUCTION. No restrictions shall be made upon ing the sessions. The Dec. 5 session at the 24° Arm-

either construction or design of indoor gliders, except strong school gym produced HLG flights of 0:26.5 + 0:26.0
that the structure shall be strong enough to meet the for Bob Champine and 0326.0 + 0325.0 for newcomer (to

'
requirements of Par. 10.4, indoor) Dave Robelyn. On the previous Monday at the 20+

Willis school Hal shut down the gliders long enough to do
10.4 HAND-LAUNCHED. A glider is hand-launched when it 9:36 + 11:12 with a 65 cm. FAL,
.is thrown into flight directly from the hands of the
launcher. The glider shall not be launched from an al- STATEOFTHEART
titude greater than the flier's normal reach from the
floor, and the launch shall be made with sufficient force "Top Cat", our model of the month, has been a winning
to cause the glider to gain a substantial amount of design for Bob Randolph and his daughter Linda. It was

altitude. developed from a basic design by Bill Bigge, and the 7
paper versions and 2 microfilm versions have racked up an

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS enviable record. It won second place in both Jr. & Open
,

paper stick at the Nats, and now holds five Jr. & Open
Question #36 dealt with poor climb, washin and climb records, at least one in each ceiling category. pe top

trim in general. After discussion with several indoor unoffictat wutes #8 Soand Cate TIE B21 the record
fliers, I have concluded that my model's problem was lack h iT ale

a ? ,

O4d ate 060 o2.:
power hasof washin. It had considerable wing offset, and was in Oiders ranged inom + Ome ee over eae "

general similar in layout to Sotich's Dram Dip. These ranged from a 15° loop of O48 rubber * 24" of 072".
comments tend to substantiate this: Ernie Kopecky, com-

Prop sizes ranged from 14 x 28 to 15% x 25.

menting on Hans Beck's trim, which included washin on the it it
inboard wing and washout on the outboard, "Some sacrifice The covering is usually gater paper’ - so named by
of efficiency here, but as you say, a nice classical Neil Shipley. This is prepared by cutting condenser

climb. I sort of drifted away from washin and washout paper to approximately what will be used to cover one

because the model would go too high too fast. It appears surface, and spraying it with water or alcohol food col-

that it is more important in a limited space to trim for
| Songeon titter it fsary vette carefully peeled

& tight turn with better chances of finishing the flight. off and ironed lightly to preserve the wrinkled surface

Dick Kowalski: "Very loaded question! I'm not so
which develops. The model can be covered fairly smoothly

sure that anyone completely understands how wing washin with this and changes in humidity will not warp it. pe
works from the theories I've heard advanced. For example, prop outline and airfoils appear below and can be scale

many believe that the washed wing, by increase of angle up to proper size by using the grid marks around the edge.
of attack, provides a rolling moment to balance the anti-

,

torque rolling moment created by the rotating propeller.
If so, then why does a model with little or no washin ,

roll in the direction of propeller rotation upon propel-
ler and wing stall? For awhile I thought this had some- n 6

thing to do with the yawing moments about the wing center we ~
so I built assymetrical wings. I found that they still < <
required washin to fly under climbing conditions. That a WO
fan in front with its relatively large disc area, the “

circling flight and relatively high torque moment during my
a

the climb all enter the act and confuse any simple = 0
approach to the problem." -

Finally, Hacklinger concludes a discussion of as-
symmetric flight characteristics ("Theoretical and Exper-
imental Investigation of Indoor Flying Models") with this
comment: "For the practical purpose we shall proceed as
follows: for the radius of turn adopted for the model the
variation in speed across the span is determined and the
wing is twisted so that elliptic loading is re-establish-
ed. This twisted wing will then be offset from the fuse-
lage axis by an amount e = QH/W (Qy = propeller torque in
level flight and W = flying weight of model) so that the
rolling moment in horizontal flight is just cancelled.
Thus, for the greater part of the flight, sideslipping,
which the propeller would otherwise cause, will be pre-
vented without an increase in drag.”

a (18) o
NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD C e z

QqQ
CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO ° >

The San Diego Orbiteers are flying indoor regularly
in two Cat. I sites. HLG is going the best, with times
in their 22' site like this: Nat Antonioli - 0:26.5 +

0:26.1; Clarence Mather - 0:25.8 + 0:24.2. Also, Clar-
ence has designed an Easy B size ROG with certain minimum
material sizes; it 1s an "indoor trainer" which shows
good promise.

MICHIGAN - ANN ARBOR tg
The Ann Arbor Airfoilers are carrying on with flying

sessions planned every month for a while. A new site, -

. the Bowen Field House in Ypsilanti, Michigan, is working
out well. A Nov. 19 session had good attendance and many
good flights. Contact Ned Smith, 536 S. Forest, Apt. 12G,.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104 for dates and times.
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BRACING TECHNIQUES
,

rib may not be clear at first, but if you study a vector
Miscellaneous Braces force diagram of the bracing system, part of the tension

in any wire which attaches to the cabane can be resolved
In addition to the bracing discussed previously, many into a compression force on the rib. Therefore, the com-

other ideas have been used to improve structural integrity pression member is added to the rib, with crosspieces to
of indoor models. The wing post-spar brace (Fig. 1) is an cause each part to share the load. This type of struct-
old one which is useful in helping the wing avoid twist- ure bears compression loads more readily, but it does —,

ing; it also greatly improves the post-wing joint without pay to skimp on strength of compression ribs. Fig. 6
much weight penalty. shows the top view of a braced wing, with locations for

compression ribs marked. Locations marked "1" are man-
Cat. I and Cat. II models frequently hit obstacles, datory; compression ribs should be used at "2" on conven-

and the resulting force on the wing tends to twist it or tional bracing and are mandatory on elliptical bracing.
distort it. Similarly, the wing is stressed in the same

manner when you balloon the model. Fig. 2 shows my solu- The Hungarian models flown at Debrecen used secondary
tion: .028" sq. strips which glue to the bottom of the bracing as shown in Fig. 7a. I wasn't able to communicate
wing spar and pass between the compression member and the well enough to find out their reasons, but one effect of
rib of the center compression rib. This gives about .0007 this arrangement is to minimize the compression force on

oz. weight penalty; the loading here is all tension, and the ribs at location "x", A detrimental effect would be
nichrome wire or dacron sewing thread can be used. A sim- to apply a downward force to the cabane at "y"; this
ilar solution is shown in Fig. 3, with a single strand of might collapse the cabane under extreme conditions. Fig.
dacron monofilament criss-crossed on the bottom of the 7o shows an arrangement that is untried as far as I know;
wing. For maximum effectiveness the filaments must be it should replace conventional secondary bracing and elim-
glued together where they cross. If you don't cover the inate necessity for a compression rib at thesecondary
surface flat (Bilgri method), or if you use elliptical bracing points.
dihedral (any curve in the spars), this type of bracing
must be applied after bracing. Even slight curvature of Back to Pig. 6: although it is customary to use a

the spars increases the tension of this type bracing and compression rib at "3", it is not mandatory. All the
will pull more camber into the wing. stress there is tension and the compression member can be

replaced with wire (Fig. 8). To my knowledge, Frank Cum-
Motor sticks receive other stresses besides torsional mings originated this application; it yields a modest

: and compression loading. How many of you have squeezed a weight saving but requires extra care in handling.
stick while the motor is wound and had it collapse? Or,
softened it with perspiration in the heat of the day? Bracing Material
Fig. 4 (Sec. B-B) shows two very small struts which have
been installed thru the fuselage at right angles to each A brief mention of what material to use for various
other (a pin or small drill will make the proper size braces should be made. The most stringent requirement
hole), glued to the outside of the stick and trimmed off. for a bracing material is adequate strength and lack of
Anything which helps hold the fuselage in the tubular stretch. For fuselage bracing, .002" steel wire as sold
shape increases the strength of the stick (Did you ever py Bill Bigge has zero stretch, and tungsten wire (.001")
have a stick collapse at the wing sockets?) and the webs is quite good. Nichrome wire is inadequate for fuselage
which mount the thrust bearing and rear hook can help. bracing because it will stretch a little and not return
Sec. A-A (Fig. 4) shows the thrust bearing web installed to the original length. Nichrome wire and karma wire as
in slots in the stick, and glued both inside and out. sold by our suppliers are used for wing and tail bracing

by most people. Dacron monofilament is adequate for all
Bob Champine's tail bracing (Fig. 5) yields both tail wing and tail bracing, plus any other special tasks men-

support and adjustable incidence in the stab. The tail tioned in this series. For beginner bracing, hot stretch-
boom ends in a tissue socket which fits the bracing post. ed dacron sewing thread (address of supplier on reques**
The tail assembly mounts to the boom only at tee fending, igs an ideal material.
edge; the socket and post fit snugly and provide goo ;

/

.
This concludes the remarks on bracing, but does notsupport while permitting incidence adjustment

close the door on comments anyone else might want to add

Throughout this series, the compression rib has been to what has appeared here. If you have comments or sug~

shown as a matter of course. The "why" of a compression gestions, send them in.
es os
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MODELS THAT MADE HISTORY
sess fe Long Island = New York

WINGSPAN: 12", CHORD: 2" ee
OVERALL LENGTH: 93 The Grumman Engineering Model Society's winter con-

Ww # sa. samsoo test activity is in full flight under Jean Paillet and
TWO STRANDS ZA FIN OUTLINE Max Chernoff at the Thompson Junior High in Syosset,
{, $0. RUBBER LE Indoor Scale was flown Nov, 9 and B Mike and Glider

f°
| aa 4) 89. BAMBOO pee: 1 et King s Point). Scheduled for Dec, 1, is

EA aper Ca and Jan. 25 a Postal Contest with Levittown
SY OIA. BALSA >< Kl easa Pas, in Mike and Glider. Further dates are being

,

ZLo coveRIne: saPanese tiesue sone eater, on. For details contact Mr, Paillet at

ORIGINAL MODEL BY LesoS d15~MA 2825 (home) and 516-LR 5-2388,
MERRILL HAMBURG

\ FA se “

DETROIT, MICH.
O18" WIRE Se Sei BAMBOO

, —————E> | JF
v THE BABY R.O. oN . fi-=~

‘

THE AIRPLANE THAT MADE f° ~ "Af
AMERICA MODEL CONSCIOUS fe ~

FIBRE WHEELS U AIRPLANE MODEL LEAGUE “OF AMERICA,THROUGH a ————— SS BABY R.O.G.
MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS STIMULATING A WAVE OF MODELBUILDING.ENTHUS | SS ~~

January, 1956 \ASM WHICH LED TO THE FIRST "NATIONALS"IN 1928. SS. OO Y é

A \) = SSS
4
p

From Among theRafters ‘ Ke SS] at \Z)ns

ES vs ge Sowa

Junior Problem?.,..What Junior Problem?....Aren't we calling
,

BS Qwr; io
a 'vroblem! that which really is but 'change't? MONO ee

a» . 3%
A aq \ \ A“ SSX¥

w Ww x NX iN .

\ “<i x3

The Baby R.O.G. may be in limbo now....but it sure did wet- Y vy \ Ff
nurse the 'Golden Age', Lots of us started with that Baby, and NW
the M.A.N. clipping here shows one of the real culprits. This one

SF

a

by Merrill Hamburg is the one that did in this Page Five Writer } fF of
and his brother.....at a class at Angier Grade School the sunmer j | | |

of 1928 or 29,....Can still remember hammering awav at that nail 1
!

,

to make the prop hanger and carefully carrying it up to be drilled, Uf
= =

7

f T

NI o

But ours never reached completion, One evening our kittens whiffed  ‘--7=y ~~ ( | -

drying ambroid....and meow and a thousand bits of balsa and two j == :

{ |

happy cats!.....But we were hooked, so back to class and start again, | } yy
/ IT ZA

Then came joining Boston's J.A.L. where membership provided a =<
_

] 73oy
kit of a Baby R.O.G. designed by the George D. Wanner Company, Pro- +rN Rarer > } r

¥ GY
. {Sion & Supply Division of the Airplane Model League of America, SS |

awings here are from "Beginners Book of Model Airplanes" by Carl | Me eK
H. Claudy, published in 1930. Empennage was of .014 wire, and wings Wing clips joining Baby Pe est '

of 1/8 x 1/32 cemented flat to the tissue, With warps assured, R.0.G. wings,
_

sre on tissue.
ours insisted on chasing its tail in a vicious 4' circle....but fly Applying ambroid to wi

it did and our Silver Wings were won!
,

Fun?.eYou know it was!..We kids weren't just flying Baby
R.O.G.s....we were Lindy in the Spirit of St. Louis and Dick Byrd papamsn pspr CSRS ESETRE SE

in his Fokker Tri-Motor and Raoul Luffberry diving out of the sun f —

Sq
See a3

eeeewith our sights on becoming Aircraft Engineers, Aviators, Air- f Cy) (3 in i| \ \4
line ManagerS...e.e...and some of us even made it.

ee
"

* a e
Oe ee ee

Two questions......First. -eWith that kind of inspiration, Lay-out for construction of wings, vertical fin and stabilizing plane of Baby R.O.G.
how could the 1930's have become anything but 'Golden'?.....with
the Juniors leading the way. Second....Where is there today any
comparable inspiration?.....eBut there are youngsters today who Union, New Jersey .

would like to build and fly model airplanes, and we laud those A fun flyingsessiononNovember 17 brou .

: .. : : ; ght out

pedivieuals whoBive their bime es cand laud the AMA and the maga- Microfilm, Old-timer Tissue, Easy 'B', Flying Scale and
/

g & . Glider, Several Lakehurst FAI fliers were on hand and ‘

Joe Wagner (1967 FAI Gas Team Member) flew his Sommerts
Scale against Ed Franklin's,

Future dates are set for Jan. 12, 1967, Feb. 16 :

,
non Sere me and March 9, As in Syosset, flying starts at 7 PM. You

d : ae had better get instructions on locating the site, so con-
-

14 tact C.V. Russo at 143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J. or Ed
-

mo

oe
, Franklin at 226 Harrington St., Bergenfield, N. J.

f VA= -

i . a) Wagan

cio
.

4g melee [a Biplanes for FAI...???
i oSa *

en The smaller 65cm span could bring more interest
_ Chia C to FAI..s.and it might very well also bring attempts

“mn Meh om Th. to crowd on more wing area. Ed Whitten suggests
| | &) att emapn biplanes for both FAT and Rasy B, Will the extra

oe memes ie
NRIOMERS Seer

ne 80) RR SIREN SIR 2 area of a biplane add more to duration than the extra
weight will subtract? And how about taking a current

And here is an R.0.G. from the days before Lindbergh 90cm FAI model and try substituting a 65 cm biplane
touched it off...An illustration from the original 1910 rig? Why not try tandems?..,.and we can always just
edition of Francis A, Collin's book, "The Boys! Book of lower the aspect ratio.
Model Aeroplanes",

| poe ; |

a
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL .

.

*###NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###*
-

Ol
oo

:

OO ETEE NPPPRT THEEeg ETfoneBees :
. ot ras EADET. Oke at, FAL INDOORREPORT :

.

New Members!
—

uo
‘

es . _
. Ss

oO co coe
ote Team SelectionProgram

LAWRENCE L. CAILLIAU, 5260 Skyline Dr., oO

a
,

Shawnee Mission, Kansaz. The Team Selection program is nowofficially under
JOHN T. GANSER, 217 Duncan Ave., EllWood City, Pa. 16117 way. Those who wish toqualify by either method (see
IRVING JOHNSON, 222 N. LombardAve., Oak Park, I11. 60302 Nov. '66 INAV or Jan. '67 AMERICAN MODELER) would be well

advised to make their official entry by sending $2 to AMA
NIMAS Awards. HQ. You will receive in returnaspecialentry form to

“indicate you have officially entered. You will thenbe
- Bilver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:26.0, Dave Robelen able to qualify at any regular Local QualificationTrial

— °
a . ms or at any sanctioned AMA indoor contestaslong as your

Silver Cat.IHLG Award - 0:27.5, Bob Champine model is 65 em. span or less.

Gold Cat. I Rubber Award - 13:56, Hal Crane oe CD Listing
,

Silver Cat. III Rubber Award ~ 30:35, Bob Champine Add the following names to the list which appeared in
a ;

se a Dec. '66 INAV; they will also hold Qualification Trials
NFFS ‘or will have information pertinent to their area:

|

If you haven't renewed your membership in the Nation-
'

Bob Hanford Dick Ganslen
|

al Free Flight Society, now 1s the time! One major - 3838 South 88th E. Ave. 917 Blackberry
change in the line-up of officials is that Dave Linstrunm - Tulsa, Okla, 74145  §t. Charles, Mo.
ia now the editor of FreeFlight - good luck, Dave! Many

,
,

:

SO

big things are on tap for NFFS members this year, so don't Team SelectionTrials Schedule
Riss out. Send checks payable to NFFS to Hardy Brodersen, . . Soe

oe

d 29 Walnut Lake Rd., Birmingham, Mich. , “TEXAS - Dallas: Feb. 26, 1967 BudTenny, Box 545,
'

Richardson, Texas 75080 (Local Qual. Trial)
1st InternationalPaperAirplaneCompetition |

a :

. -
7

ete
— VIRGINIA - Hampton: Jan. 22, 1967 and Mar. 18, 1967

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Magazine is sponsoring a compe- ' - Bob Champine, 25 Beechwood Dr., Yorktown, Va.
tition for paper airplanes (like the ones we still fly if 23490 (Both Local Qual. Trials)
we think no one is looking). Well designed trophies will oo

..
:

be awarded to winners in each of four categories: (a) FOSTAL CONTESTS!
duration, (b) distance flown, (c) aerobatics, and (a)

-
—

Origami. Winners who are not involved professionally in Lest we forget, it will soon be time for the NIMAS
air travel will receive a silver trophy, and those who Easy B Postal Meet. As it was last year, flights may be
are in air travel, full scale aviation and subscribers to made in Feb. or March. Full rules will appear in Feb.
Scientific American will receive a titanium trophy. The '67 INAV; plan to enter! Everyone who entered last year
deadline for entry has been extended to Feb. 14, 1967, so had a ball, and NIMAS Certificates were awarded to three

|send for your entry blank. Scientific American, 415 places in Jr. and Sr.-Open. All times corrected to one :
Madison Ave,, New York, N. ¥. 10017. The entry blank ceiling height via standard fudge factor.

La
will contain the rules plus considerable interesting and , ,

4

entertaining reading. Steering Change?
a .

Possible changes to the FAI rule covering balloon LySoangeof Accress . steering were discussed at the Nov. CIAM meeting, but no

Effective Jan. 21, 1967, Tom Vallee's address will be: changes were made. Sandy Pimenoff, FF Subcommittee
—

ye
444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. 20810. Chairman, suggested the following: ~

Back Issues? To prevent a model colliding with the structureof ,
a the building or with another model a balloon or a stick

7

For those who want back issues, there are about 30 not longer than 8 m. may be used not more than twice = = 3
issues in the back issue file. All of 1966, all of 1965, during any one flight. The balloon cable or stick may wel
most of 1964 and a few of 1963 are still available, but remain in contact with the model for not more than 10 |,
some of these are getting rare. NIMAS members may obtain seconds each time it is used. Lo
a set for the cost of postage and handling (65¢, prefer- fe

ably in stamps): for subscribers the cost is 10¢/copy. A counter proposal, generated by Bud Tenny and Bob
Champine, reads thus:

SpecialAnnouncement . 2 To prevent a model from colliding with the structure

Year-end action by the 1966 AMA Executive Council has of the building or with another model, a balloon or a “

made the $4 rebate applicable to CD's who direct any level stick not longer than 8 m. may be used for two ten second =
of AMA contest, plus helping with the Nats and other large periods during any one flight. The tensecond steering

/

wm contests as event and category directors, That is, CD's period shall commencewhenthesteering device first con-

Z now pay $10 for their license with the rebate coming when tacts the model, and the contestant may continue steering
they direct their contest or event.

uo for the full ten second period, regardless of the number
of invermittent contacts between the steering mechanism

Special action between AMA (after reviewing the claim and the model. The steering tactic is intended to change
situation) has resulted in eliminating the extra insur-

|
the model's direction of flight only. It must be perform-

ance cost of holding indoor contests. That is, since the ed by the contestant from the level of the main floor or

new insurance program went into effect in 1966, all con- launching area, In cases of physical disability of the
tests not sponsored by Charter Clubs had to pay $5 extra contestant prior arrangement for a substitute must be -

for their sanction to cover the insurance; this extra made with contest officials.
cost has been eliminated. .

I ttRenn nt nnn nro

’

PTEAt ETN wetterttn etter asian paynmumetranunnnesmtnryttasdspiy-ntrninitfitter -



THELAB Co ey

FlightTests Co Lo

Members of the nungarian Aero Club took full advan- 10% of flight tins before touchdown. (19 x 32 ‘prop use’>
tage of a unique opportunity during the World Champion- ee ee meee PME PS image eat gh
ship in Debrecen last summer. Small teams of men stood “a s ak oF -

. Ap4qTSs7
around with stopwatches and took notes, recording the c | B Pt. A +f
flight data from some of the models flown. I am indebted 20 Bow 21.8 26:6— | 30 31
to Ree Andras of Budapest for the information presented 2 REM Z

in Fig. 1 below, for he recorded the data and sent it to B # 4 = tt. B SE RPM tt
me. Due to lack of time and experience, I will forgo any — | TT x 10x .7 | | 1T x 10x {83 jo | 7 oFconclusions to be drawn from this data, except to point

.

ate oe

out that the flight by Frank Cummings appeared to be set se — 26
.

30.4
for almost 30 minutes from an altitude of only 18.5 m., Fic. 3

os

or 61 feet. Also, it is interesting to speculate on how
*

much time Beck's model might have done if it had just Referring to Fig. 3C, the base of the triangle rep-
missed the top and thus avoided a loss of 5 m. altitude. resents the circular distance travelled by the blade el-

ement at 5" radius ( x Dia. or x 10) multiplied by the
Back on my soapbox: This type of flight data is the rev./sec. (42 RPM = .7 RPS). The other side has two di-

only way to prove how much better one model design is mensions: Model velocity (20 ft./sec) and theoretical
than another. It is the only way to prove if a change in prop advance (RPS x prop pitch or .7 x 32 = 22.4). The

flight trim improved or impaired the performance of your difference between these two is propeller slip; the angu-
model. Note that no amount of flight testing will insure lar difference ( ) is the angle of attack of that blade
that you will win the World Championship; there are too element. Tan V/v (20/22) is the advance ratio which can

many factors and too many conditions beyond your control. be converted to advance angle by using trig tables.
I agree with Ree that Frank's model showed the most oo
potential of any model at Debrecen; the "hooker" is that How to obtain this info? Data in Fig. 1 can most.
Frank's model was unable to combat the high drift as well easily be taken by two men; one recorder and one timer,
as Beck's model and Beck was very lucky to miss hanging Altitude is estimated at appropriate intervals and record-
on the ledge on his three “all-out" flights. What flight ed; RPM is measured by timing ten revolutionsandrecord-
testing will do is two-fold. First, you will find the ing the time which can be converted toRPM later. At.
best prop-rubber-trim combination for your design ina Debrecen, the altitude measurementwas simplified by hav-

given ceiling and be able to make educated guesses about ing three observation levels. At "plain" sites a balloon
what will be needed in a different ceiling. Second, your

with calibrated string can be raised to the model's al~

flight records from the test program will enable you to titude and the distance read off the string. Velocity is

check model performance during official flights at the harder; an estimate of flight circle diameter is made and

contest when you can't make test flights. You can sit
the time for one circle is recordedat appropriate inter-

pack, keep your "cool" and decide what changes to make on
vals. Now is the time to start making flight tests; the

the next flight with pretty fair assurance of being right. team selection program is in full swing and the Finals
will be tougher than ever. We have had a vastbacklog of

Although propeller efficiency can be deduced from the empirical information to guide us with 90 cm. models, but

data in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows velocity vs. RPM curves that many European fliers are far ahead of us in 65 cm,
.

must be taken simultaneously with the altitude info in : oN
Fig. 1. The curves of Fig. 2 are somewhat idealized and Quite probably some reasonably simple items of eq :

are based on only three data points, but they will show ment can be designed to simplify simultaneous measurement
the basic method. Propeller advance angle is figured as

of flight circle diameter and altitude. Certainly, stan-

shown in Fig. 3, where the triangles represent the con-
dard surveying equipment could be adapted, but it might

ditions of the data points in Fig. 2. Fig. 3A was taken be cumbersome and certainly is expensive. Suggestions.
during initial climb, 3B at the start of cruise and 3C for such equipment are welcomed. -

.
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INDOOR RULES
—

on the drawing, but the wing was "twisted" (washin in the

Autogyro Rules Clarification inboard wing and washout in the outboard wing). Also,
a there was some stab tilt, I believe. This model had a

An official protest against an autogyro flight made
~

very rapid climb (see curves elsewhere in this issue)
at pekehuret in repvenber was rere nes fo whe PF fontes* with a rerybrent et eat creete The Bightcirete cous 1Boar o be resolved. e protest was denied, -:whic a pled w a high cruise spee compare o American mode
the effect of confirming the following interpretation of practice) quite effectively overcame a significant amownt
Sec. 8.12 with regard to flight surface areas for indoor) of drift caused by the sunshine on the floor from the

-autogyro: The wing area plus the rotor area (wing area skylight roof. As space permits, the story of this ‘

must not exceed the rotor area) constitutes "supporting model's development will be presented. We also hope to
surface" and the stab area may not exceed 50% of this bring you an article on how it was trimmed.
total. If the stab area exceeds 50% of the total wing
and rotor area, the excess must count as wing area. In DESIGN FOOTNOTES
addition to the above clarification, a special advisory
committee 1s considering a modified wording for Sec. 8.12 Surface Outlines
wnich will be easier to interpret.

.
With the change in FAI Indoor Model syecs from 90 cm.

RC Rules Proposal wingspan to 65 cm. span, we all need to design new models.
Two of the most popular outlines can be constructed mech-

.

Some of you may be members of an AMA Charter Club; anically with relative ease, as shown in sketches below.

fe so, your crue received & copy of on Re mules proposal the ti , a ell »

.

.

:

tea vinor your consideration. s is part of a tes o see e me-honored e pse can be constructed w a
if Charter Clubs will take an active part in rules making straight-edge and dividers as showninFig. 1. Construct
if given the chance. If your club has no RC fliers and line DB perpendicular to line AC; segment BC is equal to
no opinions on this matter, the club should still respond one-half the root chord of the finished wing and segment
to AMA HQ giving this information. If insufficient AC 1s equal to one-half the span. Using the dividers,
response to this issue is made, it may well scuttle the mark off the distance AB from points on segment AB to
idea Orie neten Grube fakingpart in eeemaetns: Be points on segment BD, and number corresponding points on
sure 8 matter 18 scusse S montn; dea ne 1s the two segments. onstruct nes ru e-numbere

’

Feb. 1, 1967. points and extend them past segment BD; mark off distance
BC on each line. This creates a third point on each line

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD and these points are joined in the ellipse shape with the
aid of a french curve. The resulting figure is one-quar-

ILLINOIS ~ CHICAGO ter of the finished outline; the area of the entire wing
Chicago area fliers lost access to the Madison St. is shown in the formula.

Armory last year when the Illinois National Guard started :

intensive training. The long drouth appears to have been If you want more area for a given span and chord, use
broken by Art Christenson's efforts to get the 55th St. the parabolic development shown in Fig. 2. Construct a

Armory. Although the final contracts haven't been signed rectangle with sides equal to half-span and half-chord.

yor, plans are beingmade. eenet es arte 825 Bonita,| vee two sacs tanto the seme numer.of equal parte, androve age, . for na etails. number e points in sequence shown. ” -°
bered points with a straight-edge as shown and use 4

MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. french curve to smooth the line segments into the outline.
A t Sraors: te amount of activity is building up at. The area of the complete wing is given by the eee in

the MIT Armory (corner of Mass. Ave. and Vassar St. in the sketch; for a good discussion of how the .833 is
Cambridge, Mass.). The Armory is a 42' site, and future derived, see Ray Harlan's article on page 206 of the 1959
sessions will be held on Feb. 18, March 18, April 15 and -61 Zaic Year Book, ~
May 6; flying times from 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM. Contact .

Pete Young, 362 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. Cc,
MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS e

Indoor fliers in the general vicinity of St. Louis ,

a

;contact Dick Ganslen, 917 Blackberry, St. Charles, Mo. a +
>

for details about flying sessions and contests. Dick KS
'

has done a tremendous amount of work locating sites and
stirring up Indoor activity; we all owe him thanks.

foo. s 4 2 B
, 7

>. ’

OHIO - CLEVELAND ° eS '

The world's largest indoor contest is scheduled for SS
Jan. 22, 1967 with Cat. II Record Trials andflight test- SXing to be held on Jan. 21. The site is the 80' high RAMME
Public Hall in Cleveland, located at Sixth and Lakeside me uae BY TRAMMED Hamion 6

in downtown Cleveland. 92 permanent awards plus 10 per- Area= (2x)(2y)(e78)—” «
petual trophies will be awarded to fliers in 6 age groups = Major Axis x Minor Axis . 5(AMA Jr. class is split into 4 age groups). Send to x 78Cleveland Press, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 for entry blank.

OKLAHOMA - TULSA ++

The Tulsa Glue Dobbers, one cf the largest and most
active clubs in the nation, are expanding club activity
into indoor flying. A highlight of the January meeting \
will be a "challenge" IHLG match between a team of C/L 2
members and RC members. Which is better? Button pushing

" muscles or whipping muscles? Time will tell! The FF
, a!

members are keeping mighty quiet - afraid they will be
shown up? ,

.

x |
VIRGTNIA - HAMPTON |

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ‘
he Brainbusters, besides their postal activity which

/ ’ oA are cere —
is going on this month, have set up dates for FAI Trials t PP a eee ~

and AMA contests. On Jan. 22 they will hold FAI frials, aland on Feb. 26 an AMA contest. For more details and site eae 7
;

info, Contact Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton 23369, 7LF -

-

“Heavyweight Hal" (as he signs himself) has done some Ly. - \oureine or Evripse&
very good low ceiling flying with heavy models. His Gold Ss te ° y—.
NIMAS Award (13:56) was done with a 65 cm. ship weighing A fF .

-046 02.3; the site was the 20+' Willis School. Ay ;

STATE OF THE ART CF ed |
;

The model of the month is the World Championshtp imodel designed by Karlheinz Rieke and Hans Beck; was LOPMENT
capably flown by Hans at Debrecen, Hungary, iast summer. ceeOSCE) BSS)
Major changes from Rieke's model are: CG from 70% to

= Major Axis x Minor Axis x .833
83%, motor stick length from 364 mm to 340 mm, and an 11% ’

increase in stab area. Flight trim info does not appear ,

_consstmecesnuatoncnnupnnemauiatapuenacnimtetensedtitanntesnnsstetandieemamanetesteengensmetesnereceattetaspsamnvemanumesinimaniennteaannineeesinmnnieemiaranmuaeaaneeratrttcan ettrenntntetentnerttttnenents tt eteTHO CN Te TEN ACC EAE TORTNETS TEN LETTSTEE
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MANHATTAN CABIN REVIEW - by Ed Whitten INAV~ Jan.1967 = Page 5

LL Dick Percy possibly built the first Manhattan Cabin.
Because certain important attention has been focused on Tt neh rays possibly 65 One | My first was designedheavyf*. Manhattan Cabin Forma Model, it is rather important that sae ee trees nett nid te table beginner desi' ‘take time now to study it carefully and see WHY it came in- foot that the Manhattan wou 6 & suite § * gre

to being, WHAT it is now, and HOW it should be improved Construction was mostly 1/16 sq., superfine tissue covered,
° and sported cabin windows and wire landing gear, And HEAVY

The Manhattan Cabin was intended as a genuine indoor it was, in fact running .74 oz. with the rubber used on its
model somewhere between a true Flying Scale and the present 2:47.7 flight. Not really an indoor model and not really
Indoor Cabin, Basically, it has a minimm TOTAL weight in- what was wanted, Furthermore, it is not compatible with
cluding rubber, a BOX incorporated in the fuselage to maintain microfilm, My current design approaches .1 oz, airframe
cross-section, and a wingspan limited to fairly small size. with condenser covered fuselage and microfilm covered wing

—

snitutiitamaaaiaipaaiaaiaasiisicsiatittte ol .
- and tail and as close to .2 oz. rubber as possible to make

NT TT Te
the min. weight of .3 oz. total....truly an indoor model sete

& yen
; a and as compatible as any microfilm model is to another, osGe, . 7

; "7 Pac ace aeae oy . fait)

mea hadcremtle newhioh Sac | lo eee only and not the correct interpretation of total weight in-
not allowedinrules. —a “re cluding rubber, It makes a whale of a difference,

ae aar 7 FRED WEITZEL wrote..."ts for Manhattan Formula, I might build
rn ee one, but I'tld like some leeway, How about acree

ee ras smaller fuselage cross section - say 14 x 2? Also, I think
.Whitten's 'Riversidert nN eReeneen Ce nee the weight requ irement is too high. Actually, you don't need *

Adesigned for beginners au es cos 8 weight limit; simply require tissue covered (condenser paper),has flown 2:47.7 at oe I think your idea of measuring the fuselave cross section by :Lakehurst; 1:14 under nner cen Pe Ege the BOX method is a good one, It prevents the devious gimmicks ©ijt at Syosset. Prop i 0 used so often in Cabin to get around the fuselage cross sec- ihas adjustable pitch; ae.== tion rule; and it looks like it is the only way to do so. A eewingmounting struts oeae es requirement for Average Fuselage Cross-Section might do it
»

bubPlug into tubes,» os then again....?" .... later Fred wrote...."I thought the .30z,

2. << seemed high, as I have Scale jobs that are as light as this. ie
2 though, Actually,'my idea' of Cabin would be: 1) Paper co- es- onsen rered Serial Paper) ’3} PyReet restriction, 3) Flown in oS

_ Just what should be the desieon 14 +4 . ign ceiling (at least 50'), 4) A better cross-section rule -

such a model? The writer considered airframeelaine sent (possibly like your BOX idea). This, of course, is a bit re~ ue
\, of * total weight, minimum total weights from .2 02. to .75 02. vot. t eosurily the you ve been working toward, and is an Ideal,

:

imum wingspans up to 30" with and without chordmaxims, 9 yOot necessarily the most practical," :stabs with and without maximums, fuselage boxes of all sizes
’

- SRR rg Ee

ruselape.aaPaper covering or open to microfilm, length of PLEASE WRITE....... Your comments,..both pro and con... -on ) are earnestly wanted, Send them to _It finally jelled into a $mall model with a full fuse-
__—‘f Bud Tenny or directly to Ed Whitten, Box 176, Wall Street 7lage that would weigh enough to allow considerable variation Station, New York, N. Y. 10005,

n design...from a beginner whose model robably would simp]: fe

weigh enough to meet the minimum to an indoor expert who could you! Give as yoursigsestionsfee sy ovement ard on
build a light airframe and use up to 2/3 of required weight reasons, Send sketches of sed doeiens and your

in rubber. Five minute flights were to be expected without
° Proposed cesigns.

difficulty by the expert. One thing was certain, however; Have you made a Manhattan? Send pictures and tellthat the first proposed rules were considered only a starting us all about it,poin wards :

.° Gevelopement of a popular model,
th ek this style of model over seriously...and

en ous,
Bud Tenny ran a condensation of these first rules in an

wate te ee
simian i i in

article in the November 1965 issue of INAV. In quick review :

thesetman BOL incorporeaie euteleneof oe 5 with o*» HOWARD E, JOHNSON wrote..."Regarding my reactions to your Cabin |

maximum fuselage length, a monoplane only with a maximum flat model, I would say that these are entirely
span of 20" with max, chord of 4", a max. stab span of 8" with favorable.....Perhaps this would be exactly the shot in the arm

-wi nae chord of 32", model to ROG with min. wheels of 1" diameter, that Indoor Cabin-needs, Poei“There were other restrictive rules intended to limit model to FRANK ZAIC wrote..."I see that your Formila is getting atten’oywww 8 somewhat Curtis Robinish look and to cut down arguments with tion and may build up into a regular event, It is."=" “Gontest, Directors, a good handicapper," Jeee
Going back, the writer now feels these original rules

ostoo restrictive and could be resummed up by as Little as: ED FRANKLIN in a telephone conversation..."Being primarily an
:

1) Min. TOTAL weight (including rubber) of .3 oz. outdoor free-flight modeler, I only build for in-
2) Max, wing span of 20" doors for the fun of it, In the old days I used to fly Mic
3)Min, Fuselage BOX of 2x 3x5 and recently I even flew FAI, I like to try a little of every-
1) ROG with min. wheel diameters of 1" |

thing nowadays, If I am going to build a fuselage model for
with possible revisions of: indoors, I'ld rather build a flying scale than a model like

a) Min. Fuselage BOX of 2x3 x4 the old Commercial,"
i b) Max. Fuselage length from prop bearing of 20" :

But where do we go from here? Before anyone crystal- DICK PERCY wrote..."The 2 x 3 x 4 Box could, as you said, be
lizes in his mind what a Manhattan Cabin is...and on that easier and work just as well, but that 2x3x5 is .
basis accepts or rejects it...we need a stack of comments, an interesting challenge in design as to what to do with the
criticisms, suggestions and models actually built and flown. extra 1" in relation to max, wing chord,"
Let's review what is already at hand,

i Take Laeaei

tincineine mi see eieeeidntisserReel Son te sistas



BUD TENNY wrote...'"The Manhattan model, intended as an inter- weights and propeller detail, Also, the sketch prepared in-
mediate between indoor scale and the present indoor hibits the designer as far as fuselage length. I could verv

cabin classes, is still under experimental developement as to well build a design thusly:
,

final rules and I have indicated that the major item to in-
.

.

crease compatibility with present indoor events is a reduc-
tion to a minimum of .1 oz. weight from present .3 OZ."..e6
and Bud later wrote "My comments re Manhattanweight were E——\
solely to make it less likely to totally wreck conventional r
indoor models, You are right; .1 oz. would restrict design >
considerably," LV AVL C

RUBBER --—— —.CouLD BE ~~

MAX CHERNOFF wrote..."As far as the Manhattan Formula is con-
7

Sick Beet?

A cerned, I can see that this is a good vehicle for

: young modeler or an adult who is not used to the very light
Sonstruction of the average high performance indoor model. The
minimm weight restriction of 0,3 oz, would not encourage
braced wings and does not require the use of light condenser
paper. In fact, the wing spars could be 1/16 sq. and the lon-
‘gerons'of the cabin 1/16 sq. making for a very sturdy model, =and achieve a more stable model.
The covering material could be the very light superfine that My particular preferences for the forma would include

ee Zaic has (or had) or ine ore pieeue mentionedin their the following revisions: 1) Minimum weight .2 oz., 2) Average
—

catalogue. My one reserva ion a ou e even Ss atmore wing chord 4" allowing for tapered wings, 3) Average tail
experienced modelers might not be inclined to like being re~ ord 34.) Wood blades for props (no built u covered
stricted to a minimm weight or a maximum tail area, ch <3 props \n P paper covered

structure), My comments are get based on actual experience,
and could easily be tempered, by exposure to the event.".coee

“What I feel would encourage the proposed activity are Later Max wrote "Thought it over considering weight of 'B! Pa~

details of existing or proposed designs. The Platapuss Duck per Cabin is around 0,1 oz.total and suggest Manhattan min,
’ (see Oct. 1966 INAV) drawing is very interesting, but leaves Totalweight should be 0.2 oz. or min. Airframe weight should .

out the information required to build it,such as wood sizes, be 0,1 oz. with min. Fuselage Box 2 x 3 x 5,"
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.NEWS and VIEWS €ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas-75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

¥¥W*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY#*## OHIO - AKRON: Mar. 26, 1967 and April 30, 1967 Bob Ran- :

dolph, 5785 Forest Ridge Dr., N. Olmsted, Ohio 44070 ,

New Members! (Local and Quarter Final Trials) a

DENNIS BAUGHMAN, 25456 Doncea Dr., Warren, Mich. 48091 cD ListingART CHRISTENSEN, 825 Bonita, Elk Grove Village, Ill. —

GEORGE DELAMATER, c/o Houdry Process Co., Box 427 Add the following names to lists which have appearedMarcus Hook, Pa. 19061 in Dec. '66 and Jan, '67 INAV:_ANNIE GIESKIENG, 730 Moore #2, Lakewood, Colo. 80215
EUGENE C,. LARR, 14000 West 25th Pl., Golden, Colo. 80401 Pete Sotich Bob Randolph

|

HENRY M. NIXON, 18 Stonycraft Rd., Wayne, N. J. O7470 3851 West 62nd Pl. 5785 Forest Ridge Dr.
: Chicago, Ill. 60629 N. Olmsted, Ohio 44070

Honorary Members
a to, ae cee ~ cee mo

.

'. FAI Record Procedure
.

;

EGIZIO CORAZZO, Via F. Bonaini 4, Firenze, Italy
LICIO FANFANI, Via G. Fracastoro 2, Firenze, Italy A memo available from AMA HQ details the procedure to

establish international records. In brief, any indoor
NFFS flier holding a current AMA license with FAI Stamp may

oa get a sanction good until Dec. 31 in the year it was
If you haven't renewed your NFFS membershipyet, or issued or until a record is homologated by FAI. HQ must

joined for the first time, act now! Many long-time NIMAS— be notified by telephone 48 hours in advance of attempt
members are also devoting their considerable talents to

_ or by mail 5 days (postmark) in advance. Request is made
getting NFFS rolling: Hardy Brodersen, Dick Black, Carl covering a 3 day period and unlimited attempts may be
Fries, Pete & Charlie Sotich, Dave Linstrum - the list made during the three days. The attempt must be witness-
goes on and on. Send $3.50 (make checks payabletoNFFS)

=

ed by an AMA CD and timed with two watches which have
to Hardy Brodersen, 4729 Walnut Lake Rd., Birmingham, been verified for accuracy. Only the CD and flier need
Mich. 48010. be present, which improves conditions in many sites!

The attempt must exceed present record by 2% and claim
f™. One NFFS committee which may become very important to must be made to AMA HQ within 48 hours. $20 record “2

ne future of free flight is the NFFS Postal Meet/Small processing fee must accompany claim; this will be refund- arield Events committee now headed by Ed Whitten. If any ed if record is not homologated by FAI. Documented report —~of you have suggestions or ideas for small field events, of record performance, signed by CD must be submitted to ieplease send these to: Ed Whitten,P. 0. Box 176, Wall St. AMA within 30 days of notice from FAI that record has =

Station, New York, N. Y. 10005 or to Box 545, Richardson been tentatively accepted. For more complete details,Texas 75080. get the memo from HQ (title: FAI WORLD RECORD PROCEDURES). vee
FAI_INDOOR REPORT POSTALCONTESTS!

SpecialBulletin
|

NIMASEasyBPostalMeet
The proposed steering method outlined in the Jan. '67 The Second Annual. NIMAS Easy B Postal meet will be

INAV has been approved for use in Team Qualification held between now and March 31, 1967 (entries postmarked
Trials at the local level. CD's are requested to comment not later than Mar.31, 1967). All NIMAS members are
on this steering method if it is used at theirTrials,

|

eligibleand the rules are the same as last year:
The resulting comments will help decide if the proposal 1. Wing span - 18" max.; chord 3" max.; paper covered;
will be modified, and will give some experience with the prop blades all balsa, solid stick, solid boom, no
proposal before it is again presented to CIAM. The bracing.
existing steering rule prohibits steering with anything 2. Use AMA flight rules covering indoor stick; flights
except the balloon and this is impossible to do if the

|
must be made at one session only. Entry fee 15¢ per

model is closer to the célling than two balloon diameters. fller, stamps preferred. Special event for Juniors,
If an international record attempt is in progress at any all other ages combined. Flights must be timed byTrials, the existing steering rule should be enforced as

: an AMA member, preferably a C.D,
closely as possible. Intermittent contact between bal- 3. Send entry fee and record of completed flights signedloon and model during the ten second period was permit- ,

by timer to: Bob Putman, 507 Darlene, Arlington, Tex.|
ted at the World Championship, and it was strictly enfor-

_
Be sure to send the ceiling height of your site with

ced that the contestant only may steer. If any questions ‘

your entry; all entries will be corrected via fudge
arise about any point of conduct of a Trials, please con- . factor to the highest ceiling height.
tact Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas for comment.

.

RECORDS? MAYBE!: Team Selection Trials Schedule ee

A special note: HQ is using (I think) only singleMASSACHUSETTS - M. I. T. Feb. 18, 1967 Ray Harlan, 15 high tines for FAI Indoor records, to eormescoud with AMA
Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. 01778 (Local Qual.) practice in other indoor classes except HLG, and to agree

with FAI (international ractice. That is, although FAITEXAS - Dallas: Feb. 26, 1967 Bud Tenny, Box 545, international contests use best two of six flights for
Richardson, Texas 75080 (Local Qual. Trial) Note! contest scoring, the international record is on the basisIf you plan to attend this Trials, Navy security of best single flight.~~ Oo

Cm requires that advance notice be given. Submit your
“name to Bud prior to Feb. 18, 1967 to be on list. 16th ANNUAL GREAT LAKES INDOOR AIR MEET,“ Yan 32;°1967

a, oo Cleveland, Ohio CAT. I, 80' ceilingVIRGINIA - Hampton: Mar. 18, 1967 Bob Champine, 25 Beech- Sr. HLG - 2:14.1, William Schubert
wood Dr., Yorktown, Va. 23490 (Local Qual. Trial) Jr. FAI Indoor - 7:08, Linda Randolph

on 4S:
MASSACHUSETTS - M. I. T.: Mar. 18, 1967 Ray Harlan,

Open FAT Indoor ~ 15258, Bob Randolph
15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. 01778 (Quarter
Final Trial)

wis



HINTS AND KINKS STATE OF THE ART ~

A Rib Stripper fhe "Bunker Hill" glider is a consistent design now “4
becoming very popular in the Midwest. Bob Larsh designed

This gadget was developed to ease model building the model for the Kokomo Aero Team contests at Bunker

problems of the youngsters; in its present form it is Hill AFB, and was a top glider flier there.
entirely adequate to produce ribs for anyone's models, if :

you happen to like the are-type airfoil. The plans give most of the details for the version
flown at BHAFB, and Bob has been refining the design for

Essentially, it consists of a cardboard (or medium the lower ceilings flown in the St. Louis area. His com- ~~,
balsa) platform with a hinged cutter and fixed stop-

‘

ment for low ceiling modifications are: Extend the body \
blocks to define the lower edge of the rib. The rib 5/16" behind the wing. Use the new rudder. Lower the

ae

stock is pushed against the stop, the cutter actuated, inboard wing panel dihedral to 3/16" and the tip dihedral
and a finished rib removed. The cutter arm is adjustable to 1 3/32". Use very light (4# to 4.5# stock) 3/16" sheet

to make different size (or different radius) ribs. The for the wing instead of 1/8" and sand off 1/32". Sand in

sketch below gives most of the details; two cutter ver- 5/64" undercamber after the wing is glued on fuselage.
sions are shown. The first cutter is adjusted for both Use MicroDyne non-shrink glue. Total flying weight is
gross radius and fine (rib width) by moving the flexible around 4,5 grams. This set-up turned 31 seconds under a

strip thru the hinge plate and holding the adjustment 29' ceiling. Keep everything light!
with plastic tape across the strip and pivot. Disadvan-
tages of this cutter are that the pin hole in the pivot NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
plate gets sloppy (hard to hold consistent adjustment) -

RIT te
es aes

and the correct rib width is tedious to set up. CALIFORNIA - SAN DIEGO
The San Diego Orbiteers have been holding regular

The close tolerance cutter has two adjustments - the at the Madison High gym, flying HLG, Scale, Easy B and
gross radius is set by using plastic tape to hold tele- an Easy B sized ROG designed for beginners. For info on

scoping aluminum tubing, and a differential screw sets the future sessions, contact Clarence Mather, 3880 Ecochee,
rib width. The differential screw is made by drilling a San Diego, Cal. 92117.
1/4 x 20 screw and tapping for 6-32 thru the center. The

1/4 x 20 nut is restrained from turning by soldering the ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
pivot screw to it; during operation the 6-32 is also held Regular Sunday sessions at the WashingtonPark Armory
from rotation. The net result is that the cutter head at 5200 S. Cottage Grove Ave. in Chicago are being held,
advances an amount equal to the difference between the except for the interruptions caused by the blizzards.

gitierencepitch of the two threads - about .019" per revolution of Certain dates are not available: March 12, April 9, April
the large screw in my model. For finer control, a 1/4 x 30, May 14, May 21, June 11 and June 18. Unless something
28 screw and 6-32 screw would give .005" advance per rev- special comes up, all other Sunday dates will be used.

olution. In operation the gross radius is set to match Contact Pete Sotich for contest plans and other special
the upper edge of the appropriate stop-block and the rib info; 3851 W. 62nd Pl., Chicago, I11. 60629.
width is "dialed" in. Careful construction of the pivot
and close-tolerance taps will eliminate "play" in the INDIANA - KOKOMO

system and enable very precise cuts. :
An informal flying session (no contest) will be held

at the old stand - Bunker Hill AFB gym, from Noon until

Beside the stripper sketch is a re-run of the nomo- 6 PM on Feb. 19, 1967. Most of the flying is expected to

gram designed by Charlie Sotich (May '63 INAV). This is center around Easy B, HLG and Scale, but other events (or
self-explanatory and enables the fullest use of the rib models) can be flown. Chuck Borneman, 1401 W. Taylor,
stripper. Kokomo, Ind. 46901. (CONT. ON P.4)
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MASSACHUSETTS - M. I. T.STRIPPER FOLLOW-UP The next two sessions at the MIT Armory (corner Mass.

The June '65 INAV detailed the baste Bilgri rubber teen QuelTrials;Local Tricis onrab.18s 1967and
stripper as reported in M,A.N. During 1966 several new Quarter Final Trial on March 18, 1967. Contact Ray Har-
4deas in rubberstrippers were reported, along with mod-

_ lan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd Wayland, Mass. 01778 for more
ifications of the: basic Bilgri-type approach. This reso 6, info ~

“piving time 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM ae
port will give the basié concepts without dimensions. oT eB LYLNE . aes a
Rubber stripping remains an art, highly dependent upon :

~

ote mee, rn

the cutters available and, the techniques used; the more » OHOFS REVELAND os Meet was its usual bustling self, os
reliable and repeatable the equipment 1s, the more expen-: with almost 4000 official flights logged in 8 hours of ©

sive it is likely to be, ©

' contest time. A new event for the sub-Junior classes was
oe , . the AMA Delta Dart, which was designed for youngsters b

There are two basic concepts in rubber stripping:
.

Frank Ehling. Delta Dart winners were! Dodo eis, Terri
the Bilgri-type approach where the rubber is pulled past Knoblauch; Bantam - 1:16, Doug Masters; Fledgling= 1:00
the cutter blade, and the other concept where the rubber = Warren Holt. HLG Winners: Dodo - 0:40, Martin Murphy; —

is rolled thru the cutters or the cutters themselves roll Bantam - 0:47, Pat Murphy; Fledgling - 1:21. Ronnie Gan-
the rubber thru the machine. In the second approach the —

ger; Junior - 1:30, Tom Mills; Senior - 1:55; Open = 1:53
rubber remains slack and undistorted except at the in~ ~~ — Don Eble. Paper Stick: Jr. ~'9:34, Linda Randolph, Sr. 2’
stant of cutting (shearing, actually). : 7:45, Herbert Schubert; Open - 16:44, Dick Ganslen. Mike

Fig. 1 shows Tom Vallee's multi-blade stripper which
_ ettoheyyOpen 2 43109 patGroen Sr. - 14328, Neil

has given him good results. Ina brief trial, it took 20 | -

-
ad °

ee

minutes of set-up time to get four strips in the range I
a se

wanted - about average for this stripper regardless of
OK heukie boys won the Tulsa Glue Dobber IHLG Chal-

the number of blades. Once the cut dimensions were set, lenge with team score of 265.9 sec. vs. 212.9 sec. for
I cut 50' with only a few stops to check the results. the RC team, Bob Hanford won with0:57.8, and the highThe overall variations of the cuts were 6% or less, and Junior time was a tie (0:44.4) between Greg Hibblen andthis is very good for the pulling type approach. It is a Bobby Hanford. For info on future events, contact Bob
good idea to make the narrow cuts out of the center and

/ Hanford 3838 South 88th E. Ave.. "Tulsa Okla TALASto have wide strips on the outside. Also, get 6' to 10' , ° “yom , ° °

away from the stripper to pull, so stress in the strips TEXAS - FT, WORTH-DALLAS
:

will equalize.
, .

The Cliff Model Club Annual Indoor Contest seems to
Leon be the first scheduled activity this year, since no oneGeorge Myers, of the Grumman Engineering Model has been able to locate a site to replace the ArlingtonSociety, makes strippers like the one shown in Fig. 2. Rec. Hall site which served so well in the past. The

Specially formed thin aluminum makes a channel for the contest is set for Feb. 26, 9 AM to 5 PM at ‘the Dallasrubber to run thru, while the blade is pushed thru the NAS Drill Hall The events are: Indoor Stick Paperrubber and the bottom of the channel. The stripper is Stick, HLG, Scale and a Jr. Rubber event (Jetco ROG typeheld in one hand and the rubber pulled thru with the for age 12 and under). All who expect to compete mustother hand. George forma the channel as shown in Step 1 send their name to Bob Wilder, 2010 Boston, Irving,Tex.and Step 2. In step 1, the aluminum is formed around a 75060. The Navy is requiring advance registration, and
rod whose diameter is equal to the perimeter length of failure to notify Bob in advance will prevent you from
the rubber cross-section. For example, 6 mm pirelli (my etting on base

y
:

particular sample) was “247 wideana gon" pater. cane & &
one

.

.
.

perimeter of this strip is(@ x .243)+(2 x .041)= .568, VIRGINIA - HAMPTON
so the rod for step 1 should be about .568" in diameter.
In step 2, two rods slightly smaller in diameter than the Schoot Penn en ere OMOn eb. Be 1067 kecnter Ha.
rubber thickness are used to complete the channel. An

_ Paper Stick, Indoor Stick (including FAI) and Eas "3B 9ven,
' old razor blade is forced thru the channel to make the

. CD is Don Orr 320-D 73rd; St., Newport News, Va
y53607

slot in the bottom, and new blades used for each cut. ’ ° or
8

’ . vie
WASHINGTON, D. C.

The basic arrangement used in Fig. 3 was mentioned by e
,

we eae

Max Chernoff, also of G.E.M.8S., and has been used Karl- MeadeFieldfeuse 0AM to LPM onMarch 12) 1067) the
Heinz Rieke for years. The Rieke stripper used polished events will be HLG, B Stick, Easy B and Indoor Seale. CD
hardwood for the base and aluminum strips for the guides is Ernest Violett, 3737 Marlborough Way, College Park,and top plate. The Rieke stripper uses a very tight slot Md. 20740. The Maxecutors also have practice sessions at

. in the wooden base to hold the blade. Operation of this the John F. Kennedy High School on Feb. 19, Feb. 24, Mar
device is best with a helper: one person pulls the strip 17, Apr. 21, May 12 and June 2, 1967 from 7230 PM to
from 8' or 10' away, and the second slowly moves the 10:30 PM. Contact William Lee, 802 8th St., Apt. 103
blade thru the slot to present a fresh cutting edge as. Laurel, Md. 20810 for more info. ,

needed. A faint crackling sound indicates ‘need for a new
,

:

edge. My version (Fig. 3) has been intermittently suc- . oe we wean Sots

cessful, indicating it may be possible to produce narrow-
.

Fic. 1 ao :
er strips than my basic Bilgri type stripper. Material ce ;

throughout was plastic and plexiglas. The .042" thick 4—BLADES mo

. -
:

guides were cut from the sides of a molded plastic box, Wd R
, ,

which had several different thicknesses available in the aD UBBER
,

.

sides and bottom. My version has been very critical and ll ,

fo '

finicky about blades and technique; perhaps the blade —— ADJUSTABLE GulbDEes .
clamp should be on top, closer to the rubber. Anyway, it a
seems clear that the blade needs to be supported very.

. arBL ADE %
close to the actual cutting area to prevent blade wander. ony a

: {Mucti- BLAave STRIPPER Ca
Eacn of the above strippers represents some small Paadvantage over the basic model, and they all share the l

same disadvantages to a certain degree, A good sharp | 1 |
blade (apparently stainless steel blades are inferior to |

l i; BLADE CLAMP
good steel blades for anything except shaving) is a must, BLapeE—» BASE HI
and they are getting hard to find. The action of pulling { Jf ++

.

the rubber thru the cutting area causes slightly uneven | tt BBER CHANNEL
cutting, which is overcome in Tom Vallee's by the inter- ! G Paction of the blades with each other. The other two types \ , SOshould solve part of this problem by creating the confin-
ing channel which prevents the rubber from moving around ' [roeoeae eee ed
very much. All three types are limited to a fairly bal- I ° \CRussre
anced cut - that is, approximately equal width strips on | _ I} onythe outer edge. If you can set up Valiee's. model, it has

, ”
the highest yield per unit time, working from either 4 mm

© Puct Ru@BeER THis “~~

or 6 mm pirelli, since one passa thru the stripper does it APPROX. EQUAL DIRECTION .
— oo

‘

all. When you use the basic Bilgri-type to go from 6 mm Fic. 2 o

down to .04" or .05 " strips, any irregularities in the Se 7

first cuts tend to multiply in later cuts. © -
oo

Next month: three roller-type rubber cutters, all os - OS ;

of which were at the World Championship. 1
, BN : . FE fer FoR BLADE

- _« STEPA Sa SPER BE a re

. rer tnt tN TY RCRERN AAe ARAN ERTSSYPE PDBPE ROEDER TESTE IE IS MIMEHEAT AEHHIRORPTLETSONE EAet tNPE eA eT eaATE TENE NRLNERNTT CNSTET TTaT
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MANHATTAN COMMENT
| QJ

Although the Manhattan's .4 oz. overall Ss
weight has been regarded by some as rather heavy, Ss Ky
it appears, from correspondence received stemming

. Cy
from last month's review, that some modelers pre- ee, | gz
fer it even heavier. = >

.** ce 7
BILL GOUGH likes a minimum .2 oz. weight for the - S

model EXcluding rubber, which would c= A
make the total weight with rubber about .4 0z. LZ—_>
He prefers the smaller BOX size of 2x 4x4 and a SZ
maximum length of 20". Billagrees with Howard th j

, Wee -

Johnson that the Manhattan might be the shot in the " vt

|

arm needed by Indoor Cabin. He also agrees with “THE MANHATTANCABIN
Fred Weitzel on using a BOX to ensure adequate ,

fuselage size.
DAVE LINSTRUM writes that he plans to build a

JOE POLOSO feels the design is great for both Manhattan Formula model for the
Junior and Expert due to the challenge March McDonnell Indoor Meet and hopes to expand

of a minimum weight. He believes the heavier local interest, which has a big potential, beyond
Manhattan style would not take a Junior long to Easy B and HLG. He goes on to poke a bit of fun
puild, and from there he would go on to Flying at 'Da Box' with his cartoon. (It is really not
Scales Joe plans to build and fly both. that bad, Dave.)

.

"

DICK PERCY feels that the construction of the FRED WEITZEL comments “Gladto see your Manhattan
Riversider is similar to his two Man- AMA _

Project is m ing headway an ope
. :

.
adopts it. Of course, I'm partial to Scale,

hattans, and that this is good as it keeps con
£00 but why not have both?”

struction in line with the capabilities of be- eee Jy $

ginners. He believes an all-tissue machine has a - .

better chance of bringing new builders into the * * *

fold. (Such construction, mostly 1/16" square, All of your comments are greatlyappre-
could be brought about by requiring a minimum ciated, and we look forward to receiving many

total weight of about .75 or sans rubber of .40.) more. Keep them coming!
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NEWSand VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL OO

.

.

-

##**NATIONALINDOORMODELAIRPLANESOCIETYHi now have plenty, thanks to donations fromthree sources. :

a,

—

In the meantine, the films have been on loan almost contin.
Our FriendsPass ouously since December. There are now three of then = #1

:

as ee oe
is the original which has been circulatingforovér two ~~Sad news spread rapidly through the ranks of NIMAS and years, #3 is an expanded version of #1, on three smaller

NFFS; Dick Black passed away on Feb. 11, 1967.Thefull reels. #2 is mostly of indoor scale models, with a small
impact of this takesa while. We will all remember Dick's segment of regular indoor models. There also is a small
concern for everyone's model problems, his willingness to reel of color shots of regular indoor models - no number.

~

help with any meaningful project and his devotion to model ty the planning stage is a set of 35 mm. slides plus tapedaviation. Those who corresponded with him will remember lecture on pouring microfilm. If this is well accepted, :that he always answered promptly. Thosewho worked with other subjects may be covered alsohim on committees and projects will remember his clear- .
° °

headed, no-nonsense ‘comments which cut right to theheart pep. :
:of the problems at hand. Dick joined NIMAS soon afterit FAI INDOORREPORT A

was organized; he was a co-founder of NFFS. Muchof what
each organization is came from Dick's suggestions and hard Span Measuring Ji

;
es

work. We mourn, but Dick would not have us falter. Let us- '
.

. an
. 3 Attention, CD's! You should measure wingspan of allcarry on with a fond memory of him and what he worked for. models entered in all Qualification Lon (96 A simple way

ae saa AGS A AL ea cn meio cbs to do this is to purchase a meter stick (90¢, at E. H.
| o

Billy Haught, of Milford, Ohio, died on Feb. 7, andwe Sargent) and make it into giant calipers by making a slid- .Learned of it just as this issue was being started. Billy ing jaw and a fixed jaw from balsa and spruce scraps. If. ~
was an ty ve, ndoor flier ane placed in each Nats heen~ these just slip on the meter stick, its normal function istered. Billy's father, Bill Haught, said that Billy enjoy- unimpaired. Really, you need a meter stick, anyway! wted Indoor, and had many fine friends in the hobby. It is o , oes . so
sad to lose our friends, and we join with their families ss
in mourning their loss.

|

on : Team Selection Trials Schedule es
.

oe

a The listing below shows all dates planned for a given Fer~ Ge ie eee MMMomberst ng yet mung Lowatdon and lists a contactman, Type of trials; type ofmi RICHARD HARDCASTLE,JR.,7319 Wise Aves, St. Louis 17,Mos site, flying times, etc. can be obtained from contact man. &:RICHARDWORICES. Or eeehyeens ee 77833 CALIFORNIA - San Francisco (Cow Palace) = March 12, April
; g Aas Aves, Gardena, Cal. 90219 2, April 16, April 30. Bud Romak, 85 Sullivan Drive inROBERT MASTERS, 8760 Big Creek Pkwy., Cleveland, 0. 44136 Moraga cal. GAB56 ° =~ ’ nae

JOSEPH MATULIS, 6158 South Troy, Chicago, Ill. 60629 CALIFORNIA’ - Los Angeles/San Diego - Clarence MatherHARVEY W. POIRIER, C.L.U., 706 Wolverine aes 48108 / 3880 Ecochee Aves, San Diego, Cal. 92117
’

ne

JOSEPH SERVIATES, 4739 Burkhart Ave., Dayton, Ohio 45403 TL nieago Tit’ 6o6l0" Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Pl., aDALE R. WILSON, 2626 Clement St., Flint, Mich. 48504 MASSAGHUSET?S — M. I. ?. ~ Marci 18, Ray Harlen, 15 Ha EN
MARTIN ZABIN, 164 W. Division St., Chicago, Ill. 60610

Hollow Ra Wayland, Mass. 01778 y ’ PPY =
:

:
. had , eo

METS cong spe eaampene se -
Executive Council Action

_ MICHIGAN Detroit ©April 23, May 21. Pat Greén, 16880

An Executive Council meeting was held as part of the MISSOURT - ere outs ~ April 9. Dick Ganslen, 917 Black~
.

Nats Planning Session at Los Alamitos NAS, California last
yoy JERELY Lak huret = oral 30, May 21. J too HOmonth. Oneactionof this Council was to rescind their

Russo, 143 Willow Wa eolark y MT O706G « Russ
-

action taken in the July, 1966 meeting which required CD's
OHIO ~ Akron - March 19 {onaged from March 26), April 30 osto pay $10 for their licenses. The new action calls for

Bob Randolph, 5785 Forest Ridge Dr N Olmsted 0
°

refunding $4 to any CD's who have already paid $10 this OKLAHOMA - Tulsa’~ April 22, May $3 Bab Hanford San8 »

year, and free 1963 membership to CD's who run a meet in th 88th A
P Tulse Y toe

h 3 anford, 383
1967. We should all note that the CD position 1s one of VIRGINTAS we ee ven on 18 Tee on 1 250 atrust and responsibility, ceritral to successful and mean-

~ Hampton one - Don Orr, 320-D 73rd St,
ingful competition, and this new action is intended to Newport News, Va. 23607
bolster the level of competition. All CD's should take
care to familiarize themselves with AMA regulations and ualificationTrialResults
ensure that their contests are conducted in accordance

16th ANNUAL GREAT LAXES INDOOR AIR MEET, Jan. 22, 1967with these rules.
- Bob Randolph - 15:38 (Qual. via competition).

6a ; BRAINBUSTER'S LOCAL FAI INDOOR QUALIFICATIONS, Jan.21 7Recent Eudiieations = So “Hal Crane 10:26 + 12:41 = 23:07
° ’

‘The April '67 A, M. carries the story, plans and pic- ewstt Fhillips "Bi2e * rote = eos .

tures of the AMA Delta Dart - the beginner model which had
M1 7 PAT INDOOR LOCAL QUALIFICATIONS Feb. 18, 1967such widespread acceptance at the Great Lakes Indoor Air veers Dal

0

13130 15106 e 28358 ’

Meet this year. It an interesting model and one which may Ray H ; ey 13316 + 13301 = 37216revolutionize beginnermodel concepts.
. HarryLerman 11350 ; Beta 2 Batok

The Jan./Feb. '67 Sig Air-Modeler Magazine (SAMM) has
_ Ed Archer

.

10:28 * 10305 = 20451
a semi-scale Jungmeister, an indoor/outdoorROG typemodel, Stove Landy 22 * pi = 13328and an article on microfilm gliders. or ose who have ‘

em eS feet
ym. not seen an issue of SAMM, editor Larry Conoveris doing an DALLAS LOCAL FAI INDOOR Reap encoh n 4ece 26, 1967

excellent job in creating a magazine which doesn't push aan Wilder 1oL0S sees = 48full-house contest ships.
— |

|
|

Kristi Tenny 9:04 + 6:43 = 15:53
.

Stop! -

|

Bob Putman . 63:40 + 6343 = 13:23
A recent issue requested that anyone having mailing ~ __The above listing is correctto March 6, 1967, and

containers to fit the various NIMAS films donate same. We Will be added to as info becomes available.
= = ue

stuartoanvanaonvntrrithttetteadn te co mee set menentimation ete nD FOES FORI RRR PIAeror=s-e=nmernettnrtnennew-ntnann nee nnn neem tnt



POSTAL CONTESTS! touching which would extend the level cruise. When the
a climb 1s very gentle the prop touches at least every other

Tom Vallee vs. Hampton Brainbusters 19.5' vs. 20' No Fudge revolution. Six minutes of rubbing on the ceiling is hard
on my nerves!"

B Stick os
Hewitt Phillips - 12:51.1 Even with the assumption of optimum rate of sink for
Tom Vallee - 11:53. type "A" flights, another factor enters the picture for all

Ce ny
but very large sites with very low drift. This is the

65 om, FAI oe model's ability to recover from contact with walls and ob-
Hal Crane - 12:41 + 10:26 = 23:07 structions. Speaking of Hewitt Phillips' 16:59 flight, —

Tom Vallee - 11:53 + 9:00 =°20:53 Hal Crane said, "Phillips' model almost always bounced of
Hewitt Phillips - 12:51 + 7:19 = 20:10 co losing only a couple of feet of altitude." Ernie Kopecky

—

has an A ROG that "has never slid down a wall." So, here
Rochester Ceilin Scrapers va. San Dieso Orbiteers ig a question for all dedicated Cat. I and Cat. IT fliers:
23° ceiling vs. 22° COLLIE

eens What factors of model design and/or trim enhance a model's
.

. ;

chances of recovery from contact with walls or similar ob-

HLG. Club =. Time Fudge Adj. Time structions?
Clarence Mather SDO °° 0251.1 1.045 0:53.4
Nat Antonioli SDO 0:50.0 1.045 0352.3 NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Bob Clemens RCS 0:52.2 0 0:52.42 .

Larry Simpson sDO 0346.5 1.045 0:48.6 ILLINOIS - CHICAGO
Jim Mayes RCS 0:48 .4 0 0:48.4 Subject to the amount of snow falling on any given

- BP
. day, the regular Sunday sessions continue at the Wash-

EasyB eae
ee ington Park Armory in Chicago. The National Guard has

Bob Clemens “ROS 7:33.11
°

O°” “T7333 .1- a reserved certain dates; the rest are open for flying ex-

Clarence Mather SDO 7:07 141.02 7215 0° ©
. cept in case of some Guard emergency. The dates not open

Fudo Takagi -

~~

SDO 3350 1.02°° 3254.6 are: March 12, April 9, April 30, May 14, May 21, June 11
: and June 18. Contact Pete Sotich for details of contests

Rochester Ceiling Scrapers vs. Hampton Brain Busters _ or other activity: 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 60629
23" ceiling vs. 19.5' ceiling (rubber) and 24.5" (HLG)

vee oe : mE INDIANA - KOKOMO

HLG
a , Besides the regular events, the Kokomo Aero Team will

Bob Clemens RCS 0:51.27 1.065 0:55.0 hold a paper airplane event at their March 19 Bunker Hill
Dave Robelyn HBB 0253.0 0 0:53.0 AFB session. It will be the duration portion of the paper
Jim Mayes RCS (0349.3 "4.065 0:52.5 airplane contest as set up by Scientific American, and the
Hal Crane HBB 0:38.5 O 0:38.5 event will use the smae rules. Sounds like fun! Contact \

;

Se Chuck Borneman, 1401 W. Taylor, Kokomo 46901 for details.
Easy B
Sob Clemens “RCS  7:08.5 0 7308.5 MARYLAND - BALTIMORE

Hal Crane |. HBB 6333 1.087 7307.7. The Baltimore Aero-Craftsmen will hold their annual
— indoor meet on April 23, 1967, in the 5th Regiment Armory

FAI Indoor:- “es Be Se -. in Baltimore. Events are HLG, Indoor Stick and Paper
Hal Crane =—S—SsxHBB-s—(‘és«C' 232399——=«<‘:«wWOTsAD combined (class B only), Easy B and Scale. Get entry
Hewitt Phillips’ HBB °20:10 4.087 21248 plank and special rules from Bob Sifleet, 4412 Belvieu
Bob Clemens”: RCS 16223 0 16:23 0 Aveo, Baltimore, Md. 21215

LOW CEILING FORUM : MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T.
aa The March 18 session at the MIT Armory will be the

“Members of the Hampton Brainbusters have been doing the FAI Quarter Final Qualification Trials. Results from

most of any club in reéent months in tryingtoisolate fac- Round I on page one. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., “™s

tors which affect model performance ~ factors aside from Wayland, Mass. 01778
the pure aerodynamics of the design. Hal Crane's experi-
ments have centered on how to Needling scrub" in such a

MISSOURI ~ ST. LOUIS
og

ae
fashion as to keep the model centered. No matter how max-

- Dick Ganslen manages to keep things going in the way
imum duration is approached, any given model will do more of flying sessions and contests. Contact Dick at 917
time if 1t can reacha higher altitude. Hal's sketch be- Blackberry, St. Charles, Mo. for details about flying
low illustrates this: flight "A" shows time vs. altitude sessions this month; on April 9, 1967 he will hold a con-

for a given model in a certain flight trim, when the model test for FAI, Easy B, HLG and Paper Stick.

s not allowed to contact the ceiling. Given the condition
.

that the ceiling not be touched, maximum duration in the OKLAHOMA ~ TULSA

site for condition "A" comes from careful refinement of the
re phe eee ete ere ee coming contests for «gu Ss or e u e ° 8model's rate of sink and other purely aerodynamic factorss 305 Hanford, 3838 S. 88th E. Aves, Tulsa for details.

_-- TEXAS - DALLAS/FT. WORTH : oe

a a0 ae ' . The Cliff Model Club's annual indoormeet went on
|

> Lf” ro,
oo

: ” despite severe up-and-down drafts which occasionally
boo 7

_

: : 2

o lifted models to glory, but usually dropped them from 25'
qo . CEILING down to about 58 before turning loose! Bob Putman's Avro

SJ 8 won Scale again; 40 points and 53 seconds. Bud Tennywon
xLyjo Loa ;

HLG again, same airplane and almost the same timeas in
.

, 1966. Bob Wilder's 10:05 won Paper Stick, Bud Tenny won

oO Indoor Stick with 9:21 (Kristi won 3rd against 4 open

oO 2 4. 6 8 10 12 fliers) and Jimmy Clem won Jr. Rubber (Jetco ROG) with

TiMe IN MINUTES 13:15. This area will have more sessions andcontestsif
the site problem is solved in time!

j

‘

Hal's approach to "ceiling scrubbing" is based on his
flight "B"in the sketch. All the flight time shown dotted WASHINGTON, D.C.
is time spent on the ceiling, and the latter part of the The Maxecutors plan Friday night sessions at the 20'
flight (after leaving the ceiling) is identical with sim~ JFK High School, 7 PM to 11PM, on March 17 and March 31.
{lar parts of flight "A". Hal has tried various types of Contact Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. 20810
probes mounted on the model to prevent the model itself for details.
from contacting the ceiling, with little success. My own
experiments parallel this result. Any probe long enough A LOOKAT YESTERYEAR

;

and strong enough to be effective is likely to deteriorate
; . 7 oo

' the cruise below the ceiling, and it is difficult to have The Sept. '66 INAV hearkened back to the days of the

such a probe located so that it will always help the model Junior Aviation League in Boston, one of the real pioneer-
hold its turn. Ifthe model comes out of the turn due to ing groups in indoor and outdoor flying. This mention

ceiling contact, the next few circles usually take it to © in turn caused Ed Whittentoaddmorenamestothe list,
the wall. Hal's comment.on ceiling scrubbing flight are some of them past or present NIMAS members: Bill Tyler, |

—

to the point: "The prop shouldbethe only (or the first) Johnny Bartol, Bernie Whitman, Bruno Marchi, Ralph Brown,
part of the model to totich the ceiling in order to maintain Harry Lerman, Harry Keshishian and Ed Dolby; to name a

the tight circle. The prop is slowed by bumping the ceil-~ few of the many fliers who helped lay the groundwork for

ing which reduces the shock on the rest of the model while much of the knowledge we have today. Let us not forget
the rate ofclimb1shigh. The climb time may be prolong- that J. P. Glass was an earlier member of this group -

ed when the prop is slowed by the ceiling. There also may he probably inspired Bob Clary's development of microfilm

be a favorable "ground effect" from the ceiling (I have and suggested the use of wire bracing to lighten indoor
;

also observed this - Ed.) when the wing tips are almost models.

“pce a RE EECA ETP eee nrerentoeperennrataenreernnsnenesenenstimtttntantnhiitoetiningmanesranscs



STRIPPER FOLLOW-UP STRIPS ;

..
(cont. from Feb. '67)

|
a a

|
Three years ago Jim Clem and I discussed methods to

roll rubber thru cutting blades to avoid the stretching .

and variations associated with Bilgri-type cutters. We
_ _

did nothing but talk until Chuck Wiechard heardof our.

arm, ideas. Chuck worked Gaytgently until he developed the

jRoto-Shear seen and used (the hottest loan property in
;

indoor circles’ éver) by many East Coast fliers. The cut-
.

°

ter head is a calender roll, mounted on shaftswhich set See
the proper clearance between rollers, Therubberis fed . —

7 \ .

into the roll, whith shearsitto widths established by \

the construction of the roll, The entire deviceis a
.

\
precision machining operation, but it works very well to _ _

produce clean, smooth cuts and uniform cross-section. It \ y
may be possible for drawings to be made available of the ‘

/
Roto-Shear, if sufficient interest is shown.(See Fig. 4) SC oe

Vilim Kmoch, of Yugoslavia,hadatwin roller/cutter RUBBERdevice shown schematicallyin Fig. 5. The width of strip _.| MeeEr
depends upon spacing of the cutters, and the cutting ‘

Fis. 4
action depends upon having thin cardboard or similar sub-

,

-
.

‘gtance between the cutters and roller. Without guides,
Vilim's machine produces slightly wavy strips which are

parallel and uniform withagood cut. We did not discuss ~~ ,

materials, but cutter materials might be critical for _—

long life. — _
-

ven

The Hungarian team used strippers with the concept
© _

SPRING CUTTING AREA
shown in Fig. 6, and my limited odservation of its oper-=

§ — ou So ft
ation left me impressed. As shown in the Front View, two oPcircular sharpened discs are pressed onto parallel shafts FRONT VIEW
one of which is turned via a handle. Thecuttersare - , | | pen a “

springloaded against each other and the rubber passes ———— 7
.

thru adjustable guides and is sliced like a meat slicer
, SPRING ,

slices meat - one strip off the left side of the rubber.
Both guides were adjustable via micrometer-type screws.
One model even had the left guide marked in mm.! This ‘

idea appears to be the best of the lot, and the operation .

/ was smooth and clean. “

‘

~

The Roto-~Shear has the advantage of producing repeat-~- ~

able strips time after time, with the clean cut of the TOP CUTTER-*/|\e-BOTTOM CUTTER
, shear or slicing action. The disadvantage for the flier ~

who doesn't know what size of rubber he needs is the lack ———- + - ————.

of adjustment. Also, variations in the width of the base
.

a” strip will cause variations in the outer edge strips, or
|

—_
.

TOP VIEW -

even mess up the entire cut if things get out of hand.
,

“oe
Vilim's cutter appears to be a good approach, if the
problem of guides could be licked. Also, it is. some ; ] [ a
trouble to use because of the necessity to feed strips ne
of cardboard in with the rubber. A continuous cut is LEFT GuipE

possible, by feeding more cardboard strips thru in end-to- WIOTH OF oo
end fashion, but no doubta better material than card- STRIP

-

WIDTH OF RUBBER v4
board could be found. The Hungarian stripper seems to be tae
the best idea of all, in that apparently almost any size .

of strip can be cut from the left edge of the strip, if (BOTH GUIDES ADJUSTABLE) SS
the cutters remain sharp. It would take more experience Fic G
than I've had with it to determine the repeatability, but ere we

it seems likely to be very repeatable with practice. .

a t- WIDTH OF STRIP CUT ‘ e

_
CUTTERS—> HINTS AND KINKS uit

RUBBER .

ee

___ Rubber Motor Hints

—{-—- ane CARDBOARD Seenat the World Champs: Hans Beck slipped a very
ROLLER—* small O" ring onto the rubber before tying the knot. The

— F = oo O" ring is then arrangedso it 1s at the rear end of the1G.
— motors and is pocked over the winder. After winding, the

.

.
“. motor is unhooked without loss of turns because the "0"QUESTIONS ANDANSWERS

as ring will slip right off. It then furnishes abig loop
38. What 1s Tail Volume Coefficient and how important is) freee ,caeytO nook fight oot douWant Lo tee enonit as a design factor? rings are available from laboratory supply firms such as

. .o He Sargent and Curtin. You will have to decifail Volume Ooeffictent 188mathematica. expression sizes in person, since the catalogs use a nunber systemwhich gives an indication of the stability of 4 model in which is related to special fixtures rather than numericalflight. If the TVC is too small, your model will be very sizese -

r

touchy and hard to handle; if it is too large the model ° co

will be too stable and thus lose efficiency. That is, a . a ; eeRodelwith very low stability will be very efficient ae ssc "gy Gun’ perecned eetennece inYour motors,cosinglong as its flight remains undisturbed; once upset it overhand knot in both strands together, moistening thewill have a very long recovery time. Adequate stability rubber before pulling the knot tight. Pullthéoverhandis acompromisebetweenefficiencyand recovery time; 1f not tight, and then tie a square knot on top of the first“~~. you Could always have perfect air and never hit any part knot and clip the loose ends. Be sure the rubber4s moistof the building you could usea lower IVC. The formula. while tying the knots; this lubricates.the rubberand pre-eLows
a. ae vents it fromscuffing and tearing. Max Chernoff takes a

TVG = peta area) (Tail ponent arn) different approach: Loosely tie a square knot in the end
Mean wing chord) (Wing Area) of the motor, lubricateit with a drop of detergent and. —

woe en Se

pull it tight. The detergent permits the rubber to pullThe above is considerably simplified, and the floor ee ee OS Pee” boer vt

4s open to anyone who wishes to submit a more complete Gown tight without scuffing, then dries out and causes
version. .

To,
.

Sa te ne Fe el bed
°

.

Iocanhemtebetememesbnneataeaeeneceanaenanemaenehanmneenieeaemenenomnenmmemmmemmemntaannenadhieanntenbanateammmnamammnnsmnecsesi MRMMMRIINDMINIEDMberadaininit tieosinthant enonendieivbciaminenuntehtnnnia hierhui natant tne tilted ARO RO aadnanaehnneeeanenema ennacalamnaneeeaeeeeaaeeaeot
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STATE OF THE ART
. . -

In response to several requests about what types of Note 1 - Gull-wing, V-tail model; smaller version (2" less
design trends are coifiing up in 65 cm. FAI, this month's span) did 12:51 in 19.5' site. Best time this model
offering is the results of a survey conducted last month. 16:59 in 20.5' site. High prop pitch plus large motor
The information is in the nature of a preliminary report,

'

cross-section yields low RPM compared to model speed.since many of the models reported on have only been test
wt eel eet ee gcse wwte hemeflown and have not been in competition directly. The notes Note 2 - Model hola@s AMA’ Cat. II Open FAT record’ @ 15238. ,

below the chart indicate model performancesto date or .

other items of interest. Abbreviations used in the chart: Note 3 ~- Wing outlines same style as Dram Dip (see sketch),Wing & Stab. area - /p = projected area; /f = area flat.
CG Location - /r = % root chord; /m = % mean chord. Note4 - Quite heavy model, still has done 13:56 in 19.5!All model & motor weights in ounces and tabular dimensions site (see Low Ceiling Forum, this issue).
(keyed to sketch by alphabetical notation) in inches,
My thanks to all who returned the info, in case I haven't Note 5 - Model's best time 9:20 in 17' site.
had a chance to reply. Draw your own conclusions from this 7

_info; my own conclusion is that no matter which design Note 6 - Model holds AMA Cat. II Jr. FAI record @ 9:04,
|trend is followed, the 65 cm. birds are turning in very Surface outlines and prop outlines simplifiedperdis-

high performances in low ceilings - often better than 90 cussion p.3 Dec. '65 INAV. Braced w/dacron sewing
cm. models ever did. It may be a very interesting season! thread, boom is part rolled taper, part solid. Prop

built as two-piece, assembled on jig to design pitch.

Phillips Randolph J. Hindes C. Sotich C. Janke Ned Smith Hal Crane Pat Green RohrbaughBud Tenny Kristi T.
(note 1) (note 2) (note 3) (note 4) (note 5) (note 6)

We. Area TA/p 123 112/f 135/f 200/f 100/f 133/p 94/p 125/p 112/p -97/p
S. Area 26/p 3725 AY 35 50 40 55 36 46 43 49
CG Loc. 96/r 65/r  -90/r 66/r 60/r 75/m 70/m 83/r 50/r 85/r 75/rMedel Wt. .035 20285 2028, 2030 .041 2026 2050 027 0019,.022 .030 0056
Rubber 2053.

.

.
2045 046 2055

Prop P/D 16/42 15/25 . 16/24,/28 17.25/30 18/30 16/27 16.5/27 15,16/30 16/27 16/28 14/28Dihedral Gull Tip zip,Ellip.Tip Ba/ ioae Tip ElA1p. 5 BA Foty FolyA 3015 5.5 5 i 1/4 . 6 ° 5 3 5."pt 14,5 143/16. 14 14 14 1/8 13 13 14 12 7/8 13.4 13"oc" 11 13 3/16. 13. 12 12 1/8 12 12.5 12 12 3/8 12.6 11.5"pl 14 12.5 - 12.5 12 14 10.5 14 11. 1/4 13 11.5 12
"Et 10 10 9 15 14 12 11 9 3/4 11 14 11
"Fu 3 4 305 3.5 5 3.5 4.5 3 1/4 4 11/16 3.8 4,2"gn 11 11. 1/4 14 12 12 14 15.5 14.5 11 7/8 15 14

1G oot,|
.

6 ——+| :

|

(4 2
,

: bee ts SoticH Drone Dip__: Suavey SKETCH rs

E
1S

Cc | OU

—
| _ a

a “4

|
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. RECORDS? MAYBE!
oo

: TWO CAT. I GLIDERS
AMA HQ has set.up fournew records for FAI Indoor Ok. nage FE

classes. These recordswillparallel World Records except f tt CleteT mekeeconnections, Page wad one byNetthat cpey can be established with an AMA sanction instead Ant nioli. If we miss, refer back to this item next month!of an FAI sanction. That is, thése records would qualify mbeonioil. ’

meet all requirements for) as pending World Records if
' ' athe flier held an FAI sanction, and will be recognized for Tom's glider was modified from Norm Getziatt : git er

the four FAI ceiling categories. This is a break for glide . tent deed aatad a tendeney”to shed winge whenfliers whose site is in-between on AMA ceiling categories & ers o &
8. Bit h

.

adeand "just right" for FAI categories, and will furnish After the indercamber was removed it was possible to do
practice for World Record attempts. More information will good tine with a lighter glider flying a tight circle;be presented when available. ,

stab tilt and wing offset were natural developments.

| DALLAS’ AREA LOCAL FAT TEAM QUAL. TRIALS, Feb. 26, 1967 Nat Antonioli says he doesn't recommend the 1/32"reat tedeee a revitn He ceiling sheet wing shown on his original glider, as it doesn't —eBRAINSUS ERS Impnon ais honTESt -pey 26 1967.
. hold up well. His present glider (same design) weighs

Willis Sehool. H t Va. Gat 1.36 5° cedlin -17 oz. Nat has been flying in a 22' site, so this will
“PAT Tnaoe aa eoe “Howitt Phillipes cere ing give some idea of proper weight. His times in this siteOpen 5 Stick < 16:59, Hewitt Phillipe*” oo _ have been about 0:25.0.

oo.
-

tos DM La LAST MINUTE BULLETIN == =~

iti
a nee singleflightwas notsteered, and thus qual- The new records mentioned in Records? Maybe will bees for AMA recor °

FAI Cat. xx FAI Indoor records (insert Cat. number.)

cae ererennnenen
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6"
a From among the Rafters

a Did_you_know...ethat our Re-ee
» search and Theory Society (be-C—O a (better known as the RATS) have—S—— come up with several exciting ”

a items it is felt should be pré
wy ——

sented to the modeling public?he, RAD.»
7

---

| 3 For instance, did you knowoceeec
37” that the theory behind the hover-7a“ FLAT craft and of vertical ducted fan

\ f flight is not so new?...othat4:Mey 66 its basic principles were firm-
- | ly laid down by J, Robertson

5 OTE OFFSE Porter in his book published in
: 4

NOT v
London in 1911?,...and that a
model design of such an aircraft

| was developed in the USA in 1939?

3" “ Andoeeedid you KknoWooeethat: 2% Jerome Kittel established a

World's Record in the late
ze { 1920's for Indoor Biplane ROG's(—h

) Wott of 1 minute 11.5 seconds?Pd
:

F
.

Andeeesdid you know thatececece———oo while the greatest developement( ¢ in Indoor aeromodeling in the| " 4 30 years from 1907 to 1937 wasWING AN GLED 7 2
in the model, developing fromYo4 TO RIGHT AT LE.H heavy, fast twin pushers that
skimme e floors o € areLOW_CEILINGHLG mories for speed to superlight,By Tom Vallee film covered floaters that nudged
the rafters for time,scesce the
greatest developement in the 30

ju" years from 1937 to 1967 has been
2 in the modeler, developing from

+ _..
Lean youngsters avidly prepari—~.

/2. 7 eocccetOoooeeShall we SaYooo0}

cect

AE

pean cere
! manne — oocomparatively older menooo

ESQ & cotreading softly... gazingCL —
: upwardso..owith that same7

; ,
awe aNndoocoooowelly you know?/ ’

.
; BO

,

, 3" 3 9
---SANDPAPER And.oodid you knowooethereyy FRONT VIEW } will be more of this fine4. (- , vA researched datacoeoif we

eranerscnpmstnee
ab 1 are not censored?

i d
ia

A
K-%
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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081,
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL —

oo

SO

a 7
WAN*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRELANE SOCTETY

- ger of Ford Motor Co. Nonprofessional Distance- Robert
New Members! i: me oe B. Meuser, mechanical engineér for Lawrence Radiation Lab- ©

Se oratories « Professional Duration - Louis W. Schultz, a
x ;

7

6

° engineering group manager for Stewart Warner Corp. The obLe Run TAG 3 ith blett St Fats Church, Va. 22046 publicity resulting from this event may or may not help .
o &. AW, 7 ou & 9 ’ 4

_ indoor and modeling in general, but many’model builders sePETER YOUNG, 362 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 entered and we all had fun. :

Nats Entry Blank
=

|

POSTAL CONTESTS! an

.
You will not receive a Nats entry blank this year if aa

,

you don't ask for it! In a move to avoid printing many NIMAS Easy B Postal Meet -.  ..
.

entry blanks to be mailed to the four winds, entry blanks One Juni one Senti
. -

.

|-Rrelvatlale oniy byrequest this year. 82,send your” 4. She unter tne,Senter,ahd pive, Open fhtere enteredrequest promptly, and include a stamped, return addressed corrected via standard fudge factor to the highest ceilingenvelope along, The return envelope nen ot necessary, put height, and placings determined from corrected time. iee etre vate cane and money if you send it,
and ge NIMAS Certificates will be sent to winners through thiraFOUP enery ° place as soon as they are prepared. me

indoorSake At Nets
| Eotrant

, _
Ceiling Time Fudge Score Place -

Indoor scale will be held as an unofficial event at a ee eh 7A ng

kek °
ms

the 1967 Nats, sponsored by the North American Aviation Bob Gainer 20.5 De170 2.09 6351.0 Ist Jr.
|

Flightmasters. The scale judging will be done at
At wae ,the contestant hangar at Los Alamitos N.A.S., and the Randy Richmond 90.0 9245.0 0 9245.0 1st Sre

models will be flown July.27, 1967 at the Long Beach City. ' . car os

College Boy's Gymmasiua (45' ceiling). Send for details So"ciemens asia! ‘yissty ley tarsece | dgh BFand entry blanks to Hal Osborne, 1932 Conejo Lane, Fuller- Jim Richmond” ~ 9670! 1434322 0° 1heh5 22 ard OD.ton, Cal. 92655. gee ty Wayne Zink
| Ad 45! 10206.8 1.42. 14425..4‘

Hal Crane
,

20 05 337.0 2.09 138 9.0}
ae NIMAS Awards

Bud Tenny 17,0) 5350.5 203 |
13:25.2 ~

' Clarence Mather 30,0 235.0 1. 13307.2
.

Silver Cat. I HLG - 0:26.2, Bob Clemens Bob Champine 2o%s" £323 «6 3°09 1iSbca
P x 522

’
.

|

NIMAS Aces Budo, Takagi 3020". .635760 1.86 12201.8
Since January 1, 1965, when NIMAS Awards were first

.

FAI_INDOOR REPORT ~
set up, only two fliers have won all three Awards in one
event category to become NIMAS Aces. Now, Hewitt Phillips Support Fal
has joined Bud Romak (cat. rat Rubber Ace} and BobRan- Many benefits can come to indoor fliers who supportoecent frighte er sores. 13:26 and 16159 in Cat.I. He the FAI Team Selection Program, and indoor modeling and
has also applied for Cat III Silveron the basis’ of his the U. S. Indoor Team also benefit. The individual flier .
30:36 flight made at Lakehurst during the 1965 Team Se- gains valuable experience in flying (even with an Easy B)lection program. re ire and can learn much about flight strategy by flying with

7 Lots tne race experienced fliers. Finally, the casual entrant
oo

n as the satisfactionof making a small contributionDickBlackMemorial toward stateside travel expenses (via his entry fee) of
A considerable amount of money has already beendo- the team, The serious FAI fliers benefit from casual

nated to create a lasting memorial to Dick Black. Anyone entrants, since the casual fliers increase the entry list
‘wishing to add to this fund please send your donation to xe the ane. Foe seeupig eure pete coguinatedearly .

aed oe the sheckDiek Bie ace checks bo Raven cenny, Romak‘enter a Local Qual. Trials orb no one else entersand mar e chec c ack Memorial. e problem o : ° .
’

what form the award will take is under consideration, but orthin seconde egeytminated, even if their times fall
has been complicated by the fact that Dick was one of the

have saved th a each other. One casual entrant would
advisors who usually helped decide such matters. e day:

So, even though it is quite late(all Local Qual.
7

National Free Flight Society Trials ‘must be over by April a3 1967) you stillheave
_

me to enter. Remember, send $2 to AMA HQ togetent
ber nip? wif sorteoutromissiny out on enexcellent PF - form, and enter any local indoor meet withna model of 6ers ’

: cm span or less. Of coursenewsletter edited capably by Dave Linstrum, a full size winning time! tt isn't even you rave ‘eo a ed theplans service, a chance to join a unified voice speaking Qual. Trial, but you would have to hurry!in the interest of FF, a3. oO aMA seer yer Biocon ’ ¥
-being developed. Send $3.50 (AMA members) or ° non~

AMA members) to Hardy Brodersen, 4729 Walnut Lake Rd., . FAL World Record Listin
|Birmingham, Mich. 48010. Page a3 ct the May '67 American Modeler lists all

om Ser Slane os current FAI World Records, among them Jiri Kalina's 26:40
: . {stInternationalPapeperAeAirplaneContest flightin Cat. IT and Rieke's 45:40 flight in Cat. IV.f

- eg his sting will be questioned by AMA, since the ceilinwossSORENTNEES AUERICANSerer confana’Golishyst*aas _Salasorien vote eptapflaned after’ (Agents aftors Setee®
; oN §

-

case o eke’s flight) the flights were made. Anotherduration and distance winnerswere: Nonprofessional Dura
basis for concern is that 00 om nadeao nee a odels were used to maketion - Jerry Brinkman, assistant sales manager for Globe mo

Industries in Dayton, Ohio. Professional Duration - Fred- Pees Eleee denGe oe tt ee tuite difficult to exceed
erick J. Hooven, special consultant to the general mana-

ren O29 en oi

e

meenmt II A A A LLCO ROCCE EC A AARNttenOO ET REE IPENRTET nn cnerehteanet chinditt tnttNRtt tt itneas % annoconan ra ttrenpteninnatmnenritrantrret ante emerraha enema ntnanntntnanahtnnnnnlesnnaninnaintanianaiiinneatnunnratnsitiainonnatrsanannncenicetiem



TeamSelectionTrialsSchedule ese n ew= STATE OF THE ART

This listing shows Trials dates for a given area and Al Rohrbaugh's Cabin, which won the Stout Trophy at
gives a contact man. Obtain details from him.

| the '66 Nats, is in the spotlight this month. Al Says,
’ CALIFORNIA- San Francisco (Cow Palace) ~ April 16, April Certain of the outline dimensions follow Bilgri's 'C!

30, Bud Romak, 85 Sullivan Dr., Moraga, Cal. 94556 cabin, but the fuselage, tail boom and plugs are over 13
CALIFORNIA - Los Angeles/San Diego - Clarence Mather, years old. The model had just one test flight to deter-

3880 Ecochee Ave., San Diego, Cal. 92117
mine proper rubber size and one official flight which ron

ILLINOIS - Chicago - April 16, 1967* - Pete Sotich, 3851 sufficient. The turns were 1650, but as in many fligt
West 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 60629 (ph. RE 5-1353) the figure does not mean much because of a midair coll.

MICHIGAN - Detroit — April 23, May 21. Pat Green, 16880 sion which caused my model to lose a substantial amount of

Woodbine, Detroit, Mich. 48019. altitude. Although very light, the model is sufficiently
MISSOURI - St. Louis - Dick Ganslen, O17 Blackberry, St. strong to withstand normal handling and it will fly with

Charles, Mo.
i an the adjustments listed with no bad tendencies. At the

NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst- April 30. C. V. Russo, 143 risk of being repetitious, it should be emphasized that

Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066. May 21 - Ernie lightness should not be achieved at the expense of mis-

Kopecky, 38 Fawn Lane, Watchung, N. J. 07060 alignments and warps due to flight loads." In all fair-

OHIO - Akron - April 30.## Bob Randolph, 5785 Forest ness to Al's excellent plan, I had neither the time

Ridge Dr., N. Olmsted, Ohio nor the ability to trace the many construction details he

OKLAHOMA - Tulsa - April 15 (changed from April 22), included. So, anyone who wishes more details, please ask

May 13. Bob Hanford, 3838 South 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, and I will furnish a photocopy of the complete plan.
Okla. 74145.

TEXAS - Ft. Worth/Dallas - Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Last month's FAI Survey summary was quite popular, and

Texas 75080. the info presented below was received after last month's
VIRGINIA - Hampton - April 30. Don Orr, 320-D 73rdSt., deadline. The same abbreviations and conventions apply:

Newport News, Va. 23607.
. WASHINGTON, D.C. - Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Champine M. Koller Triolo Hulbert Romak

Mad. 20810 (note 1) (Austria) (note 2) (note 3) (note 4)
*Date will be April 23, 1967 if Armory is not available

,
yo

on April 16.
» 3s 907 y W. Area 100/p 98/f 116/p 99.7/p 125/f

**Contestants must contact Bob Randolph in advance for na pres 49 40 Be/5 aaa 68/x
special security arrangements Model Wte 2035 030 030 027 “022

Qualification Trial Results ubber

Prop P/D 15/25 17/30 16/24,28 16/32
BRAINBUSTER'S2nd LOCAL FAI TEAM QUAL., March 18, 1967 Dihedral Poly Ellip. Tip Ellip. Poly

Pat Gainer 6:09 + 6:44 = 12:53 won 5 4.9 5 3/4 5 5 1/2
Joe Boyle 5:40 + 53:42 = 11:22 on 14 1/8 137/814 13 1/4
Bob Gainer 3:04 + 2:18 = 5:22 non 12 3/16 12 7/8 12 12 1/4

M. I. T. FAI INDOOR QUARTER FINAL TRIALS, March 25, 1967 on 13 10.6 14 12 3/4 12

Harry Lerman 12:58 + 17:46 = 30:44 ten 12 10.6 13 12 1/2 9

Ray Harlan 12:29 + 12:17 = 24:46 wen 41/4 3054 41/4 367 5

Ed Archer 10:42 + 12:29 = 23:11 G 15 14.6 18 1/8 12 14

Jim Dale 9:38 + 10:56 = 20:34
Herb Franek 8:59 + 9319 = 18:18

~ Note 1 - 15 x25 prop too Low pitch, going to 16 x 32.
AKRON FAI INDOOR LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, March 19, 1967 Note 2 - 1/16" washin, 1/16" washout.

Ron Ganser 16:19 + 17301 = 33220
|

.

Note 3 ~ Preliminary tests indicate considerable washin
Bill Hulbert 16:42 + 16332 = 33:14 will be needed.

'
Joe Hindes 13234 + 13:43 = 27317 Note 4 - Best performance 12:52 in 22'; 25+ in 65'
Linda Randolph 10312 + 11:40 = 22:52
Lou Willis 7:21 + 8:15 = 15336 SPREADTHEWORD
Ron Ganser, Jr. 4:55 + 7:23 = 12318

SAN DIEGO FAI INDOOR LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, March 31, 1967 Some people hesitate to tell their story of flying
Lew Gitlow 9:26 + 11:29 = 20:55 indoor models because they feel they would be ‘tooting
Clarence Mather 92:05 + 11:00 = 20:05 their own horn" too much. So, toot it! People and their

Fudo Takagi 5:53 + 6:57 = 12:50 hobbies are popular fare for newspapers and company news-

SAN FRANCISCO FAI INDOOR LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, April 2, 1967 letters. This is legitimate publicity for Indoor, and

Larry Parsons 25:06 + 27:54 = 53:00
- publicity for you is just a bonus. Two fliers who have

Bud Romak 25:36 + 26:30 = 52:06 it mecently "spread the word" are Al Rohrbaugh and Ed Hicks.

darrenWitlians eae 16 ; ee = Bois yo
Al. got a picture of himself and model in the home town

Robert Meuser 18:01 + 17:29 - 35 230 newspaper - usually a good place to try first - and the

Manuel Andrade 15:30 + 18210 ~ 33340 article which went with it was quite detailed and very
—_— . ~ , ' gorrect in presentation and details. Ed's story was pre-

sented in the UNION ELECTRIC NEWS, the newsletter pub-
,

LOWCEILING FORUM lished by Ed's employer. Again, the story was factual and
icture So, tell your

Last month's question about factors which promote was accompanied by an excellent p *
oi? ; y

. recovery from wall contact yielded two prompt answers. story ~ and publicize Indoor at the same time! Another

Ernie Kopecky compared his A ROG with Hewitt Phillips' example ~ we have always found that the Richardson Daily
- FAI, since both models were mentioned in the articles News is eager to have hobby stories, so Kristi's recent
7 , record was a good opportunity. A typed review of the

pertinent information and background gave them enough to

moter nation PoetBoe sen FAI pase the story on, and they took their own picture of her.

Prop dia./wing span 61% 62%
.

Prop pitch/diameter 2.531 2.6221 RECORDS? MAYBE!

Ernie's conclusions: Model hits the wall; because of CAT. Meeteeyre 21a NedSmith Mar. 19, 1967
extreme CG and extra high pitch, the model will back off

AT.

met

the wall farther than normal model. High pitch delays
AKRON FAI TEAM QUAL. TRIALS, Mar. 19, eT 90" ceiling

recovery due to an inability to overcome inertia, thus Wingfoot Lake Hangar, Akron, Ohio CAT. II

enhancing recovery.
Jr. FAI - 11:40, Linda Randolph .

Open FAI - 17:01*, Ron Ganser
.

;

Hewitt says this of models able to survive wall touch~ MoI.T. FAT TEAM quate TRIAL, Mere 25, 1967, 42° ceiling

ing: A conventional left turnwith propeller torque is Open FAI - 17% » Harry TRIAL 6
mandatory. As the model hits and momentarily slows down, SAN FRANCISCO FAI TEAM QUAL. TRIAL, Apr. 2, 1967

torque rolls the model left and tends to head it away.
Cow ret SanFrancisco - 99' "ceiling

_

The high prop torque (big motor and high pitch) helps too. AMA cot. Tn RAT - O7154%*, Larry Parsons

Another factor which helps is the long tail length. FAI Cat. Tit FAI - 27 r5Aee, Larry Parsons
Thie,enablesthemodel te resist, tunping,towardthe yall won Ganser's record preceded Harry Lerman's record by one

have the wingfarforward of the CG. This imparts a turn- © week, and both were eligible for FAI Cat. II FAI record.

ing moment away from the wall at the moment of contact. I ‘No info available if either applied.
think my model will turn away from the wall when it hits Larry Parson's record eligible for AMA Cat. II FAI and
at an angle less than about 20°. At greater angles it

FAI Cat. III FAI records, but no info available to show

will be foaptured”. .

he applied for either.
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“HIN’S AND KINKS
_

_ “NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
|

CZECHOSLOVAKIA :
Bracing Hint

é
Dagmar and Eduard Chlubna report that their first

. . del did 25:20 in test flights, presumably in theBob Hanford suggests that a patternmaker's surface. 5 om mo ghvs, p y
marking scribe is a useful tool to help brace wings. ‘The 44 m hall in Brno. The Czechs planned a meet in Marchor
wire 18 anchored to the wing and strung across to a small April in that hall, but no further details are available.
wire hook mounted on the seribe. Your favorite tensioning

. ae . te,

weight (such as a miniature plastic clamp) is hooked on INDIANA k corouo ‘
Lo.

the wire to tension it, and the end of the scribe is moved the B a Mill ee el & that a session planned for
until the wire just touches the wing at the desired point. e punker gym has been cancelled and that no more

The wire is glued at that point and the process repeated sessions are planned until fall. The March session had a

until the bracing is finished. I expect to try a similar challenge match between the Kokomo crew and a team from
trick using dacron, except that I will use the scribe to Bho Louls. Kokomowon, $8230-9 VS 0 1240.4 for St. Louis
substitute for the bracing points while stringing the St he te4 HG. Ina ta omo ~ 1822.5 vs. 1:09. 0 for

dacron around the wing. Now, any rough place on my hands Tin Ri ohm Ae TG Ocha its winners: Easy B - 13:33.9,
will catch the dacron and jerk on the wing; so the scribe seer airplane contest with Seeneatie neendeee ralesweewould prevent damage to the wing when I snag the thread.

won by Bob Hotze of St. Louis with 0:13.1. Bob consist-

—S ently reached the 40' height with his glider - good flying!
KLE

;SES MARYLAND - BALTIMORE
a Bw, The annual meet by theBaltimore Aero-Craftsmen isLES scheduled for April 23 at the 5th Regiment Armory. EventsPy ox are B Stick and B Paper combined, HLG, Easy B and Scale.La xX | Get entry blank and special rules from Bob Sifleet, 4412

~ fj. CliP(FeR Belvieu Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21215.
4 | o* TENS/ON) u

| ©. Spoor OKLAHOMA - TULSA
SURFACE MARHING KP OF WIRE Bob Hanford's work is paying off - with a readily
SCRIBE SMALL WIRE Hoore available site, the Glue Dobbers are really active indoor

Glider Patch fliers. Tofurther encourage the inexperienced, Bob set
Seea up Novice and Expert classes in HLG, and people come from

Bob Clemens crunched in the leading edge of a glider Oklahoma City and Wichita to fly. The Mar. 18 contest
during one session, and couldn't find eny sue. He did was a big success with the following winners: Open Novice
have @ paper label of the peel-off-and-stick-without- _HLG - 0:45, Joe Stewart; Jr. Nov. HLG - 0:49,.4, David
water type. It folded neatly over the wing and created a

_ Folemus; Open Expert HLG - 1215.7, Bob Hanford; Jr. Expert
smooth “instant repair", -- ALG = 1:05.0, Geoffrey English; Open Rubber - 7:40.5, Mark

,

Valerius; Jr. Rubber - 6:20.4, Geoffrey English.
Need Round Strips? ee.

PENNSYLVANIA ; PITTSBURGH
-

Ted Pfeiffer creates round strips from balsa and bam- "The world s_ second largest indoor air meet will be
boo by pushing the square strips through successively the 3rd Annual Indoor AirMeet, scheduled for April 16,
smaller holes in a drill gauge. Almost any usable size of 1967 at the Univ. of Pittsburgh Fieldhouse. This meet is
round strip can be produced in this manner by using drill patterned after the Great Lakes meet and has five age
gauges from number size drills. ‘groups. Six model types plus Originality & Performance

will be flown by the five age groups to make 28 events

Q ith trophies, merchandise and gift certificates being —..Ww . aw ' oeUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
awarded to the winners. Plan to attend ~ it should be

39. To what degree can changes in wing aspect ratio help swinging affair!
or hinder our model designs? That is, for indoormoe, WASHINGTON. D.C. -

speeds and sizes, where does model efficiency fa ° ue 9 weve
.

to small chord, rather than increase due to higher aspect The next two Maxecutor sessions at Kennedy High School
ratio? How much change in efficiency results in changing are planned for April 21 and May 12. The March 12 contest
aspect ratio both higher and lower than optimum? at Ft. Meade Fieldhouse had the following winners: HLG -

a 1306.0, Dan Bellerts Easy B - THAT, Reggie Batterson B

t 1 Stick - 1130 Tom Vallee; Scale - points (flying andwoe peat the advantage of using a high aspect ratio
scale) - Bernie Schulman,”

me YUGOSLAVIA Lo

_
Although part of the answer may depend upon the answer Vilim Kmoch reports that they had competition for 15

to #39, here is one advantage: For a given stab area and
em (5.9"!) models in February, with top time of about 7

boom navya the Tail Volume Coefficient (see #38, March. minutes in a 16 m hall and Ay minutes in a 3.5 m hall.
'67 INAV) will be higher if the stab has high A/R. In the The record (yes, 15 om 1sa competition class) is 8:20 in
case sketched below, half an inch is gained in 65 cm size a 34m hall. A national competition for 15 em, 35 em and
model by a change from A/R 30931 to 4.9:1. Conversely,| '65 em is planned for April.
the tail boom could have been 1/2" shorter with negligible
change in TVC by using the "skinny" stab.
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~ ‘A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR a, eC
On page five you find a tracing of a 1935 A ROG by

~
.

st
Dick Ganslen, which needs very little to be completely “f oe

modern. With wing bracing and a built-up prop, who could tf oo

tell? ¥
Boyd Felstead,an indoorold-timer from Australia,

a “A.
noted that Joe Matulis recently joined NIMAS. Boyd remem-
bers Joe as a Chicago Aeronut of years gone by and asks, ‘be ge

Can't you coax back Milt Huguelet? What happened to John Ort tat Banker wee nee
Stokes, a leading indoor flier of the '30's? ttoet at Bu AFB
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NEWSand VIEWS: £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

.

_

marae . nee
and meals available to contestants and officials. TheNATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANESOCIETY site itself 1s a circular, domed structure 208' in diam-

New Members!
eter and with 150' max. height. Construction of the roof

Newmemoerss: prusses is semetar to blimp hangars , so the usable ceil- .
;

. z ae ng is expected to be 135° to 140'. This site is ver -

| EDDIE CAPOGRECO, 14235 Andrews Dr., Cahokia, Ill, 62206 Similar to many European sites, and should make a good
\

LESLIE HAMANN, Star Route, Levering, Mich. 49755 train round and
¢

; o

' DONALD ROBERTS, 23245 Myrtle, Dearborn, Mich. 48128 ng ground and competition site for our team.
ERWIN RODEMSKY, 29719 Stonecrest Rd.,

, Team Selection Trials Schedule .

Palos Verdes Peninsula, Cal. 90274
.

Quarter Final Trials .

AMA Rulebook oo oe
—— CALIFORNIA - San Francisco (Cow Palace) ~ May 13, 1967 re

By now, all who renewed their AMA membership should Bud Romak, 85 Sullivan Dr., Moraga, Cal. 94556
have received their rulebook, It is extremely unfortu- CALIFORNIA - San Diego/Los Angeles - Clarence Mather, ,

nate that it was so late; do not lay it aside without a 3880 Ecochee Ave., San Diego, Cal. 92117 seg

thorough study because of the tardy arrival. Very much ILLINOIS - Chicago ~- May 14? or May 21? ~- Pete Sotich, my

that should have been in before is in it, and many very 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago 60629 (ph. RE 5-1353) fe

important new additions have been made. Well done, HQ! MICHIGAN - Detroit - May 21, 1967 Pat Green, 16880
Woodbine, Detroit, Mich. 48219

Nats Reminder! NEW JERSEY ~-Lakehurst-May 21, 1967 Ernie Kopecky, 2
=

°
,

38 Fawn Lane, Watchung, N. J. 07060
Remember that you will not automatically receive an OKLAHOMA - Tulsa- May 13, 1967 Bob Hanford, 3838 South

entry blank for the Nats; you must request it. Send a 88th E. Ave, Tulsa, Okla. 74145
stamped, self-addressed envelope to HQ with your request. TEXAS~Dallas/Ft. Worth - May 13, 1967 Bud Tenny, Box
The envelope isn't necessary, but it will result in fast-~- 545, Richardson, Texas 75080 (ph. AD 5-4035) uss

er service and save HQ more that the postage cost. Also, eS
_-v remember that Indoor Scale is sponsored as an extra-curric- Semi-FinalTrials .

oo lar event by the North American Flightmasters. Sendfor SC
- a

“3

_ sntry blank to: Hal Osborne, 1942 Conejo Lane, Fullerton, EAST COAST~Lakehurst ~- June 11, 1967 C. V. Russo, 143 _
,

Cal. 92633. Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066 , -
NORTH CENTRAL - Detroit, Mich. June 18, 1967 Pat Green, .

NIMAS Awards
re

16880 Woodbine, Detroit, Mich. 48219 2
— SCUTH CENTRAL - Dallas, Texas - Bud Tenny, Box 545, -

Silver Cat. I HLG ~ 0:27.0, Dave Linstrum Richardson, Texas 75080
-

Diamond Cat. I HLG - 0:38.0, Larry Cailliau WEST COAST - Cow Palace ~- Bud Romak, 85 Sullivan Dr.,
Silver Cat. I Rubber- 10:26.6, Bob Clemens Moraga, Cal. 94556 (phe 376-4624)

Late word ~- Semi-Final set for June 18, 1967 :

INAV Index Qualification Trial Results

A kind and industrious soul has volunteered to compile ST. LOUIS LOCAL FAI TEAM QUAL.
an index of INAV, and the work 1s progressing rapidly. In

-

CharlieSotich
— 14249 13354 28 343

a short while, the index will be ready for typing. Will R. Hardeastle
=

11:27 12339 24306
someone volunteer? Dick Ganslen 9:18 14:12 23330

‘

E. Capogreco 11305 10346 21:51
FAI_INDOOR REPORT

7

Dave Linstrum 7:54 T7347 15341
Pat Tryon 7306 7233 14339

FAIWorldRecordListing end COW PALACE LOCAL QUALS. April 16, 1967
Joe Bilgri 22:02 24:40 46:42

The question raised last month about inclusion of Erwin Rodemsky 20:01 20:26 40:27
Rieke's 1962 flight and Kalina's Oct. '66 flight as valid Walter CGhio 7355 8:53 16338
World Records (Cat. IV and Cat. II, respectively) was an- Jerry Powell 8322 7353 16215
swered at the CIAM meeting thus: models for Indoor Rec-~ TULSA LOCAL FAI TEAM QUAL. April 15, 1967
ords may have any wing span as long as the general area Bob Hanford 13231
requirement is not violated. This means that indoor John English 12301 :

models (for record only, not competition) may have 2,325 Bobby Hanford
_ a

9:50
sq. in. area if you like - but no more! Finally, Kalina's CHICAGO LOCAL FAI TEAM QUALS. April 16, 1967
Cat. II record was set under Provisional Rules with the Jim Richmond 19:37 27232 : 47209
model size that was legal then ~ but model size doesnot Al Rohrbaugh 19:53 20333 46:26
count! So, it's no holds barred for World Records, which Wayne Zink "49316... 18304 37324
would seem to reduce the popularity of trying for World Bob DeBatty

—

16326 - 16246© 33312
Records, since it soon will be necessary to have special Curtis Janke. 143237 15:01

,

(29224
models to even try!|

_

Pat Laughton.. ~ 13320 12:00 25220
..

: HAMPTON end LOCAL TEAM QUALS.- April 18, 1967
Team. Selection Finals Sité se. Pat Gainer 6:09 6:44 12353 ~

ca
.

Joe Boyle
. 5839 5842 -A4s2t.. ~

On March 6, 1967, it was‘learned that transportation ‘BobGainer” “3304 2:18°° BoB... :

ae™to California for finalists wouldnot be available. This DETROIT FAI LOCAL TEAM QUALS. April’23, 1967
necessitated a central location for the Finals; and a fran- Ed Stoll°" ~~ "46258 18323 3B3a_
tic search for a suitable site began. On May 8, the Pom- ‘Pat Greén °* 7 7°. 16319 —15:56 (33315
peian Court of the Northwood Institute in West Baden, Ned Smith oe 14:07 -

14835 59202 , ‘
Indiana was chosen. The choice was not difficult after Dale Wilson = 14:12 9346 “93358 .
communicationwas established with the proper people ~ it Tim York™” ~~ “""° 10330°° ~

40358°" 24320 -
simply was the only suitable site available! The dates Joe Serviatés” 94380 "9337 Ss 21219 ok .
are Aug. 3-4, 1967, chosen to permit competition at the LAKEHURSTFATLOCAL TEAM QUALS. Abril”%30;°1967.0 . ‘
Nats if desired. Progress of a renovationprogram at the John Triolo «6 24331 24:43

.
A542

Institute is expected to be sufficient to make housing Ernie Kopecky 2033" 23:09 A334
. cee Goth; peat aoe Te wiefede ed ao

“arpenmerecereneenrrcernn+ ~~ ernestA PS NR En TES RCPS SOT ESRDSNARE ter RE
a RL RL I ne



Pete Andrews 22349 20339 43328 Sr. Cat. I B Cabin - 9:19.6, Neil Shipley
C. V. Russo 20:47 21:20 42:07 Open FAI Cat. II FAI - 10:05, Bob Wilder.
Julius Rudy 18:27 20237 39304 .

Bill Bigge 16338 20:23 37301 If present plans work out, the June issue of INAV will
D. Martin 18:09 18:09 36:18 have a summary of indoor records, updated to the best of
Manny Radoff 14235 12202 26237 the available information..Speaking of available infor-

AKRON 2nd LOCAL. TEAM QUALS. April 30, 1967 mation, I gooféd twice in this column last month. Firs>
Joe Hindes 16359 18:02 35:01 I got all crossed up and announced a flight by Ned Smit -
Bob Randolph 17:21 16305 33326 as Sr. Cat. I Autogyro, and it really was Open Cat.-II

_

Bill Hulbert 15258 15344 31342 Ornithopter, and not a record at all}! Second, the flight
Ron Ganser 13315 13226 26241 of Larry Parsons at the Cow Palacé was announcedasbeing

eligible for FAI Cat. III. Actually, the Cow Palace, at
QualifiersFromContests 99' 1" ceiling, is AMA Cat. II and FAI Cat. IV! Finally,

a
. . .

ne here's a. prospective record: oe,
'- BALTIMORE INDOOR CONTEST.. a ees ris ot we tas pom

 , .B Stiek - 9238, Tom Vallee (12:10 winning time) BRAINBUSTER RECORD TRIALS, Hampton, Va. Apr. 30, 1967
WICHITA, KANSAS INDOOR CONTEST Willis School Auditorium, 20.5! ceiling, Cat. I |

A ROG - 4:51.6, Stan Chilton (4:51.6 winning time) *PAI Cat. I FAI - 14:41, Hal Crane
STATE MEET, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Indoor Stick - 19:20, John Chizmadia (21:58 won) *To avoid confusion, the two record classes are named
| Lee. . Lo Le . AMA Cat. I FAI and FAI Cat. I FAI, for the different ceil-

oe oO,
.. STATE OF THE ART ing heights.

-. "fhe model of the month, Hewitt Phillips' FAI, has been NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
the center of much conjecture since the outstanding 16:59
flight ina 20.5' ceiling. Parameters of the model, as CZECHOSLOVAKIA
publishedin March '67 INAV, added fuel to the discussion. The first Czech national indoor contest for 1967 was
The model features several unusual design concepts, as can held in the 45 m hall in Brno, with weather just above
be seen from the plan. Hewitt describes the original ver- freezing. Times in 65 em were (two flight totals);
sion (the second versionshown in plans) thus: Actually, Eduard Chlubna - 40:45, Jiri Kalina ~ 38:22, Dagmar Chlub-
the model is nothing to brag about. It is built from an na - 33:51, Rudolf Cerny - 30:48, Josef Gabris - 27:01.
old class B motor stick and is intended more for durapbil- 35 em times were: Rudolf Cerny ~ 18:24, Josef Gabris 16:11.
ity than record performance. A second national meet is planned early in June, and Man-

wos
: fred Koller and others from other countries are expected

The gull wing and dihedral tail give the model an un- to attend. .

usual appearance. The wing is built with high dihedral an

and pulled down by the braces on the lower surface. This MISSOURI ~ ST. LOUIS
feature leaves the top clear of brace wires and makes for The April indoor contest in St. Louis closed out a

easy patching and re-covering. The short wing struts help highly successful indoor season (competition is over, but
reduce drag somewhat. practice sessions can be held at the National Guard Armo-

. oo ry on Wednesday nights). Winners: Jr. Easy B ~ 4:42.4,
The wing brace wires are attached to the motor stick Pat Wood; Open Easy B = 8:09.0, Bob Hotzes Open Paper

_

rather than the struts. This system is possible because Stick ~ 12:48, Charlie Sotich; Jr. Paper Stick - 4:33,
the wingisfairly heavy. ‘The braces are attached as Pat Wood; Jr. HLG - 1:06.5, Dave Veselsky; Open HLG ~

shown in the sketch below; that is, they are simply hooked 1328.9, Larry Cailliau. we oo Les

under some 1/32" square balsa glued to the motor stick. 7 a
Two other small strips are glued across the brace wires

’ OKLAHOMA - TULSA
-

\
about 1/2" from the motor stick. By sliding the braces The Tulsa Glue Dobbers have thrived on indoor - so
pack and forth, the wing twist may be adjusted. Once it well that Bob Hanford plans a sanctioned contest in June.
has been adjusted, another little stick glued across the This is a triumph for Bob and others who have worked so
chordwise strips will hold the position. (Ed. note - the hard to establish indoor there, and it is heartening to
above comments were in one letter; the next came about 2 others in the south central U. 5S. also. If a few more
weeks later).

;
groups can follow through with similar programs, indoor-

,

competition between cities could be a reality. For info
I didn't realizeatthe time I wrote that the model on the meet, contact Bob Hanford, 3838 South 88th East

had set a record. The plans I sent were for the model Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145
which set the record of 12:51 in a 19' 8" ceiling.

oo,

NEW JERSEY - LAKEHURST
Since then I made a few modifications and made a flight Scale models and FAI models were flown at the April

of 16:59 in a 20.5' ceiling. The changes were as follows: 30 session at Lakehurst - at a brand new scene. Hangar #2
The 133" prop was replaced by a 16" prop. One bay was add- (far north of the big hangars) is a 100' site, very drift-
ed to the inboard wing to increase the span to near the free and well lighted. As a site for team selection, it
allowable 25.5"; this gave an extreme wing offset. The could hardly be beat - it was an excellent choice. Even
tail boom was twisted to tilt the stab to the right for a with the light, however, one model went 00S into the raf-

tighter left turn. The result was a very small diameter ters and the owner couldn't catch sight of it later.
left turn without much loss in efficiency.

My present feelings on design are that aspect ratios
should be increased, prop diameters should be larger and tTrubber-weight ratios should be increased (as compared to
present FAI design). The present model may have gone a

little too far in these directions, but I think the times LMCI IAN
show some promise in this trend. (Ed. note- the model
has better than average ability to recover from collisions
with obstructions - see discussionin April '67 INAV)

wy NIMAS a
Wy,

we ' a wr 3) , q
.
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The:‘effectivenessof this column is highly dependent FC ee oS > ~//,upon reports from CD's, not justareport of times, but | . SQ as
also ofwho applied for’what record. ‘The fliers them- Le ESL ff
selves can report that they applied for a record, but if E> )
neither one reports, who can know? The report really .- CSD fy |

ca

should come at time ofapplication, but it is not too. uo wb -

|

w/late after you receive the record, This is especially 7 oo : NEAR
important’ since AMA's present method of publishing the :

o

os
se =

current récords is to’send the list to AMA Charter Clubs
|

Ne wae . amoRe” aebaA vewbee

and AMA officér&’. ‘Unfortiinately, many indoor fliers do GEE, MISTER, THIS STUFF ISN'T AS" STRONG
a

not belong to a charter club, andthey nevergettheword. AS MOM!S SARAN’WRAP!" ‘ ‘ eS

. Two records which have been confirmed recently are:
a

.

nn oes
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
_

:

41
estion #40 (April '67 INAV), aboutadvantane of Lighaepest oreke stebe. Charlie Sotich has [.03-—2.

AC. 3.65offered the following information from Dec. '47 Air Trails. @
|

dis Low A/R Stas
—The aspect ratio of a lifting surface changes the rate ,

:

of change of lift with change in angle of attack. For any 25 Ch. 25% Ch
model which makes a given change in angle of attack, a . 16stab with high aspect ratio will increase in lift faster

Atthan a stab with low aspect ratio. The graph and example ,
. ; "]

.below illustrates the effect of this phenomenon on permis-
|

sible location of CG (for equivalent longitudinal stabil-
Lo 256-4ity of the model). :

@ 58
. A.C.of Toostig: Sine (ert aA tel tad*ggncneare | hh Hed AUR SraB og

,
faces; sq. in. wW : ’

5%measured from 25% of mean chord on wing to 25% of mean 25% Ch 2
chord on the tail; vary the aspect ratioof stabfrom 331 16to 6:1. The wing dimensions will be 4.1" x 2H 85 ; one A word of caution or reminder: this computation isstab will be 3.65" x 10.9" and the other 2.585 x 15.5".

based on using the mean chord of wing, and stab, rather
than the root chord. In the example, rectangular surfacesRefer to Step 4 of instructions below “hie ste. ane were assumed. In this case only will the mean chord andto Fig. I which details the model with low stab. °

chord be the same.locate the A.C. (aerodynamic center) of the model, read the root
eneCpe of .39 (3:1 A/R) from the graph and compute:

. TRAINING OF A CHAMPIONf THETRAININGOFACHAMPION
|

AsG. =stabarea x tall moment x 659 = 66 x TE x 439 = 245 Not very many people know that Hans Beck, 1966 Indoor|wing area
World Champion, was totally one porone the Chametonehtp atdels a few short weeks before eThis result shows that the A.C, should be 2.5" behind Debrecen, Hungary. He freely acknowledges that his train-the 25% mean chord of the wing. Now, locate the C.G, 25% ing under Karl-Heinz Rieke (1962 World Champion) made theof one chord ahead of the A.C. (the 25% chord figure is an
difference, but this in no way takes away from Beck's higharbitrarily assigned value, and can be qugeted or ently degree in competence with free flight models in general.ore or less stability as your own design permits.similar computation for the case with stab A/R of 6:1 As space permits, we will present copies of lettersields 3.3" behind the wing quarter-chord point. Using which passed between Hans and Karl-Heinz, shared with us by25% of wing chord as multiplier, C.G. in the first case Hans and translated by Manfred Koller. This will trace thewill be 1.69" ahead of the wing T. E. In ene secon’ sole: way Hans took from FAI Power flier to Indoor Champion.tion would be .83" ahead of wing T. E. To couple

|this intoreation with that ey presented in the ‘Co. Nurnberg 3/6/67
.'67 issue, the model using 631 A/R stab will have an

Dear Karlheinz!
|

|

|OG, (vs. 59% for 331 A/R stab version) ane oe ee te be
I was idle in modeling for a long time now. The winter-8" shorter from the wing quarter-chord to end o .

was not very eventful, in aeromodeling of course only. TheIn addition, it may work out that the b0% OG eenthon may
last weeks were somewhat hectic because of the internat+-n-permit the wing to be far enough ahead to further shorten
al toy exhibition. (Ed. note: Hans is a toy designer’ *|the tail boom and yield a lighter model.
a big plastic firm in Nurnberg.) This is now over and -‘ TTI rT |. [| | [tf -+—-—F7_fer=2 have time to devote to indoor modeling. To my surprise

°
"| Yr | |ff was selected to represent Germany, together with Strattneree ee ee eeee bo and Hacklinger, at the World Championships.pf er ft Rr= 7

So I have a request: do you have any kind of indooreee eee eee devices, material and wood you do not need any more? ITry | ber TTT rr especially think of the thin quarter-grain balsa sheets you55 F14TO)er’ gave me once. Also, bracing wire would be helpful. If youa et eo don't have anything of this kind any more, I would be verya rs pa ateful if you could tell me where I can get this supply.Cc | —~ {| f ft tfTT one InMay on June we will make a little meeting at Nurn-
tc ef tf ire berg and it would be nice if you would also come with oneeeeee eee of your models.c a

a ,
Best regardsRoryfortrtTTT Tt _ est regards, |

< |foefff |

Hans
|

)
< |> bet a

lin 3/11/1966fbf |_| Rr=4. Berlin 3S ~ |tt Dear Hans! .

.~ pt | ht Many thanks for your sign of life. I will answer in a°& 46a ee eeeeeee hurry and please answer as fast as possible, because I am_ OPOPOOOO . only in the coming week at Berlin to collect all the thingsa
ou requested. 8 -© Py||.|||}[Tt4 You
First I want to help you with supply. I can send youS PF | | tire wire and the thin sheets. Balsa for the wings and stab IPt Terr also do not have. You can buy it when you select in yoursor rrrr local hobby shop carefully.

rTpT 7 fT f[ Tf ff tT TT To my opinion are Hacklinger's and my model the opti-—
mal possibility and it would be nonsense if you would tryevott |__| |__|fj__ in the very short time to build after your own design. Ia ee ee ee Rr= STABILIZER ASPECT nario would say, you should build my models exactly Oe ttnee a ee eee | | Then the risk should be at a minimum. Have I wr en35

7 8 FY jo H 12 13 14 I5F 16 about the weights of the different. parts of the model?+ 9° WING ASPECT RATIO You should stay for for the first models approximately
25% above my weights. Then you will nton)s model which

flies 35-40 minutes (at Cardington).RE REIRE BOR DETERMINING POSTHON OF CS. surest course I will send you my model boxes, also the jigsSTEP I Measure tail moment arm between 25% point and templates. If you have any detailed questions, it
thon the average chord of wing and stab, would bebest at you would visit me at Berlin on one of ne>

=

comin .
AV. CHORD = Arca/Span The site at Debrecen is so high that one can fly wit

STEP Il Find Aspect Ratio of Wing and Stab
an excellently trimmed model approximately 35 minutes.

Aspect Ratio = Span/Av. Chord or Span“/Area But, the ground area is relatively small. So it will be_

necessary to change the original design in view of theSTEP Ill Find Cr from graph
very small circles. It will be the best if you enlarge theSTEP IV Find distance from 25% point of wing to A. C, original washin on the inner wing. I will tell you in my

stab area x Tail Mom. Arm x Cf next letter how much and I will also.send you pictures ofALC. =

wing area the site at Debrecen. Now’send as soon as possible your
ty want.STEP V_ Locate C.G. 25% of average chord ahead of A.C. list about what you,

Best recards,
Karlheinz
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PITTSBURGH HOLDSMier FoR Juniors 2 ts:

PRESFAB Age_ Time
Wt .

Dodoes
yo,

"3RD ALLEGHENY INDOOR MEET HAS 3 JUNIOR AGE GROUPS — 1.020 Age Time TyDavid Masters 9 254.9
yy 1) Mark Talley 6 1:01.44 2) Mm Hare ? #2740

_
i ee 3) Gordon Oresti 8 219.6Junior fliers are often neglected; but in Pitts- 2) David Masters 9 257 0D 4) wild : 8 °

. shhh 2 a am Hill 216.1
burgh they are treated as royalty. This is the third 3) Terri Knoblauch 6 3'te Fleaeii

: 254 Oo e s
year the three modeling clubs in the area have banded 4) Greg McGruer 9 sate i)Doviddanser ey :55.5
together to, as Ron Ganser put it, "help the youngsters Filedglings ie.TyNoesi. .

2) Douglas Masters 11 245.9get a start in our great hobby". There were events for 1) Nicky McGruer 11 = -1:09.0 3) Robert Postage 11 233.5Seniors and Adults, too; but 156 Juniors competed and 2) Douglas Masters 11 1:05-0 71) steve Bayer o :30.9
the 79 Dodoes and Fledglings alone put up 464 flights. 3) Mark Kastory 10 1:04.0 Juhiors

y —_
eveveleS, indeedessseit was quite a show!! 4) Robert Postage 1l 255.6 T) Roneld Ganser,Jr. 13 1111.3

The sponsors were the best and promoted the H.L.GLIDERS Age Time 2) Tom Kutcher 13 236.7
contest so that the whole aréiwas model airplane con- Dodoes (2 flgts) 3) Ralph Kaiser 13 231.0
sciouse The really big event was the KDKA-F-1020 Racer T)Paul Hare 9 34.0 4) Wn. Messenger 15 225.0
(identical to the AMA Delta Dart designedand promoted 2) David Kearns 8 27.0 Senior
by the Pittsburgh sparkplugs). They had Radio Station 3) Greg MeGruer 9 26.2 i)Ed Gallagher 18 315.8
KDKA buy 2000 of these from SIG with KDKA call letters 4) Glen Watsoh 9 2201 n
printed on wing covering. The Station announced over

Fledglings 3 on Ganser ko 1226.4
the air that they would send to each written request a aesDavid Ganser nt 55.0 2) Norman Bickar 32 1:10.1
kit. In the first week all 2000 were gone under an 2) Robert Postage 11 34.0 3) Robert Masters 36  1:10,0
avalanch of over 6000 (yes, six thousand) written re-

3) Nicky McGruer “7 32.8 4) Ken Johnson 36 56.6
quests and more requests kept coming in, .

4) Kevin Dadey 12 30.2
Besides Station KDKA, the sponsors were the Juniors

.
EASY"BY Age Time

Allegheny Airlines, Pittsburgh Inst. of Aeronautics, I)Ronald Ganser,Jr. 13 66.5 Fledglings
and Page Airways. 2)John Steward 14 39.2 1) David Ganser 11 3351.1

The Clubs promoting it were the Greater Pitts- 2} ed*Godtsks ut cee Fs Dey eruer nt 3 ;or
burgh ARCS (radio control), West Hills Aeromodeling Bo ULLC. ‘Ue

i) KorMove asters

0 ‘3ee0
Kontroline Society, and the Pittsburgh Aeromodelers Seniors

6
en Meyers 224,

(free flight), while the individuals behind it all are 1) Thomas Rogers 1 a5 PAPER COVERED STICK rimRon Ganser, Ralph Pennetti, Jr., Richard Meyer and Don 2) Pete Darr ? Qe eSAge Time
|

Hewston. een uniors
This year the meet was held at the University 1) Ron Ganser 4O 600 1) Linda Randolph 14 = 10:35.2

of Pittsburg's 52' ceiling Field House on April 16th. 2) Norman Bickar 32 290 2) Ron Ganser, dr. 13 7:34.8 2
Prior to their first meet in 1965, the Pittsburgh area 3) Clyde Hare 39 poss 3) Tom Kutcher 130 -2:27,4 .

7 ad seen no organized competition since 1948, The 4) Robert Masters 36 9 =) Wm. Messenger 15 329.0 -
-

lembers of the Allegheny Model Airplane Council put Senior 4

on that first meet with the help of the PennHills Pre#Fabs were made from all-balsa No Entries
-

YMCA; and from two events in four age groups it has kits of cabin models similar ee |

jumped this year to rival the famed Cleveland bash to Top Flite Jig-Time series. 1) Gerald Skrjane 35 123:29.2 “
under Chuck Tracey. f Surfaces could be sanded, but 2) Bob Randolph 4h = 12:15.2 a

a enough print had to be left to 3) Ron Ganser 4O  =—-11:35.2 me,
Key to their effort is in their aan ite prove no materials were substi- 4) Norman Bickar 32 = =10:03:6 —

AMA Junior Age category into 3 sections: the e tuted. .
“

Dodoes 9 years old and under, Predgrings 10thru12 toh ae Age Time |
and Juniors 13 thru 15. Prizes were given t our Flying Scale - Kits were allowed
place in all events, and, while some places were not ~

with points given for detail, 1) Tinda Randolph 1+  10:26.6
filled in the older classes, we wish we could report scale & workmanship, while in 2) Ron Ganser,Jr. 13 7243.8
the efforts of those Dodoes and Fledglings down to Sr/Op Combined competition only 3) Wm. Messenger 15 306.0
about 20th place in the KDKA F-1020 event. They AMA rules were follwed. Seniors
really deserve it! 1) Neil Shipley 20 7:41.72

:
. t

_

Timetable for all events was ee -
: Originality&Performance- Contestants sipmtdels incredibly tight, with registra- 1) Wm. Hulbert hl 13250.0

and were scored on their ability to describe and answer tion & microfilm starting at 10AM 2) Ron Ganser 4Q 10:02.0 :
_ questions on design, flight forces and trim adjustments and done by 1PM, and other events 3) Bob Randolph Ay 9231.0 “

made to improve flight performance. The outstanding taking turns to 5#30. Tucked into 4) Richard Meyer 39 3245.5 Hg
models were a pusher flying wing and a tractor flex this somewhere the RC Club put on

wing. The Junior winners won Buhl Jr. Space Academy a rousing taxi demonstration on § FLYING SCALE Age
.

Scholarships, which are classes taught to youngsters the gym floor. The Clubs also had )Dodoes/Fledglings/Juniors
at Buhl Planetarium on space science. Seniors each displays of UC, R/C and Free 1) Ron Ganser,Jr. 135 Bleriot

.

won 3 hours flight instruction. Judges were two pilots Flight models at booths manned 2) (Not Reported)
from the Pittsburgh Aero Club and Ron Ganser,. throughout the day to answer the 3) Terri Knoblauch 6

Age ERT rete Sir Te ay aneee Spece 4) David Masters 9
mn aper ying g ators to ed abou s

.[Entrants|crafses _[pirono|HUG[pre [papers [Mixe|E2vins [Ores] 2000, with 1000 on Sendors/Open 36 Prier
= 9 (9 & Less) aS “sense 3) Ken Johnson 36 Val er :

ae so wT] aera eee felt
Cote (10-12) ZY» left to see where the 4) Ron Ganser 4O Curtis

: (13-15) |
eee memefeoree|

accent was really on ORIGINALITY & PERFORMANCE AgeDes oP eT Ba
(16-20) aN is where it belongs, 1) Robert Postage un

25 Open NY 33 g ? 7 QUITE A SHOW!!!... 2) Paul Hare 9
(2l up) |-N\. JN| coocecUse it as a Seniors

_ guide to your next I)James Dorsey 17|mleluli| 8|25[a7] meetin 2) Allen Stein 18
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NEWS and VIEWS £(ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

,

|

-

.

#*#HeNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### Correction, Please
—

|

' A worried flier who qualified at the April 30 Akron
©

NewMembers! - oo session wonderedif I was correct in calling it the "and
1 Team Qual, I wasn't - sorry about that! It was ;

FRED M. HUBLITZ, 1408 Key Dr., Alexandria, Va. 22302 Loca
was

- JERRY D. POWELL, 43105 Continental, Fremont, Cal. 94536 a Quarter Finals and he is qualified into the Semi.

NIMAS Awards Team Selection TrialsSchedule
.

Gola Cat. II Rubber - 29:21.5, Jim Richmond EAST COAST ~ Lakehurst - June 11, 1967 C. V. Russo, 143
Gold Cat. II Rubber - 28:32, Bud Romak Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066 -

.NORTH CENTRAL - Detroit - June 18, 1967 Pat Green, 16880
oodbine, Detroit, Mich. 48219 “NATS Entry Blank SOUTH CENTRAL - Tulsa; Oklahoma - June 18, 1967 CD Bud

Your Nats entry blank (which you dutifully sent off .
Tenny; Tulsa contact - Bob Hanford, 3838 South 88th

for after my admonition here before) is due (postmark) on
WEST Cor Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145

or before June 30, 1967. Registration 1s Monday, July 24, ST - Cow Palace ~ June 18, 1967 Bud Romak, 85
at Los Alamitos NAS, and on Tuesday at the Santa Ana hang- Sullivan Dr., Moraga, Cal. 94556
ar where Tndoor is held.

Qualification Trial Results|

INAV Index COW PALACE QUARTER FINALS-May13, 1667 —
.

1 Rambo
,

23345 20:42 44327That index of all past issues of INAV is now complete, Car
:

thanks to diligent effort by Hal Crane. We now need a Lew Gitlow 25318 17:18 42336
kind voluntéer to type it up, so it can be made available Erwin Rodemsky 22:12 20:02 42:22
to anyone who wants one. Bob Meuser

_

20310 18301 38211
oo ,

coma ee eer QUARTER FINALS-May 13, 1967
} an

tes Noe cae atte Brinemen ES GES PARR ot OR AR re 2 wake! ets es rion C em 9 $27 10 230 19 : 57,

: HLGFudgeFactor Kristi Tenny 9:49 8:40 18:29:

Bob Putman 5:49 9:16 15305The Oct. '66 INAV presented a graph for HLG postal
D3 93 5:

fudge factors as a trial solution to the large inequality TULSA eee, EINALS - May 13, 1967
which arose when the standard ratio fudge factor is used Bob H ne 4 bi3 8:12 15:47
for sites which differ widely in ceiling heights. A new

Stan Chitte 2 6304 12:38
version of the graph (same curve), larger and with narrow DETROIT QUARTER FINALS ©

7345— 4:50 12235
lines for easier use, has been prepared. Those who desire

Hardy Brodersen
+8 “way et 1967 40 324a copy please send a stamped envelope with your mequest« Pat Green 49 3a 20:27 AOr14| a coos FAL INDOOR REPORT

 - ©...
Joe Servaites 19:31 19337 39:08a

|

Ed Stoll— 19:18 18 356 38214
FAI Finals Attendance

_ . . Ned Smith 17310 16:43 33253nana. Tim York
si156 13243 28359

The Team Selection Finals will be held in the Pompeian ULAKEHURST QUARTER FINALS - May 21, 1967
Court of Northwood Institute, West Baden, Indiana 47469, John Triolo 23:55 24339 48 334
For map-lookers: the above address contacts the right Tom Vallee 20251 24320 45312
people, but the postmark says West Baden Springs and the Ernie Kopecky 20:21 24305 44 326
telephone exchange center is French Lick, Indiana. This Bill Bigge 19324 23:58 43322
should help you find it on the map. Pete Andrews 21236 21216 42352Bob Champine 19341 20346 40:27

Written confirmation of the arrangements has been re- Manny Radoff 18:47 21:28 40315ceived, and it seems probable that on-site housing will be Hal Crane 18:42 19310 37:52
available. Anyone besides qualifiers who wishes to attend Julius Rudy 16253 18333 35 $26should notify Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 CHICAGO QUARTER FINALS - May 28, 1967
as soon as possible. There may be some limitation on how All qualifiers showed up for this event, only to find
much housing is available, and of course officials will be that the National Guard had pre-empted the Armory for
considered first. However, it should be a tremendously the whole day. No more open dates were available un-exciting contest with extremely good flying, and most any til after Semi-Finals, so special arrangements wereindoor flier would enjoy being a spectator or official.— made for these qualifiers to combine Q-F and Semi- 7
So, let me know if you will want to go, and if you wish to Final flights at the Semi-Final they attend.°

help with the meet please say so. = SAN DIEGO QUARTER FINALS - May 30, 1967
: Clarence Mather 9315 12:07 21322

FAL indoor Participation
RECORDS? MAYBE!

To the best of my information, 86 fliers entered local
+ om.

:
qualification trials this year. This compares to 90 in

a ieeered agaent Hal Crane's FAI Cat. I FAI record
1962, 83 in 1963 and 71 in 1965, This increase in entries i23t month, “The aia; arian ener than the 14:41 listed :

over recent years is heartening, and is due partly to a had left.
. At was made after everyone else

~ e™few who entered the local trials with no intention of go-
°

we
‘

mg on to the Quarter Finals. Thank you, fellows - you APNabe ee Be Co
-know who you are! On the other hand, a few fellows were Ce TRO NDOOR Poneeet - Mey 1967 FAI Cat. III

at local trials, flying 65 cm models, who did not enter. Open Costick r 3912108" ;
ieago 90' AMA Cat. II.

: If these had entered, in each case a serious flier who
_ FAI Cat. IIT PAT. ocd: im Richmond

' had bad luck at that particular meet could have advanced ° ~ £9321, Jim Richmond
ito the next round. The $1.50 local trial entry fee was Plset low to encourage such entries, It is hoped that in

_ 1
ease remember - the continued effectiveness of thisthe next program these fliers will enter and help advance Column is dependent upon fliers and CD's notifying me ofthe program. record applications! Otherwise, who knows about the rece=ord until the AMA annual publication of records?
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STATEOF THE ART Reproduction difficulties were solved by special tech-
'

niques: and perseverance on the part of Harry Keshishian.
Jim Richmond s Cabin model is in the spotlight this A hearty thanks to Harry for his work, and to Bill for the

month. The August '66 INAV showed a picture of the model loan of this document.
(oss ston the nats» re model's jth a Nats flight

.

. .

10:33) isn't particularly outstanding until you hear the \
oo ,

;

story. Jim's comments are: Fel«Poni BOM rr
7
an

; Leenren sre. Stans Mo DIA 4 0id. STE
.

I believe the gear design puts the cross section where
| 1 : NI !

STAR,
it can do some good in producing a sturdy structure with : 2?alag lente rr [Fe re|eminimum weight. The plane flies very well, but has not | rere, :
had a chance to prove itself yet. The Nats was the only ES | : (Date et
time I've let it fly out of my reach, and then it was |potepplapelupe icea Me to! Hye 0
padly underpowered and only went up about 30'. I haven't pes ~ i

Wine (we [eet “o° :

really proven anything with the drooped trailing edge gai BRACE _ee eee s
¢

(fence), but I believe the fence enables a wing to gener-
ate lift at a lower speed and this could increase flight

| ae
duration. I use a fence on the stab T. E. of both my Easy ayy 1.2,

'

B (Ed. note ~ Jim's Easy B did 14:43 in 90' at Chicago) +
and my paper stick, and it seems to improve recovery char- eV SE

acteristics and prevent undue stalling during the burst.
.

ane NS>
Hooray for a pioneering effort! I have been trying , aoegene i meee® oo

:

to find time to apply the fence to indoor rubber and have MEDIER fmm (i)aencouraged Jim to fly this model more. If anyone else FE a4 Being P=pe a 4
tries the fence, I am very interested in your results. re oy ote [eee 4%Re

.
HINTS AND KINKS

. CNPetts 4

CoveringTip Ne 9 er Ol PROPChekte1% Ae |
.

~ Siow DOOM ,

a

z
wn —— .

If your film is slightly tight on the hoop while cov- { Ls} 1neks re Fr,
Pirews 20

ering (Bilgri style), it will probably crush or distort | af ;

the ribs. Al Rohrbaugh places solid ribs on the covering | 1_Vv :
form as shown below. These ribs are located next to the ae t

ribs in the surface being covered, and support the film
during the covering operation. Take care not to get these |

solid ribs wet, and make them slightly shorter than the 45°t% ro reg $3
distance between the outlines.

|

Toe r]

.
4. CENTER$80,Kios————— |

oe \NOK PEERS POSERED

YY AN \ aed a E-2 ee) SPAN Jo" LenetH 2¢" |
\ epCAFite wb

Ghord (roor) 92" chord (mesn)3z" :

.

PENCIL QUTL/NE SE CERN BENE OB
eo| Arez.(ed 29°" Time o'9" ™:

——

1

: Ful ALA. aioe Pe het-SENLOR Bp "hy$*plecs.GoveringHoops yh
; 2Covering Hoops Sence-f'2I" PE B.

!

.

The March '66 INAV showed two methods of slackening
: film for covering - and here's another method. Vilim

Kmoch (Yugoslavia) suggests that one side of the hoop can NEWSFROMAROUNDTHEWORLD
pe mounted on a bolt as shown in Fig. 1 below. Move the

HUNGARYside out to the dotted position and lock it while picking
up the film. Move it in to the position shown for cover- pnewas Ree (Budapest) reports thet 8 6 em contest
ing, and the film will slacken. Fig. 2 shows another way was held recently in weet “34 @ an Debrecen. weven

of building the hoop to accomplish the same thing. Fig. 3 towns sent teams; partial results are:
.

shows one important item - the film must be cut loose on
1. Zoltan Ocsody Debrecen ae

the end of the hoop so the slack will be uniform across
2. Andras Ree Budapest e #95

the hoop. It is a good precaution to place a wet strip of 36 Le Cjyarmati Veszprem 22353
paper across the end of the film to keep moving air from 4. Karoly Biro Szekeslehervar 22:29
disturbing the loose film. Put the paper on and then cut 50 K. Hajba Szekeslehervar 22:07
the film loose before moving the side of the hoop. Note g.ante ets Buaspest oO toe
one enay neon otde hace Fae nop rien in these Andras told also of the Romanian International indoor

. contest held in the 60 m salt mine under the Carpathian\ move Eoce} Mountains. Teams from Hungary and Czechoslovakia entered
and the Hungarian team scored high. Partial results:

1. Jiri Kalina Czech. 27:10 + 26330 = 53:40| | — | | PAPER STRIP 2. Zoltan Ocsody Hungary 26:55 + 24:01 = 50:56
3. Karoly Biro Hungary 25:30 + 21:00 = 46:30

Bott OLTS HERE ILLINOIS ~ CHICAGO
LOTTED Holes Cut Firm May 7, 1967, at the Washington Park.Armory, another

IN HERE "“eontestant sponsored" indoor contest was held. This is
po to say that the contest was supported out of entry fees

and cash donations from the contestants. Twenty contest-
.

ants entered eight events, including two size classes of
Fie.1 Fig. ce Fre. 3 HLG (under 30 sq. in. and over 30 sq. in.). Winners:

"a" HLG Jr. - 0241.0, Ricky Lyons; "A" HLG Open - 1:38.6,
Bob DeBatty; "B" HLG Jr. - 1:09.3, Carl Johnson; "B" HLG

. Se Open - 1:57.0, Dick Ganslen; Jr. Easy B - 4:09.8, Ricky
Lyons; Open Easy B - 12:37, Jim Richmond; Paper Stick -

A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR 18:53, Jim Richmond; Indoor Stick - 29:21.5, Jim Richmond.
ee rns

One of the most avid of NIMAS historians MICHIGAN ~ DETROIT
has been frustrated by the fact that much ofhis most veie’ #8 contestants entered the agnualMichigan Tndoor

ued and interesting historical information is almost im~ State Meet. fying ‘2 oe eer tra sondit for Whe we
possible to reproduce by normal methods because of fading pu ent ear y 3 SL ays 50D ih. A ‘ M nied i oO © HIG.
ink and general age. The item reproduced below is the _ tee oo ten Stree, e v/s paver Stick -11:30, pind ~

pencil original by Paul F. Bickel, who was a very active mee neo oe eee st4 ie 17124 Bob R nol h; ir 7sleader of the Overbrook Model Airplane Club. The OMAC was
—-R2NG0)PR; Open Raper Sree ehewhans Open Todos Stilo.

a chapter of the Philadelphia Model Airplane Association, preeee eee ot ee ae ies icing Soole to0.8 point
a@ group which pioneered in indoor development in the early 2158.5, Bob Randolph; Jr./Sr. Flying Scale - 120.5 points,
1930's, Steve Macisaac; Open Flying Scale, 136 points, Bruno Mark-

,
ewicz.
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| YUGOSLAVIANRUBBERSTRIPPER .

\ .

.

Vilim Kmoch, of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, was one of the except be sure to clean the form before rolling the next
fliers who borrowed ny Roto-Shear at Debrecen last year. one. The finished sdéckets must dry at least an hour over

He later decided to modify the cutter concept of the Roto- a lamp or overnight before they are cut to length. When
Shear (see Mar. '67 INAV) to make a stripper with more you cut them to length, trim one end and then cut the
range of adjustment. In case the presentation below does length so both ends will be sharp and square. .

-——,
. not come out clear enough, I will furnish a photostat to

.

‘

-
those who request same. Anyway, the major difference in

” De- BureR——____, ,

Vilim's cutters 1g that they are built up from many thin 5 a THis ENO
disks which have been ground to the proper diameter. His — %g moldymachine also has an eccentric lower shaft to permit adjust- Come!
ment of the degree of mesh or overlap in the cutter head;
this would be an excellent addition to Roto-Shear.

y90° Ng DIAMETERVilim made these comments on construction of this type
of cutter: "It is only necessary to stamp (on a rubber

:
_—T Music WIRE

base) disks from steel plate (thickness 0.1 mm, 0.4 mm and °

REMovE SochreT
0.5 mm) and grind them to final diameter all at once."

+Note that the disks are of two diameters, 25 mm and 27.5 MIS DIRECTION

mm, and 15 of each thickness are made in each diameter.
a .

a

‘

“oS q d preette - ‘ :

‘ ist co
vt mS rea Me, oF VE fam mo ‘

The results ‘with this stripper have been outstanding;
he has cut strips in virtually all sizes from 0.3 mm wide THETRAININGOFACHAMPION
(.012") up to the largest size he has needed. (cont. from May)

nan ; "

REZAC_GUME Dear Karlheinz!
Nurnberg 3/14/1966

Mie 6 oe 2 2 "We s “Za sobnemodele 7 ‘

| | 24 ee mode Many thanks for your letter and your kind offer to
i

. | J ; ; oY

Poy], : 7 help me. I would have limited me in any case to build
t,o: Ni "

Cont your models, especially in respect of the very short lapse
- ‘it ef “i “SN of time till the world championship at Debrecen. It will

w 2)aTI iam ihefh i \ be the best solution. I think I will succeed in buildingaSeed PolstsyPas IT “eg S | the models without your physical aid, especially with youret ! ash my devicesand jigs.
| | |

| Co H CW “Nevertheless I have some questions which you will
; A Se please answer with your next letter. What kind of micro-

.

'

Fite ee film mixture is the best to your opinion? How old theekscentritnost ai a » films for wing and stab should be? How do you brace theSpore

eye ey deeaaeeteeAUP 1 hae foe \ .
wing and stab? Perhaps you can sketch me the different

A orem 8S ie C185 i \ steps one by one. How did you cut your rubber?
J denne sanata 8S me ~] eee . _ ‘on

_!
Could it be possible, when I have succeeded in build-

i ' oe (ds WEE
. ing my first model, to come to Berlin and fly under youril) |g

L Se oo, assistance in the "Deutschlandhalle"? We have here at
. Resa su dctow$225 cep egittg

SST

ee Nurnberg only an exhibition hall which is only 11 m high,-——Raretonbreyestore 2 a N= i ee Besides a lot of girders and chandeliers it is difficult
- fhhena8 Bans no jt bil | to come into the site, all in all not really ideal. ~—

t eumer tae rong ry fet I am impatiently waiting for your "lumber",
i Svisu xajedno bruteni >. 37 ———; Ls a

;

/
Hans

TeBYeT OP egethe, [Darr bacby |

|

1
ee

gt 4, Kmoch Vilim 1967
Berlin 3/17/1966

anOf I Ate ~y 9 EEN a4FU ~t Daten, af BUnlerre:4 Dear Hans!
,

INDOOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
,

Many thanks for your letter. I have searched for all—

kind of indoor "lumber" and collected what I could find
This is: a new column, of occasional nature, which for you.

will have articles pertaining to new or standard con- So I sent today to your address two children's coffins.
struction methods. The material below is a reprint from

_

In the big one are all kind of jigs and other materials.
an early issue of INAV.

a In the smaller one are my old models which I used at Card-
ES

:

ington. The wings and stabs are absolutely useless because
Tissue Sockets of gigantic warps which wandered in the models in the last

three years. But you can see all the different dimensions
Rolling tissue sockets is mostly a matter of practice of the various parts of an indoor model. You can also see

and timing. By timing I mean that once started, you must the color of the microfilm. Of course you can destroy the
complete the job quickly and without hesitation, It is models completely, so you can learn details you can not see
possible to increase your yield by careful attention to a from the outside. Don't be astonished about the big trans-
few details. The first and most important is the wire portation box. To our experience it is absolutely necess-
form ~ use 1/16" music wire which has been polished with ary to have three good models for an international contest.
steel wool or fine wet-or-dry sandpaper. The end should Either stored in two smaller boxes or in one bigger which
be chamfered and de-burred as shown in the sketch below. is more advantageous because you then have one free hand

for a suitcase. Since in such a box all the fuselages areCareful preparation of the tissue will also make your on the bottom and the wings are in the lid the assembly is
job easier. First, don't make long sockets - 5/8" is as very easy. In the smaller boxes where all the parts are
long as is ever needed, and longer sockets are difficult in the lower part of the box, assembly of the models is)
to remove from the form. Second, use jap tissue and be much more difficult.

—sure the grain 1s running lengthwise of the finished Of course I will make an arrangement for the Deutsch-
socket. Cut several pieces of tissue 5/8" wide and 1" landhalle. But you should have at least three models so
to 1 1/4" long (grain running in the direction of the your travel to Berlin should pay. In this respect there is
5/8" dimension), being sure that the edges are square. a good method to fly in low ceilings with full turns: the

very short rubber (one third as usual) is lengthened to the
Now for the actual rolling operation. Put some thin

 —

rear hook by a wire, of the same weight as the rubber.
glue on the form and lay the form on to the edge of one

|

For training and flying it is very useful to knot a
of the tissue pieces with the edges of the tissue per- little ring (Ed. note: an "0"-ring) in the rubber motor.
pendicular to the form as shown below. From now on you This way it is much easier to remove rubber with still lots
must waste no time. Check to see that the tissue is of turns, from the rear hook.
stuck to the form, spread a layer of thin glue over the The rubber~cutter which I sent you can only be armored.tissue, roll the form forward so at least one layer of with the sharpest razor blades otherwise it would produce “

tissue rolls up on the form, pick up the form and twirl. an uneven cut. Additionally the position of the blade —

it between thumb and forefinger so the rest of the tissue must constantly be changed after a few meters of rubber
rolls up evenly. Continue twirling until the end of the cutting. When the blade gets dull, you can hear it in the
tissue sticks down and the excess glue is squeezed out. form of a certain faint crackling.
Immediately push the socket off the form and let it drop
to the table. If you hesitate, the glue at the end of Best regards,the form will make it stick. If you start with the piece

,

Karlheinz
of tissue right at the end of the form, the tendency to
stick will also be reduced. That's all there is to it;
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OFFICIAL AMA INDOOR RECORDS

as of May 29, 1967
——————_OCo

on Category I Category IT Catego III

-“opass A R.0.G. CLASS A R.0.G. CLASS A ROG
J = B. DeShields 6:55e1 J - D. Chancey 8:10.9 J - A, Saltzman 10:09,0
S = L. Loucka 8:30.0 S - L. Loucka 10:19.5 S - R. Harlan 15:01.4
O - H. Entrop 12:10.0 O- TT, Finch 12:28.8 O- J. Foster 21:52.0

TAEER STICK —e = ae dolph 19:03.0J = Ll. Randolph 8328.0 J -d. Thornbery,Jr. 14:58.1 - L. Randolp “486
. 8:50.0 S ~ L. Loucka 16:03,2 S - R. Harlan 19:48,S ~ W. Skinner ioe

O-P, Klintworth  19:41.0 O- F. Cummings, Jr. 24:52,2O ~ R. Randolph 11:36.0 ~ Fe Riintwor tithe : RES, Pe cbice

CLASS B STICK CLASS B STICKCLASS B STICK wee 3B STICK CLASS_B_STICKw=BrDeShields 815746 T=, Randolph 153544 Fz Re Cummings 2420540
PrB meee aie 25 mach” Hes sie imey gee- Le 3

- P,
;

: - T. Fine tho .O - H. Phillips 16:59.0 O- Pe Klintworth = 2025640
sLAss ¢ SUTCK

°

:
CLASS C STICK

CLASS C
STICK .CLASS C STICK —j-7 York 19:46,0 J-B. DeShields § 27:17.0

J ~ B. DeShields 7302.0 S ~ L. Loucka 19:18.5 S - R. Harlan 26:38.4
S - J. Gaffrey 92804 O = R. Plotzke 23229 04 O-~ T, Finch 3925500 .O- J, Kagawa 14:09.0

CLASS D STICK CLASS D STICK
CLASS D STICK J - Re Roharik 20:37.0 J-D. Champine 252454

i

J = L. Randolph 7328.0 S - J. Skinner 2225902 S = D. Morris 30:26.0
S ~ T. Neumann 1423661 O = D. Kowalski 292474 0 ~ E. Kopecky 43242.0
0 ~ R. Randolph 16:05.5 CLASS B CABIN CLASS B CABIN ~|

CLASS B CABIN J = J. Skarzynski 7215.0 |

J ~ He Kaczynski Se) moosJ - J. skarzynski 5208.4 S = Do Erbach 11:31.8 S - R. Harlan 1 ane -

S=N. Shipley = 9219.6. O - W. Erbach 13252.2 O-~ Fe Cummings, Jr. 252/20
a0 ~ De Stamm Oeleed

CLASS B CABIN ROW CLASSB CABINROW 0.
“

CLASS B CABIN ROW J =D. O'Malley 4330.6 J ~ 8. Stackhouse = 3:06. :
Jeo ~~ - S = D. Erbach 72hh 9 S-0D. Call 13213.0 2S - D. Erbach 323162 O-W, Williams 9:15.8 O- A. D'Alessandro 17:20.0 m

.
O- Ro Ganser 4251.0 CLASS C CABIN CLASS C CABIN -

. ft ‘nN ~- °
. aCLASSCCABIN J = D. Erbach 212508 J = R. Richmona 18:33.3 aJ - R. Ganser 3248.0 S - L. Loucka 16:06,

S$ -R,. Harlan 19:21,8 ied: ° e e wasS - L. Loucka 9:12.0 O - C. Sotich 17:54.8 O-J3, Bilert 5306 °
i

. = Vo gr 293 0D
ea© = R. Ganser 9:15.0 ie| AUTOGIRO AUTOGTRO a

AUTOGIRO
7

J =H, Schubert,Jr.  2:10.0 pa cee

-Se “eves D h :
J = E. Vargo 3353.8

“J -H. Schubert, Jr. 2725.5 S - D. Erbac 2202.2 S =D. Erbach 227.4 “

sho. O = W. Erbach 6232.8 or 23276: S - E. Smith 2240.5
wos

"760 0 - J. Triolo 8:08.0O = R. Ganser 4:19.0°- HELICOPTER . HELICOPTER| HELICOPTER od = De Erbach 32'¥? 02 J - C, Lee 4338,2- J = De Erbach 325204 S - N. Jones 6230.3 S -E, Smith 6245.6O - W. Erbach 5:50.8 ° aneS - N,. Jones 6231.0 ° ‘ave O ~ H. Cover 8211.0.O = We Erbach 633202 ORNTTHOPTER ORNI'THOPTER
|

ORNITHOPTER J = D. Erbach 1:29.7 - SriVa 1218.0——— S =D. Erbach 1:15.0 © 1ote° .J = D. Erbach 0:30.1 ORG BLL S = J. Bock 3222.0 :

S = E, Smith ~ 2:43.04 7 Se Vanser
tebe O = Co Goldberg 4305.4O =~ R, Ganser 3307.0 H. L. GLIDER

J - Be Schubert 221261 H. L. GLIDERHe be GLIDER S = B. Schubert 2:1hel J = R. Richmond 2208.8Je Be Schubert 1301.0
0 R, L h 2:04 8 S.J M zuk 2:01S - B. Schubert 1:13.8 7 He Mars “e 0-c. Stey 5. 2O-R. Wittman 1:11.5 ~ Ve Stevens 22506

F, A I, FeAT.
eTo

__ _

J - Le. Randolph 11:40.0 Pete
_ .

s ~ _— *
~

S ~ a -

; gs ~ ~— -

O - H. Phillips 16 59.0
O - J. Richmond 29:21.5 0 - -- -

* indicates possible record U.SoAo  P.A oT.Records
co N. Shipley 15:46.0

|

FAI Ceiling Categories)

I Hal Crane 13:59.0
II Bob Wilder 10:05.0
III Jim Richmond 29:21.5
Iv -- -
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

|

#HRHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY#3 . Meanwhile, further donations are in order, and will
:

~— ,

only enhance the meaning of our effort. Make checks pay~
New Members!

|

able to Ralph Tenny, and mark them "Dick Black Fund". A

/

special report will be made to all donors, showing amounts
JOHN E. ENGLISH, 4233 East 52nd Place, Tulsa, Oklahoma donated and disbursement made.
JAMES H. GARDNER, R. R. 1, Vinita, Okla. 74301
CHRIS SOENKSEN, 1414 Seymour Ave., Mundelein, I11. 60060 FAI INDOOR REPORT

The August Issue Qualification Trial Results

This issue is early, to permit me to wind up many As announced last month, the Chicago Quarter Finals
last-minute details with both the Team Selection Program were cancelled by loss of the intended site at the last
and the Free Flight Contest Board. The August issue will minute. The Chicago qualifiers were permitted to combine
doubtless be late, after Aug. 15 almost surely. Please their Q-F and Semi flights at either the Tulsa Semi orthe
pear with us - I expect to have reports on the FAI Indoor Detroit Semi; standard qualification procedures were used
Finals and the Nats. based on the first three rounds of the Semi. The quali-

fiers were:

Junior NIMAS Awards. Lo.
.

a Tulsa section
Ce

One of the benefits of NIMAS membership has been
/

closed, actually if not intentionally, to the young mem- Ed Capogreco 13354 13:00 26:54
bers (sponsored Juniors and family members) on NIMAS. Dick Ganslen 9333 12:18 21:51
This is the NIMAS Award Program. The goals, set to be Lou Willis 858 10348

-

19:46
worthy goals for’ the serious flier, are beyond the reach Paul Tryon 7:40 . 6:51 14:31
of all youngsters except prodigies. On the advice of the

ee - re a. ce
pees

NIMAS Advisors, the following standards are set up as fit- Detroit Section
“sng goals for our Juniors:

_.

= -_
.

a 2
- ve —

pocewuerrss:: os: Al Rohrbaugh 21345 °° 21326 ABs! es
f{ndoor Stick (Any class indoor model; single flight) Jim Richmond 14344 27:52 42336 _

" ae Wayne Zink 15332 17327 32:59
AWARD Cat. I

|

Cat. IT Cat. III. Curtis Janke
—..

9:16 16:47 26303
Silver 7:30 ~ 15:00 21300
Gold 9330 18 245 26:30 yo «Semi-Final Results

. .

.Diamond 11215 22 330 31230 OO

Lakehurst Semi-Finals “106' Ceiling
Indoor HLG (Best single flight of nine) /

OO

—
— a 7

:
” vo Ernie Kopecky 24:56 24:40 49236

,

AWARD Cat. I Cat. II Cat. III Bob Champine 25:44 23:46 49:27
Silver 0:18 0334 0341 Ron Ganser 24 324 24:43 49307
Gold 0:22.5 O44 0:49 *Manny Radoff 24:11 23:47 47 348 o
Diamond 0:27 0249 0:56 John Triolo 22:54 24:38 47 332 -

Harry Lerman
. 23:29 22:56 46225-

The same general standards will apply to the condi-~ Ray Harlan 22233 22353 “"45:26°
.

tions for these awards - flights at sanctioned contests Dave Martin 22:39 22:28 45307
are eligible, as are flights under conditions which would Tom Vallee 22341 21358 44339
meet AMA contest standards. The flights should be witness- Hal Crane 20336 21:25 42201
ed by an AMA CD or two AMA members. Forms for award appli- Bill Bigge 22:h402 14:30 37312
cation are available from Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 Julius Rudy 19:39 17307 36346

NIMAS Awards Hot and humid conditions at Hangar #2 apparently held o
times below expectations, and late in the day lengthwise iSilver Act. II Rubber - 20:33.6, Al Rohrbaugh drift built up. Bob Champine put up his first officials .
and waited for the rest to catch him. Ernie Kopecky did as

DickBlackMemorial |
it in round 4, with a 9 second lead, and Ron Ganser's 4th ~

flight missed Bob's time by only 20 seconds. These three
Shortly after Dick Black's untimely passing, a spe- times were the closest set of qualifying times in the .

cial fund was established in his memory. The intent was entire team selection program. Unofficial information a
(and remains) to perpetuate Dick's memory in a meaningful showed the highest time of the day was by Jim Vale, whose

a

and lasting fashion. Similar moves by NFFS and by Walt new FAI ship did 25:58 late in the day. Record perform a.Schroder were off and running slightly ahead of the NIMAS ances in Autogyro and Ornithopter by Fred Weitzel capped
~

planning effort, and much of their planning is complete tne day and rewarded long effort on his part. His "flap- :

and awards have been announced. per" record beat the 20+ year old récord set by Carl Gold-

The NIMAS Advi nave diseu a
‘meny

‘t of
on berg, Congratulations, Fred!

e visors have scussed many types of memor- a
3

ton
jals; certain standards for the memorial have been set up. Western Semi-Finals 99' 6" Ceiling
If it is an award, it should be awarded for such reasons

.
.

.
“ “hat it would not go unclaimed. The form should be such Erwin Rodemsky aed 25298 _

48245
what an active reminderof Dick's life and accomplishments Clarence Mather els i 2 246 46232 ‘

is made. Finally, basis for making the award would be Carl Rambo 225 18599 41329
-

objective rather than subjective. Another possible type Lew Gitlow 19331 17% 37215
of memorial could be a service performed in Dick's name -

Bob Meuser 0 0 0
and this is also under consideration. The question of 7 y ’

when is a fair one ~- oneAdvisor said "You are stuck with The Western Semi was somewhat hampered by a work crew

thefinal decision. whether it is
ec tt wno had the doors open most of the day. This increased

, s good or bad. Thus, a adrift at floor level and many flights ended in t:strong effort to insure a propér and lasting memorial is ” nanny & ende n tne bleach-

being made, and will be announced as soon as possible ers. Even so, the low entry reduced the pressure of time
’ ° and everyone enjoyed themselves.

Le - . antnoesmeenannnatnnenntiperimerntcitsonnmnietntnstereneanor~e~~ nr En REE REDNESS OEEeee penneRt tet RN a ARNEna



Detroit Semi-Finals 65' Ceiling
.

ally, the only unusual features are the long motor stick
Jim Richmond 27352 24325 52317 and low wing loading. The need for low wing loading is
Al Rohrbaugh 22:48 25:35 48 323 self-evident, but the long motor stick forces the motor to
Joe Hindes 21:37 22:28 44305 deliver more torque. A relatively small turn radius is

*Ed Stoll 39108 a1th0 re used and the left wing has about 1/4" washin."
_ob Randolph. 223 17:5 03:43 *

Joe Serviates 19:50 18:31 38:21: DS ,

RULES
.

Bill Hulbert 17:40 18:40 36:20
Oo

THERESE u
-

—

Wena oon 10220 T7204 35354 The 1967 Nats will be the scene of the first in-person
C vis Ja ae

19%) ret e485 face-to-face meeting of the various Contest Boards. This
yUrels vance 16247 15255 32 242 is an eagerly awaited event which should increaseeffect-Hardy Brodersen 17304 15217 32228 iveness of the various Contest Boards and reduce the paper-
Tim York 11319 13105 24:24 work handling by AMA HQ and the costs associatedwith all

ed :
the mail voting and paper shuffling of the Contest Boards.

__ Test flying on Saturday, party at Haney Brodersen Ss, Details of the Contest Board meetings are given on pagegue Myspe(oteary-oyes?)ofSunday the ysuel paticrn’ 35of the aug, 167Anerdean vodeler, he,the newaysten te“ ° 2
OM

’ hased in, AMA members wishin o comment on rules propos-
conditions on the two days were quite different, ondmo Als will need to keep close watch on the Model Aviation ~

one really got zeroed in via the testflying. Conditions section of American Modeler for details of proposals as
were gooc, but each flier flew alternate rouncs on oppo- they are announced. Meanwhile, the following indoor rules
eauaiity of conditions. array in the center to assure have been submitted for FFCB action:
uality o 1 Se

Ge ' -, ert gn . FF67~A-1 (Modernization of Indoor Rules)Tulsa Semi-Finals 44' (FAI) Ceiling; 55' 6" (AMA) Ceiling
. This proposal originatedwiththe Indoor Advisory

.

4 w4e . .
ommittee which was formed in y request o e Exec.ran chiston teins ise stiot Council to update the indoor rules. It has been accepted

Dick Ganslen 14:19 16128 30:47 by the FFCB as a delayed action proposal, which means the

#Ed Caposreco 13:54 13:00 26154 final action on the proposal would come at the 1968 Nats.
|

Lou Willis 13397 Vote 26:49 The basic proposal establishes one AMA class (modelKristi Tenny gee 10252 ooh size) for Indoor Stick, Indoor Cabin, Paper Stick, elimi-Paul Tryon tt 2 MBioe Vreal nates Rise Off Water Cabin and retains A ROG, Helicopter,John English 2:55 326 sig Ornithopter and Autogyro. FAI Indoor is retained also;Bob Hanford 0 0 0 the class specifications of this event are beyond the con-

ane

trol of AMA. Exact details of the proposal will be givenSuperb conditions in a slightly cramped site, good
. ocooperation on the part of all coneerned, and 2 sonzental in future issues of INAV; many details were presented ifi

atmosphere made the Tulsa Semi very enjoyable. Very few the July '65 INAV.

models were captured by the “iron” overhead, and only two
AK . a

.

models were severely damaged in hang-ups. The worst casu- PROT“A-2 | This sub arent Of oeone ee et eeeane te
alty was Stan Chilton's reserve model, which was totalled 6 EE 6 G ;

in retrieval attempts after it hung on an almost invis- attempt (six attempts permitted) would be official.

ible wire. Ed Capogreco drove the others slightly batty FF67~A-3 This sub-proposal would change the wording of
with an all-balsa prop which served very well for the the second sentence of Par. 8.17 to read! When themodel
props he didn't get finished, and Jim Clem was heard to vit hits an obstruction which prevents further flight, or when
mutter something about “can't seem to beat a wooden prop! the model hits an obstruction or another model which

~ ©

*Alternates; will advance to qualifier status if a quali- throws the model out of adjustment, thereby altering it.
:

fier from the same Semi does not confirm intent to compete. flight pattern, the contestant shall have the option of
,

declaring the flight to be unofficial.
FAI Finals Attendance —

an a
- FF67-B-1 This proposal clarifies the wording of Sec. 8.12

It is evident from the results above that the Team with regard to wing area/rotor area specifications and re-

Selection Finals should be an indoor contest unequalled in defines certain aspects of rotor action.

competition excellence. Anyone wishing to attend should
Also to be considered by the FFCB are FF66-D-2 andmake the necessary arrangements (contact Bud Tenny, Box 66 a. 4 8. July '67 A 1 Model545, Richardson, Texas 75080) before July 12, 1967. FFOO-E-2; details on page 58, July 67 American Modeler.

STATE OF THE ART RECORDS?MAYBE

The most outstanding model to come out of the Indoor LAKEHURST SEMI-FINALS ~ June 11, 1967 AMA Cat. III
Team Selection program to date has been Jim Richmond's Hangar #2, Lakehurst, 106' ceiling. FAI Cat. IV
FAI model. It has dominated competition whenever it has Open Ornithopter - 4:30.5, Fred Weitzel

flown, and has done this while leading a charmed life. Open Autogyro - 8:27.0, Fred Weitzel
That is, no one has reported that the model ever hung -

DETROIT SEMI-FINALS - June 18, 1967 AMA Cat, II

if this is true, perhaps even higher times would have re-
State Fair Coliseum, 65' ceiling FAI Cat. III

sulted from rafter-banging! People who have examined the Open B Cabin - 18:25, Al Rohrbaugh OO

model see no startling innovations, and Jim's own comment Open B Stick - 22:47, Bob Randolph
| _

reveals nothing extremely unusual: "The FAI model is a
TULSA SEMI-FINALS - June 17-18, 1967 55' 6° AMA Cat. II

beautiful flyer. The 29:21.5 flight (FAI Cat. III FAI Nat'l Guard Hangar, 41' FAI Cat. II
record and AMA Cat. II C Stick record) was the first one

Junior FAI Indoor ~ 12:12, Kristi Tenny
of the day with no previous testing. It was able to climb Open FAI Cat. II FAI ~ 17:15, Stan Chilton

out at a very steep angle with no stall tendencies. The
ne 'flare prop design (cross-hatch plan below; full size out- The record listing on page 5 of the June 67 INAV had

line available by including stamped envelope with request) @t least one error - Jim Richmond's 29:21.5 flight was
makes it possible to use almost all the useful turns in submitted for AMA Cat. II C Stick and exceeds the time
the rubber. The plane descends with its nose pointed up-~ listed for this record.
ward slightly, as advocated by Charlie Sotich, so that the
prop thrust contributes somewhat.to the lift. Statistic-

.

dey]Pyettty ppPeery
|UL | 16" dia. x 36" pitch

Weight: .CO46 oz. .

L XS Spar: .068" x .110"/ \|| | tapered to 1/32" square.
Jim Richmond
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‘ ssWoRE ABOUTPIRELLI 4 «=S—t—<“<i‘ ;*;*;é‘ (é(‘#sSUed;s motors~Weighed,”and theweight/unit length deter-

i oe ” . mined. This information is recorded on a small envelope
The entire story of how to use pirelli rubber (how to in whichthe motor is stored until needed. The envelope

‘ break in a motor, cross-section vs. loop length vs. rubber can also be used to record flight and turns information.
wéight/model weight ratios, how to store rubber, how to a

vary application of power for different ceilings} seems to oe RUBBERSTRIPPERS a —.,

be a mass of conflicting "old wives'" tales. I have been CS SO - :

advised to store rubber in the refrigerator, and I have - Information continues to come in from all over, ea

been told this is wrong. I have been advised to wash the new bit expanding our practical knowledge in the vital
motors after use, and other fliers store motors for long = areaof rubber cutting. Erwin Rodemsky suggests the

_

times without washing. Some fliers almost always back off device shown below, and he has incorporated two major ad-
turns while flying and others vary only cross-section and vances over similar pull-to-cut strippers. First, his
loop length to adjust for different ceilings and flying construction, where the blade clamp block is removable,
conditions. About all most people agree on is the number makes possible a firm blade mounting and a clean, smooth

of turns a motor will take, and a guide to this magic num- joint at the cutting edge of the blade. Second, the paper
is presented below. Both the chart and the nonogram were

shoe shown will further enhance the quality of the seal

submitted by Charlie Sotich; the nonogram first appeared between ‘the blade and the cutting base, making it less
in Jan. '63 INAV. likely for the rubber to creep into the blade slot. The

: .

sketch below illustrates an important adjustment for the
Rubber ‘Weight/inch Turns/Inch guides ~ since the rubber pulls out to a narrow strip as

Size in. of 2 Strands| (2 strand it leaves the blade, the cutting channel should also bé
nehes _

in 0z./1000 motor) tapered to match the rubber.

.100 4.60 94
oe

0095 4 37 96
2090 414 99

|

“Oee 3 58 105
—

:

° 3.45 108 GUIDE Rp ADE RusseER
070 3.22 . 192

|

a
Ben
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WEIGHING .96 oz. CAN'STORE A MAntuM 297
OF 100 TURNS WOWITH [6WYTLER _t .
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“HINTS AND KINKS
a

Ol
|

30 Flight Records
,

Charlie offers the following supplemental information The careful ni

on use of the weight chart and nomogram: Although I don't mings and Pete Anduows(to name © goupie) eee cimost
strip any rubber, I like to check the size of the rubber I legendary; it is equally importantto keep detailed rec-

use. Because of variations in thickness and width along ords of flight performance
thelength of 8 strip, I don't believe in taking a reading

.

—

w a micrometer is meaningful. Several micrometer read- Charlie Sotich kee
ght,

oO

4

creeps records of rubber weight, turr

ban ingswould,be better, provided you can make reproducible put in, turng backed out, turns left, turns used vs.

|

.
.

flight time (RPM), altitude reached, temperature and hu-
. se i 1

.

“

.

Weighing a strip of rubber and dividingby the length
mid ae

- o oe i

is a simple method of getting a meaningful average measure Not only does this wealth of information aid Charlie
of rubber size. It is then easy to detect variations in in planning any given flight, but many times it haslet
rubber from different sources. him skip test flying of a well adjusted model if pressed

SO .

for time at a contest. His long record of highly con-

Before 3 yrs session, a series oh motors are made sistent performance in Cat. II flying speaks well. for his
up of e sizes ely to be needed. The lengths are mea- careful records and diligent application of them.
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FRED WEITZEL ESTABLISHES NEW : Oo
ORNITHOPTER AND AUTOGIRO RECORDS

,

fines“ee. ~~ SOT LYET EEO ETCLONE,
“ “Prom the days of Archytas, the ancient yeh KK) ~N veo

dreek, men have been trying to fly model EH
" a ,SSSSTS 5 iainee eee

ornithopters. Fred Weitzel, of The Bronx, [EBHNN ‘ ryt \\/ Aormnsorsrsnesm
New York, having made a new indoor record f= 3 [ S| \\
of 4:30 at Lakehurst, June 11th, appears to an

+t

be the undisputed ‘king of the birds'. Not YT |
satisfied with that, he went on to estab- il oe

lish a new autogiro record of 8:27. pecaone suns wine

Ornithopt flappi full | rpoo)= Taal
opters were flapp successfu CeaWet srt ; Vigne |aushikcnuse|apace’ ||

back in the late 1920's, however , and pro= | [ N\e em)eon] a |
bably the most outstanding experimenter of bat ( ) (——f--——- C—]

that day was Everett Meeks of Washington, [merece PaD.C. Meeks made the first Washington in- en eel “Ty )| | | Ti .

door helicopter record of 0:24 in 1929 and
a

£ erauciess aR ee Mine, |___a
upped this to 1:49 in 1930. | y : $4 |_

pH oY 7F- oo

Presented here is his 1930 ornithopter, | . -

radial a
as illustrated in C. H. Claudy's 1931 book, ; _ —

NGAAD RMIT

PRIZE WINNERS* BOOK OF MODEL AIRPLANES.. It ae
eee rag

was a good flier, but its record flight time is not mentioned
- OEE

in the book,
i en

The AMA had to start at the beginning again, however,
.

and its first Senior Record.....established in December of
1936.eeeeewas for the magnificent flight time of :04.6 MANHATTANCABINComment
BecondSess.ee.0r will you settle for ‘drop' instead of Whenever a Manhattan is flown attention is

‘flight'? _ attracted from both the flying scale advocates and

;
from the FAI Microfilm fans. At Lakehurst on June -

Fred Weitzel has come a long way. lith, where Whitten made a new mark of 3:40,8 with

his heavy version, The Riversider, Bill Bigge suggested
that the minimum weight requirement should follow in-

3. door practice and be based on airframe alon€esesees

EXcluding rubber. Present rules, of course, call for

oo 3 be, a@ minimum weight of 2300 INcluding rubber. Bill 4

eS suggested that this be changed to .200 Excluding
|

|

Se 4 rubber. |
We have had this suggestion before from other

modelers; and it does make sense. One of the most ,

h. important ways to adjust a model is to change size 7

— Detachable and length of motor, and to have to worry about :

<—_
whether or not the total weight is still| Construction: above the minimum is not practical, Especially

"
Rudder - 1/32 plus sqe difficult is the problem of adjusting a Manhattan

/ DIAM.
~

for a low ceiling after having flown it in a high;Stab- Spars 1/16 x 1/32, ng
Ribs 1/32 sq. here the main way to adapt would be to reduce the .

Wing = 1/16 x 1/32 spars, size and weight of rubber.
Prop ~

— 4 —

Ribs 1/16 x 1/32
E-2 BEE type, Fuselage - All 1/16 sa. e200 sounds about right for the minimum
all wood Covering = Condensor paper weight of airframe alone,
Oye x 16 pS throughout _

* * * *€

Featured at the left is Hank Nixon's brand

S| Hsh new Manhattan, the Stoney oe on Special; its air~

. ,

frame weighing a mere .1602 oz. So far, only base~

ere oh teen - —— ment flying has been done; but this has been pro-

t3
° without mising, and 5 minutes should be no problem. Hank's

-

+P rubber design follows rather closely the original layout
for a Manhattan that appeared in the November 1965

~

tp po jsuue of I.N.A.V. and later in MODEL ATRPLANE NEWS.
-

+ :

Cli--— OO Hank used light outdoor wood in construction. He

feels that, if rules required 1/16 square construction

if g and paper covering, the beginner would be less likely
Thrust. to have trouble while the pro could still try a few

* * * &

~~ P| It should be noted that AMA Headquarters have
THE STONEYCROFT SPECIAL the Manhattan under consideration as a possible re-

A Manhattan Cabin cord and contest category. Howard Johnson made theP| .

original proposal shortly before leaving office.
Designed & Built by: Bill Winter of AMERICAN MODELER has also found this

Nose Hank Nixon, Wayne, Nod. model of interest, and will feature in an upcoming
_

Detail — issue (possibly September) an article and drawings
of Whitten's Riversider and Wall Street Special.
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$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

INDOOR HLG INDOOR _ CABIN
;

INDOOR PAPER STICK
_

INDOOR STICK

Junior Junior Junior Junior

-1. Michael Charles 1:47.86 1, William Gibbs 11:56.0 1. WillaimGibbs 9:46.8 1. K. Happersett (21:50.0
2. Marty Thompson 1:46.20 #2, Barry Paillet §2:26.6 2, Gerry Geraghty 7:44.0 *2, William Gibbs © 14:26.0
3. Dan Wakerly 1342.0 3. Bruce Paillet 2721.4 3. Barry Paillet 5:52.0.3. Kristi Tenny 13324.0

#4, William Gibbs 1:39.0 4. Gerry Geraghty 1:33.8 4. Bruce Paillet 5317.0 4. Gerry Geraghty 7:22.0
5. OD. Dock 1338.8 5. Kenny Happersett 3:48.0
6. Kan Hamlyn 1236.8

a

6. Kan Hamlyn 2:24.0
7. K. Fayette 1321.6 7s Kenneth Meyer 0:17.28
8. Robert Baum 1317.6

;9. Billy Booth 1211.8 .
“

10. Eric Averkieff 1308.2 wee me
eH ke Be NE NG teed

. Senior
_. Sentor |. So Benfor ek Senior

|

1. Arthur Markiewicz 2:20.2 1. David Erbach
~~

16:54.4 1. David“Erbach” “' "1712673"12““pavid’Erbach 27310632. Tim Batiuk’ . 2:09.2 *2, Jan Serviates..9:31.0 #2, Jan Serviates
. 9:25.0 #2. Bob DeShields  18:41.6

“ee M. Smith. wo. 2804.4 3. Mike Richardson 0:24.0 3 Bill Hunter 9323.0 3. Jan Serviates 17:53.0
. Mike Richardson 1:52.4

_
4. Mike Richardson 7:05.00 4. Steve Houlihan 13:30.2°

5. Steve Houlihan 1243.0 ' 5. Jerry Combs 1:34.0 5. Jerry Combs 11:42.0
6. D. Matsuda 1227.4. a wo7e Jerry Combs. "1304.8 ee bo we ew a,
8. Ray Belcher 1302.4

a os
ss ee

9.. Bob DeShields “""?110T.2 : oo,
ce

10. Kit Taft — 0359.9 won
ne

So, tem ye

oy, BR ed pa Pod ebaddd teobtiec ead mae dows uit re wes ee rn Te 2 Fee preg ay bayo™ Open ves Open
_, .

Open Open
1. Leé Hines 2233.8 1. Manuel Andrade 23:42,.8 1. Bob Randolph 23:35.0 1. Joe Bilgri ~~" ~33:38.2.ee L.A. Miller ~"~ 2:317.0 2. Lew Gitlow

—

22259.0 2. Jerry Powell 22:37.0 2. Carl Rambo ~

31513.83. Larry Cailliau 2222.2 “pe Joe Bilgri _21321.6 3. Lew Gitlow . ,

21232.2 3. Bud Romak 29:13.04, Keith Varnau 2319.4 4, Charlie Sotich 21:09.0 *4, Hal Cover
~

19:02.2 #4, Jim Richmond +

28:52.05+. Ron Wittman. | 2312.6 5. Joe Serviates 20:03.2 $5. Joe Bilgri 18:28.8 5. Walter Erbach  26:50.06. Reid Simpson
~ (2:09.6 6. JimVale ©. 19:02.0 6. Merwin Bristol 17:52.7 6. Manny Andrade  24:36.0

#7. Vic Cunnynsham 2:08.0 7. Merwin Bristol 17:25.0 ‘7. Jim Richmond (17:36.0 7. “Charlie Sotich 2333308. Robert Patchin (2:07.8 8. Jim Richmond  14:14.6 . 8. Jim Kagawa 17:11.5 8. Bob Randolph 233:02.09.. Tom Hutchison.2:04.0 9. Walter Erbach 13:05.0 9. Bill Waterman (16:25.0 9, Bud Tenny 20:47.6
_

104 Joe Serviates 2103.0 10. Bill Waterman, 4:53. 10 NédSmith" ”“16:15.0400° Hal.Cover 19:02.0..
*Trophies awarded only to places underlined.

a

.

oo

##eeTHE '67 INDOOR NATS#t##~ °° 5 Romak and Jim Richmond flying the smaller models.

'

The 1967 Nats had a low entry in most events, including HLG times did not approach the record times, but it
the indoor rubber events. Low entry is always hard to pin- was ahard contestall.the way. Winner Lee Hines, who
point, but five well-known indoor fliers were servingin... was kidded abit about his recent slot car activity, gave
official capacity and many other noted West Coast fliers ~ credit to the other fliers fora’good battle. The Sweép-~
either failed to enter or made no official flights. It is  ette glider, designed by Lee Hines, nearly swept the HLG

—

easy to assume that the lack of activity at the’SantaAna = event as usual. Many other winning gliders were quite
hangar (one door had been open part-way for a long time; similar to the Sweepette, so this design remains almost
was closed for the Nats) had considerable effect upon the unchallenged in Cat. III circles. A notable exception ~

entry. is "Tara 18" (Nov. '64 INAV) by Ron Wittman. Ron is
: usually right on the heels of Lee Hines, but he injured

There was a new look in trophy line-up this year, with his arm several weeks before the Nats. His fifth place
indoor events offering exactly half as many trophies as in seems excellent under the circumstances. If I have my”previous years. Many indoor events offered only two

= |

facts straight, Mark Smith (3rd, Sr. HLG) also flew the
trophies (see results listing), which seems out of char- Tara 18 glider under Ron's guidance.
acter for the Nats. This inequality came about under a

ns SE UB den ctl. EMME. AUS Gea leak vBtboetase
rules loop-hole which requires that Class AAA meets award Overheard at the Nats’ - Observer: Whose paper model
prizes to third and makes no specification for Class AAAA is that? Modeler: That isn't paper, it's microfilm; it's
meet awards, Even lowly Class A meets usually have some justdusty! KeithVarnauand a friend observed carefullyform of recognition for third place! where Keith's,glider went into the rafters and devised aCee wondrous attachmentforthe balloon to retrieve it. “Much

Flying conditions were not terribly good most of the later, with careful” “balloon handling, they were success~day for the rubber events. Apersistent jet-stréam ran the ful. As they picked it up, they discovered it was the
e~neth of the hangar, with many official rubberflights —

wrong glider! Meanwhile, Navy men had been climbing up in, ding in the HLG area. Turbulencewas apparent at more the rafters retrieving gliders, but one remained unclaimed
--an one place near the west wall, and a strong drift at

©

411 day. At last, someone recognized it as the one Jim
catwalk level bothered many flights. Consequently, times Scarborough lost at the '63 Nats!. caetee ehranged far below previcus Santa Ana meets, and even lagged

; Lectepee
.

foobehind the Lakehurst times of 1965.
,

_..

Indoor Seale was sponsored "on the side" by the N.A.A.
—

. Flightmasters, and flown in the 45' ceiling Boy's Gym at
It is interestingto note that although Bilgri won. .. Long BeachCity Collegé. ‘Bill Hannan; “who has’been veryStick with a "300" and Rambo's second place was witha | active in producing indoor scale plans, reports on the

90 cm. FAI, the’new 65 cm. FAI was in themoney" with Bud Indoor Scale event: ~~ =" (cont. on p. 3col. 2)

oe Qi foe. Se at . ag? .

ee /
. ,

-



w#4%1967 INDOOR TEAM SELECTION FINALS#is#
- ;

.

1. dim Richmond
.

24:57 30:58 33:47 17:53 27106 27:19 64345% .

Yo * wer pa bane oe NE ONES LEER aM One EOSye RUE TRONDie MEE ea tee FIRNRR Simi te Lge aerate

“: 2, Al Rohrbaugh 22:40 16:12 > 23:33 10:47 029239 5331oF
|

""""3, Clarence Mather 24:57 27:10 5:38 9:27 B5¥O1 «15235 Beet
4, Bud Romak 19:38 24:32 25:44 23:24= 10:00 B 1h 50;i6##
5. Ernie Kopecky 2:46 0126 «24206 «= 9200S 10.» 26207 50313 an
6. Erwin Rodemsky 7:42 6:35 24:19 3:09 22:49 25:16 49335

,

ae 7. Joe Bilgri 21:43 10:49 26:26 20310 0818. 7248 48209 OO
8. Ron Ganser 10:24 20:22 2:07 19:59 23:46 4108 4406
9. Joe Hindes 6:49 17306 14:52 26323 0:08 5340 43329

10. Bob Champine 9335 6:46 19:07 5:19 20:53 8:03 40:00
11. Carl Rambo 6:24 16:01 16:38 23:01 7242 0 39239

42, Shim Clem 0:19 20:07 18:36 0:20 3:28 0332 38243 _—
a

43.» Stan Chilton 0314 0:49 5:20 0:20 41:09 16:59 28:08

14. Dick Ganslen 9:29 9:53 9315 2:05 6:22 12:37 22:3
¥Team “lember eet ee a eae wo

.

.
zoe, os °

#tAlternate
The second round, after lunch, saw several fliers overcome |

The Indoor Team Selection Finals were held in West 1st round bad starts, while Richmond and Mather come onBaden, Indiana, amid a scene described thus by one contes- stronger to 1st and 2nd respectively; Romak moved into 3rdtant: The buildings and grounds seemed like part of a and Rohrbaugh into 4th. At the end of the first day, the
European landscape. Itwas an enjoyable experience just Round III results had not changed these standings, but allto stay there. There were some problems withdrafts and four leaders had made substantial improvementsin their

.obstructions,but they were about.par for indoor meets - totals. Day I standings: Richmond, Mather, Romak, Rohr- —
I’ve flown in only a few better and a great many worse paugh, Clem, Rambo.sites. ; cae, Cw

.

y oo , Highlights of the day: Richmond's two good flightsA spectator/helper's post card read: "Site tricky, climbed to the conservative altitudé of 70'-75'; Romak's
drafty, sunny, full of thermals. Altitude control imposs- two peaked slightly lower. In Round III, Ron Ganéger ledible at times.” off with a beautiful fast climb which abruptly stopped as

the rubber jammed the prop. Ron made a frantic try to freeAnother contestant said: "If you awoke late and looked the prop ris the balloonstring, but was too late. Heout your window, you would see models flying past! With
. finished the attempt flat on the floor with thé model at ,

the rooms surrounding the flying site and the chow hall on 2' altitude! He didn't make it, but this surely is athe premises, you didn't have to leave the bullding unless record for low altitude steering attempts!
you wanted tot"

; ee
Te

. o,

; oo, eg
The only recordéd collisions happened on Day II duringAll the contestants had high praise for CD Chuck Borne- sunny conditions which were more turbulent than those ofman and his helpers: Ed & Jan Capogreco, Paul&Nancy

_
the overcast Day I. Onecollision came in Round IV betweenTryon, Wayne Zink, Jack Niederhouser and John Adams. One models belonging to Bilgri and Ganseér. Bothfliers electédcomment sums it up: “Things went smoothly due to excellent +5 take another attempt; Ganser lost 17 seconds onhissec-organization and knowledgeable help. ce ond flight while Bilgri gained 39 séconds. ‘The‘second col-

a
a.

;

a

. lision came when Rohrbaugh's 6th flight (last flight of the
The site owners (Northwood Institute) cameinforhigh eet) dislodged Ganser's hung model which resumed a beauti-

praise also, Every courtesy’was extended to the group, ful flight "in orbit" with Rohrbaugh's model. The inevit-
accomodations were excellent and convenient, good food and able happened and Al chose’ to stick with the flight.’ItPlenty of it was served, and the cost of it all was quite had already been a cliff-hanger of a flight - a climb to
low. To cap it off, complimentary tickets to a school the roof, a 20' tail slide and return to the roof before
theatrical production were made available to the group. dislodging Ganser's model. Even then it flirted with the

a o ee _— usually fatal "mushroom" before settling into a cruise.
_

_

Steering was an important tactic, and finesse at re- This flight, which drew a big cheer upon landing, upset the
trieving hung models was a necessity due to the turbulence top placing which had héld from Round II. Rohrbaugh took
and thermals from the skylights. At first glance, this second place, Mather moved to 3rd and Romak to 4th. It was
type of inconvenience could be considered a poor situation 41] over but the final bullsessions.= =.
for a Finals. On.second thougnt, all reports from European a oS

/ ee
;

contests (except the Rumanian salt mines) show similar WHHENATIONALINDOORMODELAIRPLANESOCTETY###%
problems. We can now rest assured that the team members
can cope with less than perfect conditions and thereby New Members!
make’a stronger team. ee

. Lp mas . . cpm

Loos ne DAI soak eo Ba ts ee WILLIAM E. GIBBS, 5005 Halifax Circle,Cypress,Calif.
Advance information on the ceiling height of the site LESTER H. PAETZ, 3737 Cabrillo Ave., San Pedro, Calif.

was somewhat optimistic - FAl-type measurement yielded KEITH VARNAU, 2191 E. 2ist St. Apt.A, Long Beach, cal94°, The 208' diameter was reduced slightly by window
~ -

gece Oo OE 90806
balconies with flower-boxes and ferns at the 4th and 6th “Family Membershi SO

floor levels. Also, potted’palms around the perimeter winpm  zo"Q ee
,

gave rise to another first= indoormodels landing ina _ BOBBY HANFORD, 3838 S. 88th E. Ave.,Tulsa, Okla. TAIAS potetree! The final obstacle was a retractable bandstand which
i

pulled up to the 94' level, buthad an inverted "mushroom" SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
stand 8' below which caught many models,

=

9

a
7 oe

.

we
OE SO

_,
There will bea flying ‘session (maybe a contest) at

Perhaps the mostdistinctivemodeldesign was by Jim” Lakehurst Sept. 3-4, 1967. Presumably this will be in) .—.
Clem, with squared off wing tips; curved center dihedral Hangar #6 (Cat. III AMA, Cat. IV FAI), but it may be in ©
and a racy trailing fin. Richmond's winning model had some Hangar #2 (Cat. IIZ AMA, Cat. III FATS,
small “changes from the planin’July '67 INAV, with the fin’ 7

,

cee ee

moved ahead of the stab to bring the CG forward to 75% for
_

«DHEPICTURE STORY’ Ss Ce,

better control in the turbulence. Unusual props: 19 x 36 ce

very high aspect ratio blades used by Mather.© 90 Top Row
+ _vody senny

Clarence Mather scored high inRoundTI; only to“be’ "~~ Left - George Honda winds Jim Kagawa' PaperStick a
tied in the néxt flight py Richmond. Bileri, Rohrbaugh Center - Jim Richmond and 4th place Indoor Stick model

“and Romak followed closely behind with conservative flights, Right - F4U Scale entry by Fulton Hungerford + ©
; (cont. on p. 3 col. 1) hae .
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. wo.Center Row
i - Enclosed are a couple of snapshots, which I hope will

Left - Bill Bigge and small friend.
_. oo... meet your needs for the ‘indoor. scale report. “Unfortunate-

Center - Harold Warner and Open Biplane winner
~~

ly I didn't get shots of all the winners, but I think at |
Right - Corben Super Ace by William Harris (3rd monoplane) least this is a representativeindication of the many types ~~

oa Ce Ss “ entered. There were 52 entries, including pre-WWI types,an P emitdage’+9 SD glee BUS srtns teetg ae ae aay Tin
.

Bottom Row
oo

cs inter-war machines, WWIIfighters, racing aircraft and
Left - Charlie Sotich demonstrates direct reading prop post-war light planes. “Although the winning entry

—

pitch checker (Fernando Ramos! 191f Cessna) turned, in flights of over a
Center ~ Carl Rambo with 2nd place Indoor Stick model

_

minute, most of the models averaged soméwhére in the 25 to
Right - Jim Vale prepares Cabin flight as contingent of . 40 second range. Many of the spectators expressed strong

Mexican RCO fliers watch.
| of oes ayndaterest in the event and promised to try to find suitable

wee 2 Se oaflying sites in theur home towns.
Page 4 - Team Selection Finals

_.
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oe - ER “+. Indoor Scale results:
oo

nn
oo

Left Column (top to bottom) .

gy
Op wt ge eo

1. Clarence Mather ' ‘Pictures by Borneman” Junior Monoplane: 1. Dennis Lutz” Fokker D VII
7 | |

2. Bud Romak
-

and Jim Richmond a
oo.

2. Russ Kohler “Cessna 180
07

3. Joe Bilgri
, “ a 3. Mark Osborne° “Shoestring

ae Baprett ete a aeses atte nue seit fea letinnemgs vata Dacaeenenett aetna tenet oom antonttern eigen ne sees
: aw : tee BBA. .. . Lg ws ce

“enter Column (top to bottom) : Y Junior Biplane 1. Douglas Mooney Aero 101
-

! Ba ae Nis Le reece ee Se 2. James Warner Sopwith Camel°
-

HONPOAUE,
. oe , bo err ie ; wee2. Ronnie Ganser winds Ron Ganser

ve
ee

moe we var

i

Sima. tga oe SEL SE Bote eae energytg Bee .o «einipOt iirey Cin ewpce ERENTMEEMRETE Sak ¢ a .

.3. Bud Romak checks span while Chuck BoftiémanwatéHes Senior Monoplane 1. Mike Mitsch Eastborne
4. Hal Crane with experimental biplane - Hot’ entered?

ee woo
fe. ge Open Monoplane 1. Fernando Ramas 1911 Cessna

Right Column (top to bottom)
_ . a

2. Jed Kusik Bellanca YO-50
1. The team - Mather, Rohrbatigh; Richmond”

_
ees 5. William Harris Corben Super Ace

a

2. Dick Ganslen ue uo
CT

3. Richmond's winning model Open Biplane 1. Harold Warner SE 5A
“4, Al Rohrbaugh rescues wayward model @. doe Bailey Bristol Scout

ma 3. Jed Jusik Nieuport
ne

“ - : tne tcimateriieineais eaoae wieent et IE LCCC mt ttc ttSt ae RaRNDTIUUIRRTRReIeRiNTtrrmNURE ents meni Whalen REC gheesennatieneiniairencetsanin ABINN nntn tine natn nnn a Ratnda wi siieinnaalecsstaso?
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$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

##*#NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY##i## = ©
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.

New Members! sad practice - trophies were awarded to 18th place in some
aa

- events = Qpen events!
CARL RAMBO, 262 Albatross Ave., Livermore, Cal. 94550

oe

a
,

JOHN E. REGER. Jr., 37 Cragg Road, Rochester, N. Y. 14616 FAIINDOORREPORT |

Dick Black Memorials
. _ . ...., LeamMembersConfirm oe ae

Dick Black spent a large part of his energy helping The top winners of the Team Selection Finals (Jim
~

~

people become acquainted with model airplanes, or if Richmond, Al Rohrbaugh and Clarence Mather) have all con-
they were already building models, he helped them find firmed their intent to compete in the 1968 IndoorWorld
out how to build them better. It seems quite fitting for Championships. It is almost certainthatBudRomakwill
the NIMAS Dick Black Memorials to be an information ser- be theTeam Manager, and this completes what is sure to be
vice carried on in Dick's name, and this is what is now avery strong team.

, :

being planned.
International Meet | a -

The actual form of the Memorials will be audio-visual
oo.

Ce ee ; ;

training aids, to be available to clubs and individuals The Italian Aero Club and the Aero Club of Rome are
for a nominal fee. It is expected that these training jointly sponsoring an international indoor contest on Oct.
aids will make full use of slides, 8 mm. movies and tape 7-8, 1967. It is to be held in the Palazzo dello Sport,
recorded lectures in whatever combination seems to be the

_
proposed site for the 1968 Indoor World Championships, and

most effective. Anyone who would like to participate in will be a "proving ground" for both the site and the spon-
preparation and planning on this project is most welcome, sors. If all goes well, final approval will be given for
and extra hands will certainly speed the project. So, if the W/Ch to be held in this site.—
you would like to help, drop a line to Bud Tenny, Box 545,

ee

Bichardson, Texas 75080 and volunteer.
_

TheCoppaUrbe1967, as this contest is called, will
: a be the eighth national and internationalindoor meet tobe .

Help Wanted! held in Europe this year, with Austria also planning an
indoor meet in October. Italy is having a national meet

In correspondeice with several fliers who mix their Sept. 17 in Pistoia, and other meets have been held in
own microfilm, I have found out that film which is both Hungary, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Finland and Germany.It
non-sticky and free from static effects is a rare bird. is heartening to see so much activity, but these same
Most of you know that I have spent much time in develop- contests are a potent training ground for European teams
ing (trying, anyway!) better microfilm. If anyone has a who will be flying in the 1968 W/Ch. I hope to be able to
film formula which is not static prone or sticky (either present a summary of this activity in the October issue,
one or both) and would share their formula, it will be and the great potential of these teams will be apparent. .

most welcome information. JI am making some progress, and
a status report will be coming in a future issue along

—

we
with the promised recap of the microfilm series of a while. ALOOK AT YESTERYEAR

,

o
back. A possibly important addition to my test procedure
will be a temperature controlled "hot box" to test film How would you like to be able to buy a kit which has
for resistance to elevated temperatures. Present tests —

plans for seven of the best indoor models of the year? It
have already included test panels covered with aged film has enough wood and other material to build any one of the ~

to be stored so that long term stability can be proven. models, and it only costs $1.25. .

Nats Trophies - An Editorial The above was a glimpse into the pages of American Boy
/

Magazine, December, 1930. The story was headlined "Build —

In Item 6 of the September mailing to AMA Officers and a Twelve-Minute Plane!" and gave details of three of the
Chartered Clubs, AMA HQ acknowledged that some people felt models. Fliers of these top three models were: Raymond -
Juniors had been slightedat the 1967 Nats if they won 3rd Thompson (11:47), Carl Goldberg (11:23) and Fay Stroud
place in a low entry event and received no trophy. It was (11:04), A study of the plans and text showed features
further stated that greater numbers of Juniors are needed common to the three models: built-up fuselage, carved

.

at the Nats to encourage "continued Navy interest." Their prop and tissue covering (microfilm would appear in reg-
"solution" was to announce that Juniors who had entered ular use about 14 months later), Thompson and Stroud had
the Nats would receive a certificate, and those who placed rolled, non-tapered tail booms, while Goldberg used a

through fifth place would receive a *‘epectal version of solid boom. Thompson and Stroud used square built-up
the certificate," motor sticks and Goldberg's had a rolled tear-drop cross-~

section. Thompson used round wing spars, Goldberg's were
The certificates were created, signed by AMA President square, and Stroud used hollow rolled spars 1/16" in diam-

Cliff Weirick, and each was then stuffed into a large size eter. One could go on ~ let it suffice to say that this
envelope with no cardboard to protect ite There was no was the era of new ideas and rapid development -~no avenue

legend on the outside ("DO NOT FOLD") to protect it either, to increased performance was overlooked.
.

In 64 years of INAV, I have seen less than 10% of the art a
work and special papers sent to me arrive unfolded and in The extremely close times (made at the 1930 Nats) “

food condition if they were not heavily protected. Junior showed how hard fought indoor meets were even then. Ray “

hts winners may be able to flatten their certificates 80 Thompson gave full credit to his opponents by saying, "If
they will frame nicely, but they were printed on card stock Stroud had had more slack in his motor so he could have os
which creases and wrinkles at the crease - very unsightly. given it a few more winds, or if Goldberg had had his best

prop, I probably wouldn't have had a trip to Europe!"
It is true enough that the AMA Rule Book does not spec- (Goldberg's best prop was ruined when a sleepy friend :

ify that Class AAAA meets must have trophies through third dozed off and fell”on it.) Lo
place. However, this is specified for Class AAA meets; it
is questionable taste to give fewer trophies at the Nats We are indebtedtoEd Beshar for the above info, and
and this practice certainly violates the intent of the he sheepishly admits he was the sleepy prop-smasher!
rule. AMA cannot even claim to have saved money by this

,



INDOOR RULES uo

STATE OF THE ART
Several items of indoor business were discussed by the

|

Clarence Mather's third place winner (team selection FFCB at the first Nats meeting. These items were outlined | -Finals) is the model for this month. He says this of the 4n the July '67 INAV; the special circumstances of a face-
model: "Since I had limited time (Clarence completed his to-face meeting permitted special handling of one of these |.
Master's degree in Physics this year) to build and fly, I proposals. FF67-B-1, a proposal to clarify Sec. 8.12 of

_.

.
figured it would be best to stick to something fairly the Rule Book, was dropped in favor of formally adopting e”
standard and build on the heavy side. The model 1s much interpretation of the 1966 FFCB. The interpretation came{ |’like the 90 cm. jobs I flew two years ago. Two were built as a result of a protest on an autogyro flight, and reads:
and tested in our 24' site - then flown in the Cow Palace Wing area of an indoor autogyro must not exceed rotor area.
and West Baden. I want to try higher pitch props since Stabilizer area in excess of 50% of the total wing and
the models climbed too much on the rubber they were stress- rotor area must count as wing area.
ed for - particularly at West Baden where the air temper-

;

ature was high. ' ‘RECORDS? MAYBE!
—

7

DACRONBRACING Recent issuesof this column gave rise to several
088 e records for Jim Richmond's FAI model.

Ever since March, 1964, when dacron samples were first 4 longer issuing two records for.a singleflight seasmade available for bracing flight surfaces, people have has been awarded two certificates for recent flights:
been receiving dacron monofilament for the asking. Many & ’

fliers have replenished their supply after the first batch .

_ .

was used up, and several reported disappointing results. rat Gate talFar 33saye 2

With this in mind, it is now time to review the result~ poo

ing opinions of dacron monofilament as a bracing material.
wsIn general, most people swear by dacron once they have

_ TARA 18 -

- used 4t; I have no intention to use anything else. On the 1/4" SHT.
. "

other hand, some people tried it and only swear at it! No |
wing

RUE SPAN: = 17-3/8
one seems to strike a middle ground, so each flier has to 3-3/8"

- LENGTH 2: 19-1/4"
" try it for himself. - WING AREA! 64 SQ INS.

Three specific objectionshave arisen. First, one
-

* STAB AREAS 12 SQ INS.
flier braced a wing which warped as soon as it was removed

- WEIGHT 19 GRAMS
from the jig. Since that time, I have been careful to
caution that dacron has a delayed strain recovery. This 5-5/8" *RIGHT LAUNCH. - .

must be taken into account, since a strand which is pulled LEFT GLIDEtoo hard (stretched) during separation from the bundle may ,

well warp the wing when it does recover, If you separate
the strands carefully, and well in advance of using then,
strain recovery should not cause a problem. <A second ob- ———s a ov

jection was raised by Jim Richmond, when a wing arrived at 1/8" SPRUCE \ a

. a meet with the bracing slackened too much to use. I have FUSELAGE SKEW WING 1/32
had this happen with both dacron and wire, and I believe LEFT FOR TURN =e“sur:
I traced it to having braced the wings in high humidity STAB

;
and attempting to fly in low humidity. Although wire is

. E

-

usually kinked enough at bracing points to prevent proper mee asc
re-bracing with the same wire, dacron never kinks. If you

.
wz S 295 a

happen to brace a wing in dry air and fly in damp weather, SCOATS SEALER [He Ws Sz a

dacron may stretch enough to prevent a warp and wire Won't. a ee‘ 1-3/4"
This ability of dacron to stretch under load caused

— tj.
problems for Manfred Koller last year. With 90 em models +...
in a car-top carrier on his Volkswagen, wingtips would : opt" ANHEDRAL

"pounce" on rough roads. The microfilm would fold over as
it slackened, and pull holes in the wing. I have been

4 4

lucky in this respect, since my car-top carrier has over 4 4! — #4 :

25/4"
12,000 miles on it, and one wing built in 1964 has 8,000+ 1/32" sur

an

miles on it with no damage not caused by clumsiness. It
i o° FIN “Toe

is covered with dry film, so I have no way to know if the |
< |

e1/te"
wing deflects from road bumps or not.

= +°

There is plenty of dacron still available, so if you Desgnsd, bLy-fn, VY itinan
want to try some or want to replenish a failing supply, Juin Open; Drd weuige ~ 'o7 Nats
send a stamped, self addressed envelope with your request,

*

BALSA STRIPPER
/

The May '64 INAV featured a balsa stripper by Bill SLIDER (MAHOGANY)
Atwood which used micrometer heads to position the

,

straignt edge with excellent accuracy. The one shown be-~ RuBBER Banos HolLp
low, designed by Hewitt Phillips, is also capable of good CLAMP TO PL

.
accuracy. It sacrifices the micrometer readout for the ATEN

important feature of using materials likely to be on hand © al PLATEN Th CLAMP
in most modeler’s workshops. Bob Champine built one, and YW SSS
suggests that a metal insert be used as bearing surface Up RRR
for the adjustment screws. Use care in constructing this y

, MASS =
stripper and it will give excellent results; the most im- MII re Rad
portant item in the construction is the fit between the

R Baseé- % x 3" Baesn
slider and the rail it slides on.

AiL~ Basswoop

N
PLATEN. Ze we oo”

oe
Cut Ssor To FIT BLADE

BASE 4 gx ?
" ae

A.
Rain oun SAw SLoT To e ae a) _

Foot ‘ ag Fer Raia ee TN ©
ou,

€
s a

?
¢ Te ae

a ve a etynot
-5+Oe ------| ry a

re

RUBBER Banos (EACH Enos’ HOLD PLATEN TO BASE Su'T Wood BEING STRIPPED

. Sprees soar ee sae
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long bracing wires and glue on both ends paperclips. The
~

,
drawingwill give you an imagine what I mean:

uch! ¢ F>% .
a

OSA =. =[SF (Ss syrr —C*”rTi oe
.

ee eee SC.

\ LID )) :
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. Ay \ Fi if |
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NN \ \\ Then you lift the bracing with a hook on the top of
. \ \ | the cabane. Then you glue the wires to the leading and

AS

\ \ trailing edges. After this remove the pins and pin them

ewes [ast ») beside the pylon like this:
Y J —
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THE TRAINING OF ACHAMPION __ rT

(cont. from June)
Berlin 3/19/66 4 A

.

Dear Hans!
,

tI will use this Sunday evening to answer you on all...
the questions you had. The best solution of mikrofilm
consists of dope called Clou, made by Clouth. To this add If you have finished the front side, make the same at

; the other side. After this you can remove the jigs A an¢ ..,

5-10% Amylacetat and approximately 3% Eukalyptus-oil. The SS
B, and cut loose the trailing edge and leading edge in ?

addition of the two latter substances depends upon the
ladle Don't be anxious if the wing has wrinkles, this

quality of the Clou which varies even within one produce m ° & ;

tion output
4s normal. After some days they vanish.

In respect of the Amylacetat 1t is simple: if there
It is recommended to cut the pylons somewhat thicker

than the diameter of the paper rolls they are put in,
are big wrinkles in the film when poured on the water, you Reducing it to the exact diameter is done by pressing itmust use more Amylacetat in the solution. Eukalyptus-oil bet the fingers If th are too thin ou can en-
should be used as little as possible because this ingred- la ne th at ies b akingit wet

ad

fent causes pulling of the film. But if you use too less, arge the diameter by m & °

.

Since the stabilizer is also braced, I constructed a
the film is so brittle that you cannot lift it from the

jig as follows, It must be constructed in such a, waywater. You must try a little till you find the best solu-
;that the stabilizer has,a little dihedral. If you-do not

tion. Hacklinger uses instead of Eukalyptus-oil, Benzyl- ,

:

observe this and brace the stab flat, you will have a
Butyl-Phthalat as softener. But I did not succeed, to .

‘
' sharp break after the end of the bracing wire. In respect

find @ usable mixture with this softener.
of the airstream caused by the propeller, the stabilizer

For pouring the solution on the water, I made a tiny .

can with the following dimensions: must have a washout of the right wing. This means that
. the trailing edge of the right part of the stabilizer has

—| -- 250 mm approximately 3 mm more incidence on this part of the stab
37am where the bracing wire is fixed to the stab.| | — =

—l NoeTt Hh
\

As a water-container I am using a big table with a N }
: frame of wood on it and covered with plastic sheet. The iV

water should be 3 cm deep. The water and room temper- i} i
ature should be equal and low to cold. Before pouring | tA “aT I} L{

you should draw a sheet of newspaper over the water to
©

if /] Hl
remove dust.

From the mikrofilm frames I cover other frames which
are big enougn to cover the wing, the stab and the rudder.
The success of pouring varies from day to day, so it is
the best to have lots of frames if all is running well.
This using of special frames for covering the wings, has
the big advantage, that one can push them togetherat the [A
middie so the film can follow the hollowed profile. The , HO) ,

covering itself is like described by Joe Bilgri in his I hope that you can follow this Picasso. also the

MAN articles. I think you know it.
,

bracins of the stab I am making with the paperclips on

The wings are covered, lying flat on the work table, the ends of the bracing wire.
with films 1-2 days old. Before bracing, the covered This is all I can report you. I hope it is enough
flat wings should rest 2 days more. For covering stabs, for the beginning. by this occasion, one can increase

the film snould be at least 8 days old and before bracing the performance of the model by increasing the span of —

the stab it should rest again 8 to 14 days. For the the stab and putting bacz the CG. But this you should se
i rudders I am using very old film. For the propeller you not try before the performance of the original model is

can use new film, but the covered props should be fixed on sufficient.e Another thing: formerly I made the mistsase

the jig for several days. and sanded the spars of the wing elliptical. Since this
It is not very easy to describe tne bracing of a wing is the exact contrary of an I-spar, it is utmost disad-

put I wili try to deseribe it step by step. First you vantageous and sives besides high weight and less stiff-

place the wing cautious on the jig, and fix it with small ness. So use only square spars for the wing and stab. i

quantities of dope in the middle. Then lift the ears and
piace under them the jigs named A and B. Tnen the pylons Best regards,
and the cabanes are glued on. Now you taxe sufficient Karlheinz

en a teen enna ine serene neem eeneerammtteentmentteeeetetinieE
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NEWSand VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75081|
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

a

|

| ##4NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETY###« lot, see p. 38, Sept '67 American Modeler.

New Members!
. JoinNFFS!

ge
eee

2 ts
' The National Free Flight Society is beginning a mem-FETe ON neod Oe 90Giavbeck bee oe £0085ak bership drive, to be announced in the Sept. issue of the

, y sy Vayton, VU. NFFS yisenr (it may be published before you receive this
issue). One major change in NFFSpolicy is that all newFAI Category Records . memberships will be on a 12-month basis like NIMAS. NFFS
has grown pretty well since its inception, and has begun

h Recent, correspondence has shown Some confusion 0 ee to provide services for members in the same fashion as
what to ca e various records we can sev Ww our 65 NIMAS was able to expand services beyond the newsletter.
em models. First, for records normally referred to as Let no one who hasn't joined NFFS wail about a real orFAI Indoor: the proper title is AMA Cat. X FAI. There imagined demise of free flight; those who joined are now
are 9 records with this title - three for each age class helping insure that FF does not die!in each AMA celling category. The new record class set up

.

this year for FAI models is called FAI Cat. X FAI, with 4
Easy B Plans

possible records, one in each FAI ceiling category. There sa8y2scans
are also four World Records, one for each FAI celling cat- Any NIMAS member who would like full size plans to
egory. Both FAI Cat. X ("X" refers to category number) go with the Easy B article in the Oct. '67 American Model-
FAI records and World Records have only one age class.

.
er (it is an excellent model to begin teaching youngsters

. with) can receive one by sending 10¢ in stamps with theirModel size is sometimes misunderstood in connection request. For clubs or individuals contemplating a largewith these records also. AMA Cat. X FAI, FAI Cat. X FAI class or group instruction, a sepia tone print (can be :
and FAI national and international competition all must be sed to make blue line prints) 1s available for 25¢ in
flown with 65 em models. World Records may be set with stamps. Send request to Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson,
any size indoor model up to 2,325 sq. in. total wing and Texas 75080.
poe area, i oo lathe . ee

ne pe co ° Zaic Yearbook
:

| Further distinctions: AMA Cat. X FAI records and FAI
|

Sanener oons
|

a

vate. X FAI records are set on an AMA sanction, while World ‘Frank Zaic 1s planning on re-issuing several early
,

Records are set on a special sanction obtainable from AMA Yearbooks and other publications ranging from the 1934 YB
HQ. Special information on procedures associated with to the 1953 YB. Send him a 5¢ stamp and requeat that he .this sanction is available from AMA HQ in a memo entitled send you a brochure and order blank. You must read the

.FAI World Record Procedures. brochure to appreciate the contents of these books - and
.

you must order the books in advance. If insufficient
Nats Report byLinstrum orders for any single book are received, that one will not

'
be re-printed and the money returned. Send your request

Dave Linstrum’s VTO columnhas a very good write-up to: Frank Zaic, Box 135, Northridge, Cal. 91324 d
on the Indoor Nats in the Nov. '67 MAN. He concludes ;

with a reference to a possiblesite for the 1968 Nats to PO kenga ataeees nena

|

be held at Olathe NAS. Since then, several things have FAI INDOORREPORT
transpired and there is a possibility of the site being g ppchosen from some other locationse So, Dave asked that TeamManager Appointed
his site comments in this column be ignored ~ they may be Bud Romak has been appointed as Team Manager for theoutdated! 1968 FAI Indoor Team. His firstduty (self-appointed) was

-

W
to attend the International Indoor meet being held in Rome,

Spread TheWord! Italy, on Oct. 7-8, 1967. The outcome of this meet will
- determine whether this site will be used for the 1968 W/Ch

ina chris Soenksen, ofMundelein, tilinots, is holding an
or if another host must be found. If this is the site,

ndoor Symposium on Oct. . e program location 1 Bu Oe le to the team.
is the Boy's Gym of the Highland dr. High School at Liber-

24'S experience will be invaluable to the team

tyville, Ill. The school is on Rockland Rd. - turn west
INDOOR RULESoff Route 21. The program begins at 2 PM and has Charlie aie

Sotich, Jim Richmond, Bill Graham and Chris as speakers,
. .

Final voting 18 almost complete on FFCB business, andFor further information, contact Chris at 312-566-8450.
the two proposals covering indoor rules have both passed.

The above announcement is one I make with considerable FF66-D-2 updates Sec. 4.7 to permit a contestant to either
hold his model or wind the motor; it also spells out per- ipleasure. Our hobby must now spread mostly by word of ,

mouth, since our allotted space in national magazines must Fee neeon cbidere tooheve PROOCE-2 changesSecs 10

remain in proportion to our level of activity within D +b f effectt if for these rules is 4 1. 1968.the total of model airplane activity. It is only by such ate of efrectivity tor these ru
B

van. I, .

special efforts on the part of dedicated indoor buffs that . ALENDAR
—

we can gain more fliers than we lose to other activities. CONTESTCALENDAR
I salute these fellows for their effort, and suggest that

_
. 1. Wheaton

all who can attend, should. It will be a good session! MARTa: 7-10 Px, oe eta tog Vallee. 498-0790.Laurel, Na. ?
for last-minute verification, Dates: Sept. 22, Oct.

os ‘Wa fae 8 tists <4%e84 _ AMAElection 27, Nov. 17, Dec. 8.
.

4
:

:

.

_
By the time you receive this issue, all AMA members MISSOURI| 50k coth ot. Contest; Assuapt See. 3, oer.

should have received their ballots. The deadline for AMA Rules. Contact Kirkwood Thermaléers,
return of the ballot is Nov. 15, 1967. Six AMA Districts ° .

are electing V.P.'s, and the AMA Sec.-Treas. office will SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL ISSUE
mm

also be filled. Inform yourself about the qualifications a

of the nominees and vote! Earl Witt is the only candidate This issue is dedicated to all my friends and fellow
who accepted the nomination for Sec,-Treas.; in my opinion indoor fliers outside the U. S., with special good wishes
Earl is very well qualified for the post. For more infor~ to those European fliers who have enjoyed such an active
mation about Earl besides that which accompanied the bal- season this year.

ii
pinta tate 2 i tp ct ae



CORDS? MAYBE! 2. Harro Erofejeff 16:02 15320 31322
,

BECO
3. Harri Raulio 15:30 13225 28 355

a dWorha Records
Brno, Czechoslovakia Aug.'67 42 m. site 20 contestants

Jim Richmond's winning flight at the Team Selection
.Finals has been accepted on a tentative basis as a World 1. Jiri Kalina 26343 25437 52:20

Record. Just before publication, we received word that 2. Eduard Chlubna 2284 26104 perksJiri Kalina of Czechoslovakia posted 17:29 in a Cat. I 3. Sitar 2 3 23322 200 a,
record attempt and that this has also been tentatively

—

4, Dagmar Chlubna 22:42 25316 47358 OO
accepted. If these two records are approved, the World De¢ Rybecky 23308 24349 47357
Record slate will be as follows: 6. Manfred Koller 19:00 22:27 - 41:27

4 17:2 This site, the same as listed above, is the exhibitionoat: t vied Keling aeiae hall in Brno. Ventilation holes around the perimeter ofCat. III Jim Richmond 33:47 this very large building (over 100 m. in diameter) make 1tCat. IV Karlheinz Rieke 45:40 very dependent upon outside conditions. The times listed, . .

es

_

above were all made in the first day under conditions said
to be the best ever observed in the site. The next day itRUROPHAN INDOOR COMPETITIONS rained, and flying was impossible.

1967 has been a year of unprecedented indoor contest
activity in Europe, with at least ten national and inter- Dortmund, Germany Aug. '67 24 m, site (Westfallenhalle)
national contests scheduled to date. The reports below,
dealing with seven of these contests, were submitted by ° nee a Koller 19:33 21126 4035Manfred Koller of Austria, Otto Hints of Rumania, Andras oa Hans Beck 19:44 20:36 hoioeRee of Hungary, Esko Hamalainenof Finland and Rudolf 3. Kurt Vogler 19:34 19122 3.Cerny of Czechoslovakia. My thanks to these fliers, who 4. Gunter aoe’ *4o : 3 2have helped to keep me posted on this important activity. ° un aum 93 -~ 9:40

' 35 com, Microfilm ,Brno, Czechoslovakia April 67 42 m. Site 18 contestants
;o—tienann 12:56 12:42 25 138

1. Eduard Chlubna 19355 20:50 40:55
24

48

8:22 55 cm. Paper Sticko pazmar Chvubna 12h 15 i328 33184 1. Gunter Maibaum 11:01 11317 22:18

StickThis was a national contest, held under cool and humid Unlimited Paper
. ;conditions which weakened motorsticks and warped wings. 1. Klaus Wetsel 16300 16308 32308

mae oite a customary rey and turbulent, but it was
Westfallenhalle is one of the best sites in Germany.quite calm itor Te It has large floor area and low drift, but a rough ceil~

,

_ ing. The low drift comes from the building-within-a-SCEPCETSTEE ee aT RETERTS an Toot building construction which buffers the flying area from
75 m. ceiling. International meet - Four two-man teams. outside disturbances,

.

1. Jiri Kalina (Czech) 27310 26:30 53:40 “THE TRAINING OF A CHAMPION
2. Zoltan Oscody (Hungary) 24:01 26:55 50256 (cont. from Sept.)
3. Karoly Biro (Hungary) 25330 21:00 46330
4, Mihail Teut (Rumania) 21:06 22 254 44300 Nurnberg, 4/9/66.

|5, Otto Hints (Rumania) 20:25 18:16 38341 Dear Karlheinz!
6. Dagmar Chlubna (Czech) 15 346 16239 32325 Many thanks for your last letter and the valuable 3.
7. Nicolai Bezman (Rumania) 15:27 15:09 30236 formation. Last Friday we got permission to fly in the
8, Stefan Ionescu Rs 11351 13253 25 344 exhibition hall. So I first built two models with 35 em° ,

,
span. First, to become acquainted with the technique and2m

Standings: 1. Hungar 97316 second to have some models for the contest.Team Standing
2 Czechoslovakia

. 86:05 The flying made lots of fun since there were a lot of
3. Rumania A 82:41 people with models. Strattner, Rupp and Zillinger from

_ 4, Rumania B 56320 Nurnberg, Reda and Dreyer from Munich and Koller and Hor~
cika from Salzburg. Very often the models hang up on gir-~

The underground location of this site gives a constant ders and lamps of the roof, but we could cateh them all
temperature of 11-129 C. - quite chilly! Lighting is poor because a big fireladder was available.
enough to require work lights for winding, but the site is Best time of the day was 9:00, which I did, second was

-

almost drift-free; none of the official flights hit the Koller with 84 minutes and Rupp third with a very heavy
wall. model which flew over 7 minutes.

The mixture for the fllm with your recipe gave no suf-
ient film. It was impossible to get a sufficient thinn, Hungary May 21, '67 28 m. site fic

_

Bebrece pee
film out of the water. The film seemed too brittle. So I

1. Zoltan Oscod 25311 used the mixture which Gerry Weinkopf describes in his
2. Andras Ree

y {Debrecen 24355 book. I think that I will need all my spare time in the
3. L. Cjyarmati (Veszprem 22333 near future for building FAI-indoor models,so don't be as-
4, Karoly Biro (Szekeslehervar) 22:29 tonished if you don't get any mail from me in the next
5. K. Hajba Beet herwan) 22307 weeks.
6. Antal Egri (Budapest) 20:18 Best regards,
7. Gy. Buzadi (Pees) 20:07 Hans

This contest was held at the University in Debrecen,
Dear Hana}

Berlin 4/11/66
site of the '66 W/Ch. It was the Hungarian Championship
where the teams from various towns vie for top honors.

,

h Many thanke erehte last ea orth I an not nappy to
: The results above are incomplete, but the team from Szek~ ear that you are ng around w 35 cm models. You
7 eslehervar was declared winner. (Scores based on single will see that a 90 cm model is a different affair and that

ights)
me “ it is of great advantage to collect experience with thisflig ° class. Of course it will last some time till you can build

' a model which can be used in a contest. I think that theBudapest, Hungary June 4, ‘67. 14.9 m, site
tenth model you build will meet this demand. So you ean

. see that you may not lose any time.3 coran ngcody esis I first made lots of different solutions of film,3. Gyorgy Buzad 16:26 since film with the basis of "Clou" is not too easy to4. Koro Biro y 16:06 make, but on the long end I found that only this base will. 5. Geza varsze 4 15:39 allow films with sufficient stability when poured in ex- *—(78 46 6
oa tremely thin sheets. If you write that the film was too

halle cup contest held by the brittle, you must add Eucalyptus o11. Ricinus is not goodganzMaveeModelCleo ofBudapest. These five toptimes because the an Pecomes sticky, heavy and tends to warp
,

e mode oo fast.all exceeded the Pre mone Hungarian Cat. II record of
I would recommend to use for the relatively low site15:16 held by Geza Varazegi. at Debrecen not the full length of my motortubes. You

could not use it fully. Cut down a little the length ofHelsinki, Finland Aug. 6, '67 14 m. site the motortube and lengthen the tailboom the same part.
.

Thus the weight of the model and the rate of sink is less.'. Leif Englund THAT 17227 35314 This will afford a change of size and pitch of the prop

mE seer teteenreoeseepattansaereenensstesseeanntianenatennettettane-neenutit naeteesnntenenntinetnenetenan—eetennaemanimunatneetritiannamanteanetunentiitrenimnteneeeane



(more pitch). On the other hand it should be useful to

push the center of gravity backward a little, but not on

| your first model. But now be diligent.
.

Best regards, Wd Jad 2?
| Karlheinz oO oO 9 © g ¢

~
o © S 9 < >

_Pear Karlheinz!
Co

Ro DOs ta ;

z
fos Today I had the first flying session with the fruits + 46 =

vf my work. I succeeded in reducing them immensely. I ‘oe oo NN

had two models with me, one weighed 1.16 g and the other Vis yw
1.09 @. Both flew well from the first; I only had to rw 8 er a =
change the difference between wing and stab and to enlarge & 73 [Ee —_ wR
the washin on the left wing. So it seems as if your design w &O _ .
4s not the worst. ! | eS | :

Following your advice I built a prop with more pitch i | i ;
0

and more area in front of the spar. This caused a slower A a
and thus a longer flight time. The longest flight was

_ .

A | | 9
10:05 with 700 turns. The model climbed to 10 m height in '

4 minutes. When retrieving the model, the compression rib
_ 4 -|of the stab loosened and ruined the stab. To avoid this
7 b

-

for future occasions I slightly colored the glue. Now I VY Lc
- |

can clearly see where and how much one has glued on the oo

/ “7 | |
various parts of the model. oe / 7

Loy la
To be able to fly more, I made from the two damaged

/

7 |models one new one. This brought a longer and heavier } 2
|

tailboom which caused the CG to wander even more to the
' a ro]

rear. The result was surprising. The model climbed much | 7 | /
more stable than before. It equalized turbulence of the yo my
air much quicker and gained height quicker. After five ¥ | S
minutes the end had come; it hung on one of the lamps.

;
mH / \ if

Since there is now space in my box, I am preparing a 2 | . | /
series of four models, JI am building the different parts ~ oA \. otf
also in series and so it reduces building time. w \ NN /1

With the film all is now okay. I only had to use more ON mA ,

Amyl Acetate than you told. I am now using 15-18%. My SN —— Sf /

tank 4s now much bigger - it 1s 140 cm long and 80 em wide. ~ ~~ YY /

The previous small tank was, to my opinion, the cause that oe “<7
I could not get sufficient films.

, ~S
L

The hoop was also a problem in the beginning. I first aa “TSused hoops with flexible sides but only rarely succeeded ~~
in getting a film out of the water, In my despair I tried =.

"

?

stiff frames (Manfred Koller told me that the Americans kn oO ly. ° Io — Oo
are using them with great success). To my astonishment N J ™“ =

the first attempt was a success. Also very thin films
,

 (Svstaw) FaNLILTV a
could be produced with ease. OS

Next Saturday we will fly in the exhibition hall again. -

, , ,

4aPerhaps you can arrange your next journey this way, that
aw

‘ou visit our testflying. Manfred Koller and Werner Strat- gt 7 98 ~
tner will also come and we can fly the whole day. 5 g ats 2
'

-

Many thanks for the magazines with the Bilgri article. - a 88 eet € aé@ 3
I looked them over, but had no time to study them minutely. aZ < a fS= 3 -

I will do it after the World Championships and thus see j=| iW ¢ Qe
, elven :

what I did wrong.
~ Jt , —_ °

: Best regards, = oO &
Hans ¥ +

! STATE OF THE ART e| al [06789 -
|

;

"

;

§ °
On this page and the next you will find three-views

— ri i Ss > .

of models which well represent the state of the art in WZ Zz +e * ~ 7

the homelands of their owners. On this page is Manfred <<} §< a «OS v
;

:
Koller's FAI model, which holds the Austrian Cat. I record Ose Mi L s 3 .

at 12:08 and which also won the contest at Dortmund, Ger- 2 a) < fy = & 2

many as reported elsewhere in this issue. On this plan
,

“< — Sls es 2 8
and the others presented, all dimensions are in mm and all a) : Q Xi. 3ssy, =
weights are in grams.

- galt 2 a vos
,

mY °
The two models on page 4 belong to Andras Ree of Buda- u ‘o =

pest, Hungary and Otto Hints of Rumania. Otto's model now g 8 a

holds the Rumanian national FAI Cat. IV record, which was 3 “

set in the salt mine mentioned in the contest reports. \ 2Andras has been running a very close second to Zoltan ° \ oe max
Oscody of Debrecen all season, and has a very good model. 3 \\ q
The contrast in design philosophy between Otto's model and \ 2 | |the other two exactly parallels model development here in he
the U. S., with Otto's wing area of about 100 sq. in., and N a

e the other two models around 130 sq. in. AN \ /|
Also on this page are flight profiles taken at the May i21 contest in Debrecen. This type of flight information i\ = eo ptis quite important (as I keep saying), and the Hungarians ‘ i —6———————T———— ———————e———SSESS ‘aoa

are the only fliers who consistently record such informa- — § 3 |/tion as far as I can determine. 4 9/\ = e

LAST MINUTE BULLETIN { / \ nu
: VV \ks

on™ ‘Results from Coppa Urbe 1967 (This was the indoor con~
| i ae * 2,

test held in the Palazzo dello Sport in Rome, Italy. Site yi earl? oe
has approximately 34 m ceiling.): fi] . 2858 ae/}} _ AY Nay, 2.5

1, Jiri Kalina - Czechoslovakia 2. Hans Beck - Germany / os 2 Sle <8 |

3. Manfred Koller - Austria 4, Bud Romak - U.S.A. 7 33 8a,

<
v *S 3 . @

More complete results next month! oo. ° | Oe &ag
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny: Box 545: Richardson, Texas: 75081
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/YR ADDITIONAL

|
oo,

OO .
Oe

.

a " Findnefal Report
_

_«

#HHHNATIONALINDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###®# =
9 Thig issue begins the seventh year of publication of |

a TO So

- INAV. NIMAShascontinued a slow, steady growth, withav-
New Members! = °°| |

erage circulation up 4% from 1966 at-222 issues per month,
se vite ues Average cireulation to fliers in other countries has been

WILLIAM R. BRECK, JR., 75 East End Ave., New York, N. Y. 22 issues per month. The 1967 income totalled $613.50, in-
.

K. N. GREGORY, Box 551, Grand Forks, B, C., Canada cluding donations for some issues going to Eastern Europe. ~

ROBERTS. PIONE, 10340 Southwind Dr.,; Cincinnati, O. 45242 Expenses break down thus:

=. Mehl ItTo The Editor! Printing INAV $257.96 me
7 ee oe INAV Postage 154.51 oe

Each time you read a model airplane magazine, you — Other postage 104.50 :
are usually impressed by something - anarticle, story, Office supplies 62,00 .
or whatever. It is possible that you may be unfavorably $578.97 ©

4mpressed - but most of the time you won't be neutral. A bit of subtraction shows a net surplus of34.53,
The point 18 this: the editor of that magazine isdoing about the same surplus as for 1966. A summary of all six me
his best to cover the model airplane field according to years of NIMAS operation leaves a net deficit of about $60.
the balance of interest as demonstrated by his readers. .

If you don't write and tell him when you really enjoy his Production time per issue continues about 65 hours, and
choices of material,he most likely won't be very likely correspondence for 1967 was 25% higher than 1966, with 844

.

to print more articles in that field for some time - other letters incoming and 1023 items mailed out. -
readers will have told him they liked some other article! " sees oe me

When an indoor article appears, it is especially important
CS

a
to respond. Indoor fliers are 80 few in comparison to the re CONTESTCALENDAR
other fliers that a lack of response is sure to make m CALIFORNIA Lone Beach. The D Ce la nee

- OF ~
- g Beach. The Douglas Cloudsters are

.wish he had used the space for something else. It is fine holding indoor sessions at the Long Beach City College
to write the author (if you know him), but be sure you

| Gym each Wednesday, 7:30 pm to 10 pm.
pond it via the editor so he knows you thought it was a INDIANA - Kokomo. The Kokomo Aero Team's popular indoor

ad article, | meets will resume at Bunker Hill AFBonNov.19, and

Help NIMAS onthe 3rd Sundayof each month thru April 1968.
afop_ta os

LO

Chuck Borneman, 1401 W. Taylor, Kokomo, Ind. 46901
__

In recent months, new NIWAS members Have been getting  NARYIAND =Whedton, be Oe saxcute tT.DeesBy Jone
an info sheet detailing all the NIMAS services. In case

12. Jan. 26 Tom Vallee « phone 498-6790 “or 444 °

you don't remember them, here is the list: Back issues, Henryton Soe, Laurel, Ma. 20810
’

spensored Junior memberships, NIMAS Awards, NIMAS Certif- MICHIGAN ~ Ann Arbor. Ann ArborAirfotlersindoorsessionicates, free dacron, postal contests, film library, and _ at Bowen Field House, Ypsilanti, Mich, Nov. 19. Ned Ste

family membership. In addition, the NIMAS Award forms Smith, 928 S. Forest. Apt. 1 Agn Arbor, Mich. 48104
have blanks for biographic information which should enable Se ee eee eee ek eee ted nt ins atesmigtogoie abut

MISSOURI - St. Louis.” Indoor Scale Contest, Assumption
— -someone to write up a nice press release to your hometown

High School, Route 50 & 59th. St., East St. Louis.
.

newspaper when you receive a NIMAS Award. Thanks to the Dec. 3, 1967. Contact Kirkwood Thermaleers. °

generosity of many members, the NIMAS files contain many yew JERSEY, Union. ‘Indoor sessions, Franklin High School,
~ ~~ ~

full size plans and other similar information. Someone Union N J. 7 pm to 10 pm Nov 16. Dee. 14. Jan. 11
could organize this material and set up a plans loaning Feb 15 “March 34 Ernie Kopecky 38 Fawn Lane ° ’

service. Someone could begin with vartous slides and plo- Watchung nN. J 07060 , ,

tures on hand and arrange some color slide shows of epics sonewe
.

such as the Finals at West Baden. In short, the listof
cae etzed models “Nov. 17) 9am “gob Hanford, 3838 SouthNIMAS services could be expanded if someone would volun- 88th East Ave Tulsa Ookla "74145 °

teer to handle the extra services. Of course, there 18 = © onto - cleveland. Cat.IRecord Trials Dec. 10, St. Ed's
always need to work up the three-views on hand for future

— High School, Lakewood. Great Lakes Indoor Air Meet
issue ~ easy drafting work, but time consuming. Jan. 14, Cat. II R. T. Jan. 13.

Finally, a good start is being made in planning the TEXAS - Denton/Dallas/Ft. Worth. Cat. I Record Trials
Dick Black Memorials, but much more help and suggestions planned during or after Thanksgiving holidays. Bud
will speed the work. These Memorials are to be slide and fenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080
tape lectures giving instruction in various indoor bulld- ed . ’ °

ing techniques, and we could use some "script writers" to FAI INDOOR REPORT
insure that we get the material properly covered.

.

—————

Change of Address
|

Re ort From Budapest—
.

ot This year the October CIAM meeting was held in Buda-
eonteoee eine has moved and requests that all mail be pest, Hungary. Bob Champine attended as the U. S. delegate

. to the FF Subcommittee again, and reported a very interest-

a Champane Cirel
Phone 851-3469 ing meeting and excellent hospitality by the Hungarian Aero

jempton Virgiais 23369 “ moe, Club. The only item of indoor interest is the newly adopt-
, a 3 ed steering rule. Bob reports the official wording is

Any NIMAS member may have his address change announced similar to the proposed version printed in the '67 INAV,when he moves, by simply requesting this service. A NIMAS except that three steers of 15 seconds maximum are permit-~
gan member may also receive a copy of the NIMAS mailing list —

ted, using any part of the balleon or string or with aby sending a stamped, self addressed envelope with his stick between2m long and 8 m long.Itwas also offi-request. These two services encourage closer communica- cially decided that the 1968 W/Ch will be in the Palazzotion and friendship between members - as if indoor fliers dello Sport in Rome, Italy. Because of severe drift in1 ? 4
eneeded encouragement! the daytime (see report below), rounds will be flown from

oe
oo

Se 61700 to 2100 and 2100 to 0100. At least one day will beoo .

|

NIMAS Awards oo
oe

- provided in advance for test flying, in addition to the
. . ee oe daytime periods. Any bets on howGoldCat.

I
RubberAward - 14:54.4, Tom Vallee will get? my much sleep the fliers



Report From Rome mentioned above. That is, are tan T/W is the blade angle
All reports of Coppa Urbe 1967 stressed the excellent palit’ on the blocktn Flee radius D/2, if the prop was

organization of the meet and the wonderful hospitarity of * ce

the organizers. The actual contest results reflec e ve

high deitt in the site during the daytime (caused by many To design a prop block, it is more convenienttore-
skylights), but night time test flying revealed that the arrange formula 1 to one of theses ae cg oe

drift abated at sundown, leaving an ideal site. The very
3 VA D t yo

high standard of flying displayed by Jiri Kalina (holder PxwW
eet!

xDxTt. a)of two World Records) has another side not generally known 2. T =—-—— Be = Tl os

by other fliers. He arrived in Rome with all hie movers 3.14 x D
Lo,

oo
oo.

- were complete oo Po SUL LR LSaoe ng ne nee a Started, and hieRe
d T ti e

was Formula 2 is used if the block you have is wide enoughone hour after Round I started, and his Roun me
made with an untested model (29:11). to use the full thicknessoftheblock; if thethicknessis

_

a dimiting factor, use formula 3° ase the block has baer..311 29% 8:36 esigned, mar nes on the ock nes x, y and 2 on Fig.2 Manfrea Keller er 56 12e ere 20129 2) to guide your carving. Carving an accurate block takes
3. Hans Beck Germany 22321 25:47 48:08 care and skill, but the sketches below show shortcuts used

_4. Bud Romak U. S. A. 21321 19:47 41307 by some NIMAS members (reprinted from earlier INAV's).:

49 133 273482° EgizioCoresza.. eee ze 1535 13ive oo tas Bill Graham suagests that metal straightedges be laid7. Germano Mascuillo Rome 11113 13:09 24:22 along lines x and y (see Fig. 3), then saw cuts can be made
8 Carlo Cotugno Rome :

13209 70:08 23217 down to the metal. A few quick cuts with a knife will take9. Giovanni Federici Rome 8:35 13:09 21:44 off most of the excess wood, then a round sanding block
10. Ludovica Corazza Firenze

=

12:10 «8:30 2040 will finish the Job.

Fifteen fliers (all from Italy except as noted above) Ed Hicks accomplishes the same thing while using a
entered the contest. One woman flier (Ludovica Corazza, bandsaw and a plywood stop as shown in Fig. 4. For each
wife of Egizio Corazza) was entered. cut, tilt the block forward into the saw until you reach

the diagonal line (x). Adjust the plywood stop so that the
RECORDS? MAYBE! saw just reaches line y; the result is the same as with the

,

oo

method in Fig. 3. Dick Ganslen suggests that plywood beD. ©. MAXECUTORS RECORD TRIALS, Oct. 27, 1967 20' ceiling put beneath the block also; if the stop is mis-adjusted or
J. F. Kennedy Hteh School, Wheaton, Md. rides forward, you can hear it hit the plywood.FAI Cato I FAI - 14354, Tom Vallee

.

One final suggestion: be sure that you are throughINDOORRULES carving before you begin to sand the block. If you ever
try to carve down a high spot after sanding on it, smallThe Contest Board is approving (it appears that this bits of grit from the sandpaper will ruin your plade.measure will pass; voting is in progress) a change in Sec.

,
,

202 of the Rule Book. ‘The intended effect is to permit metal straightedzges saw cute (typical)a record to be set with only one flier in attendance. :

=The attempt is to be conducted by a CD, and timing must be ee eeetaken as the average of times recorded by two officials
;

a

SS eco

other than the CD. So, since this seems sure to pass, you <asoon should be able to make serious record attempts with Serre YesYayae aaa raCOno worry about whether enough fliers will show up to qual- | a TLLY ——-ify the session as a record trials, In fact, if you do : ‘ “~

have a one-man session, you should be able to keep flying
as long as you can persuade the CD and timers to hangaround! | sccelemremalanselcnaann acento

INDOOR PROPS - PRACTICE | Ne ae ED

The basic definition of prop pitch (pitch of any part Beet
of the blade) is: 3.14 x diameter of prop at station in .

oe
an Band saw blade,

2 |question x geometric tangent of the blade angle. The most Tilt block into blade acommon propeller construction method is the one popular- and make successivecutsized by Joe Bilgri - the prop is built on a carved block as to diagonal line. 4
shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows dimensions of such a bloek
as related to the design formula for the block:

3.14xDx?
|

.

1. PITCH (of block) = ———_—______ Prop block blank
4g" Clamp

os EF
. <Sie Plywood atop

,

& Slot for saw bladeww

Bevel front% —~_ _ edge of stop— .. \ , Teeth of sawand . ED HICKS
sw ront edge of stop

AMA 26139aN are even Fi G 4
. i

a

an .

x
~oS STATE OF THE ART

.

=

/ TT
; The model of the month, Al Rohrbaugh's West Badeney winner, completes the presentation of models flown by the

1968 Indoor Team. Several features of this model are verysimilar to Jim Richmond's model (July '67 INAV), and Al
credits Jim's performance in causing him to use a similar

-

.

.

Fic6.2 sheet Other anterestingfeatures of the model are? smartameter motor stick w -wire bracing, very light wing% Note that the tangent of angle @ in Fig. 2 is T/W loading and the largest prop of any of th 4 ‘which relates the block design back to the basic formula the Finals. 6 Prop y the qualifiers to

erent—
ATTRARIT TRIERRC RANEY CRS AEAOS UNBORNertetheneoanessetsniednICISSHh.Ahn cannnmcen Anite rnwens mtnAARNet eminent etnias tanghtnentatpapnmtatnenpenmensectinsettibitien
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getting the last little bit out of a cruise is obvious -

INDOOR PROPS - THEORY areeokes careful flight trim and an analytical approach to

This is the first in a series of articles dealing with model . Merten the erdeleeeaneereae part of the fi! ht
indoor propeller theory and application. Some theory to has been determined, simple RPM checks weld hel 6
be presented is sound from a theory standpoint, but hasn't sure you are still in trim es enp you make )
been proven or sometimes even tried adequately in practice. °

Therefore, it is desirable that differing opinions and As a guide to proper choice of pitch for mode a.

supporting comments be submitted. Speak up! the following table lists pitch vs. RPM for several model
The prop is the most important component of a model,

speeds: (Pitch computed for 5" radius; 7° angle of attack,

but indoor props are often misunderstood or miseapplied. A Velocity - 1.5 feet/sec.
good prop, matched with proper power to even a heavy model,
will give excellent results in low and medium ceilings. An RPM 50 60 80 100
excellent example of this is Hewitt Phillip's record B/FAI Pitch ag" DA 18" "

(May '67 INAV) - the wing loading of this model 1s twice as
15

high as the models of Jim Richmond and Al Rohrbaugh. Even el y- 1. /
,

so, the record of 16:59 was set in a 20' site. In higher
Yelocit 1.8 feet/sec.

ceilings, @ lighter model helps, but the prop is still the RPM 50 60 80 100
most important. Pitch 33," 28" 24"! 13"

Prop design must begin with choice of proper pitch
(blade angle) to suit the model. Begin by measuring the Velocity -2.2 feet/sec.
level flight cruise velocity of the model: Trim the model REM 0
for best level flight, put in enough turns for the model

Pitch ; 60 80 100

to climb about 10', and begin timing how long it takes the ¢ 0 34 24 21

model to complete each flight circle. Measure the diameter
T 4

.

of the flight circle. As the model levels out and starts he discussion above covers choice of prop pitch, but
to descend, the velocity will settle to a fixed value; this ©*#er prop parameters are governed by model performance
is cruise velocity.

also. Blade area in a final design is decided by prop RPM.
That is, build a prop according to your best guess for area

Decide what cruise RPM you would like to have, and and using the design pitch. Fly it and measure RPM at the

construct a triangle like Fig. 1 below. The base repre- model velocity used in the design procedure. If the RPM is

sents the distance traveled by a blade segment in a given high, increase the blade area,

period of time, while the side represents the distance the
model travels in the same time. For example: 50 RPM and Once the blade area is set, prop diameter is likely to

model velocity 2'/sec. If we considera blade segment at be pretty well set also. Next comes blade shape. From a

5" padius, the base of the triangle is 5/6 rev./sec. x 10 purely aerodynamic standpoint, blade shape has only a small

(blade diameter at 5" radius) x pi (3.14) = 26.2". The effect on performance. Blades shaped to flare don't enter

side of the triangle is 24", and «(model advance angle) =
into the consideration, since formal theory assumes a rigid

are tan 24/26.2. From the definition of pitch: parade. Anaiyticat dtecussion of flaring props will be dif-
u or imposs e un e ade c

Piteh = 3.14 x Dia. x tan Blade Angle
|

Load con bemonauned. onfiguration under

we find the model advance angle corresponds to a piteh of
,

28.8", Refer to Fig. 2: This shows the triangle of Fig. 1 |
Many people still consider pitch/diameter ratios while

with a 7° angle of attack (7° is customarily "defined" as
|

designing props; but P/D is relatively meaningless. Early
a "good" angle of attack for a prop blade) superimposed on

© (1930 era) indoor articles were quite preoccupied with P/D
it. The advance angle (cL) = are tan 24/26.2 = 42.69. ratios; I believe this was due to the use of carved PFOPS oa,
Including the angle of attack, the required blade angle is Carved props have a practical limit on diameter, and the .

49.60, which corresponds to a pitch of 36.8", Thus, your models of those days were heavy. High wing loadings resul

prop design pitch, for any model which flies 2t/ second, in high cruise velocity; thus high pitch was necessary to

is 36.8" if you desire 50 RPM in the cruise. have low cruise RPM. Thus P/D was also high and necessary.

° Modern props have no similar diameter limitations, and
0 : Hacklinger suggests that choice of diameter is based on

7 flight performance, with limitations caused by the effect
7 of propwash on wing efficiency. If a flight profile of

A your model shows better performance with a long prop, use
q

a
7

|

2 of THELAB
7

yor MakingFlightProfiles
7

y A complete flight profile is the most powerful tool
=

2"
= 2 available to the model airplane designer as he seeks to

of
PrTcH 28.8 7°,” New Pret= 36.8

improve his model or prove out a modification. And the
complete flight profile is the only method of prop perfor-~

5/e =
mance analysis which enables a study of prop performance101 x % 26.¢ during each phase of the flight.

Fic. 1 Fic. 2
The complete flight profile consists of three param-

Let us review what happens if flight conditions change eters measured as a function of flight time: altitude,
to remove the angle of attack. A good illustration is on RPM and model velocity. Until a graph of model velocity
page 3, Oct. '67 INAV, in the flight profile of Andras 4s added to the other two parameters, prop performance can

Ree's model. The RPM began to drop severely at about 20 only be considered in terms of an average over the total

minutes; project upward to the altitude curve and you will flight. Props are required to handle high power at the

notice that his descent slope gets steeper at the same first of the flight, and then give efficient performance
time. Roughly, the sequence of events is this: 1. Torque in the cruise. These requirements are somewhat contra-
drops below the value required to maintain a critical dictory and the final prop design must be a compromise in

RPM. 2. A reduction of torque permits RPM to drop until order to get the best overall efficiency.
the blade angle of attack goes to zero, thus reducing the
thrust almost to zero. At this point, the prop is wind- RPM is the easiest to measure: record how long
milling. 3. The model's nose drops and rate of descent prop takes to make ten revolutions; make these checks at

increases. The model is trading altitude for energy to regular intervals during the flight. Afterward, divide
"push" the prop; the condition gets worse until the motor the time for 10 revs into 600 to get RPM. Altitude is

unwinds enough to permit the prop to jam. more difficult; perhaps the easiest way is to let a bal-
leon with a calibrated string rise just alongside the

i

You can demonstrate the effect of loss oftorque quite model. <A helper can stand back and help judge that the *

ages

easily. Fly your model in a site which will permit a 10 balloon and model are at the same altitude. Every two ms

minute flight without touching the ceiling, while using a circles, read altitude off the balloon string and record

leep of rubber with about 3" of slack. Carefully record altitude and flight time. Model velocity is measured by
the turns put in, turns left and flight time; from this determining the flight circle diameter (two people can

compute average RPM. Repeat the flight with a loop which align themselves with the opposite sides of the flight
has no slack, and record the same information. If the

|

circle while holding a tape measure) and recording the
model does not dead~stick before landing, the RPM with the elapsed time per circle. It is helpful to have some kind
short loop will be about 10% lower during the cruise, and of special chart to record flight data, since a great many
the average RPM will be lower also. The real problem in measurements must be made in fairly short time.
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THE TRAINING OF ASHAMETON INAV =~ November 1967 = Page 5
LTEALLER —_—

.. carve. eee eel
This segment of Hans Beck's story of his preparation (The next letter was from Hans to Manfred Koller, report-

for the World Championship (translated by Manfred Koller) ing the results of the Deutschlandhalle session),
completes this series, The first installment appeared in

fay '67, with parts in June, September and October. If Nurnberg 6/14/67
au have glossed over it, re-read it all before starting Dear Manfred!

this part. Many thanks for your last letter. My report to you is
overdue, so here it is: It would have been beautiful to

In the whole story you will find hints on low ceiling fly 30 minutes, but it was only 22. We could only use 3/4
test flying, rubber selection, performance checking, low of the site and from the middle of the ceiling a lot of
ceiling modifications for models, covering and bracing reflectors hang down to 10 meters. The doors were open
the elliptical wing popularized by the Germans, and other and thus lots of drift. Rieke was satisfied with the
small hints. Through it all shines hints of the sunny puilding qualities of my models,

,

disposition, sharp wit and calm determination of Hans Beck For testing one does this: First with 400 turns cor~
as he began early in March to prepare for the World Champ~ rect, the radius of the curve, correct the incidence and
ionship the following July. the sloping position of the model in the curve, (Ed. note-

correct the bank by changing washin.) Then on the next
Beginning with experience in the German 35 cm class, flight we used 1200 turns and thus the model climbed near-

and adding wood selected by Rieke, Hans followed Rieke's ly to the ceiling. All the fine changes which are neces-
instructions and examples to build models good enough to sary are done by adjusting the pulling direction of the
win, Anyone who has followed the development of Interna- prop-bearing. It is easy to fly the models in respect to
tional Class indoor flying knows that it was not an easy the above mentioned facts, but it costs lots of time to
win either - Hans posted the higheat six-flight total ever find the best prop~rubber combination for the site. The
flown in that site, and three of his six flights exceeded rpm of the prop is very important for good times: 11 to
the previous site record by a fair margin. Good Work! 12 sec. during climb, 13 sec. during cruise and 14-15 sec.

during descent. (Ed. note - times given for 10 revolutions
Berlin 5/25/66 of the prop). These data we only got with Rieke's own

Dear Hana! props. My props were all too stiff though they had the
Many thanks for your interesting letter. I am sorry same weight as Rieke's props. The spars were too stiff so

to tell you that I cannot visit your testflying. I am the props would not open enough when climbing. I also had
under big-time pressure in respect of business. hydrogen and balloons with me, not useless, because the

In all cases I would advise you to build the motor- drift forced us to balloon the model away from obstacles.
tubes atiff enough. Nothing is more disappointing but a This is not very easy but extremely difficult when the
model with fully wound motor, exploding in little pieces. model is up 20 m or more. The ceiling is 22 m high and
You must regard that in a contest you have to pack 1800 to Rieke's best time is 28 minutes.
2000 turns on the motor. This push and the usual trem- Best regards,
bling of the hands at a contest must be withstood by the Hans
model,

If you build a prop with more area in front of the Nurnberg 6/26/67
spar, it perhaps is not good also to enlarge the pitch. _ Dear Karlheinz!
During the climb the blades of the prop are opening them~ \ Many thanks for your big help at Berlin. I think that
selves, thus enlarging the pitch even more. In this way

_

the whole visit was.of infinite importance to my indoor
the pitch may become too big and so decrease the efficien-~ flying knowledge.

.

yee s But the whole is worth a try. Perhaps a propeller of 5 Now I have three quite good and well flown models and
“er “nia kind with alittle less pitch wouldalso be useful.» 4 spare fuselage. I hope this 1s sufficient, Last Thurs-

a ach @ propeller would havé more efficiency in the last day I flew in a gymnastic hall, 6 m high. “Best time16:04,
~ part of the flight when the force of the rubber gets ,A new type of propeller at last brought the necessary data

smaller and smaller.
_ / of rpm in the various stages of the flight.:I will now

Have you already made tests of the revolutions per duplicate this type. I am happy to have the box full of
minute of the prop? Hacklinger and I did this very often models. At the long sight the whole mess straina the
by counting the revolutions of the prop during climb, ,nerves a lot. I will very like it to cut ona consider-
cruising and descent. For one testwecounted 10 revolu- ‘able massive piece of balsa for a power model.
tions and measured the time. In my respect the data were:

—

0.8 rpm with fully wound motor, rapidly going back to 0.6 Best regards
rpm and 0.5 during the descent if not less. For your Hans

,

tests I recommend to use a very short loop of rubber,
lengthened by a wire to the rear hook, like I described it Berlin 6/27/67earlier. You must collect experience how the model per- Dear Hans!
forms under full power. It can happen that the model per-~ Though I did not receive any sign of life from youforms quite nice with 700 turns but is impossible to fly suppose you arrived safely in Nurnberg. Otherwise tt 77
with 2000 turns. You can decide the motor length only would be a pity because of your beautiful models, since
during the testflying in Debrecen. You know that the they flew quite nicely. I can imagine that you are in
motor should land with some turns left on the motor. If full action building still lighter and better models.
the motor is too short, the model lands without the prop From now on I am nearly constantly on business jour~turning (lots of drag), If 1t is too long, the model neys, but always in connection with Berlin. So pleaseclimbs too slow and lands with too much turns left on the send a telegram about the resulte in Hungary.motor. To find the right length affords lots of test fly- I can not give you much further instructions. I onlying, especially because another prop with less or more want to say again, that 1t is necessary to outclimb the
pitch and/or diameter can give the same result. site as soon as possible. Don't fiddle around near the

What do you say about the photos of the site in Deb- ground. You dare not lose any time to find the suitablerecen? I must warn you in one respect: the ceiling of the  prop-rubber-combination, because this 1s difficult enough.site is formed in such a manner that when the model touch- To avoid a too steep climb let the motor run out some 50es the ceiling in any point, it does not come free from turnswhen holding on the ground. Make this also duringthe wall and is centered in one corner where it hangs up. testing, so that you get the right relations. Look thatSo it is vital that you stay away from the ceiling. the prop runs round and has the right rpm. If you haveIt is very important that you have sufficient rubber found the right rubber, do not change it! Use it forloops of different dimensions. I think that I would have every start, but adding some 50 or 100 turns for each
come near to 50 minutes at Cardington when I would have flight. But examine the loop before each flight to see
one loop a bit thinner or 2 em longer. I think it will be if there are tiny cuts to be seen in the rubber
necessary for you to cut the necessary sizes at Debrecen. °

Best regards,Best regards,
Karlheinz

Karlheing

con,
5 ,

Berlin 5/26/66 Telegram: To Mr. Karlheinz Rieke, Berlin

ear Hans! Debrecen 8We can fly the Saturday and Sunday in the Deutschland- Holding your thumbs was successful, team of gon ee Coehalle at Berlin. I would say that you should come on Fri- Hans Beck World Champion.
,

day, and we can fly on Saturday in the morning and then
repair if necessary and fly again on Sunday.

Best regards,
Karlheinz
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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75081:
$2/ YEAR NIMAS DUES $1/ YR ADDITIONAL

##*#NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### appreciated if the slides or duplicates could be donated
to the cause. This would speed up production, if fewer

New Members!
a

@lides had to be generated now.

ROBERT J. PLATT, Jr., Route 3, Box 66, Old Landing Road, 1. Close-up sequence of winding a model, either with a
Yorktown, Va. helper or on a stooge.

GENE SIMPSON, 4327 McDermed Dr., Houston, Tex. 77035 2. Covering with paper and microfilm, and patching film, ~°

JOHN J. WALZAK, 117 Berrill Ave., Waterville, N. Y. 13480 3. Steering a model (this might need to be a short film
/ ; oo. sequence rather than slides).

Honorary Members
.

4, Basic construction techniques (wood stripping, rib
— mo

Looe
re cutting, building jigs, assembly, prop block carving,

GERMANO MASCUILLO, Via Bartolomeo Capasso 20, Rome 00179, wing bracing, tissue socket rolling, rolling motor
oo Italy stick and boom, etc.)

,

5- Wire bending.
, NIMAS Awards _

6. Rubber stripping.

Diamond Cat. I Rubber - 15:05, Hal Crane a

It is still not too late to suggest other topics to
,

be covered; our hobby isn't hard, but it is different
NIMAS Ace! enough to require training aids in some form to help other |

. .

Lo people to understand we aren't miracle workers or that
Hal Crane's Diamond Award (above) admits him to what indoor is an expert-only event.

seems to be the most exclusiveclub of indoor fliers -

NIMAS Aces. This standing is achieved by winning each of The Picture Page
the three NIMAS Awards (Silver, Gold and Diamond) in one

_

of the ceiling categories. Although several other fliers The pictures on page five were taken by Ed Capogreco
.

could qualify on the basis of official flights already at West Baden, and are presented through the cooperation .

made, Bud Romak and Hal Blubaugh are the only fliers to of NFFS - this same spread appeared in the Nov. '67 FF 7

have won this honor until now. Digest. Upper left ~ Bilgri hooks up for an official, -
~

S Sgggiee keg —_ Co neeeh oe rain ge ey
The ominous mushroom (later named toadstool because toad- _™:“WIMAS has” special awards suitable for framing made up stools are poisonous) appears clearly in the upper left

or NIMAS Award winners, but we have no special award or picture. Center left - Jim Clem waits to wind Stan Chil-
pin of suitable distinction for NIMAS Aces. Has anyone a ton's Goldilox (see p. 3). Center right - model (may be hs
suggestion for such an award? Bilgri's) climbs out. Lower left ~- Dick Ganslen and box .

te, in foreground, Chilton in background. Lower right --Al
_ ,

. ComingAttractions
—

oo. Rohrbaugh and second place model (plans in Nov. '67 INAV).
Although most of the available technical space in INAV Merry Christmas! oo

. will be on props for an issue or two, there is a microfilm oe
series waiting in the background. This will begin with a

.

We would like to wish all of you the very best in the “

review and updating of the series which began in Oct. '65 holiday season which approaches. Time and finances will a
and ran thru May '66 (this was requestedby readers). New not permit us to respond to all those cards we are getting,material will include testing methods for microfilm and but we deeply appreciate the good wishes you send. igs
test results of various microfilm samples. Formulas will |

i we
be given, and an up-to-date report of additives is under CONTEST CALENDAR “a
preparation. —

a
INDIANA ~ Kokomo. All sessions set for Bunker Hill AFB ao

Meanwhile, many people have been given questionaires were cancelled due to rescheduling at the base. Send os
(during routine correspondence with NIMAS) about microfilm your name and address to Chuck Borneman, 1401 West a

usage and characteristics. This survey should give a very Taylor, Kokomo, Ind. 46901 if you wish to be notified ess
interesting picture of microfilm usage if everyone returns of possible sessions at other sites. og
his questionaire. If you would like to participate in the MARYLAND - Wheaton. D. C. Maxecutors sessions at Kennedy a
survey, answer these questions and send the answers to: High School - 7 pm to 11 pm. Jan. 12, Jan. 26. Tom ie
Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75080. Vallee - phone 498-0790; 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. Ps

NEW JERSEY ~ Union. Indoor sessions, Franklin High School, a1. What brand of microfilm do you use? Union, N. J. 7 pm to pm. Jan. 11, Feb. 15, March 21. ee2. %If you mix your own film, what material (dope, nitro- Ernie Kopecky, 38 Fawn Lane, Watchung, N. J. 07060 7 ike
: cellulose, etc.) do you start with and what plasticizers OKLAHOMA ~ Tulsa. Indoor contest for HLG, Scale, Easy B

© eeand additives do you use? sized models (paper covered) and Indoor Stick. Dec. ae
3%. Describe your ageing process. 17, Noon to 6 pm with practice session 9 am to noon. OE
4. Deseribe your covering methods. ~ Bob Hanford, 3838 South 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, 74145
5. Do you check your film for static/sticky effects or OHIO - Cleveland. Great Lakes IndoorAirMeet Jan. 14,
notice these effects as you work with it? Cat. II R.T. and practicesession Jan. 13. Chuck

|6. Do your models warp after a period of time, or does Tracy, Aviation Editor, Cleveland Press, 901 Lakeside
—

your film hold its size except under unusual heat or Ave., Cleveland, 0. 44114, ,

:

humidity? TEXAS - Denton/Dallas/Ft. Worth. Cat. I Record Trials
7. Do you make microfilm in advance or as you need 1t? Dec. 23, 10 am to 5 pm. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richard-~
8. Are you satisfied with the microfilm you are using? son, Tex. 75080 214-235-4035.
9. What microfilm characteristics are important for you, VIRGINIA ~ Hampton. Indoor contestJan. 7, 1968. Donwweeew—~ and which are missing from the film you use? Orr, 320-D 73rdSt., NewportNews,Va. 23607 -

.

, What color film do you use on various parts of the |
model? oe

POSTAL CONTESTS! Se —

SlidesWanted!
—

Thisisthetime of the year that clubs can start to
plan their indoor season. A most rewarding and entertain-

Planning is still under way for the Dick Black Memor~ ing part of your indoor activity can be postal meets. If °

ial slide/tape series, and a great many topics are being you would like to try this and need clubs to challenge,
~

considered. If anyone has color slides which might work drop a line to NIMAS and an effort will be made to help
into presentations on the following subjects, it would be match you up with clubs of similar capability. Include a

co
- oe _ ti



few comments about the type of models flown by your group
(fliers not in a club are also welcome) and a description
of your site.

Postal Results ——oooSt~*S
Tom Vallee vs. Bud Tenny; 20' vs. 21' - no fudge factor Fic.2

a,

—

Indoor Stick (any size model) a ge” .

Tom Vallee - 12:05 Bud Tenny - 8:57 re
FuturePostal Events a

The NIMAS Easy B Postal Meet is customarily held in '
February and March of each year. Some members suggested aes <

that additional events be held; so the following rules are
7 3

offered for comment: Fic.3
NIMAS HLG Postal - Any model tyes AMA flight rules (Sec. ¢

10.3 thru 10.9 1n Rule Book), two ceiling classes - SPLICE C
18" to 25', Cat. IA; 25' thru 35' - Cat. IB. Fudge agit we

Ar CENTER

factor - ratio of ceiling heights.

NIMAS Rubber Postal - Any model size, AMA rules (Sec. 8)
. .

. except FAI-type ceiling measure for fudge factor.
Standard NIMAS fudge factor - Square root of ratio of Fic. 4
ceiling heights. The blade outline should be made from wood which is

uniform along the entire length of the st e

Please comment on these rules as soon as possible. to choose ne grain wood about 6 lb/eu. tt-rdensity so
The reasoning behind two HLG classes is to avoid ratio of the outline will be springy. Make the outlinesin pairs,
ceiling heights greater than 1.5:1, and to avoid use of using strips which were adjacent to each other in the wood
the fudge factor graph (it is not as well tested as it

_
they came from. If the strip 1s square in cross section

could be). The use of FAI ceiling measure for rubber be sure the strips are turned the same way while forming’
events allows more favorable competition for those who the outline. If the comer of the sheet is bevelled as
don't have sites with a flat ceiling. shown in Fig. 5, each strip you cut will have a bevel

to show how the strip came off the sheet.
oo INDOORPROPS-PRACTICE

.

The outlines customarily are formed in pairs around a
Part II - Prop Framework form as shown in Fig. 6. Soak the strips in warm water,

anchor one end of both strips with a pin and a pad of balI-
Since the prop is the most important part of the model, sa to avoid crushing the strips, and pull the pair of

careful and consistent construction techniques pay off in strips around the form. Be sure to maintain tension on
petter flights. Some builders spend almost as much time the strips - if you relax the tension as the strip bends
pbuilding the prop as for the rest of the model, and the around a curve, it will kink, Secure the strips to the
time never seems to be wasted. form in several places and allow to dry.

The majority of your prop building time should go into Prop ribs should be matched closely in size, and then ——

the spar. The spar controls the prop behavior almost en-_ cut to length in pairs, A small plastic box is handy to
tirely, since it carries all bending and flaring loads. store the second rib of each pair while you build the
Therefore, the spar must bend equally well on either side. first blade. jj ~

.

Fig. 1 below shows a basic jig which can be used to check ‘

spar deflection. It 183 sometimes convenient to substitute When the prop is assembled on the block, the outline
6" scale on the right so you can record both the test load should be wet again and allowed to dry to set the helix
and the deflection for future reference. The slot at "a" before the outline is glued to the ribs.
should be a smooth snug fit for the spar (or adjustable to
fit different spars) so the spar does not “rock” or move _Although matched outlinesandribs help maintain good
in the slot... Round spars should be checked for deflection uniformity between the propblades,theblock should have
four ways - rotate the spar 90° between checks. Also the small balsa scraps just outside the outline to help hola —

deflection must be exactly the same on either end of the the outline in the proper place (see Fig.7).
spar. The process of balancing the deflection is lengthy

.

and calls for selective sanding and checking the diameter fBevel OW SHEET Marirs 3 PAR AvTOMATICALLY
auntil everything matches.

.

EPG
SPAR

[IA "ZEROMARK.
—==. WEIGHT- ie — .

: fo

Fir Fic. 5
WRITINGFAPER ANCHOR OvTLINEes WitH

.

Pins AND BALSA Scrap

Prop SPAR DEFLECTION Jig —
To PROTECT

=
‘ OvuTLINES

ee .

el 4 "

Eno View Front View ( Outtine Form-% Basa

Fic. 1
_

: Hono Tension:
Construetion of the basic spar is two-piece as shown

—.

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 below. First choose a piece of wood Fic. 6
just more than half the length of one prop blade; then cut
and sand the wood to a smooth taper as shown in Fig. 2.
Now cut two spars with a uniform taper as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows how the two segments are spliced to form the ”
spar. This procedure insures maximum uniformity of wood SOY

on either side of the hub, which greatly eases the match- Oo !
ing of deflection as outlined above. Most people make a vw YS me

spar with round cross section, carefully rounding the Lv \
basic spar shown above. The other spar choice is to use a LouO'—S-<KB Ps

aquare or rectangular spar such as those used by Charlie Mf afk ;
Smart Barsa Scan

Sotich or Jim Richmond (see July '67 INAV for details of BX pr zeeGtuep To Brock Hoxp

Richmond's spar). This type of spar is cut exactly the exe YS OutTei NE To UNIFORM SHAPE

same way as other spars, except greater accuracy is needed ag
to minimize the problem of equalization. A rectangular or We ne 8%
square spar is checked for deflection only on the side and “

from the front; a square spar should have equal deflection Fic. 7
in both directions.

; Z
2aggre mee

: a
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INDOOR PROPS - THEORY HINTSANDKINKS :

oH Recap -Part1 FlyingAccessories
Comments from readers about a portion of Part 1 show Several past issues of INAV have shown devices called

that a clarification of the definition of pitch would be winding gadgets. The principle of operation is to have a ‘)beneficial. That is, the statements made were correct, device anchored firmly with a C-clamp; a wire hook on the -
but didn't tell the whole truth! The following defini- device holds one end of the motor during winding. When
tions may state the case better: you are ready to hook the motor to the model, the hook ..

oo

permitted to turn. This releases a few turns 80 you have
1. Effective pitch = The distance the model moves forward a loop to hook easily to the model. The simplest gadget
during one revolution of the propeller. (Fig. 1, Part 1) - shownwas one designedby Fred Weitzel; Fig. 1 below shows

_

& modification of Fred's device. In operation, this is
2. Design pitch = The distance the propeller would move

_

how it goes: Slide the trigger back to lock the shaft.
in one revolution if it were operating in a solid substance

|

Place the model on a stand within easy reach. Hook the
with no slippage. This equates with the basic definition. knot end of the motor to the shaft and wind the motor in
of pitch shown in Part 1: Pitch = 3.14 x Dia. x tan Blade the normal manner. Grasp the motor close to the winder
Angle, but the derivation was omitted. In Fig. 1 below hook with your right hand and let out a few turns to form
@ blade element at radius r moving with no slippage would _& loop. Lift the model across with your left hand, hold-
generate a helix as shown. Fig. ib shows the relationship ing it by the prop shaft. Hook up the motor. Grip the
of elements of the prop and helix; the hypotenuse of the other end of the motor next to the knot and trip the trig-
triangle represents the helix, the base of the triangle —

ger with your little finger, allowing a few turns to run
represents the circular path at radius r and the third - out. Transfer the motor to the model and launch it.
side represents the distance moved by the prop (pitch, by
the definition). Angle ois the blade angle, and by using Por Wwor Ar

.

trigonometric relationships the pitch can be determined
;

WASHERS THIS END
from the blade angle. This same relationshipis diagram-~ f To Release Turns FROM
med in INDOOR PROPS - PRACTICE (page 2, Nov. '67 INAV) as Moror, Putt TRIGGER>
part of the prop block discussion.— (ltaccer, svorl

‘ E
: ae —)

| | EQUALr

p
SS

Fic. 1
1

- cP= 3.14xDx CAN Fig. 2 shows Jim Richmond's torque stooge. The shaft
r PitcH @F from Fig. 1 is replaced with a torquemeter which will turn

. when the catch is released. ' The operation is the same as
BIG x 2x Ps 3.14% D above, except that Jim can check the torque of the motoroS

as he winds up.
Brace ANGLE @F

_ O13" TORQUE WIRE WASHER SOLDERED To %2 Tuse
ANCHORED TO REAR "

fs FREE FIT ON 432° TuBe
a oF We TUBE

It should be noted that effective pitch can also be \f) —~

defined in terms of velocity and propeller speed:
,

Yj C4

Effective Pitch = mo, rn via.
CATCH /32 OIA. BRASS

Prop rev./sec. TUBE-[FREE/ [Fir iN

.

/ —__ CLAMP)
Note that the time parameter (/sec.) divides out, leaving RELEASE SOLDER“
piteh defined in inches/revolution, which is correct.

. TRIGGER Roo .013 "DIA. WIRE
Another clarification of Part 1: The table of RPM and (enaue ELEMENT

pitch vs. velocity was figured at a specified radius for POINTER SOLDERED
a good reason. oWhen you use the method shown in Figs. 1

on CHET
To O13" WIRE)and 2, adding 7 angle of attack to blade angles at dif-

—

ferent radii will give different pitches. For example:
,

A prop with 30" pitch has a blade angle of 67.3° at 2"
radius and 25.6° at iO" radius. Adding 7° to eachgives Fi6.245" pitch at 2" radius and 39" pitch at 10" radius. anneal

Next month a study will be made of non-standard pitch
—

. . THE LAB
arrangements of the type used by San Chilton's model (p.3).

Recording Flight Parameters
,

STATE OF THE ART
” ,

; a
.

While practicing what I preach about taking flight
The Team Selection Program produced many new records, profiles, I discovered that 1t takes enough time to write

and Stan Chilton's 17:15 (FAI Cat. II FAI) was set during down the resulting figures that other measurements are
the South Central Semi-Finals. Besides the plan on page missed. The following shortcut helps: Use a tape recor-
3, there is a picture of the same design on page 5. This der and call out the numbers to be written down and pro-
model has several features which depart from standard

-

cessed later. <A typical session would go thus: Wind the
practice; from personal observation I can say the model model and call out the number of turns. Launch the model
showed much greater potential thanthe clock allowed. and start one watch. Each time the model passes the point

Loe
.

of launch, read the first watch and call out the time. Aa
One's first impression is that the film (Stan calls you finish that reading, begin timing ten revolutions of

it "wrinkle free") 18 standard taut film. This film (more the prop and call out that time. If your site has a tile
info in microfilm series to come) is German-type formula- floor, you can have a friend count the tiles between oppo-
tion which "oozes" into a wrinkle-free state and it is site sides of the flight circle. Altitude information
not heat-shrunkas is common U. 5. practice. The next should be taken at the time the model passes the launch
departure is the thin airfoil with accentuated entry and point and called out after the time. When you play back
exit curve - good in theory but not quantitatively proven. the tape, you will have elapsed time for eachcircle to
The final deviation is a non-standard pitch distribution get average velocity (remember to check circle diameter’ |

of the type mentioned in the prop article in this issue. for each circle, and RPM and altitude once each circle.
Stations "x", "y" and "z" shown on the prop drawing have That's all you need for the profile - if trying to keep ic
been reduced in angle by arbitrary amounts; again this is all straight gives you a headache, get more help; the tapenot quantitatively proved. The apparent effects of this recorder is still a valuable tool!
type of modification are: 1. Climb Prose te because the
torque required for level flight is less (less power lost

.

If you make any flight profiles, please send a copyin high blade angles?). 2. Prolonged cruise for the same to Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080. With more
reason. 3. More turns possible because smaller cross of this type of info, a serious study of prop efficiencysection rubber is needed to turn the prop. The penalty ean be made(nothing is free!) 18 higher RPM average. Only a detailed °

“comparison will prove if this is a good approach! ‘

LO SUCRECELELIENS RENNES NTOENNTN ILC HENNANENTSETO REE OREM ereT NANA IWeOetMRSA NNO SOR A ht ieeeIRAA tN INTE assiae Eimearnentye ih nianieneasasincanntnparaerntiniuartntnnerablUterine eitnninmrnthneee ee ne I RAIL NIE
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